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ABSTRACT
 
1This studyr considers tnres aspects of7 tao D2 lum. -caae control 
Pwaoslo for a elass of linear aystoms * The6 class of .aysteme it; &harac­
terzed by constraints on both the control mplitude and rate, 
The first problem that is consideed is the minimal time open-loop 
control of linar time-vaing processes, Based on theaximum P -nei­
pie, necessary eonditions are developed for a specific modified adjoint 
solution, Two additiogl conditions that am associated with this 
modified adjoint solution are also derived. These conditions are then 
utilized to davnlop a sytmatic, proceduro of contzrcting the ertr=n 
controls, The -reilts are presented in six tables These tables con­
sist of grups of ineqtUties which are used to dsteine the unznwn 
paramet4e s of -the eatrraal aontrols, These inflnaities are also in­
corporated into a dital oompter program, The program is used to 
obtain the earemsl controls for an lnustrative physical exsmple 
flnatly, a ncithd of obtaining the minilsal tfmo open-Ctnop control from 
the o trezmal controls is giveno 
The second probl that is consideead is the devalopment of a 
sttoptimal closedlop solution0 A method of ccnstructing a sub­
optirsl eot".5el* *Lheh Is fensible for P-rkationl hih order aryatensv 
is eatablishod, Tis aetbad is lnscod on obtaining a puaionterisd 
x 
approttmatien to the ±soohronos of the given system, This approziat­
tion is then used to dotemnn the mub-optmrnl controflesr An appli­
cation of the method to a fourth order practical sstems is given as 
an illustration, 
The last aspect to be considered involves the problem of recover-
Ability. A necessry and a sufficient condition are derived. Those 
conditions provide a test criterion that dat nems hether the entire 
stato space Is rocovenmilea Applications of the conditions hre mju­
strated by ampes. 
1
 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Mtivation 
Minimal time control of linear systms with control amplitude 
saturations has been studied by various authors, including Bellman, 
Glicksborg and Gross [i, Pontryagin [2) and Neustadt [3o They have 
shown that the mirdmai time control is in the faailiar "bang-bang" form. 
In maxr problems it is desirable to allow for controls whose rates are 
.also fiLite, due to inertial or other factors. One exn~ple of this 
type of problem occurs in the Ranger Block III Attitude,Control System 
[4 , DurLng midceurse mansaver it is desirable to operate the, auto­
pilot in a minimal tine fashion, in order to avoid the aoaOmulation of 
vehicle position errors. The autopilot is under the control of a jeta­
vane actuator, which provides an output torque that is bounded both in 
amplitude and rate. Thuse, the minimal time problem has the additional
 
constraint of a control rate saturation. Another example is the mini­
ral time control of an aerodynanicaLly unstable booster, where the 
actuator has both position and rate limits [5j, As in the previous 
example, this additional rate saturation introduces a finite control 
rate constraint to the minimal time problem, 
In general, the addition of a finite rate constraint on the con­
trols foms,. mtm class of minimal time problema, visa, one in "hich 
Obang-bmwg" operation is no longer allowable. This is because of the 
non-agcLssibility of discontinuous control inputs. 
2
 
The purpose of this study is to analyze carefufly three aspets 
of this class of proflwsrv via.p mirdma) time open-loop operation, 
sub-optimal closed-loop operation and the general probliem of recovera­
bltity 
1.2 Eeview of the itratn 
In this stuad, for analsis pmurposes, the minial tlme prxoblem 
with control amplitude nd rate saturations wil be reforulated an a 
boded state variable problem (Soction 2v2). Thereforn in this see­
*ion, a discussion of the published results concerning the bounded 
state variable problea will also be included, The three previously 
mntiored aspects of the problem ara considered separately. 
1.2.1 Minimal Time Open-Loop Operation 
The general open-loop bounded state variable control problem has 
been inestigated by, among others, Brkovitz C93 Gamkrlidte [21' 
and Dreyfus [10). Each author used different methods of approach to 
obtain the tieossary conditions for the optimal -opn-loop control, 
Berkolwtz used the calculus of variations approacho Gmkrelifde mod­
ified the Maximm Principle of Pontryagin and Dre7fas applied the 
method of Dynamic Pro * In later work I, 123z the equivalence 
beteia the variously derlved necessary conItions, vas sbowi* 
I . For the paticular appliatiot to the open-loop minimal tie con­
trol problem with control mplitude and rate saturations, those noe 
essary conditions are diPl it to apply in a systmatic inbr, The 
major problem is that the necessary conditions merly provide guide­
liew and offer vary little direct indication as to the method of 
constraotion of the minimal time controls*' As an emple, th6 NMUM 
Principle [2 iniecates the conditions that must be satisfiedt when 
the state variables are both on and off their respective bounds, How­
ever the total mnber of tmes that a #iven state variable! is on its 
bound during the control interval, is not direcly apparent from the 
necessary conditions. Airsv the corresponding entry and exit time 
instants are difficult to obtain, 
More recently, Luh1 at. al. [131 developed sufficiency conditions 
for the 94peb-loop xnimal time bounded state variable proble . The 
authors showed that the necessary conditions were also anfficient and 
proved uniqueness for systems satisfying certain normality criteria. 
Also, a "backing cat" procedure for the calculation of the mininal time 
trajectories, was suggested. As in the previous work, the difficulty­
is that the procedure is not systematic. It requires a great deal of 
insight and labor to solve each specific probleu, 
Many coaatational techniques have also been developed for finding 
the optimal solution to the general open-loop bounded state variable 
problem, He and Brentani [14 Danbma [152 and others [16a 17? are 
but J3at a fe amrnples of the many authors who have dona 'work in this 
area, Ono type of technique involvs first replacing the hard con­
straints by penplty fanctions, Then this nev unconmbained problem is 
solved by using gradient methods A major drawback of this -type of 
technique is that one is no longer solving the original optinal problem, 
Also, the otdned W.lutions depend on the particular pennalty frnotions 
ehosen. Another type of- tehnque .involres the direct application of 
the necessary conditions, In his tech-nique, a certain, set of initial 
cuantitie are guessed, The trajectory is then found by mierical 
intoegmtion. Net, the necessary conditions are tested6 If they arb 
4
 
not 'a. satisfied, the initial guess is corrected and the procedure is 
repeated. The basic drawback of this technique is that it becomes 
extremely complex, in cases where the state variable bounds are achieved 
'
two or more times during the control interval. Another dratuback­
ommon: to all of the computational techniques, is that these techniques 
all require a good deal of computer time. 
The specific open-loop minimal time problem with control amplitude 
and rata saturations, was investigated by Chang [181 and Sobmaedoke and 
Russell E193, Chang developed a set of necessary conditions for the 
minimal time control of linear autonamous systems. He also established 
the uniqeness of the minimal time controls, for systems that satisfyl 
the normality criterion of LaSalle [6)* Chatg'a results were based on 
the particular properties of the "region of accessible states." .That 
is, the set of states that can be reached in a finite time, starting 
from a given initial condition. Later, Sohmaedeke and Russell extended 
Changis results to linear time variable systems. They approached the 
problem from the paint of view of extremal controls, i.e,, the 1 ontr6ls 
corresponding to points on the boundary of the region of accessible 
states; or by their definition, the set of attainability, The author6­
utilized the fact. that eery minimal time control is also an-e'trem l 
control. Onthis' basis, the authors obtained a set of necessary bon- " 
ditions for.the extremai controls.. Neither of these two papers deter­
mine a .systewtic procedre for the amputation of the minimal time. 
controls,., That is the essential vealmoss as far as actual solution of 
the problem iiConcerned. 
WIh, et. al. [8 21] have also investigated the problem from the 
point of view of oxtreial controls. Their results were obtained for 
3
 
lner autonomous sstes. iw authors found the completean3til 
solution for two probleast a second order unstable syatez and a second' 
order oscillatory system with two control in ots Also a set of 
neoessaxy conditions were derivd, based on results from the Maximum 
Prineiple and the calculus of variations, Their derivation was extreme­
ly complicated due to the particular approach takeri by the anth rs. 
Also, as in the previous pApers, no general systematic technique was 
establisbhed, 
Earer[20) has outisnd a number of possible computational aoha-es 
such as linear and lnear program=mdg, for obtaindng the extra]. 
controls, A3U of his sobames require an excessive amnunt of oomputer 
time, This is partially due to the fact that the number of times the 
minmal time control enters and exits from its amplitude bound is an* 
unknown nmber. This number must be guessed at the start of each com­
puter run, Also, the computatioeal schemes becomo axtremely unwield 
and omplex as the order of the qstea and the ntaer of control. inut 
become lane. 
In smmlV, the maor drawbaak of all the previous woik, is that 
no systematic method exists for constructing oena-Ioop minimal time 
controls, 
In this study, a general non-iterative oputational acheme Wi 
bedeveloped. This schme computes the extreinl controls for linear 
time variable sytems with control amplitude and rate satuamtiors. 
Also, a method- for detesudning the minimal time control from the ox­
trcmal controls wil be givan. 
For kUv~r Gvtom VrIth ctto 4~-~~ta~m ti i~~ 
tim clowd-loop slution has =oat of.h boon appwbad frcm the, r,33t 
f view of0 obtatiaug Vit*offdtkb1z nr-fgao 0 IThism s the t-ethod of 
aRrOsob take in r'04VOreeS £z)&V'3 and L5 4 Tetubosct 
the amilytical evzeson of the s3tdtgm ssirfaot for cOMn simple 
WSyst of 2a0rn than fcttkh airdtr, Ifm~vvr 1 the Order of vie yrst= 
is posater than three, thoun it is gemszsi3.y proasi~ to obtain a ealsod 
fron ezprousn for the sitcim Sarface, %%oz4fore fror praotiefl higa 
orftr ovtss sema ipMs of appwoaltston protta&ne uaft boe used, This 
results In a aubc t~ml o2Ksedlop oontrafler, 
messol [A6 usd a ewypmbatirnwl procedna to obtain an tpp~oxdmate 
empeSion for the S~tobfr surface Of a tChird Ordr aSto5Ai assodiated 
with a higt Performance nirA~fte, Rig techniqM0 was based on, first c~m­
pmtizg. the zMmr~cel tale 4O~ a et of poiirS on tho vvidein rf6** 
Then by illsg a leat M.meaqars ito tbase =0~4e04l !aiues M"r 
appwdted by a Is order PoIYMt='da In tbi5 1MUars U±S anthor 
was able to ar~nuerhshto a m31 portioa of the =It&-tg wfaco Iby a 
po3yrmal 9haotna mth ECt31timd the nane. genertl prooedlr to 
obtAin an aMppzwdntoe xcprenin for tho rsw1tebtag zrfao of a-third 
Order Integrator(dp itero) 
The basic daak of, the awitchirzg aurfaeo app-w,.ac tor't oihrder 
Praati4 0yjtMe i thbar tae iwfl~tirg Cnb_0ptjA1 tvreflr opavation 
re~yrssa ro cn&L of on-iivw, emqrgatn tdieo. 74±V oo*nr5 bo­
cause in oreor to assign the eoret Coitsel1 for any stuM vtan the 
o0ater3 =at firs dstoaflna -4tor tbia sylen state- Is 3acatsd in 
ration to t&16 *Wit*Mrg Sarfac% MA an OMMl, 1za thab thrd Order 
7
 
syeto ensidand by tssfl [361, the con troller must determine in 
thick of e y s' esm atate in located.ssible regins the 
,n ltoznwtityptof caboptima approach has been suggested by 
Knln and Dhi- Ms approach. consists of first finding a 
Jjpmo0v function for the unforced VSyt=* . Then at each system satto 
tho control is chosen so as to mothe time rate of hng of the 
Iupmnv t tion, The basi drawback of this approach is that the 
renulting snb-opttml eontr*flor in dqPMMdt on the- particular choice 
t the Tapw f tion. H=o rv there i no general procedareherebY 
this frnatioa can bt selected so as to provide good sob-optimloon­
troller pefome 0 Thermforsq it is diffiealt to deteontm wich 
particular. ton Of the 1LraPuWv frMstion. to select for a given SyStzn6 
There are very fer pbashed resalts on tke aimal time closed­
loop control of hsytes with both waplitude mid rate satutihuni 
Fxdoelmi [53 found an analytical pressioa of the uitching surface 
for a specifi second order unatablo booster, Homver, thseerorsSior, 
was eztremae24 oamplez because of the additonfl rate constraint. Thers­
fore9 even for that simple wystea the author used an approximation to 
the swtching surface In order to b±plwant the controller. 
in gennal3 the addition or a rate constraint on the control makes 
it more difficult to apply the cnb-optiaa3 methods that were outlined 
earlier in this section, Th.erefore fran the diiscassion of these methods, 
the followinrg conclus ion am be dvmin aonceming the Oloued-loop control 
of systems wit both control rplitude and ra-te aturations, ­ "'Theo is 
no general metod that -can be applied to praatical high ordor systes to 
obtain a&eaezibl sabooptina cotroflet * This study considers the 
devlopment of such a s~mral method, 
8 
142.3 Reoverability 
For a given s7ytsm an initial condition is said to be recoverable 
if it can be driven to a specified terminal state in finite tixe, using 
adadsible controls. The adissible controls are these that satisfy 
the given constraints on the ao.tem, The recoverabflity problem in­
volves the invetigation ofthe properties of the set of recoverable 
initial conditions, 
The recoverability problem for linear processes vith control ampli­
tude saturations has ben Investigated by mon authors, including LaSalle 
f63 and Is Ma [7]. Their basic result is a necessary and sufficient 
condition for complete recoverability. T7hat is, this condition indicates 
wtether the '%F of all possible initial conditions is recoverable. 
Very few results have been padblshd on the subject of recovera­
hility for linear systems with both control amplitade and rate satura." 
tions, Friedlaad [5t and Luh and Harvey [83 studied the recoverability 
proble for an unstable booster with actuator position and rate limits. 
FOr that specific unstable second order system, the authors succeeded 
in finding the madial region of recoverable initial conditions, 
Friedland's method involved the use of the Maimum Principle of 
Pontrunin Ito first obtained the adjoint solution, and from this w~as 
able to find a parvaotri expression for the smdtbing surface in terms 
of the last swithing tine and the final time, Then, by allowing the 
final time to grow withaut bound, the autheor obtained the mrdimal set of 
initial conditions that oould be brought to the terina&L state in finite 
time* The major drawback of this method is that one rust find an 
analytcal expression for the withing surface. From the discussion in 
the preceding section, this is only possible for simple low ordaz systems, 
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Therofore g the method =vwnt be applied An gens,,roX- Luh anid Harvey 
o'btaine idniclrauts UY a. diffrernt procedure, Their metbod was 
based on first finding ailVytical expeSIOnS for all the -eztremal 
controls as a frantion of tho finel time. Thant b7 allowing the final 
tie to appoah infinity, they obtained the 3injits of, the mwdral 
reMflo of reverable initial oanitions. The problem with this methC 
is that it is Impossible, to obtain the, aualytical expressions of an 
tho oxtrsal carntrolst for systoms above second ordr, 
The basic dnwback of tho above tiw methods is that they an only 
be applied to a few shqae low order qstus Thereforet it wmxld be 
usefal to obta conditions that could detenm~ne tho recoverability 
propertiesn of genrfl Liear systems width control MrptitUde and rate 
saturations The develoitent Of thOSe cnditions is considere4 in one 
aspect of this staey, 
10~ OmrAwnation of the Thesis 
The above three aspects of the prdhLem are toemrulatod iathematioally 
in Chapter I. Capter nI is darotad to the minimal time open-loop 
*olfltiola This 2olution is baned on obtainimg a gystematic procedue 
for oonstrwcting the extrmtRl controls. The remilts area presented in 
the form, of tablee ubit axea incrporated, Into a digital compter progrma, 
In Chapter IVO a technfue is established for ObWt~ing a sub-
OptiArl closed-loop solution tiat is applicale to high order practical 
sYsteus, This technixpe is iflUsbrated by a praetcal fourth ordor 
hploo, Thew results ara thet compared to the kmnn tuinal tijmopen­
loop Solutionst obtalrod from Chapter=II. 
The reooviabflty problerm is discuaaed in Chaptor V. A naeessat 
10 
an a sufficient condition a"e derived, which provide a test criterion 
that determines tethemr the not of al possible initial conditions is 
recoveithie, Apiciations of the conditions axe mlustrated by- eornmples, 
The thesis is concluded in Chapter VI with a .discussion of the 
findings, and with suggestions for future research. 
!I 
CHAFTER II 
PROELa4 FOEMULATION 
2.1 Sysem Definition 
The class of linear time-varying processes to be investigated are 
described by the systm of differential equations, 
y(t) ECxt)y(t) + (t)(t)+ gCt) (2.1) 
on t e (t ta), The n-dimenionfl vector y deseribes the state of the 
system, u is an m-dimsnsionl. veactor, m < n, representing the control 
input, g is an n-dimensional bounded vector and E(t) and F(t) are bounded 
tn continuous matrices of dimension n by n mAd n by m respective2y. 
It is assumed that the system is copletely controllable, for general 
initial time t0 s in the sense defined by LaSalle [63. Lot G and n be 
to restraint sets in d'given by 
= Jl 1ai It2s..a.94 (2.2) 
and 
hi i>O = 192D as aM1 (2.3) 
The nw nalised restraint set G describes the amplitude bound and the 
restraint set 0 describes 'the rate bourd on the control vector u, The 
control vector u of systca (2,l) is said to be a&i*sibig ifa 
(a) u~t) has a pieceulse coniUmous dorivativeb 
(b.) n(t)E G and u(t)E (2 for all t E Ct 0 .2 and 
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Cc) u(T) a O. 
The symbol T and the justification of the condition (a) are as foflows, 
The general problem can be descrlbed as foflom. At some tire 
t oxtat the system defined by iquatioa (2,l) is disturbed in some 
atner from its rest or steady state poition, y = 7. The problea is 
to select an admissible control that drives the system from its die­
turbsd position at t. too back to its steady state position in the 
shortest possible tims. For the remainder of -this-study the steady 
state position wifl be taken to be the origin ie, 0 0, There is no 
low of generality sinev the aystm is linear and therefore$ by a prop r 
translation of the coordinate system ~of the state vector, 3y an be taken 
to be a szoro veotor, 
From a closd-loop point of view, it is desir ble that the control 
input -be %orewhenever system (2,1) is at steady state0o t=0. If this 
is.nit the case, then because of the entinmity rpqairement on admissi­
ble contrls, the control aetuator maat be disengaged after each control 
interval. Sine Chapter IV is based on the opn-loop, solution developed, 
in QMptsr M. In order to avoid a repetitive and vezy similar deriva­
tion, both problems are formulated uitb that additional condition on 
the admissible ontrels, I.e.,v u =0 tsnwer y 0. 
In the following sections the three basic aspects of the problem 
%opposo at tins t ntog system (2,1) is at its tioturbod initial' 
coition Y(ta) yo0 0, The open-3lsop problem is to find an admissi 
blooonvtr&B(t) on tEC-Cto0 , T<? , that drivs the system to 
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y(T) =0, the steady state position, and such that T 4iz minimal. From 
condition (a) of Section 2.le the. tenilnal condition requmirement on the 
admissible controls is th t u(T) = 0* Up to this point, no mention has 
been made of u(t 0 ), the initial value of tho control tmrable. Because 
of the cont4xmity requirent on 5amssible contrls, condition (a) of 
Section 2.1, the mn~nal tire open-loop control is depenadent on the 
choice of the initial control value, u(t0 ). Since the control is open­
loop it is reasonable to assme that the control operations are sequen­
tial, 1..., the system Is drb'en froM the giwvrn initial condition to 
the origin (steady state value y =0) before another disturbance oours. 
For this reason, it is as&umed that u(to) = u(T) = 0. However, in order 
to facilitate the adiaptation of the results of the open-loop problem 
to the sub-optima closed-loop solution, the problem will be selwA~by 
first allowing u(t o ) to be a parameter and then by selecting the parti­
cular miniml time control with u(to) = 0, Essentially the problem has 
been imbedded in a larger class of problets. 
In order to aply the results of Pontrragn's Maftdm Principle 
[2]) the problem is rfotmulated as a bounded state vriable process. 
Let 
XanCt) ui(t) (2.4) 
and 
V1 (t) Mujt), MIlZoasm(2) 
Than system (2.1) can be augmented at 
'-';(t) =A(t)2c(t) + BT(t) + d(t) (2.6) 
With the initial condtonq 
0 ) In [::]2x(t (2.?) 
ulwre 
yt_)) AM t)t).J 
* 0 
* 0 
3] () (t) L)) 0 J
 
* 4 
o a 4 ALtrt1?t) 
ft f 
and Cj is an x by a SOr matrx, Og Is an mby a ero matrix, i3 an 
a by m sore matrix, 0 zeo anOin an m-dinestioml vector and 13 is 
a by m identity matrix, Systems (2,6) ia in the bounded sato variable 
fermlation 81nc0 now XWt)G = {IzI~,* 1. 1.= 1v2....4 for an. 
t E Ctortj The elasc of admiane controls In this forwanlation. my 
be written in terms of tin nw ooutrl vAriable v as 
AWt = vvIs piecewise oontimous, VC*OE In C218) 
for anl a E [twto'J xrk 0 for aflr EEttJ 
Xj~j(t) 03 
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tore the Isat naccsperneta of the vector x1t an darined, in equation 
(2.44, represet theo M-O4nents of tue original eOntrol lector ii. 
The prob~lem in the new tonnalatizn is to choose an admissible control 
rt) on t c-COT that saos sytm (P2a6) from the initial condiion 
z(t0 ) = = a -h steady state conition z(2) = r9 
adch that T is mirdimal, It. AMUt be itted that the termnal coiditien 
reqmiVCMtet a(T) M0 iU ntoMttOztl aatISIMSd, This i$ due to tUS 
Stnatte of the V-ass of admisariao controls dofinead in equation (2,8). 
This prablen is disease4 in Ghaptor fIM In the Zoflovin rsotian 
the defindtton, of the not of rowvoerahil±ty is established, It will be 
applied In the later aaalywe, 
1?ro the varisticn of pamntrs fon*rmv the salution t6 sqvto 
(a06) zmy be written as 
st)#(t.t)4t)rf $(tgsft(44to(Sa4 v e %t)(2,9) 
to 
Awea 0(t,-to) Is a Thudn&u MoItionrai~x of tUM lwrngew 
diffeivtv ovations ornodm to System- (2,6) vv±T R(toa =-I, 
the idvntty matix The net of verowabflitfp X(t)~ s defIned as 
the set of initial comjitioa at time to that ean be, brought to the 
origin at time t, usiti, admiesible oowt±alsa Bg setting 1(t) = 0 
wdbo lvim far 0 z(o in eoyatisnn MOP9) the, fofowine er4rnr­
ton for the set of rtewardbli1At; is oTtmined, Io, v 
to* 
It can brtso that ts,set of =wmrbfltyo XtXq is ocuiysoto aow= 
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awd ooxtimnous in t, TIese properties are shown in Appendix A, 
2;f Su-Oitt Clsdlop Souin 
The olaos of linear systems to be considered In the developiient 
of a sub.optfiml closed-loop solution is described by the autonomous 
version of system (2,1). That is, E(t) = 3 and F(t) w Fp are constant 
matrices6 Also, the vector g(t) is taken to be zero, It is farther 
assumed that the matrices 3 and F satisfy the normLty criterion given 
by LaWle [63. The reforwdated bounded state vartable problem is 
then described by system (2.6) with A(t) = A, a constant matrix, and 
o(t) a zero vector, Tmrs the system under investigation can ba des­
cribed by,
 
z(tOnAx(t) + 3v(t), xrEG (zal) 
The mtranl time clowd-loop problem is to find an admissible 
fedbaok clntrofler v'(X), that steers every m mere state x e G of 
system (2,fl), to the origin in zinUmm tims. lith referwen to equa­
tion (2.8), It is seon that the set of addasible feedbaok controflers 
is given by 
j={v(x)VCZ) is piecewise continous, vr(s)E 0 ith x e al 
As discsed in Chapter I, the above miniwl time e1ozesd-loop control 
problem baa not boon solved, An alterate approach is to fUd a sub­
optimal olosed-loop solution, A method for obtaiatmg such a solution 
is deveoped in Chapter I. 
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2.5 R oovorAbf 
The solutions of the minimal t me open-loop control problem and 
te related seb-optimal closed-loop problem' are both based on the: 
assumption that a given initial condition x(t0 ) = zeof system (2.6) 
n be driven to the origin In a finite awmunt of tim# uing adissible 
controls. The problem of dateraining the conditions under nhich thea 
above assamptioris nvlid i.fornlated below; 
An initial condition x(t%) =zo of qsntm (Mb) is fliid to 'be 
recoverable if-there exists-an-admissible control v(t) on t e ItoX] 
that can drive system (2.6) from X(t0) z0 to (Tt) =0, where T is 
finite. From the discussion Of the got Of recoverability, 1(t),$ in 
Section 2,%t it is clear that an inritial condition s(t 0 ) XO is 
recovarable if and only If s0E K(t) for some t j t0 * Lot 8(tN denote 
the set of all recoverable initial conditions. Then, from the preceding 
ascussoi,
 
SNt) =0	U (t) C G t;3 
t> 
where the set G was d6fined in Section 24. 'With the aid of the above 
db.intions,- the problemi df reoverability is to determine the conditions 
uder wilok 'S(t0 Yn G~t i,.. tevers -given initial condition ea# -be zatoered 
to the ordg in finite time with admissible controls., This is,called 
the problem of detexulning complete reeoverbility. 
A related -problem occurs- when it -is found that, for- a- psrtianular 
trem ZS() Ga, 'Inthis case it is,desirable to know the ,extentof 
tbe set of teoverble initial bonditionv. The problem in t is case is 
to detamile a technique that establishes the extent of the set S(t-). 
. Both of 	the above problems are Investigated in Chapter V. 
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CHAPT In 
OPZN-LOOP SOLUTION 
3.1 InRodaotion 
In this chapter a subclass of the admissible controls, called ex­
trawl controls, tf be introduced. The solution for the minimal time 
open-lo6p problem win be dweloped, based on thes extremal controls. 
3.2 ounda Points of t Set ,pf REonabilit 
Consider the set of recoveraility. K(t), defined in equation 
(2.10). Alvo, consider tb. initial condition x(t%) =o 0 0,as apoit 
in the augmented (nft) - dimensional state variable space. If a mininal 
tim control exists for this particular initial condition, then as t 
Increases from t0 there is a first tim instant say t = Tt at which 
the point xoE K(t), the set of recoverability. By virtue of the convex­
ity and contiumit of the set of recoverability, it can be shown (22J 
that Eo K(T), the bounnar7 of K(T), Therefore, a corresponding 
minimal time control for x., i.e, *a control that steers system (2.6)
f aX(tc) =xo to x(T) =, 0 isaool tha corresond to a bondr 
point otfthe set of recoverability at the time t = T. In gensral, then, 
the Onlj candidates for minal tize controls are tbose that can steer 
an Initial condition xo E-2d(T-), for some T > tooto x(T) 0, 
In thet following section, extremal ontrols will be defined and 
shown to be the onlysndidates for zial tim controls. 
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3.3 E ta cotrls 
An adiisible oontrol v(t) on t E Et0 1 3 is said to be an extreml 
control v(t) if there exists a nontrivilJ solntion 7W7(' 
of the adjoint syasten t(t)=JT(t)A(t) such that 
kx~ 
f 
Ito 
Y(s)Dsds MMax 
vA(T) 
j 
to 
s)Bv(s)ds (3*.1) 
The foflovirg theorm establishes extraia1. controls as the onlyv' tAi­
dates for mitinal tim controls. 
Theorem 3,1 
An adrlssiNa control v(t) on t (Cfto.T3 is an cxtrrzai control if 
0T 
an~d onl1r if the corresponding initial1 condition x± -I(ts)rvs)+c(s)Id 
is on the boundszry of the sot of recoverability K(T, 
Proof 
SA8n X. E it(T) forsawe timeT >t0 and that 0 corresponds to 
sowe admissible, control E -A(T). Let 11 f11/i1zz T'vtt+=m h ani ou­
nrd xiomatto K(r)-at %a, Since the set 1(T) is convexL fAppMMIl 
then 
1aX3 > 0 (3.2) 
ror Q2 lnitUal oor~tions x E K (19. By ntiliin the definition of the, 
sot of rccovrabflty, equation (2.i0o the above equation may be ritton 
as 
- 15(%3 sO)E$(S) - v(s)JdG > 0, v E A(M (3-3) 
0 
v 
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Now let i(t ) -11. Than this partioular solution of the adjxint 
sytem in given by 
Y(s) = 1 0(t 0 ,s) 	 (3.4) 
Hnoe, by equation (3-4)t equation (3,3) and equation (3.1) are-equiva­
lent 	and therefore k;t) on t E [t0 ,TJ is' an estranal control., 
Now &soume :;(t) is an extremal control on t E (t 0 4'] anid that x 
is the corresponding initial codition, Let -I T(t )* Then equation 
(3°3) is equivalent to equation (3.1)- As before, equation (3.3) is 
equivalet to equation (3.2), Since the set K(T) is coune, equation 
(3.2) Implies that - C 8K(T) and that I is an outward normanl to the set 
of eetovcrabflity at the point. 
From Theorem 3.1 and the discussion in Section 3.2, it may be con­
eluded that a minfral time control is always an exrtemaC control. The 
conditions under uhich an estrwml control is also a minisal tire control 
will 	be discussed in Section 3,10, 
In the w=i section, the problem of obtaining the extremal controls 
winl be simplied by decomposing it into a =**br of second order pro­
3,4 Deoato in of the Problem 
ThIe definition of an treal control is given by equation (3.I). 
Since 
i( )ds =
fTT(s)Rw(Ods f 	 ?r+i(s)Vi(b)d8ranl 

o 	 Zt() 
(3.5) 
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ad stwe~, by definition of the sat of adnrlwsihe controls equatioii 
(2.8) s each omowont -of -u() *= be chosen idpedently of anl other 
eomponsnta, an extrewl onztrol &s) can be defined by 
(3.6)ifYj(s)v±L(s)ds 
2hoefore, an extzutfl control ';(t)on t E [t0 .TJ r-47 be fourhd by 
slyin eeyatton (3-.6) for each value oftI i=1,2 ,M.P- 1Aother ronk 
the zelUriom of the axtra3. control prolao convicts of salving the 
awt. typ of zwas32aation problem m-tiat wherD in each ease nt 
isth (m-011h comxpemrnt of the adjoint, solutioa and its Torm can be 
obtained for each choice of the initial value, of V0too* T(t 0 ),i0e 
Since tho sobseript 3. is not involved, in the general eolutiomt it 
still be attted, in the farther discnrnsion, Also, in ordor to siMpiflt 
tho itotation and ta appulcation. Or the necoasary cowMditio in the wxb 
sectftenr lot 1tfofluaig Scalar functions (for general 1 tflvz. 
be definsd bv 
f(t)= % (T +to -t00 (3,?a) 
w~t) v1 (T + to - t), (34b1) 
(+to- t) = -u (T + t 0 -t) (3,?c) 
aid 
Ic =3h7'cit 
vlla'r It I thn wVq~xbude b0S an t'ho Particar eo.Puent o*f oontriml 
v4 , IsjMtiqwou (3,7a), C., (tO)=an-U T) Thnre~foo, tv definition ofr 
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the admissible controls, equation (2.8)v %,(to)= 0. Thus the trans­
formation, equation (3.70) has replaced a tenmidml condition with an 
initial condition on the admissible controls. By applying the transfor­
mations defned in equation (3M) to the it member of the sumtion in 
equation (3.6)o the geaeral optimiation problem can be fonmIlated in 
terms of the second order vector follows. Given the systemgj as 
of differential equations 
c-f(t)w(t) (3-8) 
W~(t) 
with the initial conditions 9(Ct) 0*, The basic problem is to datermine, 
a scalar control w(t) on t e [t0 ,TJ, T ftlzd, Such that £or,cfl. t E [t05 T 
V(t) Gin:M(w II < }, 0.9a) 
()is not identically zero and such that g(T) ia minimal. The pro­
blem defined above is th basic baildig block in the solution of the 
warmt l controls, For a given choice of T and T(to), each component of 
the ezxtrsl control my be found by solving the above problem r-times. 
In the naet section a set of nsoesszr conditions for the above pro­
ble will be derived with the aid of the Maxzam Principle (2], 
Nefes 
It is assumed that the time interval, CtoTJ can be partitione. into 
suabint emls according to tethor gl(t) is on or off its bound, Jg1J 1, 
in the following mannae lot 
3. I 2 0 i4ons 
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.~3 (31--10a).
 
heo0 < N< suoh thatiI N > Othen for = 0,0 4 . N.,
 
(g1 (t)l < I on t E (Tj' t 23j 1 ) 9 (3.10b)
 
1 s91(+)= on t, E [r2 1 , rTj,23  (3.1o) 
and it TC< To then 
tI1 ocm t E (rm. T) (3.10d) 
or if T2N a T, than 
=T2N-1 < 2 T'(10) 
IN= 0, then 
(t)I < 1 on t C ITr2 ft, (3.10f)T) w [o T) 

It is ahom in Appwendx B t ht eery sclton g(t) of system 
(3,8) satisfies the regQAzrty condition given in Reforence 2. Thera­
tore, the mafnm Principle is applicable. From Appendx B,2, if 7(t) 
is the extremal control on C-[t 0 Tbo i.e., the control that minism:es 
Cg (T9v theu thare exists a row vector function iL(t) = [lx1 tX12 00J such 
that on the' internls (rgtT~34 Q Opl,* a*tNclorX > 0; and on2 I 
ths Interm 1CrNO T)9 for N> Ol 
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e if a> 0 
-1, ifw< 0
 
N)+ ap)#0(3.12)
 
on mW finito subinterml1
 
,
vI (3.13)1 
where v is ontarat on each interval and 
A2(t) =-kff(t) +%I(t)l (3-14) 
Furthemore on the intervals (I 2J+1 9 r 2 j 2 ),a=OIva.1,N-I for N > 0: 
Nrt) zxn E4(t)J < 0 (C3.16) 
() (.l?) 
and 
idwree as beforag ey is constant ont each interval. 
flho above noce~aa cordltions, equations (3.fl) through (3.18)11 
ar diffialt to apply in their pesent form, rhis is due to the fact 
that a systae antprow efor their appliation is lacing* In the 
follotl see-tion thona nrceasazW conitions winl be; oened ith the 
"Jump cordttionegr,uich are dismissed in Appendix B,3, to eslzblieh a 
mt ~of systeostie and simplified wecassaxy ondtions for a modified 
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Adjoit Solntio. p(t). It will be show tint this particar. sl~tAon 
is ontiuous on tt 0 o?) aMd that the otromfl toatrol ;(t) ktert~~ 
on t. rlt_,Tl.
 
3.6 lbaifea MAklot S&oLuton 
fte following rolposition estalish. value's for 11 (t) in tenm of 
te knwn fr=Atn 1(t) onut e-(t0 1 ?. 
Propositxn 3*1 
If N > Ot hn l-f(2J.Q+2) on C (r , t ) i.Q1),..,N-1,t 2 
ukinm the fruotion f(t) is defimd in Set on 3.4. 
Proof 
Consider theopen interm (.j,3 T2 +) tor wm .o J *,,§..o 
end suppose that From the "jtmp oondtins%, Appendix',~j2 
B.3, 12(t) is contimous on the *eleo intna (t0 T). Threfore, aime
 
t,+ (t%,T) for amO . 1 than
 
2%2,*l2S+ 
in X,(a - 4 > &­10bs 12() a *), 0 MAni (+)issimil 3,,r 
lAwd, hnV apiation (3.17)t ).2 (t) w 0 for t E Cr2,+3. tj,) and fran 
equation (3.14) x2 (t) = -kfftt) +sX,$t)I for t E (tr ., 'r,2 ,). chin.­
ins thee results with oquion (3.19) 71lds J.T(r 2 j~) + ra)I s 
NuarrSu frm equationr2 (3,18) k 1 ortu~t on (Tj T*Mi*nintnt 0"T,42 I(t) is 

romfori,
 
xt)a y = -f( 2 4.1) on (r23 tji (3.20) 
1 =iTe. s vntedBupyos.~ t ~ ~ (t)F41 only at tho tim Anstant 
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:t'-r'2 ,9.1 =2.4.2 For' this case the "Jump cditions", as shown in 
Appand5x B-3 	Aodd 
[11(r2S~) -	 X1(r,,. 1 )) a EU1( 2 .)J _ o (3,a) 
Inths ta I 1( 2~~) K~jz 1,and bV defiritn 11,1 tI 
for t E (a2 j. ) and t C (, J=o0,l,...,-2,s..adalo for 
t e (rT.T). Therefore, since i(t) d-gjd.t then 
WT s(n>_'0S'7 i( 0 (3.22) 
and 
S• bstituting or (t)t from' equation (3.1a) thnd noti that > OS 
-k sar [f(t); +-X1(t)] X obtaint 0 im~ly that f(t)' (t},> ,O we 
If.rj4L 1 2 sgn-j~gi 2 . )J cj 0-o (3€j 24) 
1Or(X 1 ) tg (~'r : (3.2T 
Subtraotfrg~equaton (3,25) fr6m equation (3.24I) Yie~lds 
By coxiarn 	 equation (3.26) with equatibn (%21)and by noting that, 
=I Os wie conclude that X = 1 1 )I(rT 'Conse­
qusnt3,v'by equations (3,2k) and (3.25), X (.r+ )( )=)
12j+1<L,(Tj+1=-2j+lG 
Ag&1 X () on (rzyO 'r 2j~). the resultinsim yis constant 
idenitioba td oqnation (3.20). FInal],s sinoe t6e chokee ot"j, 
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Jmo,,..oN-1, wan arbitrw, eqution (3.20) is trw for an 
Ina mlUr manr it N> 0, then on the~ en be shn that if 
Intervals (It2jsTaj~i'l ,2..,4 and Oil thie laterval ('2wkT) 
Ibis-rislt an ~be 'cobind with Propqsitiion 3,1 to yield the £bolowing 
zelation. .-If-g > 0 then for jI,2,,,, -1 
N()2 3= (3o28) 
3aatioa, (3.28) is fimportant in tba it relates the nknw pav=aters 
Tit JL,2,o.#.,Nel. to tile ICDOim f dntONt). With the3O Prlmi 
results as baekgreund, it is n~vt possible to defin the p'r0'IOnSOLr 
mentioned modifid adjoint solntiom as follow, ?ior th~e **so N > 0, 
the modified adjeint solutin in doinod: kvf ( 2.*• f( ) ,, 
fNt) - Nr~ * jt < 
- 04'.,)-J.pc+) ,: <t 3.2i9) 
f0!) '*if t #T, 
wbare 
p~lf(flf% , ifrTN <T (3.30) 
and 
28 
p=0,) tifr2M=T. 
The nelatonAip between the modified adjoint solution p(t) and the 
exttra], control (t) is established by-the neat proposition. 
Pzovsitdlo 3,2 
-IfN> O,then the emromAl ontrol i(t) on "-E ft0 5 T can be 
eWWOeds bv ; t) k agn [p (t)]9htre p(t) is gtiven by equation, (3.29) 
andpA by oquatiorn (3.30) If r2L <T, or by equation (3#31 if 
T,,U.T Nrthzermre, P(t) is oontiaous on t E Ct0 .T). 
Prof 
Prom Proyosition 3., kI(t) v cr2,;e= = on- emrwals 
(C2 ,jr2 -ix) for j=G0,lt.Ua. Therfore on these intervals equation 
(30-29). is equivalent to equation (3.E1a) of the neessaxy conditions. 
Alse, on t1 interuls (r,2 , 2,) for 3ml,...,N-l equation (3.29) 
is idlentical to equation (3.13) of the nooessary condition;w. It 
r < T# then on the 1utrl (TNT)the e trma ontrl is givenby 
equation (301h). On0twi nterval it) =v=-f(r~),# by equation 
(3.2?). Also by equation (3. 30), P(T-) =fCT)-f r2N).*Thereobre once 
again equation (3.29) is equivalent to equation (3.lUaX The continuitY 
of p(t) on t 0 #T) Is estalbaished by rioting that f(r23) wf(r2 j1 )e [to
for 3L2,.,1,from eqvation (3.28)o A2lso, if r, <W, then 
( ) = 0 n trorfre p(t)is0l eontisou at t = r. 
In a sivilar ianer a :diied adjoint solution (t) ontinas 
on t EftoT)eanbeoonstructed for the ease NnO.0 In this Case 
define the function p(t) onat E (t0 5 T] as 
29 
r ft+ Y p(r)-f(T), if to0 St'< T, 3 
£(T) if t it T 
pCT) f(T) - o (3,33) 
and e is sawn constant. In this case r~d= t0 and from eqmation (3.11a)9 
;(t) = k agn [f(t) + Xl(t)J on t E (t0,T). Eowever from equation (313) 
AI() =, wher y is a eonstant on this interval. Therefore equation 
(3.32) is equiva~lnt to equation (3-11a). he continuitY of P(t) on 
t E [t#T). is established by noting that: ft) v related to the (n~ij-th 
omonent of the adjoint lsolttisn, is a continiuous famotion, and therefore 
p(t), by equation (3.32) Is contimuos on [to0 9T). 
Up to this point it has been showa that the modified adj6int 
solution p(t)9 given b7 equations (3.29) or (3,32) is equivalent to the 
necessarY conditions given by equati ns (3J11) tbro (3.15) and aqua­
tions (3.17) and&(t18), Equations (3.16) and (3.28) aro two necessary 
conditions that still must be satisfied. Another condition that the, 
mdifLea adjoiit solution must satisfy is established in Theorem 
3.2, 
Theorem 3.2 
The miodified adjoint sotion 9(t) may-havea dstaonwty iat 
t = To the teminal time, but this can ohly happen if 1~1(T)I 2. 
FurthezEre1 the fofllowng termbnal time condition must always be satis­
fiedia 
(f(T) (rpCT)) sgn [-IT(T)) > 0 ,(.4 
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iomwhee t in the response to the control w(t) = k ag pC(t.)]. 
Proof 
(a) &dppose Ii(TfCl I nn from the TnnISverslity Condition# 
Appendix B,, 
()a0 (3.35) 
If'N >o and r,, thon by equation vY = -r) on (rNq). 
Sinme 11j(T)1s-<- and by definitIOn 111(t)I < I'on t CC'y(,rpT), 'then 
Al se XjT) ts 0 an t E t2S4 ] -y eqUatOn (3-13)- Th'W f(iTj) 0 
~Anxk from-.equation (3.30),* p(T") a f(T) * Sabstitting forp0(T) in 
equation (3.29) yiqjcLd the desized reset on the contisnlt of p(t) at 
t a T2, Similarly replacing p (Tr) with f(T) in equation (3.534) showS 
that this equation is satisfied. If Nn 0and Iifl(T <l1, th~n ent0 
tv -similr reasoning. From equation (3.33), P(r) = CC!) an&. thbaefore 
by equation (3.32), p (t),is contisouc at t w'T. Agaifr eqntioA (3,34) 
is &asosatisf8 d, 7h the moified adjoint soluti n is continuouS 
at t nT it II1 T)I < 1. Also quation (-3S4 is satisfied. Therefore 
a diaoontiimitr cart occur at the teminal tim only if IW,$T) I=. 
Notice that the ase N > 0 and %F T, was not indluded in the previous 
proof. The reason is that it in not applicable aice in thls case, by 
definition, IlMIC) a= 
()Now suppose tha ii(T)J = 1, since ;(t) is the ostremal 
control for system (M~)s then by deflaition 
" f(t)[ (t) - tV(t)Jdt < 0 (3.36) 
ton; 7±tAi other admissible control for qstem (3.8), 1O..9 one 
tb4 tiis the constzsiit equation (3,9)o Let ?kt) lie the response 
t. W(t) anas Ubo 1(Rt) coneapor4 to the extrm1 control 7(t). 
Wtithi thne pnflamrzs comtedo t.e proof wil tzv be carried out 
for' the tvo possibis vflges of p(rX~ 
fIt4, tgT(a) p This onuceennrsforNV>00,rV= and 
BY A'fbstuttimflp oqmtitz (3S34) raees to 
fCT) up t()] 0 (3,37) 
ulireasrefousy dtizodW 1 t} is the response to the ertremal 
oontrpl ;(t) =k qga fP(t)J. Suppome, -if poDsse equatin (3.37) is 
not satisfied, i~e., tCT) aga cITl< 0. Then Dimce t(t) is *ontizuos 
on the rinln tie Saterwij Ct0 .TJ, the'sre exists a tm instanttit 
'r2S3.l <Touch *hat 
flt) age [(~~T)J < 0, t C-[ .?] (3.38) 
Mhe abm oqutin myt be rewritten as 
Sa [f(t)]J .4Sn gL() on t E tIT (3.99) 
lot thte tim iasut tV be deftmed bV 
t* N fy!Ns2fk] (3,40) 
and the otol(t) on t E [t0 ,TJ be defined by 
Rol ifsto t < v 
(341 
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SiMOc the ertrers control ;(t)nlk spi [P(t)j is certanly adtissible, 
IV the above defSmttion1 ir(t) and its oomspomllng response g1Ct) sat­
1.S4 te constraint equation (309) on t e [text*]. Also, since, by 
e~ftll~ (3 ), (t) < kc on t e (t#TJ,#equation (3.99) Is satisfied 
for an t Ce ft0.?]. In order to .ltot that equation (3 9b) Isalso 
ntisfied on the whole t~ne interva, consider system (3.0). The 
response 91 t) to the control Wt) on t E [t**T) is given kV 
ICt*) + t' spi Cflt)Jdtj (3.42) 
MIsa., by definitions ff%$t)j14 on t Errj.jT#then by the above
 
aefinxteon of the tin t* and the control ;(t),'
 
=1(t*)s W10)9 agm f?,(T)) (3.43) 
Then With the tid of equation (3.39) and the abaft result, equation 
(3S#2) my' be written as 
Howver by defintionr of the time t' in equation (3,40)0 Tt*< 2/k, 
Thensfore 
TMe above equation implies that the constraint equatIon (3.9b) is 
satisfied kr'4(t). the response to V(t) for t C fttsTJ. Since we 
have mw aslwm that equation (3.9) Is satisfied for afll t C-[to ,T3, 
then Z(t) is an admisbU control. Now ubstitutting fror -W(t) in 
epuatIo4-. (3.36) and noting that by dsfinition, ;(t) m0 on 
t 4 we obtain 
- j (t{-k sa (fr(tX)]jt =Jkttdt 0 (3.46) 
Since k > 0 andtfro ecpito (3.38) # f(t) 04 0on t E Ct1 ,?3 Z> Et*,XJa 
tbn equtku (%.46) is a coutradction, Therefore for tis g~ven eavs 
m(C0, e wtien (3.37) and oorsp ig3rejxation (334$ mast be 
P2p(T)f(T)-a, *re ePf(r2M) ifN >O0andw=,a 32S =0. 
this Owns oecm = ai5! 3>0 adAN72H< T ori ifNO *fthre 
in sow~ tonstnt" 
In the tebee case, Lv dettiition, ff1:(t)f < 1 onat e (r~ff) where 
r-=t itfNm=0 Eqution (330 rednesto 
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a sgn "La 0 (.7 
Fre eqUationz (3*,9) and (5.42) tho eztroinl control ;(t)=k sgn [A (03 
on tht. istervl (rm.T) is givenl 7W 
;(t) wt spB (t[) -a] 0348Y 
Lot the tim Intnt V be defined by r~< V < Ts, mA such that 
f(t*) (.% 
ad 
Cfr(t)-e)2 > 0 t e (t%'2) (3,49b) 
Certal the time t* wdais if ix = ft2r) or if a = a arti ) a 
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t f [to *?) then there exists mo tim t* atisftazg the above. defiidtion, 
In this special case* frem equation (3,48)t 
W= k qx (f(t) - e3 0 0, t E [to $T) .) 
TIMt correspondin rospbnse r1CT) ist from syflem. (3.8),p given by 
I-()I= I kc sgt [f(t) -ojdt( 3.1 11 ito 
Homer we are considering the case 191 MT)I = 1, ead since flt) # a 
on t Ce tt%,T). then equiation (3.51) 5ilios that 
T - to i:/k C3.52) 
Since g1 (t 0 ) 0, fr ad jg,~t) !S1I onat e [t 01?]I(t)I < kc then this 
ease can be ,inged as one having no bound on the response 91 ) 
t C Ct0 ,T]. Thus the Thensvers23±ty Condition [Appendix BAi. is 
appflcal and from the firat part of this thsbrem, it has been abonn 
that a = e = Oo Thus equpation (3M4) and corren inglyequation (3.34) 
are nttsfld. Returning to the definition of t* in equation (3.49)t 
it in seen that thes U~ne instant tV exists for anl the remnixg cases* 
Now siapjose, if.posiWle, w sgn [1CT)J < 0, Los, eimitlon'(6.47) 
is not satisfied for theme rmmining cases, From thes definition of thet 
time Instant t*, and since ft) is continuous on the whole time interval, 
there exists another time instant tjr tV < ' To such that 
t(t) sgn [4(T)) < 0, t E [V.t ti] (3.53) 
NquatioWi (3.33) miy be written as 
.awl [f(t)] = -eagn (?1( $J, t e Ct*,t 1) Y+ 
'5 
Lot the contmal VWt an tE [to Ir) be defined by 
W) 0 ,if t*C<t< t (:3.55) 
where ;(t) is the eztremal control given by ;(t) = k agn (pt)3 on 
t C-t OT]). Sims ;(t) is certaii,2 aftiosible on: the whole time 
inborvfl, thea w(t) and its corresponding responise ? 1 (t aif h 
cPonstraint sa=u tan (3,) for t C-[toIt*]. Alsos by definition, 
rwt <It for 421 t EItoTM and. therefore constraint equation (3.9a) 
is satisfied on the whole tim ±nteml0 In order to ahow that T1(It) 
aatiafies constraint equation C(19b) on the entbire time intemvl, con­
aider equations C3S48) and (34)- From thoem tvo equations and fom 
system (3.8)o the response F"1(t) to the eotrettl control;;(t) an 
t e Ct*.Tl is given by 
f(t)f-m 14(t*) + (t-t*) k agn (f(t)-ujj (.56) 
In a similar mannr the response yl1Ct) to the control '(t) on 
t e (tisT) is given b7 
(~t) 1~(t.Q + (tnt.1 ) kt Sgn Cf(1}#1I 03.) 
Honwer, from equation (3,49) and the definition of the tiMe iUStAnt 
equ know that j> t* and that W(jtQ) =m'(t*)uoation, (3,53),pwe 
-9W.Thus since, IT(t)I Sl aont e Ct*DT),p then fi'TIsin 
t rt*1tT). The coridlusin is that f?5t)lI 3 for anl t e CTJ 
and therefo 'WCt) is atmisf:Lae Substituting for W(t) in equationi 
(3,0-6) yls 
<- (3-58) 
Ngv, froM (3~ U)Is given by 
I!1 fIO - ,r1T*)+ if t~ (3.59) 
1&W ~~kttaegn Cf(t)-,;Vjr bv eqfuon (6.L8), -Hower 3 the o&so
 
nrer oaidntion is ntch tbat 
 aV(1,. Aloe, from equation 
(3649L, At) j a on t e (*%t) Utich Ir~usc that(t) is Of owe Sigm 
Oil t G (t%T)6 Thrbnb in order to satisfy equation(59) 
Als, frm eqiAtiox 35')o t e ttootJ. 
I(t) = IfM)Iogn403rtt~ 
-If(t)zn1 1:(T)3 (3,61) 
8ubatiftuti equations (3.60) and (Is61) ito equation (3,58) and 
noting tbatkcST, Wf 
JnggnrTpj dts o (3.da) 
Bmw r~v Is k >0aid fromeqnt~on (55) fNt) P#0on 
t 6E [+*t l reVfon ewAtion (.,6z) iS a Contradiction hicJh 4_M-
PUiSS that eutatn (3S47) and emopsftmgl7 equation (5.54) mist 
be MtimtlAd. 
Tborm %.2potdas a necS0ary condition tar the Wadilled adjoint 
sObtatlon at the tertnfl timo. Edes condtion, equation (3.34,$,:aLong 
with t. pyefou 1 derived. comditton1 eqation (3.28), and equation 
b426) afl fldntate the aotnL oormtrietion of vi theral controls. 
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in the nxt section, the proedtre of construction winl be dweelopeod 
The basic. results of this section am 4 below, 
If;(t) is the exteasl conbrol onut e [to0 iT) for qstw-(3-8)o 
then there exists a finite numbe of tio-Paraeten dofinsa In 6qiaation 
(3,io) ad a nmdifed adjoeit solution p (t) such that 9(t) - k sgn fp(t)Jo 
forP 9 > 0, 
(i) p(t) i giwenI, g itqt 0. (3.2)9)T or 
ic 	 bpWiI ifh jW()t copoen oftesltino.h 
(B)itysef(t) =~ 0 obev it topue t23e tOgjfor£i~(t 	 on gum~n h e)ation (he3fo, (3a3X ino ea Te fo.i}(the 
'c) h~ f Ia) tc an T~.,2Me.n- for >l O12o* m h e 
caotemof~3,0.t8 andConfoCtracteldIon[%(A)tie ofation(ond (xt,7mD)soncanroalsSetion 3t.6e mofr t b 
t3,S) flThen -infoIn tYiW cIn 	 aos$U bt shown:tOfth0m (,6) 
cotroml(,ctel for q tm (.)a t srce o fonb 
cool Rom+t E t T frsse 	 canba onmaedt fonat 
detedIV, can b 
apyng(3) ad ondti (A) throgh To 3.6,M.) Sonlwtwuntiie 
the tim parameters, rfj=iv~z,.auz N, pXr) and the constant a. 
One these Umn s are foud, then th modifod adjotint eolntion p(t) 
is.-completely spoified, The oonespondfrg oomsnt of the estreml 
control ;(t) on t, Eft09TJ is thazn obtained as kt tims the signaum of 
Pt)WorMP t) is given bw- equation (5,29) if VN> 0,or by equation 
(3.32) if N n 0. tbis Process is repeated mnfl an r-components of 
the estrmmi control have boon found. In swmary, the basic procodure 
of oonztnowtim~ the oxtrima. controls consists of finding the unkwn 
parameters for an azbitrar fRnCtiOn f t), Whore the fdnction f (t) is 
continuous and Its foran is kwwin, 
To best i strate the procedure, the construcUion of the etremal 
control for a partiolAr class of foctions with one rearom and one 
ero crossing wi be carried out in detail below. Lot f() (Figure 3.1) 
)
tt 1 2,3 tt describe f(t) defined by 
f(t) 0 . if t = t(6 {f(t)=ft2) ±f=(3.63b) 
<and ;(t) < O, 'if t t<To 
{f(t) =Ot if t. t 3 36c 
f(t)< o If t 3 <c 
0 
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ft)(t) 
. .. I. I.,
I  . . 
t0o ! t t T
 
Time t 
FIGURE 3.1. FUNCTION f () 
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Also muppose that 
s to >53/k (3.6d) 
whOre k > 0 is the agnitude bound on the control we 
1" begin With, we have from qstea (3.8) tUht for axT two time 
instants tv*t 
and also the Initial "nle of 9rt is 
(to 0 (3.64b) 
The first stop in to decde.whether Na 0, or NU> 0, i.e., whether 
equatIOn (363t) or eqamtion (3.29) in the applicable a". cortainljr, 
from a pictorial point of view the case N = 0, :Lee* lt on11(1 <A1 

t E ft08T), is quite un2-loY to occur because of the form of the
 
frntIOn f"t) nd equation (3.6%d) sicihimpliei that !-to> 3/k. 
The fact that th. time length involved ise certainlr lArge enough for 
the bound, 14(t)! = 1, to be reached at least one makes the case 
N > 0 soet more intiitively obeious. Howevr, for the purpo ses of 
ilustrations apps. that K = 0. It winL nov be shown that this case 
cannot occur because it violates either the constraint equation (3.9b) 
or cite-of the necessazy conditions (A) through (D)) of section 3,6. 
If 9 u 0, then from condition (A), the modified adjoint slution 
p(t) in givn by equation (3.2) vith p() glon by equation (3.33). 
From these equations, we obtain 
-S(t)= k sgn [f (t)-c], t E Et,T) (3,65) 
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toare a, is nowe real =mber. First- suppose that a z: 0, Then equation 
(3.60) reduces to (t) = k Oga Ct(t)J on.t C [t,T), From equation 
(34630), f(t) > Con t E '[t 0 ,t 5 ) and -therefore (t) so kt> 0 on 
tgC (t0 .t9. Th9 corresponding response at t 3uis given by 
equation (3.64) as 
1N) *f3: (tjt (3.b)o66) 
However, by equation (3.6Y0o r1 t> 1 which volates, h -constraint 
equation (3.9b). Thus the came a =0 cannot occur, Nov consider the 
Mae a 0, From ondition (D) 
@apt tW1 (3,67),(T)) > 0 
Also, from condiion (A), p(t) can be discontinuous at t z*T only if 
j1(l = 1. Since a 0, it Is seen that, from equation (%,32)o a 
discontinuity does occur.at t = T! a& therefore IfCT)f rI In1this 
case. First, assume that a < 0* Then f(t)-c > f~t) on t CEEt,,T) 
and correepondiiiiVi Rt) = kt agn ff(t)-cJ = k on t E (toot 3 ). This 
is eqaivaent to the case * co 0 and therefore T'1(t 3 ) > 1 which, is a 
.constraint violation. Instead, suppose that o > O' In this oase' 
;Ct) a-k on this ire.± ergule from equation (3,6t), CifT) is given 
by 
1T)= j + f ;(i)dt 1% -k(T-t 3 ) (,8 
sines I T~ ='1, then by equation (3.68) 
a -1 (3,69) 
Hower, it has been assumed tAt a > 0, and this' fat comldned "it 
eqmation (3.69) violates equation (3S67) Which is9 neCeSsaz Condition 
(DXo Therefors, this case is also not allowed, An] the possible values 
for the l nmer a ha now been sbroa to violate either the con­
straint equation (3,9) or in particular, condition (D) Therefore, the 
cm N = 0 cannot occur as mxs originsfly7 predicted by pictorial 
reaing. 
Now consider the 0e N > 0, D tm eqtion (329)v 
U= kegn Cft)-f&1 )21, tE[ 0 rJ(3.70) 
and, byj defitition, 
1 Iii~rii J{';(t)dtj= ,(.1 
tore the tue Instant Tlis to be deternd, For conenience in tba 
folloving anals-s, the function f(t) is frther divifd Int five 
suboases, .vise - ,, (1)z) tZ -- to < ,(2) t2 - to > l/k f('. ) > f(lk),0k 
(3 t - to0 > lfk-0 f I/k) < ft(/k) t (4) T - t 3 < 2/k and (5) 
T - t 3 2/k Te first thre cases ar concerned with the character­
istios of the function Mt) at the beginning and mi&ddle portions of the 
time interva, The last tro cases are concerned with the clsmeteris­
ti of the f natn f(t) athe nd of the tx iterval. Emc of the 
oases (1) tbrOn1i (3) can be coupled with eiher a case (4) or case () 
eig For the puroas of anwlpis each ease is connidorq. separately 
below, 
(l) tS - to < l/k'~ Simsri is the first tim at thich' 
ILj =_I and since 1 (t0 ) =0, ten cert~inly T, - to> 1/k. 
Therefore. In this case t.. 1E Et2 stjJ0 thleT, For &,W choice of TI
uztresn3. control i'(t), given bv equation (3.70)t becemeav 7(t) = Ic. 
Sabstitutizg thin value of w(t) in equation (3.71) yields the relation 
ut +1/Ic- (3.72) 
Note that thin v'alue for rlis aooeptAW-be 0 since by eojuatiori (3.63)v 
t 3- t a>; 3/ke ad therefore r1E [t2 t 3] as weas origialy asmed0 
(a), t 2 - to > 1/c, MA/l) >r/AL.Initis case itidfLbe1 
smmo tat t< r < tr SapposeAif pocssible that r,<c, 'Then by 
equation (.70) and equation (3.63a), ;;(t) =-kc on t E i.C~ 
Therefore by etpation (3.ni), '( 1 -1 andr = 1/k + to NOW 
consi.der the parameter r2 * on tbls time luterval (r, 2 ) 1(. 
From condition (B) and equatian (3-631)t '2 <ctIana therefore. 
f(r ) 0. First suppose tbat N =1I, i,eo, ts 2 is the last parameter. 
.Sine r T,9 then 9 (r) = f(T) - fr) 9 from equation (3, 30)> Asos 
since Ne(r,) >'0, then equation (3.29) Implies that PCt) is discontinous 
at.t = T, Therefore, from condition (A), jiT 1CT)f It1. The extnmeC, 
control on t C (r21 T] is given by equation (3$29) as C-t) ­
k anEt) -fQJ)], This i4pI~es that W(t) = -k for t E EtT],j 
where t., > t. is the tim&instant at,which f T,) = f d-Thus from 
equation (3.&iKa g1(T)= %~)-kCT'-tt ) Since 11(t) at the 
terminal time is on its bound, then gi? -. Hoee f~ 2)0 
which violates condition (D) and therefora the case N I cannot occur, 
On the other hand$ suppose, N >. In this case, therm met be a para­
motor T3such that f(T2) = i~r 3 ) an g1 ('r3 ) = 1, from condition (0)' 
Sine g.,(O)1,and r2s<t, ttra + 2/ks Howeer, inzthis 
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0ase .fU./c) 	> f(V/k., *flo~it has been establAetd tha~t if r1 <' 
U4thnr I/k + to. Therefore$ no such tim Instant T3 AzstU4 in 
surY, i Ti s ti. then a 'Cetradietion of ems bf the raecessar 
corditions occurs In the choice of ?2* It Is frfr2lr Simple to show 
that teo~ass *r1 >t 2 also cannot occur, For all ohoicos ofr1,> t 2 , 
;()n kt on t 	 E [to t~ by eqmutiona (3.63)'4id (5.7o), Sinoe in: this 
m't- >1:/k, then by equation (3,64) i1(t2) >'Ig 'rhich is a 
to02Atio4 of the eonstn~nt quation (3.b), -It oam now bo c oladed 
that v t~. ITwlatuavalue of 1 W bo fd byppji'U% 
f**t that .lr1W 1f ?x 1., SAS yields the relat~n 
r m/k&+(2r- t) 	 (. 
(3). ta-to >A.1/kof(1/k-) <.£0/k)o The wcsua~tion of the, pia­
maorr 1, for thia once, is qaIte Similar tU case (2)-. The only, diffotenoe 
±e that M(A) < 9(3/4)# - This tViot thansen the results tit ncw'a 
parameter rj, sat-isfyn conditien, (C)o does exdit The re~ults tor this 
case are as follows 
r T2 +/i 
tihero flr2) 	=fOr3) a& -Ct2 
'Up to this -point vcaneo hae beon detemind for tph tm~eter 
tI:Manalso £crrT2 ant'r 3 in o~z (5)0 Nme as= that X =&1 in cases 
(1) 	ard (2) aMt thaty = 2 it caso (5) Under this AsuiiPvtfr 
=-Io! anthree* oases and it rmuins only to dst~mine the 
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value of the paranster rT. It can be shown that the above assumption
 
is valid, The basie reasoning Is sis4Z*ar to that used in cas (2) and
 
winfl thtrsfora be omitted, Returning to the determination of the Pama­
t Totos it is first neoousarr to decide whether frnorTv< T.
 
L~ethor wards tethear or wot 1(t) remaina on'or leaves its bound,
 
1,n E(r 1 T), Pron condition (A),0 p(C')=0 if v2 =T
 
-
and In this care g1 (t) would rmain on Its bound for the remaining #im
 
intewl," Irorever, at the tenmbal T) and F1 (T) would be
Us, CCf of 
opposite sign and hence cooudtion (D)) would, be violated. Thuas, for this 
functinf(t)Xa the only alternative is thatr~ < T and F1 (t) does 
leave its bound at tm T2# s2(T>P) In other words the value 
of ;;(t) changes from 0 to -k at t TasiLi=hr nnw
 
paraaeter, For T2 T, the value of P(r) is gven by equation (30)
 
as 4C) (T)-f(r 2 Xa The two possible previous2,v stated'suboases,
 
is, (4s) Tht3 < 2/k and (5) T-t 3 > 2/14 win) now be considared.
 
C'.) T-3< 2/k. First assume that I- )I <C1, Then froz ondition 
(A)* p(t) must be-contlimetis at the terminal time and therefore fT,-O 
by equiation (3.29). Thus by definition 
(­2N t3 
ither t 3 in the zror crossing of fNt) an t C (to IT), Mote that if it 
had boen assumed that 1r91(T)jI =l1 then Site TINS)W1 rt = 
the onlyr possible choice would be that IfiT) 1.Hovever, inorder 
for this to occur, it is required that r2 N = T-2/k < t53i&i&h implies 
E(%) >0. This is a violation of conditin (D) sinc fso 9 and 
g()are of omDwste dim. 
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(5)-t 3 >/k.In'thds Casa the-PreVIOUS &*oice of T at 3 
isnom lgefr vull4 for now g1CT n 1 k(T~st3) -l,vhioh contradicts 
the origim3. assumption that IICT) I < 1. Therefore for this care 
(T) m -it ast-the co'sspondfrg value of T Nis given by 
7r, / (3.76) 
ti6 that condition (Di) is now satisfied because rp> tj and therefore 
The reults 'of this exnmPULe qitions (3.72) throu&t (3,76) are 
mntratea in Figures -3*2 tbhrozt 3A4 Figure 3.2 shows case (1). 
is*#a t 2 - to S 1/kc, couied with a cise (4g) endIu, isee., T-'t3 < 2/k. 
aocas (S) endiag,±.Le,, T -t 3 >a /k. Figure 3.4 showrsease (5)S, 
1,0., ~ > l/ke M also with a (5) ezding,t fMi/) (/k), caie 
As a simple mmericail application of t.e results, consider the' 
function fM) w j5 + slnt on t E [0#3/2). The parametot's yii12 
desaribig this fraction axe, bzy a simple calcua~tion, gien by 
t, =w7/20 t 2 =w,0 and t,3 7w/C,"For tii applicatisn, lot kc=6fr 
Tha, since t 2 7 to > Tr16 and f (7/6) < f(n/2),9c~se (3) is applicable. From 
nuatioa (3,7A)g,rT mm/6o7 2 n=#/3 and7T3 =m2w/3. Dtuinay since 
T -t 3ff 7 The moifed2/k, from equation (3.76), 16. 
adjoimzt. solution: on t E [0O93 w/2) is new eompletelyr determimd, Prom 
;cW =kc sgn [p t)) we obtin 
-- - -- - -- -
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FIGURE :3.2. CASE (1) WITH CASE (4) 
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FIGURE 3.3. CASE (2) WITH CASE (5) 
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-Sif, i0t <T/6 
o if -/6<t</3
 
6/t, if w/3< t < 2w/3 (3.77)
 
o , if 2W/3It 17,n/6 
.-6,, if7r/6< t < 3n/2 
In ti above semp22e, the procedure of constructing an extreoal 
control for a given class of fuuetions f(t), was illustrated. The 
geneal roced ro is based on the repeated aplication of the steps 
analysed abewvto other classes of functions f(t). Since the goering 
conditions are necessary, it is theoretically required to compute an 
the possible outcomes firstl and then elimnate those that violate 
conditions (A) through (D) This was the procedare foflowd in the 
exanple. In actual practice the calculation of the unkwwn parameters 
of the modified adjoint solution is somewhat easier, in that piotoIrial 
easoning and previous experiece, can be used to eliminate miat of the 
possible outcomes. 
In the next- setion, the results of this construction procedure 
are developed and presented in the form of Tables 3.1 through 3.6, The 
ezplanation of these tables is also given, 
3o.8 Dlxtreal Control Tables 
In order to arrange the construction procedme in a systematic 
manner, it is desirable to group the possible types of functions f(t) 
into a naner of mutauely exclusive classes based on their distinctive 
characteristics, i.e., those that determine specific extremal controls. 
Referrig to the ilustrative waple, some of the dominant factors that 
determie the parameters ?i are as foflows 
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(a) 	 mmber of estrema of f(t) - this: is related to the rmmbbr of times 
?,(t) enters upon and exits from its bbind -i, 
(b) 	 number of zero -brossings of f(t) this affects the initial and 
terminal r parameters, 
(c) 	 the total time interval involved and the time intervals between 
parameters, describing the shape of f(t) and the value of the magni­
tude bound k on w(t) (e.g., in the illustrative example, the-tela­
tion between t 2 - to and i/k plays an important role in the:deter­
mination 	of the unknown parameters) - these determine whether Or 
iot i1 (t) enters upon its bound, btays on the bound if entered. 
and exits from the bound, 
(d) 	 relative magnitudes of f(t) at time instants related to the 
magnitude bound k (e.g., the relation between f(i/k) and f(3/k) 
in the illustrative example)'- these also affect the initial and 
terminal r parameters. 
As an example, consider cases (2) and (4) of the illustrative 
example in Section-3.7. The distinctive parameters are l±ited below. 
(i) 	one extremum, 
i) :-f(t) - f(to)I < If(t) - fCT)I, 
(1UX>tj- to > -Ilk, where t) = (to) 
(iv) 	f(l/k) > fo/k) 
(v) one zero crossing with t 3 - to > 3/k, where f(t 3 !t= O, 
(,) T_-- t 3 < 2/k 
The rettlts for this case were that N = 2 with T1 giVen by equition 
(321$and' 2 by equation (3.75). Aav fuzntion f(t) on t E [toTj 
which" satisfies specifications i) through (vi) has the same results 
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for' N, rand T. This of. course only illustrates the. fact that the1 . 
number of switches are the same., The exact numerical values of the 
switching times of course depend on the particular fanction f(t),.. 
Thus the oxtremal control (t) may be different, depending, on the 
numerical values of rI and Tz, 
The above describes the basic,approach for the selection of the
 
dominant -pareaoters wich divide the fanetions f(t) into,mutually 
.xolusive 'classes. We again have 'been relying on the fact that for a 
fixed T anda. fixed 1= -r.(to), the form of the function f(t) can be 
oompted. .In order to' generaiie .the notation to correspond with that 
in the tables, consider the following definitions for & given function
 
f(t), on tE -[toT3.1 
) -t < Z,< <.<.ZL<T 
such that f(Z5 ) = Os=',2,...sL (L = rmmber of zero. -crossings); 
(2) to = B0 < Bi ...< B 1 - T, 
such .thatf(Bj). j=l,2,...,p, are the extrema vA-lues,of f(t) (p 
number ofextrema) and 
(3) = f j(0 ,)9 
Finally, let to = 0. There is no loss of generality in setting to = 0, 
since the complted time instants at which f(t) is zero or ,anextremum 
can be re-labelled, 
With these definitions,- it is found that 12. parameters are required 
to describe the various classes of functions f(t) on t E [OT). ,These 
12 parameters are defined in Table 3.1. With the aid of these 12 
parameters and the number of extrema of f(t) on t E (O,T.),, the various 
forms of f(t). can be grouped into 15 mutually exclusive -classes., These 
classes are defined in Table 3M2. It is assumed that the various 
Table 3.1. Parameter Definitions 
Parameter 
SB I 
Definition 
< B 1 2 f(O)=f() 
Parameter 
c 
Definition 
B .1<a< B, f(H)=f(T) 
a2 e34a2 -1/k)/2<.B< a,< 2 t±1 < yi- 2/k< 3 i < 
Y(a)(y1 -2/k)=f (), 
y, < B 1 
i=l,...,v 
,: . 
fS%-a2+. =,,/2k%)f)(ao %T/2i/2k)<<Ca 
e . < CV B< (C+ T)1 Q< 
a 2 
gC32 
, .3+ 
a 
% 
C2 
c.4% 
-f!yl-t 1 
-f(/ Y 1-t (3/k)f 
- 3I - f Y2- f / 4)! 
a 
a 5 
' (ce)=fC/2+T/ 2 )  
. < E aT)/ c3B5 
pP-2< 5< -
Y(f )=t(%/2+T/2) 
04 CO y2 -Y3t - 1I - f(%)l 
ac Y-x j -JIY - f (-yflI
5 p+1 -. 
y4 
Tabi. 3.2. Initial lasifiations 
wTh* Ume 
cm jtM . Of txttc- rar (p..)k t'an,,tttrc h~t,~ to -An"ItV. 
Tablo 6,
toon Sub­(If M't} 
1 0 AV ComdttiutOlAwg~t,~r1kA 
2 1 C 0, a 1/<CL/k; vrtA t.0t(1 ) b 
4~~ ~ ~Q 3/1C1 0 1 <5 .0Clo .( t2u,< 1tiA<v 1 t.~t4l 
1 C? 06>aV, {ti .(ot t1 =oIut.0,t 2 -/ht, 48 
t3 61cY 
2a 24 1/&, 0 0 4A 
9 2 al: Ilk, C3> 0 ~ hRt4~tdt~~D 4A 
to 2 fo 1 ,sj~~c~o t~~~I)at, 5. 6 ,tgr 
c1 a, Ck"IO 4 P 
it a fr~~~c10o1Ackt o tga t-1/ t3/ktgD4 4 
it2 9 0 ' /s t3- /kCc%>)k, b 
12 4 .l.o1 '.v.TA.. with ipisub­
YO&ne 
I.2 rap­4 tV 
-/x 
e1 .o'a>x~e 1 4, or ~ a6 X0n 
Grt, Ca>se 
0 3 c O '2a+,,tF2'l t 
5
 
tunotions f(t) satisfy the following conditions. 
(&) If f(t).E class 8, then 01 < 0o 
(b) If (t) E class 9, then C < 0 andy2 > 3/k, 
(a) If f(t) E class 11, thenY2 >a 2 +Z;/k. 
(d) If f(t)E olass 12 theny2 > y + /k if c5 > 0. 
(e) If f(t) E class 13 through class 15, then 
*o(t) Yp >n.$, 1 + 2/k if C5 > 00 
(0-2) vYj' >?7 + 2/k for i,3,..,p-2, if p > 4 and 
(0-3) itP is set equal toz, tis set equa to B and. 
f(t) on t E CQjt I ] belongs to one of the classes-8, 
9, f1 or 12, then the. corresponding condition, listed 
in (a) through (d) mest,be satisfied, 
Conditions listed in (a) through (e) are constraints on the general 
shape of f(t) in relation to the magnitude of k, These constraints are 
satisfied for the class of prolems that has a sufficiently large, k, 
so that the number of tiams that 97 bound, a essentially1 (t) reaches its 
proportional As -the nmber of estrema of f (t). 
The -p~ore*0U to be followed in classifying the fuxoin 7t ta 
satisfy thecon'ditions listed in (a) tlnvagh (G) is best i ,lstrted 
with the aid of an exmple. Consider the exmple in sec01on 3.7, 
described by specifcations (i)through (vi), In terms. of the notations 
and ldofitis. of Table 3.1, specifications (i) through (vi) become 
( F)0ly - Y1 - l - YZj <0 ,S
 
iii~w1 > 1/k, where B,< a1, < B2 and t(o) f l~
 
(iv) C02 = f(l/k) - . - f(3/k)I < 0, 
(v) L=, Z > 3/k, 
5b 
(vi) 3/k < T < Z, + 2/k 
Reference to Table 3.2,shows that specifications (1) through (iv) 
coincide with the description of class 3# However, specification (v), 
describing the number of zero crossings -and the value of each zero 
crossing, has not yet been used. Also, specification (vi), describing 
the valme of the terminal time is still to be applied, Since'both of 
these specifications are dominant factors in the determination of the 
extremal.control ;(t), obviously further classification is necessary. 
This further classification is provided by Tables 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 
which consider the remaining spacifications. The reason for the use of 
the additional tables is that it is desirable for the sake of clarity, 
to economize on each individual table. In order to insure the correct 
correspondance between each class of functions f(t) and Tables 3.3 
through 3.5, cross-references are necessary, These are provided by the 
last three columns of Table 3.2. For the example under consideration, 
the parameters'tis, 1,2-3,4, are givon by (see class 3) Table 3.2. 
They are t 2 = a-'7wets by- the definition of the paraxmter ot in 
Table 3.1, it is equivalent to the parameter vI defined by equation 
OM3), j --(t2 + /14/2, t3 = 0 an t4 is defne b I/k < B, < t4 < B 
f(l/k) = f(t 4 ). Also, Table 3.2 indicates that Table 3.3 should be 
used with "sub-case b", 
In Table 3.3o the number of zero crossings and the numerical 
value of each zero crossing is now applied to find the correct row, 
From specification (v), L = 1 and Z > 3/k. The correspondiig, column 
is fonn4 from the value of T, which in this emmple, troxfspeoifica­
tion (vi). is given by 3/k < T < %+2/k ith reference to Table 3.3, 
Table 3.3. Final Classifications
 
• Note: M Case No, i
 
S- cle ss 5 
T1"k(7 
0,aiioZll/ 
/4.L
0o< T I< 
ifT~l< ZZ __ _ __ _ _ 
3 
1 (T-l/k /2i<T<31 
t +/'T1I 
)__ 
> 
<_ o Y11 01 '>:2 , _) z - >(T. -. 12 
"2 i..f: Z1C</k,22-z,<CT-1/k) /2;" 
or if z1>1/k,t (I4/k) /2@... Z 1 Z -Z>k,>(Tl1/k)/2<CT+Z_)/2 
>2 Zpc t2 - (9' . @ if Z< 1/k, Z2­ 1(T-1/k)/. ci' Loif Z1>/k t-(T1/k)/ / . -) 
L 
0.I' 
d 
L 
o~ ~ I 
on< 
-7P -f 
~1 . ~ 
0< 
_Y1 
S if Z.>1/kt>(T1k)2,z 2>(T+ 1)/2 
- fZj1 /k,t4 (T1/k)/Zs.z. )/Z --
~C-Z1jui±±;'/t; or iff..32>1/kV/k)/ 
o til <- 2k + -2tk+ 
1k /k~ (T /k/2,,>(2( 
3 or i...... ,t... . + 2/k ... . . ... i 
1/kI"< T < ZL + 2/k 
flt .2k 
" 
t+2/k 
2/ 
, +2/k 
Table 3.4. Final Classifications 
S ono0 
T 0 <T <2tI + 1/k 
< T < 7t + 2/k 
2t1+l/k< T< t2+2/k 
1, 
NOTE: 3 = ase No. M 
t2+/k< t< t +2/k 
. I 21k<T< ,+2/k 
Glascls, 8190 &Zj B~ 10 & a,,,,LI, ,/)/ if 2 A.i>. CT-1/k)/2 If 0 
Classes ?,6,9 & Zgl/k 1 if i___ 
Gasscs 7& IA1/ 
I Class o0Z > %0 
> 2 Glass 10 &0 9Z<t 
- &T> t5 +2/k; 'or 
k> t4 & Tc t,+2/k 
, Class 9 & 2 > i/k 
if 
if 
> (T+ .)l 10 
2 
0 
4?, , ,,&,T, t or, 
t~% yT>t~~ 4 ~o if 
Zgt4 &'T < t3+2/k (D 
(-l)rlY1> (-)Y.IYI I 
1 lasses I l &7< 
,qk 
Z > (T+ _9/2; 
, 
® f ies 
.( 
. ,1. 
L 0 <OT < 
T < +2/k p 
T>+Ztk 
Table 3.5- Final ClazrsifioatiOns 
Tt 
Ta 
rl, t1 +2/k 
1 
TE: 
<T ct 2 2/k-
-
-
Case 
t> 
170. M 
c 'yj <vl 
1 
.?2 
>1 j l,. .,pif C Z or 
A=,2,..p-2,' f cC0 
o;C5 yr'p >Z L> 13P1 
04:50, Y0 1 21O Z- B~ 
Ceo , ;>y, TZ> t2 /o 
CO50. Z1,'l t2"/ 
1 if %>(TtZLlI)/2 
15if z1,(mr+z )/2 
1 
20 if Z.,(T+zL 1 )/2 
@eif Z<,(T+Zki)/2 
©2 
U2 
1 Q > , Z> Y, 
rpZ y T> t 2 +2/ks or +$T_,~)/2 
0 IY~ 2 >II I. 
L/ Conition T o!< IT2/ >>Zt2/k 
0 < <y + 2/k TT> + 2/k 
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the applicable case for this example is labeled as Case 5. Notice that 
in this particular example, the values of the parameters tit I=im2,3,4, 
were not needed in the classification of Table 3.3. The values of the 
unknown parameters are now found by referring to Case 5 in Table 3.6. 
In Table 3.6,Case 5 has three subcases. The proper choice for 
this enmple'is "suboise b", hich was obtained from Table 3.2. The 
results are that N = 1, Tr 1 2 *2 = IL and P (T) = f(T). These 
results are equivalent to those derived in the illustrative enzmple 
(see equations (3.73)and (3.75)).
 
The preceding paragraphs give a brief description of how the various 
forns of f(t) on t E t OT] are classified and their corresponding, js 
are grouped and classified. The construction of this sot of.six tables 
involves tedious but straightforward analysis of the various forms of 
f(t) on t E [0,T]. That is,conditions (A)thro gh (D)of Section 3.6 
are applied to all 15 mutually exrlusive classes and their associated 
sub-classes to obtain the values bf the unkwm parameters N, TX 
'l,2,...,2N and P(T). The results are then included in the appropriate 
table, i.e., one of the Tables,3.3 through 3.6. 
The general step by step procedure to use the Tables is as foflows 
(1) Locate the specific class of f(t) rom Table 3.2-1y noting
 
the number of extrema of f(t) and by calculating the values of the
 
appropriate paramnterso
 
(II) Once the class is specified, Table 3.2 gives the pertinent
 
case-table, i.e., Table 3.3, 3.4 or 3.5, and subcase a, b, a, or noe
 
along with the values of the parameters to be used with that specific
 
table. 
(III) On that particular case-table locate the case number from the
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Table 3#6 Values of the Paraeters 
CNone ftsI Dd.VJo 
4 flb t? 1. T I ( 
3!k yj 0k 03-V.T 
e -2/qk, 30 4- 1LZT 
6 b n-a, t1, 1. 0PZk-T)fTZ 
iit~~k, 2 YI-2/", T3 'I',T 4 T a 0-/ 
S b rO, L-1Z T)r~r 
5 ~n 1k, r r v.2k tfy, t~ Z (T) 
* 1/ r-,' 1 f(T)-f(T-a4 ) 
9 1 1/k, ~ y-2/k 3 4T -
9I "2 gv1k, 1 YTh-T) 
8 a 2/k, Iz rt(, 
$b 12, ~Y? 2 4,2 1 
9 al/I, 12 v-2k 133 YPw I 4 aT2) 2 0()-(T2k 
U I~(a 2 - 2/k, T 2 T-2T .2 0()fT2k 
10 hon /i,1 Vp-2/k1 yja2k 'ayp 'jT 42 PQP 
1b None I 2 t- , 3 aYyT T-Z' 1+2)/ f(T)(-,k 
-~ ~ 1/kp- , -Zk 
14otie TrL~/k%nz §- t 3 y)~*C s'4/ fa(Tk 
14 'None - /2 
16 NKone 7 p- 4 tr-t) 
16 None T/v z2i, -.- v T,31,4 L Toi (nfl/a, WT) 
18 Mono t t5 ,-2/zk, T 1r-' TT 2 ayj-2k, r7 3 yv ,1 4 T-2/k (nL)/2 fr(P)-fNT- /k) 
19 None ry 1 -2/1,t'~ i ~ 1 (f/ 
90 None tyv/.'s~.'t 7 1, (v.2)/2 fT 
value of T and the values of the specified parameters. If T is such 
that two eases are appleiable, then use either case. Finally, for 
each case number uso Table 3.6 to obtain the values of the unknon 
paamters N,Tjzl2..2 and p(T). 
Note11 If the case number of Table 3.6 has more than one set of 
parameters, use Table 3.2 to locate the specific suboaset 
Note 2 If classes 12 through 15 are applicable, then Table 3.2 also 
gives the value of r, r < 2, and j0 jwl,2,...,r. The remaining para­
meters are obtained as explained previously. 
In the preceding paragraphs, the procedre of constructing an 
,extremal control for a fixd T and a given 1 = -Y(toI was presented. 
The results were given in the form of ,sixtables. The procedure of 
using the tables to obtain the extremal control for a given function 
f(t) was also explained, The major difficulties with the results in 
the form of tables are fairly obvious. First of all the general 
procedure, of using the tables is both complex and time-consuming, 
'Also,, the parameters in Table 3.1 are in -some cases implicitly defined, 
and therefore their calculation may not be a simple task, Finally, in 
many cases the func-tion f(t), which is related to the (n14)-th 
component of the adjoint solution9 may only be Imo nmerioaly hich 
essentially makes the use of the tbles impractical. In order to 
overcome the above mentioned difficulties, the complete process of 
selecting the extremal control for any given linear system has been 
incorporated into a digital compWter program in Fortran IV. This 
program is discussed in the following section. 
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3.9 ComMter Program 
[see Appendix C for listing] 
The basic operation of the program is closely allied to the proc -
dural steps (1)throug (I1) describing the use of the tables, which 
was outlined in Section 3.8* The user must supply the original system 
matrices 3(t) and F(t) as shown in equation (2.1), the initial and 
terminal values of time, the initial value of the adjoint solution, 
i. IY(t 0 ) =-1 and the wne of the rate bounds hit hi > 0, 
i=l,2,.., m. The program then calculates the adjoint solution f(t) 
on t E [t 1 TJ by integrating the adjoint system equations i(t)=-Yt)A(t), 
with 1(t0 ) -1. If, as in some relatively simple systems, the adjoint 
solution is kown analytically, the above integration may be bypassed. 
The program now operates on the (n+i)-th component of the.adjoint 
solution to form the fraction f(t) of system (3.8) along with the 
corresponding value of k = hi. The program then follows the following 
steps in sequenee. 
(1) The estrema of f(t), their corresponding time instants, and 
the zero crossings are deterined on the Interval t E-Ct0 ,eT This 
process is accomplished by Subroutine PSICLCo,shown in Appendix C. 
This subroutine operates by basically searching the time interval 
[t0,T3,wiT e monitoring the stored values of 'the function f(t) for 
zero value times and for maxim and inimum times. When such a time
 
is sensed, the subroutine locates the actual value of time by a linear
 
interpolation scheme based on the stored alues of the fnction f(t).
 
The results of this step are the parameters p, L, Bit i=1,2,..p,
 
T, and Zi, i=tl,2*.,,L, which were defined in Section 3.8.
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(2) The parameters of Table 3.1 that are needed in the classifiea­
tien of the function f(t) are then found, bythree subroutines. The 
parbmeter a, is found by Subroutine TALC, the parameter a 6 itdetermined 
by Subroutine TBLC and the pazmetem a 2 and yp. by Subroutine T!LC. 
Since all of the above parameters are defined in an implicit manner 
(Table 3.1). the above three subroutines all operate by firstcho6sing 
an initial value for the unmknwn parameter, and then. by checking the 
implicit relation for that particular parameter, For examples the 
implicit relation for the.parameter ait from Table 3.1, is, given by 
f(o)-f l ) .= 0. If the implicit relation is not satisfied, than the 
parameter value is adjusted in a direction determined by tho sign 6Z 
the Implicit relation. This process is repeated until the implicit 
relation chamges signand then the actual value,of the parameter is 
found by linear interpolation on the stored values of the function f(t). 
The parameters C., ini,2,...,5, (Table 3.1) are not implicitally defined 
and are therefore found directly from their definitions, Note that it 
is mot necessary to compute aln of the above parameters for each 
function f(t). In fact, depending on the particular f(t). some of the 
above parameters may not even be defined. The deterning factors are 
the nnmber of extra, p. of f(t) and the values of particular-paramaters. 
As an exae!!if p= O, then from Table 3.2, no parameter calotlation-is 
necessary in the alasSifiOation process If p = I and if oi is-calcu­
lated and it is found that cy, S /k and -also Cis found to be -such 
that Cl< 0, then the class is fully speclfied as class 2 of Table 3.1. 
Again, in this case no further parameter calculations are necessary for 
elassification. The governing logic which underlies this.4lassiflcation 
process is performed in Subroutine EXTR, if p I or in Subroutine EXTRP, 
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if p> i. 
(3) The function f(t) is further classified into an appropriate 
"case" by a series of inequality tests based on the value of T, the 
inmber and values of the zwo crossings, and the values of some of the 
parameters listed in Table 3.1. These inequalities are given in Tables 
3.3 through 3.5. This operation is carried out in Subroutine EXTR or 
EXTRP, depending on the number of extrema of f(t). 
(4) Once the proper case for f(t) on t E [t 0 9T] is established, 
all the corresponding parameters listed in Table 3.6 are determined 
with the aid of Subroutines TALC. TBLC and TILCO The operation of 
these subroutines has already been explained. 
(5) Based on the information obtained in Step 4, p (t) on
 
t e,To is computed from equation (3.29) or equation (3.32).
 
(6) Finaflv ;(t) =k ag p (t)] is calculated on t E [t0 9 TJ.0 
The corresponding i-tb component of the extramal control, r is found 
from the transformation equation (34). 
Steps (I) through (6) are repeated for each Y (), inl,2,...,m, 
until all m-componants of the extremal control are found. 
The program described above enables one to systematically obtain 
the extremal controls for a given linear system with amplitude and 
rate constraints. For a given interal of time [t ,T] and a given 
initial condition on the adjoint solution, I = -(to)v the corresponding 
sitreasi control ((t)on t E Ct ,TJ isobtained quite rapidly from the 
co*mter program because of its tasic3ly non-Iterative nAture, The 
actual time, involved of course depends on the particular time interval 
under investigation and the particular form of the components of the 
adjoint solution T(t). As a very rough figure, it has been found that 
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the typical compter time required for Steps (1) through (6) is about 
.02 seo(CDC-6500) for a function f(t) with about twelve extrema on the 
g± on' time interval. A fuaction i (t) having fewer oztrema would re­
. 
I - .II
' ' . - % 
quixe 'orrespondingly shorter computer time. Mhe reason is that more 
switches occur in the extremal control for a function with mav eztrem 
than does in the case of a function with few extrema. Thus there are 
correspondingly fewer unknown, Tt J=1,2,... 2W, in the latter case 
and the cmputation time is thereby reduced. It has also been found 
that the effect of the length of the time interval [Ct,T] on the.. 
computation time, ean be considerably lessened. This is accomplsheod 
by ftia-naling the problem withina the program itself thrugh the use 
of a built-in scale factor option, Of course there is a limit to the 
allowed contraction of th real time interval [to,T] , As the time 
scaie is contracted, accuracy is lost in the determination of the para­
motors In 'Table 3.1 and also in the time instants of the extrema and. zero 
crossings of the function f(t). 
In general,- the program is able to determine a large numer of 
extremal controls in a suffioiently short amount of time. This property 
is essential to the practical development of the sub-optimal closed­
loop method established in Chapter 1V Also, the above property is 
necessary for the calculation of the open-loop minimal time solution., 
This will be discussed in the following section, 
3.10 Opin-Loop Minimal Time,Contrbl 
-The method of constructing the extremal controls has been shon in 
the preceding sections. Additional effort is necessary when the minimal 
time open-loop control for a given initial condition is desired, Thi 
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discussion in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 has shown that the only candidates 
for minimal time controls are extremal controls. The method of 
deterinlng the open-loop minimal time control from these extremal 
controls is described as follows, Suppose the initial condition of 
syste (2.6) is given y x(t o ) = zoo For the given xo, estimate the 
time length required to drive x. to x(T) = 0, i~e., the origin. Now 
choose I - -7(to ) and constract the extratal control (t) on t C [toT). 
With the aid of the expression for the set of recoverability, equation 
(2.10). compute the initial condition x that corresponds to the cal­
oulated extremal control ;. If this computed xo , with a minimum 
possible estimated time T, is equal to the given value of the initial 
condition, x(t o ) - xo, then the constructed extremal control 7(t) is 
indeed the open-loop mninal time control v*(t) on t E ft0 ,T). Other­
wise, change the value of I and/or the value of T and then repeat the 
procedure. 
Although the above procedure may require manr runs in order to 
determine the orreo t value for I and T, the process is not overly time 
consuming. The reason is that the computer program is able to calcu­
late each extremal control in a very short amount of time. The general 
procedure of finding the minimal time control will be illustrated by 
the example in the next section, 
3.11 An rale-_aneBlock III Attitude Control $vsELm 
The Ranger Block III Attitude Control System [4) uses jet-vanes 
to position the vehicle so that the thrust vector of the midcourse 
motor is painted through the vehicle's center of gravity. The equations 
of motioi for the pitch mode can be approximated by [4, p. 46] 
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{1+ ~~~~~~~~.) 1]ola)(1.78)j}=q+i , 
where 9 = deviation from nominal pitch angle in radians 
and q = applied torque to the pitch axis in ft - lbs. 
Because of the pbysical constraints on the jet-vanes, the magnitude and 
the rate of the torque are bounded W 
IcjJ :5 6,69 ft - lbs, and (.9 
St -lbs. (3,80) 
The bond on q given in equation (3;79) is introduced by the mechanical 
stop with a.recommended 85%sn~W factor [4, p. 66P 7i87 x and 
the bouhd on q in equation (3.80) is taken from the maximam slope'of 
the q(t) vs,:'t curve [4, p. 68]e' Since the #ehicle accUmulates errors 
as long as the pitch anjle deviates from its nominal position, it is 
deirable to nflify an initial given deviation in the least possibl­
tiMe* Also, since the torque inputs must satisfy the constraints,
 
equations (3%79) and (3.80), the basic problem can be fonmflted as a 
minimal time problem trith control (torque) amplitude and rate satura­
tions, Thus, for a given initial pitch angle deviation e(o) = 908 
the problem is to find the open-loop control torque q(t) on t E [0,T] 
that dIves system (3.78) to O(T) = 0, where T is minimal,. Note,that 
in the above formulation the initial time was taken to be zero,. ioe., 
= . There is no' loss of generality, since system (3.78) is auto­
nomous, it is also assamed, as discusssd in Chapter II,that q(T) = 0 
and that q(O) = 0. The tormiml time condition has been added in order 
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to avoid the necessity of disengaging the contraer after each control 
period, The initial conditibn on the torque is based on the physical 
reasoning that the control pariods are sequential,so that q(O)=q(T)O. 
Zn order to apply the extremal control construction metbod develop­
ed earlier, system (3.78) along tith the constraints, equations (3.79) 
and (3.80), zmst be reformulated as a bounded state variable noblem Tn 
the.form given bv system (2.6)t 1.60, 
';(t) -- AC:t)(t) + Bv(t) + o(t) (381) 
This is accoMpliahed by using the "direct progra=i.g" method which 
yields the 5-th order system of differential equations in the form 
given by equxation (3.81) with 
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
o 0 1 0 0 0 0 
A(t)=& 0 0 0 1 0 ,= 0 ,o(t)=t 0 ,(082) 
0 0 -339,73 0 0156 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 I 0 
with the constraints 
r51 Jul= jq/6.69f <1 (3.83) 
and 
1;3 2404<1w6.69 =72-35 (3,84) 
'The transformation is given by Q = 327,6tl + Zr, eB 327.6x2 + 24 
8in4-21x3 + 0,O636t 5 o 8 r-124x '.6v+ 69X5 and q =:6*697. 
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In the above system of equations, the vector c is a zero vector. This 
ocUrs, because in this particular physical problem the terminl condi­
tion is already at the origin ard therefore no transformation of the 
%-coordinate system is necessary. , The minimal time. control problem 
in terms of the transformed system is to choose a control v(t) on 
t E [O,Tj that drives system (3.81) from x(O) = xo (Zo is related to 
e0 through the transformation equations) to, x(T) = 0, where T is 
yinimal. It is also required that the constraints, equations (3.83) 
and (3.84), be satisfied and that X5 (0) = u(O) 0. 
The problem nf now be solved by using the method developed in 
this chapter, For a given initial condition 0(0) = O and q(O) = 0, 
the required time T to drive 8 to e (T) =- 0 can-be estimated, For this 
fixed T and a fixed I = -Y(0), the adjoint solution (t) on t E fO,T] 
for system (3.81) can be found from the equation ;,(t) = -(t)A. The 
modified adjoint solution p(t) is then found by the method developed in 
this chapter, The extreaml control (t) on t E [Q,T] is obtained from 
9(t) = 72.35 sgn [P (t)] through the transformation equation (3.7o). 
Finally-, with the aid of the definition of the set of recoverability, 
equation (2.10). the initial condition , which corresponds to the 
extremal control ;(t). can be calculated. The corresponding value of 
o and j(0) is then determined by the transformation equations, If0 
go I=10 and j(0) = q(O) = Og then V(t) is the minimal time control for 
the initial condition ioand correspondingly q*-(t) - 6,69i 5 Ct) is the 
minimal time torque control for the initial condition 8(0) = 00 with 
q*(O) = 0. If the initial conditions are not equal, theh the process 
is repeated -ith a different ' = -7(O) and/or T, The above -procedure 
is best illustrated by a specific initial condition, which is described 
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below, 
Consider the initial condition e(o) = 21.17 milli-radians, 
0 b;(0) = -33.02 -rad/sec, G(O) = 5.31 m-rad/seo2 anda (o)=-2.86 rad/sed. 
Of course the initial condition on the torque is q(O)= 0. For an 
initial rough estimation of the required time length, neglect the 
higher order terms in system (3.78). Ten we obtain 109 % Z q, or 
q/109 = 0.03065, where an average value of q = 6.69/2 has been used 
for the control torque. Thus, the approximate time-dnration needed to 
drive $ from 21.17 m-urad to zero m-rad is given by 4201/.U = 
/2(0.02171(0.03065) = 1.38 seconds, This gross estimate is ,employed 
as a guide in choosing the value of T.-
For the purposes o r illustration the analytical solution of the 
adjoint system wil be established for the example, In actual practice, 
the computer program could integrate the adjoint equations with 
Y(O) -. to to find the numerical values of Y(t) on t E [0,TI, Since, 
in this example m = 1, i,eo, scalar control, there is only one component 
of the adjoint solution to consider, vizYr 1 (t) = 7 5 (t). In tsrms of 
the initial condition Y(o) = -, the analytical expression for ) 
for t > 0 is found to be given by 
75 (t) : -lI , t- (at)2 /2-1-cos&2 + 12y o.' t-sinatj 
atj + jl A[sinvtt - (3.85)
-bE­d1 /na, 	 0 
where a = 	18.43 and y = 0.0636. Let 
11 = _ o ~ o ~ e s S c s ,s ~ 0 c s 2 o $ , i o , 
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Where Tnc<4crSr and 10, 1 iij/Z, j=2,3,4. Then by choosing the' proper 
values of ko Ic1,2,3,S, every unit vector in R5 can be represented by 
equation ,(3.86). 
For a particular coice of I , let 01 = 2.0J racalns, 
02 = 1.359 x 1o-2 rad., 03 = -1.98? x 10"3 ra. and 04 = -1.739 10"rad, 
Then by-equation (3.86), 
= [0.95569, -0.29406, -0.01359, 0.00199, 0.0017?4](3.87) 
The numerical expression for Y5(t) is found by substituting the vklte 
for.1 in equation (3.87) into the expression forT5 (t), Auat ion'-(5285). 
Then, by using the transformation equation (3.76); f(t)'is -given by 
f(t) = 7.836 z 10-3 -0.06485 [(l(T-t)/Z)2 - 1 + co (T-t)) 
-0.3678 L(T-t)-sinw(-t)l + 0.31338 [1 6osa(T-)] 
+0.84443 [sinw(T-t)) - 0.22191J (3.88) 
where the values -of the, parameters- a and v are given- in equation -(5.85). 
Let T = 0.97115 -seconds, With these choices for I and T, the-comptter 
program yields the following values for the parameters Tj, ipL,2' .. .2Nt 
and N in the modified adJoint solution p(t): N = 6, T = 0.01382 
(seconds), r2 = 0.2*4584p, 3 = 0.27348, r 4 = 0.27813, T3 0.30577, 
6 = 0.55506, r = 0.5827, T8 = 0.65142, T9 = 0,67906, T10 = 0,87626, 
<
Ir = 0.9039, and 0 095732. Since =2N .T then in this 
case, by equation (3.30), p(T') = f(T) -f(r,,). The corresponding 
frntions ;(t) = 72.35 sgn.Ep(t)] and jf(t) have been determined by 
the compater program and are plotted along with the function f(t) in 
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Fipiro 3.5. From the function Rt), the resulting nmerical expression 
for the estremal control :(t) on t E [0, 0.915] has also been deter­
mined, Finally, the numerical values of the initial conditions q(0) 
and have been found for this oztremal control.. The obtained resuts 
indiate that % = 0 and j(0) = q(O),= 0,i..,, the initial conditions 
are equivalent. Therefore q(t) = 6.69i5(t) is the minimal time control 
torque input for the given set of initial conditioni, and T = 0.97115 
is the minimal time. The results of this problem are shown in Figures 
3.6 and 3,7, Figure 3.6 shows the minimal time responses of the der­
vatives, i.e., e*(t), O**(t) and.e *CtX Note that 80(t) is piecewise 
continuous since it is directly related to the rate of charge of control. 
In Figure 3.7 the minimal time pitch deviation response, i.e., 8*(t), 
is plotted along with the minimal time control torque q*(t) = j(t). 
Also, for comparison pirposes, the response using the proportional 
pUs derivative feedback control system [4, p. 70) presently in use 
on the Ranger (for S(O) = 0.7m-rad), isalso plotted in Figure 3,. 
From this figare it is seen that the open-loop minimal time control 
compated via the method presented in this chapter achieves the same 
control goal in approximately one-eighthof the time required by the 
presently used controller. 
The above nnmerioal example provides typical values for the 
relative efficiency o :the open-loop optimal control and the presently 
used feedback controller, The minimal time. controls for other -choices 
of initial conditions have also been found and the results are of the 
sae order. 
In the following section, tAils chapter will be concluded with some 
general remarks. 
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3.12 General Remarks 
The calculation of the extremal controls for same specific systems 
has been carried out in detail, (for example see 121, 23, 243). 
In Reference 23, the constructionof the extremal controls, for a 
second order oscillator with the control amplitude bounded by unity 
and the control rate bounded by 2.5,hr, is discussed. In [241 the results 
Are extended to general rate bounds. In [21], the same system. is con­
sidered with two control inpats. Reference 24 also considers 'a 
second order unstable booster, The extremal controls ar&constructed 
for this problem and the results, are shown to be equivalent to tho'se 
derived by a different method& 
Since all of the above, results are special cases of the results 
presented in this chapter, they will, be omitted in this study, 
It should be also pointed out that the general..formulation of the 
open-loop problem may be altered somewhatwithout .charging the basic 
results of this chapter. For example, in [26] the problem is formalated 
with the initial-control zero and the terminal control value free;, The 
basic construction prosedure, however, is identical to that developed 
in this .chapter, The major difference is that the extremal dontrols 
can now be obtained directly from the tables -without the transformations, 
equations (3.7a) through (3.?d), 
In the follo-ing chapter, a sub-optimal closed loop solution will 
be developed, This solution is based on the results bf this chapter. 
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OHAPTSR IV 
A SUB-OPTIDML OCSED-LOOP SOLUTION 
4.1 Introduction 
In this chapter a methodvidf be developed for finding a au&ptinal 
closed-oop solution for the class of systems describd by equat-on 
(2, Il), - The metho& wfll.be based on the results of the mimii 'time 
open-loop solution of the previous. chapter. 
The torm sub-optimal can .essentially be applied to saw solution 
which is tot optimal. Therefore in order to motivite the- dvelopment 
of a sub-optimal closed-loop solution for systeax (z,1l), the folowimg
 
set,,of ocrlteria,is established.
 
(i) The, sub-optimn+.solution should be related in some maner 'to 
the, optimal solution. XIn other words, there should be a direct'iiAt of 
+reasoni gthat leads -from the 'unsolved minimal time losed-loop pr~btem 
of tSection 2.4, to the sub-Optimat solution. 
(2'). The sub-optiml method of st~ution should be relativel r 
stria tforard in apploation. The basic method should be' goneral so 
that it can be applied to a class of systems. This eliminite zy' 
methods that are, only applicable'to specific systems, 
IN3) The resulting oonirofler+configuraton • should be sifpl; enough 
so that it may actually be implemented. The basic objective is an 
engisert solution wbich is realizable. Ideallny, the loss of optimal 
peformarue should be balanced by a lower order of complexity of the sub­
optimal solution. 
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(4) The suibptimal method of solution should be applicable to 
_high order practical Systems, Agdnu thisils inoessary from the ioint 
-of view of encineoeit applications 
These foir criteria sere as a guide in the development of the sub­
optiml solution, In the next section a mbpm closed-loop mathod 
of solutIorbase6d on approximating the isochrones of system (2.fl), is 
Sintrodaced. The *L4 *su aspeots of the method are investigated in detail 
*in the I4ter sections'' 
4.2 Intoution of a Bab-Qtiral Ijotbod of Solution, 
The isochronz I(T), ' > O, of system (2.21), is defined to be the 
set of state vectors x that can be driven to the origin in a tine T, 
using minimal time controls. Suppose that a scalar function .W(x)conUld 
be found that describes the isoohrones I(T for all .times T >.0, That 
is, the tate I elongs to the .soobrome 10),1±f.ai only1i WG) = '. 
Then the isoojwones could be described by, 
I(T)= fxjw(x)ut s' 2i> 03 (4#1) 
Note that the function W(x) is. quivalent to the .minlum return fanqtion 
of the method of Dynamic Pro~gramming L2a1. From the definition- of the 
function W(x), the minimal time closed-loop controllner could be deter­
mined by the following methods At all state vectors x where the deri­
vative dW/dt exists, choose the control that minimies d/dl, subject 
to the constraints of equation (2.12). 
As discussed, in Chapter I, the. abve problem is not solved. How­
ever it does provide the. motivation for a sub-optimnl approach, hiIch is 
based on the following assumption. System (2,11) is the (nfm)-di{ensional 
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reformulated version of an original linear automomous n-dimensional
 
system. The original n-dimensional state vector y is subject to dis.
 
turbances, which cause the state vector y to be non-zero. 
It is assumed
 
that for the systems under consideration, the disturbed state vectors 
y will always belong to some proscribed bounded set . That is, it is 
only required to control a bounded subset of the entire n-dimensional
 
state space. This assumption will be valid in most practical systems
 
since the disturbances will normally be bounded. 
 Also, in these systems 
the components of the state vectors usually represent physical variables 
(eog., angles, velocities, etc.), and are therefore necessarily bounded 
in -value. 
With the above assumption satisfied, the related (rsi)-dsmensional 
state vectors x of the reformulated system (2.11) win always belong 
to some bounded maximal set X c Then the sub-optimal controller need 
only operate on the state vectors x that belong to this set M. 
The basic method of obtaining a sub-optimal closed-loop solution 
is established in the following seven steps. These steps are presented 
here for the purpose of introducing the sub-optimal method. A detailed 
discussion of the actual procedure is given in the later sections, 
(I) The maximal set Mis partitioned by constructing a sequence 
of isochrones I(Tk)
, k = l,2,...,N, such that the set, 
L(T1, !PN)= U 1(T), (4.2) 
T T <CT 
essentially covers the entire maximal set He This is done to insure 
that the later approxiatins will be valid for al of the state vectors 
aEM
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(2) Eack isoobrom I(Tk). k- 1,2,...,N, is then approximated by
 
the equation
 
V(x, ) = :l/2[x'kx = TkO k = 1,2,...,A, (4.3) 
hero CkCk(Tk,) is a positive definite (an) by (n+m.) symmetrio tirix 
whose elements are bounded for all T,O, and x' denotes the transpose of x. 
(3) The oorreaopeig elements oij(Tk) of each matrix Ck, 
k 	 1,2,...,N, are then approximated by continuous frnctipns. The resulting 
approximation of the liocbronos is given by, 
-V(x, T)= 1/2tx'C(T)xI = T 	 (4.4) 
Stops (1)through (3)are done off-line for each given system. Since 
eqation (4.4) isan approximation of the isoohrones of the set M, then
 
from equation (4.1), the function V(x, T) approdmates the previously
 
*defined scalar ianetion W(x), on the set M. Thus the proi em of mini­
mising the control-time is equivalent to the problem of minimizing 
7Cr. T). This is accomplished by'stops (4)and (5), which are both done 
(4) At the beginning of the control interml, the value of the
 
parsmtet 'TIs found bV iteratively solvig the nonlinear equation (4.4).
 
C>( 'One the value of T is known, the sub-optimal dlosed-loop
 
oontrollo'() is chosen to minimize V(xT)9i.e.,
 
V(xT) J= Mint l(xjT)2 =Min[ (VV)x)
 
jvt;v(x) yeS vej(4 
 , 
2(V~k+ MnC(VV)Bv) 
where VY MC&IV/&X, aV/8x2 ,. ,a4V/x,. and the set JI defined by 
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equation (2,Z),p is the set of all admissible controllers, From the
 
form of the matrix B of system (2.11), equation (4,5) becomes,
 
m
 
V ,T) .( (vV)Ax + min £j-Y/axa.±)vi (4.6)
 
Then from the definitions of the sets J and 0, the resulting sub-optimal 
controller is given by the fol'oing expression. 
For each I, i = 
() = -3&gfV/x.9, if Ix I < 1; (4.4a) 
or if 1XO,z=~ 1, then 
0 0 if x,,g~Va i 0,Vj(x) = (4.7b.: 
- if xA+4 sgn8v/a(xn+i < 0. 
(6) Since the value of the parameter T must be found on-line, it 
is not feasible to continually solve equation (4.4) for T at every time 
instant of the control interval, An alternate method may be obtained 
by noting that the parameter T represents the minimal time to the origin, 
for the parti ular stts x, Suppose that the value of T - T is found 
from Step (4), at some real time t = t,. Since the sub-optimal controller, 
given by equation (4.?), approximates the performanoe of the minimal 
time cotlrofer, then the equation, 
T=4stt), ?T Ti~1 (4.8) 
sorres as a simpler method for approximating the value of the parameter 
T, Of course equation (4,8) is not exact, sines the sub-optimal 
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controller is not acting optimlly and since it is possible for another 
ditubac to occur Aaring. the aontrol intervas, Also* equation '(4,8) 
should only be ued if the resulting parameter T is not'less than TI. That 
it my be requiredto repeat tp (4) a nmber of times on each control 
interval. A criterion for deciding when to recalaulats the parazeter 
T an be der ved as follows. Suppose the particular choice"o'"the 
funvtton V(s.~ T) is a reasonable approrIsation to ths isook'tlI(T), 
u4doh coespends to the statevector x. Then the resulting iub-optimal 
controller 'nx) should satiine the ineqmality, 
(dVfdtJ c a Q.9) 
Relation (4,9) implies thatthe'miniml time to the origin is decreasing. 
Thus it relation (4.9) is violated at M'V time to a new value of the 
pe0ramstlir T? is required. 
()kfiA lapt of the sub-optimal controller is the Temidna­
tion CrIterion. Since the controller is not opttxwl, it cannot be ex­
peote~i to'drive the state x cif system (2#32) to the origin. Thus a 
Temaation Criterion must be establiskhed. This Termination Criterion 
will dpead on the particular ptobleaf under consideration* When the 
Tesiatioa Criterion is satisfied, the eantroflor is disengaged until. 
anew disturbance occurs, 
Th; basic sub-optimal method of solution Is suvewrized as follows. 
For a particul sytem in the boued state variable formulation given 
atol (.n), the maximal set X of the state vectors to be con­
trolled should be Mpecifie beforehand. Also, the desired Termination 
orit6rion shou be specified. Then the isoobronas of system (2.21) 
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are approximated off-lie by a parameterized function V(x, T), by 
applying Steps (1) through (3). The on-line operation proceeds accord 
Ing to Steps (4) and (5), hle the ineTqUty of Step (6) is monitored. 
The parameter T is recalculated whenever relation (4.9) is not met,or 
whenever the value of T from equation (4.8) becomes less than TI . 
This procedure continues until the pre-assignad Termnation Criterion 
is satisfied, At this point the controfler is disengaged until another 
disturbance occurs or until the systsm no longer satisfies the Termina­
tion Criterion. 
In the following sections, the various aspects of this sub-optimal 
method are an.lzzed in detail, 
4.3 Iscabrones ad the Set of Recowbilit 
In this section an important relationship between the isochrones 
I(T), T > 0, and the set of reoverability K(T)O is established. This 
relationship will fom a basic part of the procedure for constructing 
the isoolrones ofnsystem (2,nl), 
For the class of linear autonmous systems described by equation 
(2.n), Chang [i8) has shown that the extremal controls are the unique 
solution to the open-loop minimal time problem, That is, if the extre­
mal control';(t) steers the state vector x#0 to the origin in T 
seconds, then there exists no other admissible control that can steer 
to the origin in a time < T. Also, the extremal control ;(t) is 
the only control that can steer the state vector X j 0 to the origin in 
the time T, Therefore, in this case extremal controls are also minim 
time controls. 
In Capter III, from Theorem 3.1, it has been shown that state 
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vectors on tja bondary of the set of ncoveabili-y correspond to 
the eztrsnl controls* Then from the defisition of the isoobrones 
X(T), T a.0, #.Saetion 4.2, it is soon that the boumary of the set 
of recoverability at time T is equivalent to I(T). From equation (2.10), 
the set of recoverbility X(T), T > t, of system (2.11) is given by, 
K(T) a zx Jt $(t,s)Bv(a)ds, vE&(T)}j (4~.o) 
Notice that the set K(T) isindependent of the choice Of the time t, 
since system (Z.11) is autonomus. Therefore, there is no loe of 
gaiierUty in taking t 0,in equation (4.i0). From the above dis-
OUSSI.Ofl 
I(T) 6 bK(T) {X 0(0! s)E;(s)ds, ,zx =-fo WvA(T4 
where i(s) on sEEO T] denotes an extremal control, 
From equation-(4.fl), the boundary of the set of recoverability, 
a o()a' be constructed by computipg the extremnfl ontrols ;(t),on 
tlf 0, T). Thus the Problem of constructing the, isoobrone I(T) is 
btdon finding the extranal controls of system (2.1) on the time 
interval [0, Tk), In Chapter III, a method for constructing the ex­
ttemal controls of system (2.6) has been established. Since system 
(2;U) is &'special sub-class of system (2.6), this method can also be 
used to construct the extremal controls Of system (2.31), The basic 
procedure is developed in the following sections. This procedure is 
based, In part, on the various properties of the set of recoverability 
K(T). From Appendix A. the set of recoverability K(T) is compact, convex 
anUd continuous inT. It is shown in Chapter V that the set of 
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recoverability for nystem (2.11) is also non-decreasing, i&,0
K(T a ) C K(Tb) for 0 < Ta < Tb. Also, from the definition of the class 
of admissible controls, equation (2.8), if the control vEA(T), then 
the control -veA(T). Therefore the set of recoverability is symetri 
with respect to the origin, That is, If the state veetor xK(T), then 
the state vector -xEl(T). 
Since the set of recoverability is non-decreasing, then from 
equaations (4.io) Aad (4.11)9 
K(T) u I(t) - L(OV, (4.12):O Ct<T ,­
wehere the set L(T1, TN) was defined in equation (4.2). 
The fir stop of the sub-optimal method involves the partitioning 
of the maximal set M, This is discussed in the following section. 
4.4 Par inn the Sat X 
Step (I)of--ie sub-optimal method requires that a sequence of 
isoebrones I(Tk) k be chosen such that the later approxi­2,..,N, 
mations will be valid for all the state vectors =, Thus, the above 
sequence should be chosen in such a manner as to be a partition of the 
set X. In this section a procedure for choosing the value of the into­
ger-N aMd the value of the times Tk' k = 1,2.,,N, will be established, 
Since the set of recoverability for system (2.11) is won-decreas­
ing, then from equation (4.12) it is reasonable to order the times 
Tk'k 2,a,...,N, as follows. 
OC<TJ, (24.13)T< 
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where the tine instant T is defined to be an time instant that satisfies 
the relation 
It is assumed that a time T satisfying relation (4.14) does indeed 
exist*, Since the set of recoverability of system (2.1) is non-deoreas­
ing, then as dicussed in Chapter V, relation (4.14) implies that every 
sate-vector H Is reooverable. A detailed discussion of the problem 
of -recoverability is giitn in Chapter V. 
irst, consider the choice of the value of the maximum time TNW 
The tIm. ', defined in equation (4.14), 66ren 5's an upper bound on the 
value of TN I't Is desirbli that the seauence of isochlones I(Tk)* 
k = l,2,...,N, be chosen iw such a manner as to cover the maximal set 
H -'Therefore a reasonable cholce for the time T.,is given by, 
Note that as in all aspeots of a sub-optimal mtetliod where an engineering 
sc4ition is southt, -the above equation (4X-) need only serve as a 
guaide to the selection of the time TN The procedure for finldig the 
time TN is as follows. 
First, choose a nwal value of T, say T = Ta . Then choose an 
initial value of the adjoint vector Y(O). The corresponding extremla 
control on'the time interval C0, Ta] in thon found with the aid of the 
computer program developed in Chapter III. The corresponding state 
vector x on the boundarr of the set of recoverability (xCK(T)= I(a)), 
is obtained from equation (4,fl). This proceas is repeated for other 
uhoices of'the initial value of the ad olnt vector. Note that by the 
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symetry property of the set of recoverability, each extremal control 
yields two points on the boundary of K(Ta). 
The eonvedty property of the set of recoverability can then be 
applied to these computed boundary points to obtain a rough estimate 
as to the size of the set K(Ta). This is compared with the given maxi­
mal set M. If it is found that the set K(Ta ) is too small to cover the 
set M, then a larger value of time is needed. If on the other hand, 
it is found that the set K(Ta ) is too large, then a smalqr value of 
time should be chosen. Note that the continuity of the set K(T) with 
respect to T can be used as an aid in choosing these new values of T. 
The above process is repeated until a value of T is found each 
that the set of recoverability approximately covers the set M. This 
value of T then becomes the choice for Tx* 
Once the value of TN is knw1 , it is necessary to choose the value 
of the integer N and the values of the times Tk k = l2,...,N-l. By 
actual practice, itwas found that the best method of choosing
 
these values is as follows, After choosing the value of-the time TN, 
construct the isoohrone I(TN). Then find the corresponding approxima­
tion V(xTN) =l/21X'CjF] = TN of Step (2) (Seqtion 4,2)- The method 
for obtaining the above approximation is developed in the later sections. 
Now choose the time TNi TN - AT, where AT is some small nominal 
positive value of time. Repeat the above process to obtain the approxi­
mation of I(TNQI), i.e., V(x, TNl) l =
I/2[X'CN.lX1 TNi. The corres­
ponding elements ij of the matrices Cand CN1, are then compared term 
by term, The magnitude difference between the pairs of elements is 
dependent on the respective shapes of the isochrones I(TN) and I(TNR.). 
Hence it is related to the value of the time AT. Note that the elements 
of the two approximations. can be made to be as close as desired by 
decreasing the value of the choice of AT. This is because the set of 
recoverability is continuous and therefore, by equation (4.11), 
LaI I(T...)) - I (T). The actual choice of the value of the time AT is 
AT#O
 
dependent on the following factors.
 
Since the elements of the matrices will later be approximated
 
continuous functions in Step (3) of Section 4,2p it is desirable to
 
have mazw closely spaced numerical values of these elements, Thus the 
time AT should be chosen small enugh to satisfy this ctiteAon. How­
ever, at the times at which the shape of the isochrone is ohaing very 
rapidly, the time AT will become quite small. In this case the construc­
tion of a large number of isochrones is required in order to cover the 
entire maximal set H, Since each isochrone is constructed by using 
.the computer program developed in Chapter I , this means tt a corres­
ponding large amount of off-line computer time win b6 needed I order 
to construct thea-eisoehrones, There is onidusly an'eniering trade­
off involved. - Thus the choice of the time AT v . in general depend' 
on the trade-off between the accuracy of the approximation desired and 
the amount of off-line computer time that is available for the given 
problem* 
Once the value of AT is established, the rimaintng times are chosen 
by the sequential relation Tk. k - AT, k - N-k,N-2..,,2. At each value 
of time Tk' the isochrone I(Tk) is constructed and the corresponding 
approximation 12[r' .C, = Tk, is obtained. Thus Step (2) of Section 
4.2 is actually carried out as part of the process of Step (1). That 
is, the time Tk.I is selected according to the results of the approxima­
tion of Step (2) at the time instant Tk . Note that the value of AT 
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my be altered at ay step of the interval if it is found that the 
elements of the approximation matrices Ck begin to change very 
rapidly. 
The final choice to be made is the value of the smallest parameter 
T1, It has been found from experience that the elements of the approxi­
mation matrix tend to become unbounded as T approaches zero. This is 
due to the fact that the state vectors EK(T) take on extremey small 
values as T approaches zero, Thus for small values of the time TI, the 
approximation l/2[x' 1 x = TI bacomes very difficult to apply accurately, 
since both sides of the approximation are approaching zero, Therefore, 
there is a lower positive limit to, the choice of the time T1 which do­
ponds on each individual system. The sub-optimal controller wial there­
fore not be able to drive the state vector x to the origin. As pre­
viously mentioned, this problem can be overcome by using a Termination 
Criterion* Howver, in some systems it is necessary to drive the state 
vector to the origin, Fbr theso systems a dual controller scheme can 
be used. The sub-optimal controller is used to drive the state vectors 
x to within the set of recoverability K(TI). As previously mentioned, 
the state vectors xEK(T 1 ) have =al values. For these small values a 
linear feedback controller can be eployed, The dual controller would 
then consist of-the sub-optimal controller for the state vectors 
xft(TI) and a linear controller for the state vectors nEK(TI). 
In this setion the basic procedure for choosing the times Tk 
k = 1,2,...,N, has -been established. It is based on first finding the 
choice of the maimum time TN' Then the remaining time instants are 
chosen in descending order by compting the approximation of Step(2), 
and by observing the rate of change of ths elements of the matrix . 
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In Section 4.2, a method of constructing the isoebrone I(T), for 
arq value of T > O, has been indicated. This method, is examined in 
detail in the next section, 
4+.5 Construction of the Isochronas 
The method of oonstructiM' the isoclione I(T), outlined in Section 
4,2, is as follos, The extreml controls v(t) on te[o, TJ are first 
found by the, procedure deloped in Chapter III. Then the state vectors 
xon the'isochrone I(T) are fouad by applYing equation (4.11), 
From the defitition of an extreal control, equation (3.1), it is 
seen that the oxtreainl controls on t[O, IT3(t)are functions of the 
initial choice of the unit adjoint vector (0)' For some smple low 
-order systems, an analytical expression can be obtained for the extrenal 
controls (t) on tE[O, T] as a fanction of the choice of Y(0) (e.g., 
[21], [28]). in this case, the values of aLU the state vectors x on 
the isochrona I(T) may be obtaied from equation (l. 0 f). However, in 
more complex hiigh-&-order syatces, it is not feasible to find analytical 
expressions for the extreisl controls. For these systema the computer 
program developed in'Chapter III must be applied. This computer program 
can calculate the extremsl control 7(t) on tCEO, T], for each given 
choice of the unit vector 7(0), It is therefore only possible to find 
the extrmeial controls' for a finite discrete set of choices of Y'(O), 
Correspondingly, it is, only possible to find a discrete set of state 
vectors x on the4sochrone I(T). 
The sub-optimal method should be applicable to general systems 
described by equation (2.f). Therefor in most systems, it will be 
necessary to select some finite discrete subset of all the rossihle 
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Values of Y(0) in order to numerically construct the isochrone I(T).
 
A general set of engineering criteria for selecting th6 values of Y(0)
 
to be used in the construction process$is developed below.
 
As indicated in the example of Section 3.11, the complete set of 
al possible .(nmu)-dimtensioml unit vectors ?(0) can be put into a 
one-to-one correspondence with a set of angles Oi l 1,2,*.. ,a-, 
Since the set of recoverability is symetric with respect to the origin, 
it is only necessary for these angles to lie in the ranges, 0 < 0i < w, 
and I0j S nf- i= 2.3,-*ssn o1, If the refomulated system)(2.21) 
is less than fourth order (nft < 4), it is feasible to partition the 
entire range of each of the angles OiP i. = l,2,,a.,n+m-l, In this 
manner a uniform sample of closely spaced values of the vector 7(0) can
 
be used to construct each isochrone I(T). However, for systems of 
order four or higher this method becomes impractical, since any reason­
ably closely spaced partition of the angles i i -- l,2,...,nim-l 
(Um-I > 3), nwyields an extremely large nnmber of values of Y(0). 
The computer program developed in Chapter III operates by caloulating 
the extremal control; coaponent by component. Therefore for each value 
of V(0), it requires m-operatiors to calculate the m-dimensional ex­
tremal control ;(t) on tE[O, T3. Thus the mmber of values of T(0) 
that can be used in the construction process is limited by the amount 
of available off-line computer time, In order to keep this necessary 
off-line computation time at a reasonable value for systems of order 
four or bidger, a subset of the partitioned values of Y(0) must be 
chosen. A set of general engineering criteria for choosing this subset 
is established as follows. 
A general criterion for choosing the values of T(0) can be obtained 
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by analyzing the basic purpose of the construction process. The basic 
purpose-is toobtain numerical values of the state voctors x on the 
isochrones I(Tk)3 k = 1,2,,,.,N, These obtained numerical values will 
be. used intbha approximation scheme of Step (2) of Section 4.2, Vh 
approximation of each of the isochrones I(Tk)o k l,2,...,N, in Step 
(2), is accomplished by a least mean squames fit. Therefore, in order 
to insure that the approximation is reasonable, it is necessary to 
obtain a wide scattering of-the numerical values of the statevectors 
x on each of the isochrones. From equation (4.I) it is seen thAt for 
a.given system, the values of the at vectors x on the isoob-one I(T) 
are solely determined by the extremal controls ;(t) on tEEO, T3. Thus, 
in order to insure-that a wide scattering of values of the state vectors 
-are obtained, the. folovdng general criterion involving the sel~ition 
of the initial values of Y(O), should be applied 
"The initial values of the adjoint vector T(O) should be chosen so 
as to yield a wide variety of extremal controls"* 
It has been shown in Chapter III that each component -(t), 
J 1,2,,,4 1 m, of the extremal control (t) on tE[0Q TJ is depe4ent 
on certain distinctive characteristics of the corresponding comp6nent 
?,j(t), of the- adjoint solution, on the same time inteWval. These 
.characteristics are statsd in Section.3,8. In o&ir to insurea ide' 
variety of extremal controls, it iz therefore necessary to choose the 
initial values of T(O), so that a wide variety'of these distinctive 
characteristics are present in the adjoint solutions. Three of these 
distinctive characteristics are discussed below, 
(i) One of the most inportant characteristics in detrmidng the 
component V(jt) of the extremal control is the nuiber of exzrema of the 
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funtion Yn+j (t) on tE(O, T). This is evident from Chapter III, where 
it has been shown that the number of ertrema of the function Yj (t) 
on tC(O, T)vdetermines the number of times the boundary of the set 0 
is reached on the same time interval. Of course the maximum number of 
extrema of the adjoint solution T(t) is dependent on the particular 
system under consideration, However, in all cases it is important to 
select the values of 1(0) such that each component Ynj(t) j= ,2,..,m, 
of the adjoint solution has various numbers of extrema on the time in­
terval. (0, T)v 
(ii) Another consideration in the selection of the set of values 
for Y(0) is the relative time instants of the extrema of Yn+j(t), 
j = l,2.j.mp on the time interval (0, T). This determines the sub­
intervals of time during which the corresponding component :j(t) of the 
extremal control will be zero, 
(iii) A third characteristic to be considered is the value of 
the last zero crossing of each function f(t) =Y (T-t), on the time 
n+j
 
interval [0, T]. As indicated by necessary condition (D) of Section 3.6, 
the last zero crossing determines whether or not the component of the 
extnaa control :(t) is initially on its bound, IvjI = j . 
As indicated in Section 3.8, the above three characteristics are 
by no means the only dominant factors in the determination of the extre­
mal controls, However, by experience, it has been found that a wide 
variety of extrmal controls are obtained whenever a corresponding wide 
variety of the above three characteristics are present, 
In order to apply the above characteristics in the selection of the 
choices of Y(O), some preliminary analysis must be done on the adjoint 
solution (t)on tE[O,Tj. This analysis is most easily accomplished by 
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fn. xi gthe amltical exression for the, adJoint solution YCt): aspa 
function pt the~ initial condition T(o). Then-the for of Se'adjoi.nt 
solution 1(t) on,tE[O, TJ cn be readily observed as a f nction Ofthe 
o ."oofT(O). In this manner, a reasonable set of values for T(O) 
ca be seleted, so that a -wide variety of the, above three 
oharateristics are present. For systems in,which the ai alytioi 
exprqAsion, of the, adjoint solatien is too.-oplex for simple ahalysis, 
a numerial. method can bewused to observe- the, above three characidkstios 
as: th choice of Y(O), is varied., For exaple, Subroutine PSICLO 6± 
the. ccptter program ,developed in Chapter flI ean be used to obtaim 
the nmber of extreme, ete.;of any numerically Iwown ralar :funtion-­
-Thenore. this program could also be used in cases whefthe adjoint 
solution can onl be found by a mmerical- integration of the adjoint
S 
equations, 1(t) = - 1(t)Ak 
in summnzy, the' roedar4 of constructing the Iscbrones IT) 
k 1 of Stop (1) of Section 4.2vconsists of the following,0,..,NO 
(1a) For sizple'low order systems, obtain the extreml controls 
101on as ThenTk an analytio fination of the choice of IO). 
Use sation ('j.1) to find all of the state vectors x on the isoebron 
I(Tk) 
(b ; re complex systems or oruer n +nm < , use the parti.­
tionlng method discussed in this section to obtain a set of choices 
for !(0o Next, ue the oputer program d _eved In Chapter Ms to 
obtain the actremil controls (t) on tE[O, Vk for these choices of 
1(0). Then proceed as In Stop (la). 
(10) For genr~Lsystems of ordr n +i>t4, choose a subset of 
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,the partitioned values of T(O) by observing the three charoteristics 
discussed in this section. This requires a preliminary anklysis of the 
adjoint solution. Then proceed according to Step (ib). 
In a eases, the choice of the set of values for Y(o) remains 
fixed throughm b the constraotion. procedure. The rezlidng part of the 
procedure is repeated for each value of Tke k = 12,0o.. , 
Sps. ,la) and (1b) are both fairly straightforward and d.ire 
n ,furthr explaination.. However the application oftStep"(1c) is 
relativevy complex. In Section 4.l. the example presented to inustrate 
the application of the sub-optimal method to practical systems, also 
ilustrates the use of Step -Xio). 
. -- In. the next section, the isoebrone approximations of Step (2) of 
Section (4-o2) il be. discussed, in detail. 
4.6 Amroxition of the Isoohrones 
In Stop (2) of Section 4.2, the numerieal values of the isoclrones 
I(Tk), k = 1,2,,,,N, are to be apprwdmted by fnotions of the form 
V(x, TOc = l/2Cz'Ck1 xJ = TVc where Ck=C IJTk) ia a Positive definite sym­
metric matrix. The positive definite property of the matrix k implies that 
each approximation V(x, Tk) = Tk of the isoobrone IQDQk~ represents the­
equation of an (nft)-dImsrIenal ellipsoid, The reason for choosing 
this particular form the funotion V(x, Tk) is as follows. 'Fr 
equation (4.32), the isoohrone I(Tk) represents the boundary of the set 
of recoverability X(Tk). The set of recoverability is convex and 
symetrio with respect to the origin. These two properties of the set 
of recoveability indicate that the above form for the function 
V(x, Tk)-ban be expected to yield a reasonable approximation to the 
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isoobrouss I(TkXq k--9260& 
Of course, the fora of the frntion V(xv Tk) is by n means limited 
to tonts of eaecnd ordero Certainly, te-zs of even orders of four or 
higher could be added to the faox of V(xz Tk)0 This would improve the 
accuracy of each isochzons approximation, However this introduces a 
corresponding increase in the complotity of the sab-opthmal method. 
This increase of complexity is dae to the considerable nmber of addi­
tional coefficients that must be found in systems of higher order. As 
an example, corzider a system of order nmf = 5. In this case each 5 by 
5 sy amtrc matrix Ck has 15 unknniz elements to be calculated. Ifall 
tents of order four are added to the forn of the function V(x, Tk)v then 
the values of an additional 35 coefficients must be computed. This re­
quiras a considerable increase of the off-line computation time. Also, 
the on-line storage r quirements are much larger, since, it nowrequires 
50 rather than 15 continuous functions to describe the final approxi­
mation funotion V(x, T). Thus there is a trade-off between the accuracy 
of the appro3rliations and the ccmpleity of the sub-optimal method. It 
has been found from experience that a reasonable compromise between 
these two factors can be obtain d by using the above second order form 
forthe frnctions Vlx. Tk), k = I#21oooNa 
-: The apprimtion of the numerical values of the isoehrones i(Tk). 
k = 1,2v.°o,N, is acemplished by a least mean squares fit. In order 
to establish this approximation, a basic criterion that detennims the­
type of fit must be chosen, There aro two factors to be considered in 
the choice of such a criterion. These two factors are discussed. below, 
(1) For' a given state vector. =0 the value of the parameter. T 
represents the time required to drive the state vector x to the origin, 
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using minima tine controls, Mhat is# if tb* sltae ctor 19 belongs 
to the icIe~n IT~ then the value of 12we parmter T is equal to 
Tw In order to apply the sub=optidal tho4d the value of T must be 
found on-line at each given state vector x, For most of the control 
interval, the value of the parawter T can be obtained fiom equation 
(4.8). Eoweverg zw, C1±sonzvd in &NtOI~o 4,20 thero ar~e- times, during 
the control inte l at wich the va.bo of Tmust be found by iterative­
2y-solv n ation <4,k)g I~e.v V(s, T) To Consider v, glyon stat 
vector x whih belors to th@ isebrone ICT). For this gien stato 
vactor, equation (4.~4) becomes- y(x, T) = T, Since 'the value of the 
paraleter T' obtained from equation (ts.4)Aioauld be equa to To it Is 
necessary that V(x! T) Z T hus in geeral, at every state vector x 
it iS dssirable that the value of the function V(zv T)closely approx­
mates the cor et of the parmoter T.nvalue 

(2) Onne the value of the parmster T is obtained for the given 
state vector x, the cnb-ptimal closed loop controller ;(x) is found 
by applylmg ,equation (4.7). BY equation (4,5), o n subrdPtt al -control­
ler ;(x) is deterninsd by the diretion of the row vector V, .Similarly, 
from the .discussion of Section 4,2, the rinil tim controller at a 
given state vector x is determned by the diroction of VW. Therpfore 
in,order to Insare t the sub-oprtinl controller closely approxImates 
the minimal time controller, it is necessary for the direction of the 
vector. VV to closely apprzmnate the direction of the vector VW at every 
state veotor x In order to acamlish thing consider the definition 
,of the ±bnotion W(x) From equation (4.1)9 the isoehrones I(T). T > 0,0 

are described by the vspresians W(=) = To nerefore the above condi­
tioi may be satisfied by 'airdng that the (wms~)-imensional ellipsoids 
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V(7, T) T, T > Oo closely approximate the numerical values of the 
isoebros I(T). 
The above factors establish two conditions that should be satis­
fled by the approximation f±notion V(x, T) to insure proper operation 
of the sab-ptitml controller. Since the tf~rtion V(x' T) is obtained 
from the set of aproxbmations V(xp Tk)D k = 1129..o NO then these same 
two conditions should fo= the criteria for the least mean squares fit 
of Step (2)of Section 4.2. With reference to the above two conditions, 
the criteria for the least mean squaxrs fit are as follows. 
Criterion A
 
At each valne of Tko k - 12,o*aoN, choose the elements of thu 
matrix Ck so that V(x, Tk )'=Tkq at all the computed valmues of the state 
vectors x belonging to the isoobrone I(Tk)o 
Criterion B 
At each value of T, k z 10 2,,,0 0 N, choose the elements of the 
mnatrix Ck so that the (xsu)-dsmansiorsl ellipsoid V(XO TO)= Tkc' Pro.l 
vtdes a close approximation to the i5ochrone I(Tk). 
If the iso rones I(Tk )o kl,2,o=.,N, could be exactly described 
by (nim)-dimesioni ellipsoids, then only one set of functions would 
be needed to satisfy both of the above oriteria. In this case, each 
(nsm)-dimensnonal ellipsoid V(x, Tk) = Tk whieh exactly describes the 
ishobrone J(Tk)# would also exactly satisfy, Criterion A, i.e, 
V(x, T.c) &T at afl the state vectors zI(?T.)o However in general, the 
isochronsI(T). k = l,2, 0 o5 N, cannot be described exactly by (nfM)­
dimensional ellipsoids, Therefore in order to satisfy-both of the above 
criteria,. ttv sets, of approximation functions are generally needed, 
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Thege two frnctdns am defined &e fo23zwa, -Lat 
V(ZD To) 1/2Ex)%-I k = 921"OO(4,16) 
*~ro the elemnats ai of each (na) by (nf) positivo definite hymetrio 
Matrzx are to be ,chosen according, to Criterion A* flso, lot--
VWs Tk) t2 iIxtcjcJ3.v kto 12 90 ..0 N, 4.7 
theft. the oesnnts of: each (af) by Xft)positiv& dofittib sVmat~c 
matrix, are to be cooen according to Criterion Bo 
The equations govertng the calculatIon of the elements of the 
rntricoa C. andX k = 1,29o.ooN are estaifLised in the next sections 
owce the functions Wix, Tk) and Vls, Tk)s kIt = 0006 N are Obtained, 
the proedure of Step (3) of Section 4-2 is then alpflied. This yieldz 
two approxImation ±bnotinme VIt, Vl: 0 T!) andV(11 r). since the 
function Vbr, T) has been obtained according to Criterion A, it approti­
*mates the torrect 'vt'. of the parameter T! at each ctatat vector x. 
Therefore the approxImation tanotionwVfx. T) should be used in place of 
the frnotion.V(x, T!) in eqvation (4A4). *The £pproxdimatison -fraction 
V(zo 2) hag been obtained aoeordizg to- Criterion B., Therefores at each 
valUe of to the*oqzition Y(x, ') 2!,Trepresents an '&I)9diamenstonal 
ellipsoid, approxim3ation to the isocione I (19. From the discussion of 
Th4otor ( 2)o thin Imples that the approximation Zfntior4V(ro -,T!) should 
be mployed in-'the -calcalation of the subrzoptimel1 con-troller 7;60. 
keuico0 he ftinotion 'V(X. V) abould be used' in plae of V(x, T), in 
ejtiatisn (4,7), -'Fna3*, from'Section 4.2o eqntion-Qt9) bastheem 
deveods based on the aaiuwptiou' that-the iswchrrnt-I&() is o1ioSel2 
&ijprioxintodby the fulnction V(x. T). Thus. 'the aw~rortnation, function 
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V(Xj T) should also be used in place of V(x, T) in equation (4.9), 
In summay, the sub-optimal procedure is basically still the same 
as the one described in Section 4.2, The only change isthat now two 
different approximation unctions, viz,jV(x, T) and (x,;T) are to be 
used inthe sub-optimal procedure. The approdation function V(z, T)
 
replaces V(x, T) in equation (4.4) and the approximation function V(x, T) 
replaces V(x, T) in equations (4,7) and (4.9). Also2 note that the 
procedure given in Section 4.4 for finding the values of the puamrters 
Tks k 1l2,..o.N, It is now required tomust be slightly altredo 
observe the changes in the elements of both the matrices and Zk­
as the time interval AT is varied, 
4,7 Comvtation of the ,atrices .-and
 
In this section a procedure wil be established for compating the 
elements of the matrices Z and Z., 1,2,.,, of equations (4.16) 
and (4.17) This procedur isbased on the application of the two 
criteria of the-preceding sbotioN to form the governing equations of 
two least mean squares fits. 
First, consider the computation of the elements'*J of the matrix 
Ck. From equation (4,16); these elements are to be chosen according 
to Criterion A of Section 4* With reference to Criterion A, the 
governing equation of a least mean squares fit that satisfies this
 
criterion is as follows, At each value of TV k = l,2,,o.,, choose
 
the eleents the matrix-of inimize V were .to 
r= T J . (4.18) 
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In the above equation, the (nn0)-diensi ona1 state vectrs 
A = 2co e p set -the comtM vaues of the state vectors x 
belonging to the isoohrons I(TQ, The positive integer Ik in equation 
.ietors- ntbe 
t hron I(TkX" 
No-w, oonaidbr ths computation of the elements of the matri . 
Fom ejuation k.1l, b-sa elements are to be ho-sen according 
Ctiterh B of Secidn 46i6in order to satisfy Criterion B. a measure 
of fi. cibseness of the fit of the Cni120-dinaeiiona1 ellipsoid 
V(x, Tk), t'k to'the isoobrvne I(Tk)q -iasibe chosen. Such a measure 
is established below, Let 
(4.18) represents the total numberaof compated state Z 
1/2 
repesntthe ratdial distance of each comted state vector 2?.. 
I =~..~ n.tho isocWone I(Tk). Also, Iet thae unit ;vnotor &q004 
represent theoicwn4se fon* of each vector £A ~. 
A (44z65 
Consider n~aritar computed.-state vector xA belonging to the isoobrone 
1(k). krom eqation (4,2O),A.he direction of this state vector is given 
by the nit otor t Lt the, squa oX the inverse radial distance 
of,9th tate vector zzbe-denoted by d.. Then from equation (4.19 
Now consider the vector xj on the (num)-dianensional eflipsoid V(x, Tk) Ti 
wich. is ';n the awe direction as the omputed state vector x . Lot 
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the radial distance of this vector be denoted by and let the sqanre 
Df the inverso radial distane be denotedy i.e.-, d = )2. 
Sine xb Tk)/Tk ' 1 and since the direction of the vector 'a g1i78n 
by the unit vector c then-from equations (4.17) and (4.20), 
dzrf ';&I/r k 7 T, L(c' Ck a)/zTk Vor/Tk 
(4.22) 
The difference between the square of the inverse radial distances dO 
on the
.C0 can serve as a meaasr of the -closeness of the vector x 
(nm)-dimnsional ellipsoid V(x Tk) = Tkv to the computed state vector 
x on the isorone (k)O 
With the aid of equations (4.21) aid (4.22), the governing equation 
for a least mean squares fit that satisfies Criterion B of Section 4.6, 
is as follows. At each value of Tko k = ,2,,coN, choose the elements 
of the matrix k to minimize P, -here 
Mk 22 
=Z[V(Q.AT) r fkrl (4.23) 
and the positive integer Mk was defined in equation (4.18). Notice that
 
in equation (4o23), the measure of the closeness of the fit has been 
multiplied by Tk , Since Tk is a constant at each value of k, 
k = 2,o,.,Ne this multiplication does not affect the resulting (ntw­
dimensional ellipsoid approximations, In fact, all of these approxima­
tios could have been normalized by letting V= lin equation (4.23).
 
In this case the resulting approximations would be of the form,
 
V(xv Tk) = 1. However 0 it has been found that the numerical values of
 
thqleme nts 0ij of the matrices Ci' k = 192be,,N, are easier to 
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approximate in Step (3) of Section 4.2, if the actual value of Tk is 
used ineqation (4.23).
 
Equations (4.18) and (4923) are the governing equations for the
 
two least mean squares fits, The procedure for finding the two sets of
 
elements that minimize equations (4.18) and (4.23) is wll kiwm (for 
example, [29]), and is therefore omitted here. For each approximation, 
the results of this procedure is a set of linsar equations involving 
the elements of the corresponding matrix. Since the (n+m) by (n+m) matrices 
0 k and C are sytmetric~then the total number of elements of each matrix 
that can be chosen independently is given by 
R (4.24) 
Therefore, in order to obtain the.values of the elements of each matrli, 
it is necessary to solve a set of R linear equations. This procedure 
is repeated at each value of TI k'= 1,2,o..,N, 
The matrices ; and C k = 1,2,,..,NQ are defined to be positive 
definite in equations (4.16) and, (4.17). It should be pointed out that 
these matrices are not constrained to be positive definite as part of 
the approximation procedure. The positive definite property of these 
matrices should occur as a result of the properties of the computed 
state vectors. This factor was discussed at the beginning of Section 
4.6. The positive definite property of the matrices and 1k, can also 
be used as an indication of the quality of the two approximations. This 
is accomplished in the following manner. At each value of Tko 
k = 1,2,...,N, the obtained matrices Ck and are bth tested to see 
if they are positive definite. This can easily be done by applying 
Sylvestor's Theorem £30). If at some value of Tk , say Tk = T, it is 
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found that at least one of the matrices is not positive definite, then 
this indicates that the corresponding approximation is not reasonable. 
In order to improve the approximation, additional values of the state 
vectors x on the isoohrone I(Y) must be computed. In some cases it may 
ev6n be necessary to alter the initial choices of the adjoint vector 
Y(O), in order to insure that both matrices are positive definite. 
The next section discusses the approximation dbscribed in Step (3) 
of Section 4.2.
 
4.8 Obtaining the Approximation Functions (xT) and' (x,T) 
The numerical values of the elements of the matrices Ck and ^k are 
found by applying equations (4.18) and (4.23) at each value of Tk, 
k = 1,2,...,No The next step (Step(3)of Section 4.2) of the sub-optimal 
method, is to approximate the numerical values of each of these ele­
ments by continuous functions of the parameter T. From equation (4.24), 
there are a total of R independent elements in each matrix. Therefore 
a total of 2R approximations are necessary. The general procedure for 
obtaining these 2R approximations is discussed below. For convenience 
in the following discussion, lot the elements to be approximated be 
denoted by di, i = 1,2,...,2R. Also, let the corresponding continuous 
approximations of these elements be denoted by dl(T), i = l,2,...,2R. 
The first aspect of the approximation procedure is the selection 
of the form of each continuous function dt(T), i l1,2,...,2Ro There 
are many possible choices for the form of these functions, e.g. poly­
nomials, sinusoids, etc. For each element di , the form of the function 
d*(T) is dependent on the following three factors. 
(i) Each element approximation is to be accomplished by a least 
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mean squares fit. Therefore the form chosen for the. funotion dt(T) must 
be applicable to this method of approximation, That is, it must he 
possible to obtain the coefficients of the function df(T by applying 
the method of least mean squares, 
(ii) For each, choice of the forn of the function d'(T), a least 
mean squares fit yields a particular approximation to the computed 
nMmerical values of the eleMentdiAt. In the final analysis, the quality 
of this approximation is determined by the operation of the sub.optimal 
controller, In order to insure the proper operation of the sub-optimal 
controller, it is desirable for each ffction dA(T) to 'closel approxi­
mate all of the coamtd ninues of the element d.Therefore a general 
criterion for choosing the form of the function d*(i) i's as elioews. 
"The form of each Donation d(T), i = 1,2,ooo2R, shoulab" se­
looted so that the resulting least moan squares fit yields a reasonably 
Accurate approximation to an the computed values of the corresponding 
element d 
This, criterion indicates that the form of each approximation fun*­
tich is dependent on the compted values of the paitioular element under 
consideration. As an example, suppose it is found that the computed 
values of a particular element vary in a nearly linear manner, when 
plotted on' a sevi-log scale* This implies that an exponential form 
should be chosen for the corresponding approximation functions 
(Ai) The operation of the sub-optimal controller requirs that 
the element approximation functions d*(T), I = 1,2 9 .. ,2R, be -evaluated 
on-lime For general high order systems, this requires the'use of an 
on-line digital computer. Therefore, for these systems the fonns of 
the Awotioiidj Zt)i 2 2)t; s, constrained "by''thbon-line 
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storage limitations. Also since the computer is operating in real 
time, it is necessary for all computer operations to occur at a much 
faster rate then the rate of change of the state vector. This limits 
the complexity of the forms of the element approximation functions. 
The above discussion indicates that the choice of the form of t each 
element approximation function d*(T), i = l2,o.,,,2Rj is dependenton 
the particular system under consideration, However in order to develop 
a general approximation procedure, some form must be chosen for these 
fauetions, In the absence of are specific system infomation, the 
folloting fork is suggested. 
Let each function d1(T), i = 1,2,..,2R, be represented by a power 
series form, That is, 
dQr) T , i=l2,..2R, (4.25) 
ihbre:rij, J = 0,1O,.,QI, represents the coefficients of each power 
series,and the positive integer i represents the order of the power 
series. The next step of the approximation procedure involves the 
choice of the value of each integer Q and the evaluation of each set 
of coefficients ViJ = lg°....Qio by the method of least mean squares, 
This is accomplished in the following manner. 
Let the governing equations for the least mean squares fits be
 
given as follows. For each element di, i l,2.,.gZR, choose the
 
coefficients of the power series approximation d*(T) given in-equation
 
(4.25), to mirnmie P1 where 
N 
Sdi(T d (4.g26).
I ikli
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and d~,k = 102#...Nig denotes the compunted values of the element d5. 
In order to find the set of coefficients that minimic equation (4,26) 
for each iv i = t12vooo2R,tho value of the corresponding integ r Qiin 
equation (4,25) must be specified. The procedure for specifying the
 
1lue of each integer Qi is based on the discussions in Factors (ii)
 
and. (iii) of this section, From the discussion in Factor (iii is 
*dosirable tor each ±bnotion dt_(T) to closely approximate a4l of the 
;owapte4 values of the element d. o fom equation (4.26), a measure 
of the accuracy of each,aaroximation is provided by the value of the 
mean squared error Pi. Therefore the value of each integer .shoatd 
p chosen so that the resulting mean squared error Pi is.ma 1. Also, 
from the discussion in Factor (iii), it is desirable from the point of 
view of implementation, for the actual value of each integer Qi to be
 
as small as possible. The procedure for choosing the value of the 
integer Q to satisfy both of these criteria is given bel.ow. 
,Let-the maxim altwable value of all the mean squared errors be 
denoted by the positive inmber 4. Tht is, it is required that 
Inij44y, zhcos soeo nominal value for Ao The actual choice of the 
value for A is dependent on the particular system under consideration. 
This is discussed in a later prt.of the section. Then for each element 
dip seloet an initial value .of the integer Q,. For this chosen value 
ofathe integer Qi. the set of coefficients aOij 1 l.. that0I,0,,., 
minimizes dquation (4.26), may be found by applying the method of least 
mean squares [293. Once this set of coefficients has been deterinedg, 
tha 'tlue of Pi is evaluated by equation (4.26). This value of Pi is 
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measure of the accuracy of the least mean fit for the given vale of 
the integer Q1 If Pi > A then a larger value of the integer Q is 
needed* On the othar hand, if it is found that P, < AO then a smaller 
value of the integer Q1 should be chosen, The proced ' ias repeated 
until the smallest value of the integer i that can satisfy relation 
(4.27)' is found, All of the values of the integers Qi, i = 1,2,.*O,2R, 
are established in the same mamer, Once the values of these integers 
are specified, then all of the coefficients of the element approximation 
functions d,(T), I = l2,*v2R are also determined, 
In the above discussion, the procedure for obtaining a set of 
elemnt approximation functions for a given value of a, has been estab­
lished. In general, for each choice of the value of 4, this prQcedure 
yields a different set of elemnt approximation functions. Therefore 
a criterion for choosing the value of & is needed. Such a criterion 
can be developed by considering the effect of varying the value of A. 
suppose that a set-of element approximation functions has, been obtained 
for some nolminal value of A say 4 = A1 . Now, suppose that the value 
of A is decreased by choosing A = Az < A1 In general, this will yield 
a new set of element approximation fanctions, From relation (4,27), 
this new set of functions wi more accurately approximate the computed 
values of the elements. This will result in an improvement of, the 
performance of the sub=optimal controller, However this vill also 
necessitate the use of more terms of the power series in equation (4.25), 
This is because it will now require larger values of the integers 5, 
i = l#2,.,.,2, to satisfy relation (4,V27.) Once again there is an 
engineering trade-off between the performance and the complexity of the 
sub-optimal controller. Therefore, for each given system, the value of 
no 
should be chosen acbrding to the following general criterion. 
"The value -of A should be chosen so as to yield a reasonable compromise 
etween the performance and the complexity of the sub-optimal cont oler". 
'For a given system, it may be necessary to try a 4eir different 
lues of A, until this criterion is satisfied 
'In the above prooeduae for finding the set -of element approximation 
moaions4 each elment is to be approximated by one least mean squares
 
at. That is,. from equation (4.26)v the, funotion d*(T) is to be used
 
Ls an approximation to the computed values of the corresponding element
 
'iton the entire interval TEET 1, TN]. In some oases, it may be found 
"hat all the numerical values of a particular element cannot be reason­
ibly approximated~by a single funotion, As an example, in Section 4.i 
Lt has been shown that the computed values of some of the elements 
tend to become unbounded as the value of T approaches zero. On the 
Ather hand, it has been found that the computed values of the elements 
bend to become saller as the value of T increases. Therefore, in some 
eases the values of a particular element may vary over an extremely 
Large range. This is dependent on 'both the particular, system under 
cosideration and the choices of the, values for the -parameters T1 and 
TN. 'In these problems, the much larger computed values of the element 
may dominate the-least mean squares fit The resulting element approxi­
mation froution would then poorly characterize the smaller values of 
that particular element 0 This leads to a degeneration in the perfor­
mance 'of the sub-optimal controller t the corresponding larger values 
6f' te parater' T, Also, inthe ease of a power series approximation, 
it may- not' be feasible to mrely increase the order of the approxima­
tion to obtain good performance, This is because it would then be 
in 
sessary to use an extromely high order approximation. As discussed 
in Factor (iii) of this sectiong a high order approximation is not 
lesirable sines it requires large on-line computation times for each 
mvluation, In order to overcome this problem, it is generally necessary 
ta employ more than one approximation function for such elements. 
The use of more than ons function to approximat the values of a 
Particular element does nDt alter the sub-optimal method to a'w large 
extent, In fact it introdnces an additional flexibility into the method, 
since a different fora can be selected for each function. As an exam­
ple, ;consider the ease of using two functions to approximate all the 
values of the element di. Let these Punctions be denoted by .±(T) and 
ai(T). Also, let Tm represent some intermediate value of the parameter 
T, where *E(TI, TN). The parameter I should be chosen so that the 
intervals [T 1, T) and [T TN] each contain element values of approxi­
mately the same range. Then the function I (T) could be used to 
approximate the-alues of di on fT19 Im)S while the functionAi(T) is 
used to,approximate the reimaining values of di on [%, TN]. If a 
power.-seies form Is chosen for both ?$() and then the procedure 
outlined in this section could still be used to find the orders and the 
coeffilients of these functions
. 
The only difference is that.mv two 
least.mean squares fits are required, and therefore Pi in relation (k.27), 
now represents the total mean squared error. 
For the above example9 the final element approximation function 
is given by, 
d?(TC (4.28) 
&J(T) 9 ifZ T T 
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This dual element approximation function is evaluated bthe *on-line 
digital computer. The only differences in operation are that now two 
sets of coefficients must be stored to represent d1(T) on the entire 
interval of TE(T 1 , T2 J, Also, an additional instruotipn must be in­
-oludnd to insure that the correct approximation function is evaluated 
at each given value of TECT ,9 T2 Jo 
' In this seotion, the method for obtaining the approximations des­
cribed in Step (3) of Section 4,2v has been.discussede Once these 2R 
approximations are completed 
, then the final approximation functions 
(x, T) and 7(x, T) are detendned, With reference to equations (4.16) 
and (4.17), the fnctions V(x, T) andV(x, T) are given by, 
VRig T) =l3/2Cx'U(T)xJ (4.29) 
and
 
V(x, T) = l/2C:n'Z(T)xj , (4.30) 
where each element of the matrices U(T) and '(T) is represented by one 
of the approximations d.(T), i 1#2,..o2R, of this section. 
This completes the off-line portiontof the .sub-optimal'ethod, des­
cribed by Steps (1)through (3) of Section 4o2. In the nait ietion, 
the various aspects of the on-line operation described-by Steps (4) 
through (7)of Section 4.2, are discussed in detaiL., 
4*9 On-Line Operation 
For general high order systems, the sub-optimal control operation 
is most easily accomplished with the use of an on-line digital computer. 
The sub-optimal controller then operates in a discrete fashion by 
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sampling the values of the state vector at intervals of time At. The 
actual value of At is dependent on the speed of operation of the 
digital computer and the rate of change of the state vector of the 
particular system under consideration, 
Consider a general sampling interval At. At the beginning of this 
interval, the value of the state vector x is obtained. Then there are 
three basic operations that must be performed by the on-line digital 
computers It is assumed that the operational computer time is short 
enough, so that th value of the state vector does not change signifi­
oently during this time period. The three basic computer operations 
are as follows. 
(1) Calculating the Value of the Parameter T 
"As discusd in Section 4.2, atmoast sampling instants diring the 
control interval the value of the parameterT is obtained.from equation
 
(t&8). In'tems of the sampling interval At, equation. (4.,8) becomes, 
= T - At, T > 2 1y (4.31) 
tei d deotes the value of the parameter T -at the-previous sampling 
iisanto ]ljuation (4.31) is to be used as long as the value of (T..TI) is 
non-negative, and relation (4.9) is satisfied,, From the discussion in 
S otion 4*?, the funotionl(x, T) replaces V(x, T) in relatioi (4,9), 
Therefore, this relation becomes, 
[dV/dtiv = ;X) < (4.32) 
In order to check whether relation (4.32) is satisfied, the value of 
the sua ptimal controller :(x) must be obtained. Therefore at each 
11 I 
sampling instalt, tha following sequence of steps occurs, Initially, 
the value of the prsmeter T is found from equation (4.31). 
value of T is first tested to insure that, (T-T>Q.
. 
T-T1 ) ' _ if 
non-negative, then it is used in the calculation of the value 6f the sub­
optil controller (X). This is discussed in Operation II. Ce 
(X)is obtained, .thenrelation (4.32) is evalaated. if this relation 
Is satisfied, then the obtaineolue of (x)is used foi' th' sampling 
interval t. 
if the value of the parat etr T obtained from 4ua ioi (4.31) is 
not positive or if relation (4.32) is not satisfied*then the value of 
the parameter T must be re-calculated by a different procedie. Also$ 
at the beginning of the control interval, equation (4.31) does Kot 
apply, sine th&value of T is of course- ucncwn*.. Therefore at these 
bsmpling Iitaitt, the nonlinear Kuation (4.4- must be used to obtain 
the valua'of 'T "'From Section 4.?, the function 7(x, T) rep~laes 
V(x, T) in equaion (4.4). Therefore this equation becomes 
VRx, T) = /2[z"C(T)x = T (4.33) 
For'a giiwvalue of the state vectorx, there .are nX.Wterative 
techique for"obtiing t "oftioto the. above anonlinear eqution, 
Since eqution (.433) is to be volted on-line, the particular .technique 
sk~a cmist' ;peita rapidly. One technique which has been used with* 
success is ueller's Iteration Method [3]. For this method, the con­
vergence is quadratic in most cases. In order to use the method for a
 
given state vector x, two values, Ta and Tb of the parameter T must be 
founa sc ta 
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T <Ta ITb<STN (4.34) 
and 
TaT)St(Tb) S 0 *(.5 
where 9(T) danotes the fAmetion [Vg(xT) - T], evaluated at the given 
value of x. The procedure for finding T. and Tb is based on selecting 
discrete values of the parmeeter T9 on the interval [TIT 2 2. These 
discrete values are selected aecording to the equation, 
T =T1 + (j-l)8To jml,12 ..., T <TN #(.6 
where the value of the time interval 6T depends on the given system, 
Initially, the value of T1 is selected and then the sign of 5(TI) is 
evaluated :and stored, At each succeeding step, the sign of F&T) is 
evaluated and relation (4.35) is checked with Ta = T, and Tb = T, 
The procedure continues until relation (435)is satisfied* Suppose 
this occurs at the (k-th) step. Then T. and Tb are given byt 
Ta= k~+ (lc-2)OT(43a 
bna 
Notice that the largest possible value has been chosen for T in 
equation (4.374). This is done in order to increase the speed of 
operation of the subsequent method, 
When the values of Ta and Tb are supplied, the method rapidly 
obtaino a value of- the parameter T, say T = Tssuch that Ta < T < Tb 
1n6
 
and 
J~b ,E* (4,38) 
In the above equation, the positive nmmber E denotes the prescribed 
error bound. From the definition of the function S(T). it is seen 
that T = i is an approrimate solution 1b equation (4,33). The accuracy 
of this solution is dependent on the value of the error bound E6 As 
the value of E decreases, the aouracy of the method increases. Pow­
ever, the required operation time of the method also increases. There­
fore the value of E should be chosen so as to obtain a compromise be­
tween the accuracy and the speed of operation of the method. -This 
ralue is dependent on the particular system under consideration. 
It should be pointed out that equation (4.33) may have multiple 
roots. Therefore relation (4.32) should be tested at thfe obtained 
value of T.' If this relation is not satisfied, then anothdr root of 
equation (40r3) must be found, this id accomplished by continuing the 
selection procedar of equation (4.36), until new values are obtained 
for Ta and Tb The method is then repeated for these Inew values. 
In somary, at most sampling instants the value of the parameter 
T is obtained from equation (4o3i). However* at the beginning of the 
control interval and possibly at certain sampling instants during the 
control interval, tba value of the parameter T is obtained by itera­
tively RnIving equation (4.33). 
(I) Obtaining the Snb-Optin4 Control 
Once the value of the parameter T is calculated, then the sub­
optimal control-is obtained from equation (4.7). As discussed in 
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Section 4.?, the fumtionT(x, T) should be used in place of V(x, T) 
In this equation, 
(III) Monitoring the Te mination CrGitorion 
The Termination Criterion viI usually be an ineqality involving 
soe of the coponents of the state vector x, This prescribed criterion 
is ekpaod at each ampling iusa4 When the Termination Critprion is 
satisfied, the sub-optizfl controller is disengaged. 
In this section, the on-line operation of the ub-optimal control­
lor has been disaussed0 This completes the description of the sub­
optimal method, In the next section, this method of qolution win be 
oapared with the standards established by the four motivating criteria 
of Section 40i. 
4,10 onsideation of the Hativatine Criteria 
Criterion I of Section 4.1 states that the subnoptlnal solution 
should ba related to the optimal sqlution, From the discussion in 
Section 4.20 it is seen that the proposed cub-optimal solution is based 
on the appromdmation of the optimal function W(x). Therefore, this 
criterion is indeed satisfied* 
The saeoAd criterion of Section 41 states that the method of 
solution should be applicable to general systems. In the preceding 
sestions, the procedure for applying the sub-*ptial etho4 of Section 
hZ4, has been diseasscd, The results of these sections are a set of 
sequntial procedu-al steps that can indeed be applied to genral 
!ThxogSout the entire development of the sub-optimal method of 
Section. 4.2, it has been shown that there is an engineering trade-off 
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between the performance an, ae complexity of the sub-optimal controller. 
In other wordso the quality of the performance of the sub-optimal con­
troller is directly related to the. cor esponding level of allowed com­
plexity, Also,"the implementation of the sub-optimalcontroller for 
general systems has ben discassed in :Section 149. It.has!been shown 
that the Iplnentstion is aeComplished r'th the use of an on-line, 
digital computer. These results indicate that the sub-optimal controller 
does sat4.sfy dtirjon 3 oSc Section 4,1. 
The last oritron of Section 4A concerns: the appliction of the 
bsuaptmal methd to high order practical systems, In theiont section, 
sch -a system is 'preseiTed as an illustrative example 
4.11 mustrative Example 
The Ranger Block III spacecraft control problem presented'in Sec­
tion 3,fl, vil1'als be -sed to illustrate the appliedtion of the sub­
'optiMeAzZtead to 'paotioal systems. *This will facilitate the compar. 
isOn of the resulting sub-optimnl closed-loop solution to the .minimal 
'tine opehI-loop solution of Chapter III. 
With refernce to,Section 3011, the system to' be controlled is 
represented by equation (3.?8) along-with the constraintsi eqtations 
(3.79) and (3,80LX- In these emations 9 denotes the pitch angle devi­
ation and q denotes the input control torque, From the discussion in 
Ssction 5.n, thb:' loged-joop mniual time-problem can be stated as 
follows. -Find an admissible ' feedback contr*ller' that can drive, every 
non-zero Vale of the Jitch deviation 8 to the origin,.in--kiMiMUm time. 
In this problem, a feedback controller is admissible if ,the correspond­
&tg'ontrol toq~e q always aatfisis the'magnitude &n&rate constraints 
n9 
given by equations (3.79) and (3.80). 
The sab-optinal method developed in this chapter, wifl be used to 
obtain an admissible sub-optimal feedback controller for the above 
system. In order to apply this method, the system must be reformulated 
as a bounded state variable problem in the form .given by system (2.11). 
This can be accomplished by the "direct programming" method used in 
Section 3.11, However, in order to simplify the predentation, in this 
section the reformulated problem will operate on a different time scale. 
For convendence let, t denote the time scale of the reformulated bounded 
state variable system and let 7 denote- the time scale of the original 
system (3.78). The relationship between the two time scales is given 
by, 
t = (18.43)i. (4.39) 
With the aid of equation (4.39), system (3.78) along with the, con­
straints, equations (3079) and (3.80), can be written as the following 
reform ated.-' -th order system, 
d/dt = + B, (4.40) 
where
 
0 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 0
 
A= 0 0 0 1 0 , B= 0 
00-1 01 0 
6o oo o 1 
1.20 
and with the constraints, 
unj Ju IfqJ6.691 S<1 (4.41a) 
anda 
Idft5 fdtI j %2(4b 
The tranormut between sysm (4.40) an system (3.78) iszpven by 
at (.9) alng the equations. 1.874 x 10(0,9)-with a 
48/drm- .o~, -eGl&,9~~a/& 2' 61.4 x l0*-(0.03xCj 
+ l.03x)9 cOS/dv% l43-O3z4 l-,O37v), q = 6.'69x5 n 
dq/dT =123 .3vo 
The basic poce:drs to be followed in the remaining sections, is 
nrw shpi ed, fjlrto the sub-optimal method of this chapter will be 
&plied,to system (4.40) to obtain the controller '(x) of equation (4.7). 
Next, thi suboptimal elowd-loop solution will be compared t the 
%ti4ma for a set oftime open-loop solution !(t). representative 
initial conditions, This is done in order to-illustrae srome6fbthe 
general ratslts of the sub-optima method, as applied to system (4.40), 
Notice that the above compa-ison is not difficult to carry out, since 
the open-loop imiml time controls are already computed as part of 
the sab-optinal procedure, After this comparison is completed, the 
sub-optimml closed-loop solution for the practical system (3,78), wil 
be obtained, This is accompliahed by applying the above 'transformation 
relations. Thon, the perfamo e of the sub-optimal controller for 
system (3,78) will be evaluated, The procedure of evaluation is simi­
lar to the oes used for system (4.40). Finaly, the sub-optimal feed­
back controller for system (3.78) il be compared to the presently 
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used proportional plus derivative feedback controller on the Ranger.
 
The first consideration of the sub-optimal procedure is the speci­
fication of the bounded maximal set N c G, As discussed in Section 4.2, 
the size of this set is determined by the particular properties of the 
given system. The only available data from Reference 4, is that the 
initial pitch displacements of system (3.78) are in the order 5 r-rad 
14t p-933. This data was obtained from the analog simulation of the 
pitch Axis midcourse rmanaver response. There is no information avail­
able concerning the maxtium disturbed values of the derivatives of the 
:pitch displacement, i.e., d/d, d28/d2 etc. Because of the absence 
of this information, the mxnimal set M cannot be completely specified. 
Therefore, for this illustrative example, an alternate approach must 
be used for specifying the set M, viz., selecting the value of the par­
ameter TNp From Section 4,4, the value of the parameter TN determines 
the largest set of recoverability, K(TN). Once K(TN) is specified, the 
corresponding maximum disturbed values of the pitch deviation 0 are also 
determined, by applying the transformation relations to the state 
vectors xEaK(TN). For this problem, the numerical value of TN was 
selected to be, 
TX 18.5 seconds. (4.42) 
From equation (4.39), this value of TN corresponds to approximately 1 
second on the time scale r, of system (3478), Also, the corresponding 
maximum pitch deviations were found to be in the order of 25 n-rd. 
These pitch deviations are approximately five times as large as the 
given expected values obtained from Reference 4. Therefore, it is 
reasonable to assume that the value of TN given Wy equation (4.42), is 
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'sufficiently large. 
With the above value of TN specified, Step (1)of Section 4.2 may 
not be applied to obtain the-isochrones I(T,)* k ] of system1,2,...,N, 
(4.40). This is discussed in the next section,
 
4.12 Applcation of Steop (1) 
In order to construct the isoohrones I(Tk). k = l.2,;.,N, the 
values of the initial adjoint vectors tO), must be selected for system 
(4.40). Since this system is of order mft=5, then as discussed in 
Section 4.5, a discrete subset of the partitioned values of the initial 
Adjoint vector Y(0) must be chosen. These values are to be chosen so 
as to insure that a wide variety of each of the three distinctive char­
acteristics established in Section 4.5, are present in the adjoint 
solutions. These characteristics are (i) the number of extoeia of each 
component Tn+j(t) j = l,2,..,,m, on the time interval (OT), (ii) the 
relative positions of these extreme, and (iii) the value of the last 
sero crossing of each function f(t) = Yhaj(T-t), J = 1,2,oo.,m* 
Following the procedure outlined in 8tep (1c) of Section'4.5, a pre­
lininary analysis of the adjoint solution of system (4.40) is presented 
below. 
Since system (4.40) has a scalar control input, then m = 1, and 
therefore only the component Y5(t) of the adjoint solution need be 
analyzed, The procedure for finding Yt(t) is similar to that used in 
Section 3.11. The resulting equation for the function Yjt} of system 
(4.40) is given by, 
V15 (t P&jt21 - 1 + cost) 'l*2 (t - stnt) + -3lcost) 
. 4- +P5(.) 
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where Y(O) = 1 = [t2_pl.Equation (4.43) describes the function 
5 (t)for a general choice of the initial adjoint vector Y(O) =.;h 
The problem i*how to select the values of i±i= 1,2,,..,5, so as to 
provide a wide variety of the above three distinctive characteristics? 
In order to obtain a better understanding of how each component Ai 
i &l,2,,,,,5, affects the form of the function Y5(t), define 
3) P4)2  
a (I + ( (4.44a) 
ta I( -I: (4,446b) 
and
 
Y = (L3 + 05 "P) "(4.44c) 
With the aid of the above three definitions, equation (4.43) can be
 
written as,
 
Y/5t) = oaos(t - B) + t2/2 - I&Zt + V (4.45) 
'First, consider characteristics (i)and (ii)., which involve the number
 
and relative positions of the extrem of 75(tjon tE(OT). The equation
 
;-determining the interior extrama of Y 5(t)on any interval tE(OT), is
 
given by
 
ct*%(t)/dt -_ = osin(t - 1 1t + pp2 (4.46) 
Notice that the Value of P5 only affects the determination.of v 
Therefore, since equation (4.46) does not involve yo then characteris­
tics (i)-and (ii) are independent of the choice of lb,, Also, note 
that equation (4.6) is not affected, if each yalue ofi i l,..,4, 
Ls multiplied by a constanrt Therefore, there is no loss of generality 
in choosing jk,, i = 1,,,4, to satisfy the equation, 
4 )1/2 
i=1
 
In order to most easily observe the variation of characteristics 
'(i) and (ii), the analytical solution to equation (4.46) as a function 
of a,, Op pI and P20 should be obtained, In general, it is not possible 
to analytically solve equation (4.46). However, an analytical solu­
tion is possible in the special case of a = 0, From equation (4.44a), 
this case occurs when 
P,=13and P.2*l4 (4.48) 
If = 'Vthen equation (4.46) yields, 
I . 10 "(4,49)# , 
where t* denotes the time instant of the extremum of 75 (t). Therefore 
=if ; i I-,,4 are chosen to satisfy equation (4.48), then the 
resulting function T(t) -*1i! have exactly one extremum. DFurthermore, 
the value of the .tims instant of this axtremum is determined by the 
value of the ratio P2/PI . 
The above analysis indicates that for this special case of one 
extremum, the ratios should be chosen so as to provide a wide 
variety of characteristic (ii), For each interval of time (OT), this 
can be'accomplished by first choosing the values of t*E(OT) at equally 
spaced intervals; -Then, for each value of t, the corresponding values 
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of Pi i = 1..04 are obtained by combining the results of equations 
-(4,47) through (4.49), This yields, 
PI= C + (t*)j (4'.50a) 
and
 
P2 = .1Is4 N5ob) 
For system (4.40), the values of t*E(OT) were chosen at intervals oX 
1 sekbnd. Also$ the value t* = -1 was chosen,, This corresponds to the 
case of no extrena of T5 (t) on tE(OT). 
By choosing pip i = 1,oo.,4, according to the above procedure, a 
wide variety of characteristic (ii) will be included in the resulting 
functions ?5 (t)' This completes the analysis fot the functions T(t) 
which have at most one extremum on tE(OT), The remaining cises (oJO) of 
I5(t) with two or more extrema on tE(O,T), are more difficult to ana­
lyze. In these cases, a numerical procedure must be used to observe 
the variation of characteristics (i) and (ii) with respect to the 
choices of pis i = l,..,4. This analysis is m6st easily accomplished 
by first expressing.i-, i = Is ..A in the following form. Let, 
- eos01cos0cs0 
= i 2 3 '(4.51)
 
P3 sin 2 co43
 
S= 5543 
whoredc<01 wTand b5I. I <7n/2,i =2, Then each set of.valuesi 1 
= ,.,,,4, that determine a different solution to equation (4,46), 
can be represented by equation (4.51)o Therefore, it is only necessary 
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to analyze the solutions to equation (4.46), as a function of the 
choices for the angles 0,o i = 1,2,3 The numerical prqoedure that 
was followed, is outlined below 
First, the angles 0% i = 1,293, were partitioned at intervals of 
10 degrees. Then for each choice of oi, i = 1,2,3, the extrema .of 5(t) 
on the time interval (0PT N) = (0,18.5)9 were found by solving equation 
(4.46), This was accomplished by using Subroutine PSiC2 [Appendix C]. 
Next, the partitioned values of the angles were classifiedv according 
to the number of axtraet of the corresponding functions TI5(t) on (0,TN 
It was found that a total number of 31 classifications were required
 
(two extrema-through twrelve extrema). For each of these classifications,
 
,a subset of the angles was chosen so as to provide a wide variety of 
characteristic (ii) d. In other words, the angles were chosen so -that 
the extrea of-the corresponding set of functions 5 (t), occurred at a 
wide variety of time instants on the time interval (0tTN) This was 
,accomplished bybsarving the actual nmmerical values of the time in­
rStnts of the extrema for each classification, Then, ,theases.wioh 
bad relatively similar numerical values were eliminated, 
In the above manner, a set of values forO, i 1,2,5, cnsisting 
of the combined subsets of each classification, ias obtained, 'Since 
this set of values includes members from each classification, then a 
wide variety of characteristic (i), is also present in the resulting 
functions 7(t)o Therefore, the above procedure yields a set of values 
for 4, i = 1929, that provide a wide variety of both characteristics 
() and (ii). The actual result of this numerical procedure was a set 
of 229 values for the angles Oil i = 1,2,3, These values are presented 
in Table Dol. 
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Once the values of pit i = are it remains only,,,°,4,selected. 
to choose the values of p5 These values can be selected by consider­
ing characteristic (iii). This characteristic involves the value, of 
the last zero crossing of the furction f(t) = 5 (T-t), on the time in­
terval [0,T]. Since 05 only appears as an additive constant in equa­
tion (4.43), then for each given choice of pi, i = l,..,4, the value 
of the last zero crossing of the function f(t) is dependent upon.the 
value of p5a As an example, consider some arbitrary choice for the 
values of pip i = lpa.4o Suppose that it is desirable for the last 
zero crossing of f(t) to occur at the time instant t = T-E, where E is 
some small number, E < T. First, assume that f(t) does not have an 
extrema on tE(T-EgT). Then the value of p5 should be given by 
P5~(4.52) 
where f(t) deotes the function f(t), with identically zero. Of 
course, if f(t) has at least one extremum on tE(T-ET), then it may not 
be possible for the last zero crossing to occur at the time instant, 
t = T-E. 
The above example indicates that the particular choices of P5 are 
dependent on the numerical values of the function r(t). Another factor 
-which must be considered in choosing values for p5' is indicated by, 
the discussion of illustrative cases (4) and (5) in Section 3.7. From 
this discussiona it is seen that the value of the last zero crossing­
of f(t) is a distinctive characteristic, only if it occurs on the time 
interval [T-2/kT). Here, k denotes the value of the rate, constraint, 
i.e., Ic = 3.925. Therefore, in order to satisfy this factor and also 
to provide a wide variety of characteristic (iii), the values ofp 5 
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were chosen in the following manner,
 
=
For ech choice of .itl,o,4' five values of 15 were sel4cted. 
These values are given bY9 
(Tj12)- j= 0,,o.,1,4 (4.53)
 
where sJ denotes the jth value of p As indicated by the above
 
example, these choices f6r 1&5 should generally yield a set o-"five 
different values for the last zero crossings of f(t). Flrthermore, 
these crossings should generally occur on the time interval T-2/k,T]. 
In summary, for system (4.40) the initial values odf the adJoint 
vector T(O) =, were chosen according to the following procedure The 
first set of values of gs,# I = 1..,,,4, were obtained from equiation 
(4.51), for the given numerical values of O i = 1,2,3, in Table Dol. 
Also, for each given time interval [OT], additional values of pit 
i = I,...,4o were obtained fiom equation (4.50), for the chosen nuMer­
ical values of t* Finally, for each obtained set of values for Ais 
i = l,..,4, the corresponding five values of lt5 #ere obtained'from 
equation (L.53). 
With the vaiues of T(O)= $ determined', the basic isochr6ne con­
struction proceducr is now established f6r system (4 .4 0). At each 
value of the partitioning time instant T k ,2.. , ts. procedure 
is as follows. For each. of the above values of T(O), -the -corresponding 
extremal control on the time interval tOTkJ is obtained, by using the 
omputer program developed in Chapter I1, Then the statd vector x on 
the isoohrone I(Tk) is obtained from equation (4.11). This procedure 
is repeated for each value of Y(0). There are approximately 1250 
different choices for the initial adjoint vector Y(O) (250 x 5Y. 
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Therefore, the result of this procedure is a set of about 1250 computed
 
state vectors on each isochrone 1(Tk). 
The above procedure is identical for each choice of Tk 
k = 1,2,..,N, The only remaining problem is the specification of the 
values of Tk sk = 1,2,&,,,N 4 The value of TN has already been specified
 
in Section 4.11 to be 18.5 seconds. The remaining values are obtained 
by following the procedure outlined in Section 4,4. For system (4.40), 
it was found that the shape of the isochrones changed rather slowly, 
for values of Tk in the interval5.9 C Tk < 18.5. This was reflected 
in the relatively small changes of the approximation matrices Ck and 
' 'as the value of Tk was decreased from 18.5 seconds. Therefore,
 
from 5.9 seconds through 18.5 seconds, the values of the parameter Tk
 
were taken at intervals of 0,2 seconds, ice., from,Section 4.5, ATttO2 
seconds. The spacing interval AT was then reduced to 0.1 seconds. It
 
was found that the value AT = 0, was sufficient, until Tk was decreased 
to 2.1 seoonds.At this point, some of the element values of the
 
matrices and Z began to increase quite rapidly, Therefore, for
 
values of Tk < 2.1 seconds, the value of AT was decreased to 0,05 
-seconds. 
The value of the smallest parameter T1 was chosen to be 1,3 
seconds. It was found that awy further decrease in the value of TI1
 
-resultedin excessively high element values for the corresponding
 
matrices C I and C , This aspect of the method was discussed in Section 
4.4. From equation (4.39), the value of 1.3 seconds for TI corres­
ponds to 0.0705 seconds on the time scale T, of system (378). Also,
 
the corresponding pitch deviations are in the order of 0.1 m-tad.
 
Therefore from the discussion in Section 4.I1i the sub-optimal
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controller for system (3.78) should operate for pitch deviations from 
approximately 0.1 m-rad through 25 re-rad. As discussed in Section 
4.4, a dual controller scheme could be used to drive the pitch devia­
tions of less than 0.1 m-rad, to the origin,
 
Altogether, a total of 118 time in~tants Tk' wtOre chosen for 
system (4.40) (i.e. N=118). At each of these time instants, the
 
corresponding isocirone was constructed by computing the values of 
approximately 1250 state vectors. This was accomplished by.using the 
computer program of Chapter Iii. 
The second step of the sub-optimal method can now be applied. 
'This step involves the calculation of the elements of the matrices 
and for k 1029,,l18, The results of this calculation are pre­
sented in the next section. Notice that these matrices are actually 
obtained as part of the procedure for choosing the values ofT., 
k 1,2,. *,N, Howover, in order to simplify the presentation of the 
results, the actual calculation of and is discussed in a separate 
-
section.
 
4.13 Application of Step (2) 
At each value of Tk*k 1,2,o..,l18, the numerical talues or Tae 
elements are obained pplyig the to least mean 
squares fits described in Section 4*7* The governing equations for 
these two least mean squares fits are given by equations (4.18) and 
(4.23), 
Since system (4.40) is of 5-th order, it requires a total of 15 
independent element values to describe each 5 by 5 symmetric matrix 
O.and C--Therefore, as discussed in'Section 4.7t the rebiilting 
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values of the 15 independent elements of each matrix, are obtained by
 
solving a set of 15 linear equations,
 
The above procedure was carried out at all of the 118 specified 
values of the time instants Tk. The resulting numerical values of the 
independent elments are presented in Tables DZ2 t ough D.7, Each 
of these tables gives the computed values of five of the elements, 
along with the corresponding specified value of TkI 1.3 :S _ 18.5. 
There are a total of 30 elements with U8 numerical values 'per element, 
presented in these tables, 
There are two general features that can be observed, concerning 
the computed numerical values of the elements, These features are
 
discussed below.
 
(a) First, notice that in most cases, the computed values.of 
each element Cie iL= ls.,5, J = i$.op5, are reasonably close to the 
values of the corresponding element aij This isillustrated in 
Figure 4.1. for the computed values of the elements aM 
(b) In Figure 4.1, the log of the element values is plotted vs. 
the parameter T. This points out another interesting feature about 
the.computed element valuest viz, their wide range of variation. This 
feature ismost pronounced for the values of the element .From 
Table D.2, it is seen that the element has values ranging from 
2.5 z 10 at T1 = 1.3 seends, to 6.08 x 10 at T1 =e18.5 seconds. 
With reference to Tables D2 through Do7, it can be concluded that al­
iiost,:all%of-the elements attain a wide range- of values on 'th inter­
,al.3<_T<§$. The only exceptions o3.e
18, are the elements O45t
 
c55 aZ55,od 

The above tvo features winl be discussed in more detail in the
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following section, At this point, there are two general remarks that 
should be added. First, a total of 2 3/4 hours of off-line computation 
time was used to reach this point of the sub-optimal method, It 
should also be pointed out that the obtained matrices 0 k and 
k = L,2,.#.,18, were al! tested and were all found to be positive de­
finite. From the discussion in Section 4,7, this is an indication 
that all of the corresponding approximations V(xTk) and '(xTk) are, 
reagonable. 
The next section will discuss the application of Step (3) of 
Section 4,2, to obtain the approximations for the computed values of 
ths elements. 
4.14 Application of Step (3)
 
The element approximation functions are obtained, by following the 
general procedure outlined in Section 4.7. For system (4.40), there 
are a total of 30 sets of element values to be approximated., In the 
preceding seetin, two general features of these computed values have 
been established, These features will prove useful in the development 
of the element approximations. 
Feature (a) of Section 4.13 indicates that the values of.each 
element cijo are reasonably close to the values of the corresponding 
elembnt ei, Therefore, the form of the approximation function selected 
for each element cij, should also be used for the corresponding element 
Feature (b) of Section 4.13 indicates that almost all of the 
elements attain a wide range of values. As discussed in Section 4.7, 
this implies that for these elements it may be extremely difficult to 
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approximate the entire set of element values, with only one approxima­
tion function, 
In order to illustrate the application of the procedure outlined 
in Section 4,7 to a specific system, the actual sequence of steps that 
was followed for system (4.40) is described bel6w, in some detail. 
Initially, Feature (b) of Section 4.13 was disregarded, and the 
general power series approxiation scheme of Section 4.7 was followed. 
Each power series was selected to be of 8-th orderg i'e.o from equation 
(4.25), Qi = 8, i = io29.o.,30* The least mean squares fit governed 
by equation (4.26) was then applied, to obtain the valhes of the coef­
ficients of each power series, The resulting approximation f6r the 
element a Is presented in Figure 4,2, From this figure. it is 33 
obvious that the 8-th order power series is not a reasonable approxima­
tion to all of the computed numerical values of the element, The 
'approximation function follows the variation of the computed values, 
only on the interval 1. 3 < T < 2,2. For larger values of the parameter 
T, the-fanction begins to oscillate about zero. Notice that the 
negative excursions are not shown in Figure 4,2*, This is because the 
scale on the ordinate axis is logarithmic, The approximation function 
actually oscillates between the .values of about 2OO. 
The :general characteristics exhibited by the 8-th order power series 
approximation for element were found to be the same for almost all 
of the other element approximations. That is, each approximation would 
follow the variation of the computed yalues of the corresponding ele­
ment, only for values of the parameter T in some small neighborhood of 
T17 1,3. As the-value of T increased, the ,approximations would begin 
to oscillate about zero. The only exceptions were the approximation 
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functions for the elements 45' 4, c 5 nd c For these four ele­
ments, the 8-th order power series approximations were reasortbly 
accurate over the entire range of the parameter T, i.e., t03TC18.5. 
The above discussion indicates that 26 of the 30 elements cannot 
be reasonably approximated by an 8-th order poner series. Therefore, 
the accuracy of the approximations for these 26 elements must be im­
proved. In the foflowing discussion three possible methods for im­
proving the accuracy of the 26 element approximations, are described. 
These three methods were established for general systems, in Section 
One possible method of approach is to increase the order of each 
power series. This method was applied to the computed element values 
of system (4.40). However, it was found that the aocura rf the 
approximations were not significantly improved, even when the order of 
each power series was raised to 16. 
Another possible method of approach is to choose the form of each 
approximation function according to the particular characteristics of 
the corresponding element values. This method of approach was also 
applied to the computed element values of system (4.40). It was found 
that the 26 sets of element values all exhibited a certain degree of 
linearity, when plotted on logarithmic axes, Therefore, it seems 
reasonable to select the form of each approximation ftnotion, so that 
the function appears as a straight line on a log-log plot. With 
reference to the notation used in Section 4.7, this implibs that the 
*26 element -approximation functions should be of the formf" 
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For the functions d,(T), i = l,2,..,26, defined in equation 
(4.54), the values of i and y. can be obtained by the general least 
mean squares procedure of Section 4.7. However in this case, the least 
mean squares fits must be applied to the logarithm of the computed 
element values. With reference to the notation used in equation (4.26), 
the governing equation for the least mean squares fits for the above 
form of approximation function, is as follows. For each element di , 
i = 1,2,...,26, choose the values of 0i and vi to minimize LPi, where, 
S-[log(dT)) - log dj (4.55) 
k=l 
From equation (4.54)0 the above equation can be written as, 
118 
-2 
LPi [log + Yi log Tk- log d . • (4.56) 
k=-l 
The function obtained by using the governing equation (4.56) win be 
called a log approximation. This is done in order to distinguish it 
from the power series approximation obtained by using the governing 
equation (4.26). 
The least mean squares fit governed by equation (4.56), was applied 
to the computed element values of system (4.40). The resulting log 
approximation for the element a339 is shown by the log-log plot in 
Figure 4.3. From this figure, it is seen that the log approximation 
follows the variation of the computed values over a parameter interval 
of about, 1.9 < T < 5.5. For values of T greater than about 5.5, the 
approximation degenerates. This occurs because the computed values of 
the element 0339 are now no longer varying in a near linear fashion. 
However, observe that the variation of the computed values is nearly 
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linear from T=1,3 seconds to T-5.5 seconds. ITis indicates that a log 
approximation to the computed values belonging to 1. cN55, should be 
reasonably accurate over this parameter interval. 
These general charater-istioc of the log appro iation for the eleaent 
C., were also observed for the other 25 elnenta, The computed values 
varied in a near linear fashion, for values of the prametbr T2of less than 
about 6 seconds. The corresponding log approximations were found to 
be fairly reasonable over this parameter interval. However for values 
of T greater than 6 seconds, the log approximations were no longer able 
to follow the variation of the computed element values. 
The basic drawback of the to preceding methods, is that they both 
involve the use of only a single approximation function for each set of 
118 computed element values, The ditfieulty is that the 26 elements under 
discussion have a wide range of computed values over the entire parameter 
interval (Feature. (b) of Section 4.13). Therefore by the nature of the 
least mean squares fit, the much larger computed values tend to, dominate 
the resulting approximation. This was beet i2nustratead in Figure 4.2. 
Observe that the 8-th order power series approximation in Figure 2 is 
only reasonable for the initial larger omputed values, The same result 
is illustrated by Figure 4.3, Again, the approximation favors the larger 
computed element values. Notice that this feature is less apparent in 
Figuze 4-3 This is because the range of the computed Values is essenti­
ally-mcmpressedo whom the least mean squares fit governed by equation 
,(456) is usado 
The above discussion indicates a third possible method of approach, 
viz,,s the use of multlple approximation functions for each element. This 
method was applied to systam (4.40). Howovr, it was decided to fix the 
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number of approximation functions to be two per element, i.e., a dual 
approximation, This was done in order to limit the complexity -ofthe 
resulting sub-optimal controfler. It was also decided to use the dual 
approxtmation approach for all 30 elements. Notice that in the earlier 
part of this section, it eas stated that the computed values of the elements 
0a ; could be approximated b a singl 8-th order power 
series. Howevor, it was felt that the computed values of those four ele­
ments could be approximated much more accarately, if a deal approximation 
scheme were used, 
The general procedure for obtaining a dual approximation is described 
in Section 4,7. The first step of this procedure is the choice of some 
intermediate value of the parameter To 'This intermediate value is denoted 
by T, The parameter Tm divides the entire parameter interval into two 
disjoint intervals, viz., 1.35")Tand TD18.5. From Section 4.7, the 
value of Tm should be chosen so that the computed element values on each 
nterval are in the same general range. Obviously, a different value of 
L\ could be chosen for each of the elements, However for system (4.40)o 
m 
was taken to fLxed, 
this was done in order to limit the complexity of the resulting sub-optimal 
controller operation. 
For the computed element values of system (4.40), the parameter 
was taken to be, 
T= 5.9 seconds (4.57) 
the value of  be for al of the elements * Again, 
m 
From Tables D. 2 through D,?, it is seen that for T*5.9 seconds, the corres­
ponding 30 sets of element values lie in the range of from about 1073 to 10, 
Also, for W5.9 seonds, the element values are all generafly greater than 
1, Howaever, the mxeitmm range of these values is dependent on the par­
tioular element. it should be pointed out that for T<.9 seconds, some 
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of the elements stl have values over an extremely large range. How­
ever as indicated in the previous discussion, on this parameter interval,
 
these computed values can be reasonably approximated by using functions 
in the form g.wn by equation (4,54)o 
Once the value of Tm is selected, the least mean squaras procedure of 
Section 47? is again applied to system (4.40). However, in this ease there 
is an increased flexibility. This is because the form of the two approxi­
mation farctions for each element need not -be identical. in. fact, the two 
approximations can be considered separately, This is the procedure 
followed in the succeeding discussion, 
First, consider the element approximations on the int6'val, 5.95C18.5. 
On this interval, the computed element values of system (4.40) are all less
 
than ten, It was found that every element could be accurately approximated 
on this interval, by using an 8-th order power series form. The resulting 
least mean squares approximation for the element '622 is presented in 
Figure 4.4. Observe that the approximation function closely follows the 
compited values of the element; over the entire interval- 5.95T 1_8.5. The 
general results of this 8-th order power series approximation on the inter­
val TE[5.9,18o5], are presented in Table 4.1. For each of the 30 elements,
 
the numerical values of the nine coefficients that determine the correspond­
ing 8-th order power series approximation are given. Th6se coefficients 
correspond to oijo = oIo.,8 defined in equation (4.25). 
This completes the approximation procedure for the parameter in­
terval, 5.9 < T < 185 Now#, consider the approximation of the Cora­
puted element values on thse interval 1.3 S T < 5.9. Intially, the 
Sprocedtre folowed'foi the previous approximation interval was also used 
on TE[f15,5.9)o That is, an 8-th order power series form was chosen 
for all of the element approximation functions, It was found that the 
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Table 4.1. 8-th Order Power Series Approximations D5.9,18.53 
leent VI.e of the Co ifent , 
0.Ordet 1-Ordr 2-Orftr 3-Otdr 5-WOrb &-Order 7-Order 8-0rder 
- L.2 1696 03 ~0.16613E 03 0.A733E 02 -0.76017E 01 OSZSOE0 00 -C.47034E-01 0.1R1340-02 -0.3915Z-04 0.370qBE-06 
.C 555936 C3 -0.36055E 03 0.10096- 03 "-0.15933E 02 0.15500E 01 -C.95145E-c 006056E-02 -0.77033E-04 0.7105F-06 
Cl. C.59531E C3 -0.3644F 03 0.11478E 03 -O.18836E 02 0.19134E 01 _.1C2Z303E 00 0.4AQ55E-OZ -0.1094')E-03 0.10600-05 
71L C.224162 03 -0.13217E 03 0.337.E 02 -0.4664SE 01 0.38487E 00 -C.169079-01 0.51719E-03 -0.637569-05 U11005E-07 
0".5120E 02 -0.31217E 02 0.811162 01 -0.11626E 01 0.99540E-01 -C.*5113E-02 0.15232E-03 -0.22360E-05 U.10242E-07 
C.14029F C4 -0.91905E 03 0.26125E 03 -0.41q1OF 02 0.41507E 01 -C.259171 00 0.10025E-01 -0.2181t-03 0.20495F-O5 
SC.1401E 04 -0.94501E 03 0.29083! 03 -0.48208E 02 0.49499E 01 -0.321760 CO 0.17913E-01 -0.2922bC-03 0.2R850E-05 
" C.54000B 03 -0.31534E 03 0.79q57E 02 -Q.104BSE 02 0.8753E 00 -C0,595E-cl 0.746BOE-03 -0.11321E-05 -0.14198E-06 
SC.1364oE03 -0.83658E 02 0.21861L 02 -0.314400 01 0.268980 00 -C.137G4E-01 0.3qT16E-03 -0.5402BC-05 0.17504E-07 
7- C,10892E 04 -0.6Q303C 03 .19335F 03 -0.30823E 02 0.30642E 01 -C.1I405E CO 0.76275F-02 -0.169RA4-03 0.163B0-05 
Z., .4216E C3 -0.26434E 03 0.74$93E 02 -0.12240E 02 0.12630E 01 -C.83102f-01 0.338OIE-02 -0.77350E-04 0,761016-06 
*I3C.11374 C3 -0.76170E 020..22685E 02 -0.38754E 01 0.41139E 00 -C.2759RE-e1 0.11379E-02 -0.263091-04 0.26103F-06 
Z C.IP134E C3 -0.77270E 02 0.5986hE 01 0.17618E 01 -0.4995E 00 C.53435E-Cl -0.3579E-02 0.90635-04 -0.10991E-05 
c 0C802576E 02 -0.41219E 02' - 0.1016 C 02 "--0.12514 01 0.60670E-01 "C.9f9R62F-03 -0.2930C90)- ­ 0. 1OSO6F-O4 -0.1i5s6s-6 
*G.72319EC2 -0.303730 02 0.25C59C 01 0.77626E 00 -0.20999E 00 C.22316001 -0.12416E-02 0.3572P-04 -0.420280-06 
C.15571E 03 -0.Sb4E 02 0.270356 02 -0.41938E 01 0.402315 D0 -0.2443OL-0 0.91802E-03 -0.195021440 0.17940E-06 
712 C.2f33E 0 -. 1'255E 03 0.43778H 02 O.62489E 01 C.54847E 00 -C.302M6E-C 0.10263F-02 -0.194P05.04 0.1521E0-06 
c1 . C.212586 03 -0.166140 03 0.42447E 02 -0.61568E 01 0.55461E 0O -c.31761E-01 0.11285E-02, -0.22724E-04 0.19$36E-06 
Z14 -C.Iq538E 02 0440394E 02 -0.18514F 02 0.40049E 01 -0.49207E 00 C.3644 E-0l -0.1616 E-02 0.39644t-04 -0.41346E-06 
i ! -C.13716F Oz 0.150946 02 " 0:SB4620 01 0.116R2E 01 -0.13707E 00 - C.9853RE-02"" -D.428096-03 0;10339r-04 -0.106710-06 
"2 C.35150F C3 -0.14255E 03 0.17584E 02 0.5437F CO -0.3517?3 00 C.40316E-C -0.21994-02. 0.605BE-04 -O.68474.-06 
72 C,3263TE C3 -0.17760E 03 0.14521- 02 0.73593C 00 -0,3396BE 00 C36010E-01 -0.I994E02 0.51434E-04 -0.57146E-06 
"24 -C.528635E 03 0.4972&E 03 -0.15814z 03 0'.29521E 02 -0.33053S 015 C.2237E 0O -0.96884F-02 0.2263P-03 -O.23140E-05 
Z -C.13647E C3 0.11324E 03 -0.3AgE 02 0.70102E 01 -0.77 55E 00 C.53339E-01 ,0.223ME-02 ,0.2506j-04 -0.52697r-06 
j33 0.52605E 02 O.8nZ2E 02 -0.52086E 02 0.125OE 02 -O.f6£siE 01 C.12281F 00 -0o.54924E-02 013475 -03 -0.l,014E-05 
-C.666 21E 03 0.54617E 03 -0;18162E'03 0'- 32790 02 -0.361BE 01 't.2,030E CO -0.98R8OE-OZ 0.22762F003 -. 22517E-05 
-C.*168030 03 0.11384E 03 -0.43739E'02 0.780616 01 -0.84 134E 00 Cz56443F-01 -0. 21126E-02 0.530Re,-0Ol -O.523981-6 
0'.L-C0 2esze03 0.66531E 03 -0.21191E 03 O.37258E 02 -0.39875E 01 C.26731E 00 -0.10995E-01 0.25423E-0 -0,253326-05 
" 0.1948203 0.1784C 03 "-0.467706 02'" 0.8116E 01 "-OR7231ECO0 - C.38309E-01 -0.21931E-02 "0.55?34-04 -0.54956F-06 
3 t80600 -0. 567086 01 -0.0596.E 00 0.65078! CO -0.126356 00 C.12403E-Cl -0.672720-n3 0. 10226P-04 -0i.22644V-06 
resulting least mean squares approximations accurately described the 
computed values for ton of the thirty elements. The approximation 
results for one of these ten elements is shown in Figure 4o5. In this 
figure, the final Aual approximation fot element c45 is presented. 
The dual approximation consists of two different 8-th order power series 
approximations, labelled as 1 ind 2 in Figure 4,5, As previously in. 
dicated, the coeffioients that determine Power Series 2 for the element 
e45# are found-in Table 4.1. The coefficients that describe Power 
Series I for the element *-3Pare presented in Table 4.2. This table 
'shows the 10 elements for which two 8-th order power series approxima­
tions are used. For each of these ten elements, t.e values of the 
coefficients that determine the 8-th order power series approximation 
on TE[l,3 5.9.), are also presented, Tables 4,1 and..4,2 completely 
specify the. flnal-diisi approximation for 10 of te 30 elements, 
For the remaining 20 elements, it was found that the power series 
form- for the approximation. fanction yielded poor results on TEIl3,59) 
Thui is illustrated by the log-log piot in Figure '46,-'for the element 
This figure shows the least mean -squares approximation- that 'was 
-obtained for an 8-th order power series form (brokei line), Observe 
that the characteristics of this approximation are similar to thqse 
obtained from the single 8th order power series approximations, The 
problem is that the computed values of the 20 remai-ng elements still 
cover an extremely wide range, even when the interval is reduced to, 
1.3 - T < 5.9. Therefore, the large computed values still tend to 
dminate the least mean squares fit, 
For' these 20 elements it was found that the log approximations 
obtained from equation (4.56), reasonably described the element values 
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The 0± +be tffilec, 
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14a 
on TE13 5o9). The resulting least mwt squares log approximation 
for the element is also swun in Figure 4.6 (solid line). Observe 
the comparison between the log and power series approximations for 
this element,
 
The UMMnercal values that detormin the log approximations are 
given in Table 4.3. Far eaolrof the 20 elements. this-table gives the 
numerical values of the coefficient.0' and the exponent i of the 
approximation function defined in equation (4.54), For 'the elements 
belonging to Table 4,3, the dual approximation consist of a log 
approximation for 1,3 < T < 569 end an .h order power series approxi­
ation for 5,9 <_ T<18.3<' As an ilustrton the dual approximation 
for th alwt;it Z~is presented on the smi-log plot of Figure 4.7. 
In genorati the nmerical values of the dual approximations are 
obtained from Table .4.1 for 5o9 < T < 185v and from either Table 4.2 
or 4*.3'for 1.3 < T < 5,9j Observe that the corresponding elements 
>

^6, ary alvays Icated on same tables, This resu1i'was imdi­
cated by Feature (a)of Section 4.13.
 
The 30 dual element approximations obtained for system (4.40), 
specify'the :two f1ial hpprozimatione f n± tions, (xT)and'V(xT). 
This, completes the off-line portion of the sub-optimal procedure, A 
total of about 3 hours of ott-line coWtter time (CbO4600)was re­
quired to accomplish Steps (1)throag (3) of te sub-opti al method. 
At this point, -various aspects of the sub-optimal controller per­
foniance Wei&d~d 'T4h0 geGneral resltr'of this invstigation 
,aepaentod.in the frfloxdmng three sgstiowhb 
1w9
 
Table 4.5. Log A~pproximtions [1,3,3,9) 
Element Value of the Coefficient and Exponent
 
Coefficient W Exponent (Y) 
el 0.177572E 07 -0.803793E 01 
02 
-0.705427E 01.884295E 06 

0.187544E 06 -0.611762E 01

'13
 
el4 0.187352E 05 -0.500135E 01
 
el5 0.120043E 04 -0.431095E 01
 
e22 0.448144E 06 -0.606286E201
 
023 -0.517087E 01
.IC0850E 06 

024 0.102864E 05 -C.402982E 01
 
a 0.689473E 03 -0.335554E 01
25 
e33  0.231119E 05 -0,425627E O'l 
cln .0.142564E 07 -0.799542E 01 
1 0.693681E 06 -0.698567E 01 
'13 ' 0.145731E,06 -0.605805E 0l 
0.136625E 05 -0.491872E 01 
a15 0.752279E 03 -0.413126E ;01 
022 0.345429r 06 -0.597221E'201 
023 0.770948E 05 -0.508518E 01 
e24 0.742141E 04 -0o392599E.'01 
0.426979E 03 
-0.314930'E'
 
3 0.177048E<.05 -- 0.418051E' 01. 
0-5 
150
 
2 
lop
 
8
 
6 
4 
a 
SLog Approximation 
6 
4­
l0 
-
omputed Values 
2- . 8-th Order Power Series 
X' - ,'Approximotion 
I 
4-
I I.11,2l I I ... I I I(8­?I132 3 4 5 5.9 7 8 9- 10 II 12 13 14 IS5 1 11 
Parameter T' 
FfGURl ,4,7. FINAL DUAL APPROXIMATION FOR ELEMENT 624. 
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4.15 Sub-Optimal Controller Performanoe for System (4.40) 
The investigation of the sub-optimal controller performance was 
accomplished with the aid of a digital computer program. The program 
basiaallv operates in the following manner. 
At the beginning of each run, the value of the initial disturbed 
sate vecur x of system (4.40) must be provided. The program then 
performs the following sequence of steps, 
(i) For the given value of the state vector x, the various compu­
tations outlined in Operations I and II of Section 4.9 are carried out. 
Those computations Involve the evaluation of the two approximation 
functions V(xT) and V(x,T), which were obtained in the preceding sec­
tion, The reault of these computations is a value for the sub-optimal 
control ;cx,. 
(ii) For this value of control, the differential equations that 
deoaib system (4.40) are then integrited over a time interval of 
At = 0.01 seconds, This yields a new value for the state vector x of 
ayitem (4.40). 
(iii) Steps (i) and (ii) are repeated, until some specified Ter­
mination Criterion is satisfied. 
This program was used for a representative sot of initial conditions, 
which was selected from the computed values of the state vector x on 
the isoohrones I(Tk). k = 1,2go..fl18 . By choosing the initial condi­
tions in this manner, the later comparison between the sub-optimal con­
tro or and the minimal time opon-loop control, is facilitated. This 
is seen by noting that the value of every computed state vector x was 
obtained, by first computing the corresponding extreml control. In 
Section 4 .3 it has been established for system (440) that every 
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extreal control is also a minimal time control. Therefore for the 
computed state voctorso the open-loop nimal time controls have al. 
ready been found as part of Stop (1) of Section 4.12. 
From all of the computed state vectors, a set of 10 representativa 
initial conditions was chosen. The values of these initial conditions 
xz, 1 1,2,...4i0, are given incoluans 7 through U of Table 44., 
The reason that those particular values were chosen is discussed belov. 
It Iran felt that the representative set of initial conditions 
should correspond to a variety of ertrsmsl controls., Also, each initial 
condition should correspond to a different isoobrons 
It can be shown from. the values in the first five columns of Table 
4i4, that this set of initial conditions does possess the above two 
properties, First consider columns 1 through 4 of Table 4.4. For each 
initial Condition = the are a c s set ofi 1,2saoaoli0 ponding 
values for p' and:-either w±b~i .,, 3 o h.age ~irl23.A i. 
cussed inS otinit4,12, 'theso value'detoimjne the initial.adjoint vector 
=j1. 
i a 1,...,4p hav, been chosen to satisfy equation (4.50). For the other 
eight initial conditions, 1(0) 1h is obtained from equation (4.51), 
for the given values of %i = 1.2,3. Those values of i ,,i 192,39 
have been selected Table D.l (p.238). ;n all. ten cases, the malues 
in the first four columns were chosen so that the resulting eatremal con­
trols would be of various different types. This .satisfies the first 
property. 
Now consider the values of Tk in column 5 of Table 4.4. For each 
initial condition, the corresponding isoohrone is given by. the value of 
Tk For example, the initial condition x 2 belongs to the isoobrone 
-(O For initial conditions z and x9the values of l 
Table 4.4. RIPrsenative Intlal Condition for System (4440) 
eference 
II iI iI Val" 
degr-----
1 
SOOd Hmber 
Value Of- thi 
____ 
Campon ts 
_nt_._ ,,___ 
u3 
" =."-00'?~ 4A4 3 7.6657 - 4SS94 0.8062 2.2631 -O.3331 
60 
120 
70 
-50 
50 
10 
-10 
10 
0 
-0.03,4 
0.015 
-1. 
7.5 
8.7 
9.5 
2I 
x4 
-. 9488 
34,579 
-28-749 
- 0-5331. 
- 6.6230 
.3 4 
3-M80 
-0.j441 
1.166 
1.3900 
0.9736 
1.8o6 
0.6478 
-0.3225 
1.00 
30 -60 70 0.27 10.5 -43.262 9.2838 1.3467 -3.767 0.¢M 
IM0 
90 
70 
0 
-20 
-30 
-0.162 
-0.195 
13.5 
1545 
s 
x7 
50.096 
50.l92 
-8.3158 
-13.892 
-53952 
1.2597 
'.9592 
6.9151 
00W32 
0.6683 
100 i -W 
0.092 
448 
16.7 
17.9 x9 
135.68' 
319.59 
-17.331 
-16.997 
1.6400 
-2.3373 
0.8153 
6.8277 
0.3333 
0.0000 
70 -70 -40 -1. 18.5 x-98.246 0.2580 6.7675 5.0503. 1.O0000O 
1(7.5). Notice that the values of Tk have been chosen so that the 
initial conditions i a 1,2...l0, l.belong to different iso­
chnroes. This satisfies the second property.
 
In order to use the sub-optimal controllort som Termination Cri­
terion mst be specified. This criterion dotermines when the sub-opti­
mal controller is to be disengagedo For practical systems, this cri­
terion my be specified by considering the actual physical significance 
of the namponentsof the state vector. For example, in system (348) 
it' desirableto drive tho pitehdevaton-e to sero as qukly an 
possibLe, Therefors, for this systm, a reasonable Termination Criter­
tin would be, 1ej <01,m-rid, %at is, the- sub-optimal contronler .i 
disengagd v6emver Whs inequality is sAtisfied. Since system (4Q40) 
is really the reformulated version of syta (3.78), the above criterion 
ould also be related to the state vector x. Howmr in order to gen­
olio the results for syste (4.40), in this section nD physical 
significance will-be attached to the state vectors. The physical as­
pets of the problem :wIll be considered in the following section, 
-There m possible criteria that could be speoiflie for the 
system. , Two of these criteria are established as follows, Let the' 
soalar Ainactions os(s) and %b(r)be defined by, 
(2+ 2 )1/2 
a + x2(0)1 
and '4 
(Z )1/2 
(4.58b)2~x(0)) / 
wore zx(O) denotes te initUal value of the compnent xi, = I,.,, 
The fnction a () i s a aewarur of the distance of the components x, 
andx froa the origin at any time t, over the initial distane, The 
fvto c%(I) is sizilarlY defined, Notice that the component x5of 
the state vecter is not included in these two definitions. This is 
bOaUs z5 actua&12 represents the control inpit for'the original system, 
Sither fraction oa(z) or %c()can be used to form the Terination 
Criterion. For example8 eonsider the Toraintion Criterion, 
where 0 is some rmmbor which satisfies,00 < p < 1, This criterion I=. 
plies that the sub-optimal controller is to be apzlied. until the dis­
tance of the components x, and 12 from the origin is redaced to some 
fraction of the original distance. A sitilar criterion could be dotwd. 
for the function rz) 
For systn (4,0) two Termination Criteria were selected, They 
UVe denoted bY Ca an~ The criterion Oxais given by, 
wile C is given by# 
ob < 9% (O0) 4, 
For each of the above two Termimtion Criteria, the performance of the 
sub-optimal controller was observed for the ton representative initial 
conditions given in Table 4,'. This was accomplished by using the digi­
tAl cospator program that was described at the beginning of this section, 
Howar, in order to distinctly iflistrate the various aspects of 00 
sub-optInal met p, the. following modification 'was made in the prooiednn. 
F"In Opntton I. of Section 4*9, it is seen that tho v*aln of7 the 
ermoter T:io uSU621 found by using equation (4.3)- Howevert, at 
certain time instants on the control Inteml, the value of T is om­
ptted by iteraive sq1ing the MoLinoar equation (4.33). In'this 
section oad also SIn Section .1l6, -thevalue of the parameter T 4as bb­
ts4ned xcluively frox equation (.3) The calculation oft the value 
of T frow equation (4*.33) u13 be digomssed in Section 40.17.: 
Notice that with the above uodicatiou, equation (4.3) can be 
rewritten e, 
T tV T T:1,0 (4.62) 
where represents the 34tal .vulueoof the paraeter.T. In order to 
the isoobrone corresponding to each Initial state wtor x, thin for 
the ten i4tdslconditions in Table V&4-the value of is, given by the 
Cor"Vsonding vans of Tk. 
of reults -obtained for the initial conditions xi The first st 
i Wl,.,..,10, are presented in Table 4,5. These results were obtained 
by applyig the sub-optimal ostroUer for the entire range of validity 
of equation (4.62). That is, from t 0 seconds to t 1 1.3 seconds. 
Tabl6 4.5 shows the minImem vanes of the sealer functions a (x) and 
ob(X) on this control intormr along ith their corresponding times of 
occurrences. A.s, f r pirposes.of reference, the actual mimal, timre 
to the origin is given, Observe- that, for initial conditions x-through
9 
X , the sub-optiml controflr was able, to reduce the values of a' aid 
a 
or#below the speeified limits of relations (4.60) And (4.61). ThtO'' 
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Tabe 4,1 )linu Values of 	ca ndab 
inimum
Minimal 	 imm 
intial Time Value Tim Value VTio 
to of of of of 
Conitin oigi0' Ocumm ; Vb Occrne 
Nma Seconds percent Seconds peroet Seeonds 
1 LI I~ 
14o4 9.53 1 3.P2 12.52 I 3J3D 
2 1 
z 74 4°90 I 6.2 5687 I 6.20 
Si I 
817 6.92 1 6.90 8.63 I 7.40 
4 
z 9.5 6.5 	 1 7.66 7.69 I 7.86 
I ... I 
10,5 1.28 I 9.15 4,87 9.20oII 
2,75 10.82 	 I fl.12 
_ 
x 13.5 I 	 3o87 
_I 	 _ _ _ _ 
=? .5 5.90 1 13,44 %o98 ! .. 
_-	 _ 
i I 
8 16,7 2.7 I 13.85 2,86 1 13.95 
9.- 17,9 0,69 1 16,22 18 1 16.60 
185 04 17.08 2.96 1 17,20 
E70 I I -- Ii' 	 I 
indiates tat the two Termnation Criteria and Cxb, can be 
achieved on this control Intervat For initial conditionx , and#es 
.were reduced to o0933 and .1252, respz tivoly. In this case,"it 
is -evident that neither Tescination Criterion can be achinved on the 
given-control interal. Therefore, for this initial oonditiong the 
value of the parameter T would have to be reoalculktod by wsing eqaa­
tira (4,33), This Is dissussad in Section 4417. 
The,namet set of results am presentsd in Table 4e6. This able 
ompares the porfozuao of the sab-optimal controller to the minimal 
time open-loop control. For each initil condition x , 5 I 
the table ompares- the time required'by the sub-optimal coittroflei to 
Satisfy each criterion, to the corresnding tine raquired by the min­
iai time control. The basic conclusion that oan,be drawn from the 
given values, :is that both the sub-opttnal and minimal tie ontrols 
take about the sme amunt of tine to achieve the Temination Criteria. 
This indicates that the sub-optimal controller response R(t), is fairly 
close to the minimal time zrspons x*(t). Notice that the single ex­
1caption occurs for the initita condition x . As discussed previously, 
in this easo the two Teriation Criteria can only be achieved by 
recalculating the value of the parmter T'f k etjuation (4.33). 
A comparison between the subccptnal response E(t) and the minimal 
time response x*(t) for the initial condition x7, is illustrated in 
Figoree4u8 through 4.12. Th. corparison is made from t = Ogto t = 11.84 
seconds, Frm Table 4.69 this Is the time required by the sub-optimal 
controller to satiefy Termination Criterion CMa for the given initial 
condition X?. 
Figure 4.8 shows the sub-optimal response 2,(t) along with the 
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Table 4.6, Evaluation of Sub-Optimal Performance for System (4.40) 
Time (seconds) Requlrd Time (seconds) Required 
to Satisfy the to Satisfy the 
Initial Termination Criterion Termination Criterion 
Coition C_____________a______ 
Sub-Optimal inimal Time,Nmer Closed-Loop Minimal Time Open-loopNumber Sub-Optimal Open-Loop Closed-Lo R 
Control Control Control Control 
1~ 
* --- 2.,68 -- 3.4l 
* 5,48 5.30 5.55 5.58 
6.66 6.55
 6.02 5.99
 
x 7.36 '700 7.14 7.07
 
5 7.76 7,6o. 7.94 7.4?
 
6 
x -9.57 9,82. .49 . 9,60 
n.84 12.27 u.33 12.04 
8 
x 11,82 12.z1 1135 11.74 
9 
x- 14.00 1366 13.74 13.21 
14.98 14.57 14-73 14.13 
Q8 ­ r-
I I 
0.4 
a o 
C. 
o 04 
0I 
Sub-Optima Closed-Loop 
Response Kitt)t)5-0.2 
t Te 
Response 
Ope-Loop 
(t) 
-I III .1I ! It , 
0 I 2 3 4 
Time 
5 
t 
6 
(seconds). 
7 8 9 10 II 11.84 
FIGURE 4.8. COMPARSON OF 19,Q) AND 4(t) FOR INITIAL CONDITION .x 
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50
 
45
 
40
 
35­
30­
25
 
0­
15
­
\\ Minimal Time Open-Loop 
10- Sub-Optimal Response x'* (t)
10 Closed-Loop
 
Response K() 

5­
0 1 2 3 4 5- 6 7 8 9 10 11184
 
Time t (seconds) 
iGURE 4.9 COMPARISON OF 11(t) AND x(t) FOR INITIAL. 
CONDITION x7 , 
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0 -
Minimal Time 
'Response 
Open-Loop 
xM(t) 
-I 
-2­
3 6 
-7­
8-9./' 
-!00 
-i2 -
I 
) 
Sub-Optimal Closed-Loop 
Response "i2(t), 
-13 
-14­
0 1 2 3 4 .5 
Time 
.6 7 8 
t (seconds) 
9 0, 1,111.84 
FIGURE 4.10. COMPARISON OF 3Z2(t) .AND x'7(t) FOR 
RINITIAL xCONDITIOse 
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7­ Sub-Optimal Closed-Loop6- Response (t) 
.3 
Minimal Time 
t)1
"Open-Loop, Response x t) 
0-- a 
-
-5 
0 5 2 3 4 56 7 8 9 10 I1184 
Time t setonds) 
FIGURE 4.11 COMPARISON OF g W)AND *(!) FOR 
I3(
 
INITIAL CONDITION K7 . 
7 
6 
5" 
4 
Minimal Time Open-LoopResponse x*(t)
Sub- Optimal Closed- Loop 
Response R4 (t) 
E ° -i 
-
-6­
0 1 
FIGURE 4.12 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 If 1t,84 
Time t (seconds) 
COMPARISON OF - (t) AND Q0t FOR 
X7INITIAL CONDITION 
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minimal time response x5 *(t). Note that this component of the state 
vector actually represents the original control input. From this figure, 
it is seen that i 5 (t) is identical to x5 *(t) for 0 < t < 0.3 seconds. 
X5t 
For the remainder of the time interval, z 5 (t) follows the general vari­
ation of x*(t), It shouldbe mentioned thtthe sed to t 
the sub-optimal response x 5 (t), were taken at intervals of 0o1 seconds, 
The actual sub-optimal controller smpling interval was 0.01 seconds, 
Ther~fore each straight line segment of z5 (t) represents the average 
motion, of 2,A() over that particulir 0.1 second interval. 
'Igurs 40 throught 4.12 show' the compaiscns'betwen x .Jt) aria 
i ) =,.,,. These figares illustrate the closenjess of 
the ub-optimai closed-16op response to the minimal time open-loop ­
r'esponse. 
'This completes the ub-optima1 perfbnmance evaluation for system 
(4.40). In the nect section, a similar evaluation for svstem (3I8 
wil 'be. discussed. 
4.16 	 Sub-Optimal Controller Performance for System (3.78) 
The progyam describad in Section 4,15, *as also used 14 'observe 
the performance&of the sub-optimal controller for system :(3,78), This 
was accomplisheld by including the computation of the transformation 
relations of Section 4.1, as 'part of the program operation. That is, 
at 	each value of the state vector x of system (4,40), the corresponding 
values of T, 8, d/dr, etc., of system (3.78) were computed. 
The representative set of initial conditions for system (3,7F) are 
given in Table 4.7, Each initial condition &" corresponds to the initi­
al condition x in Table 4,4. In column 1 of Table 4.7, the minimal 
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Table 4.7, Corresponding Initial Conditions for Sytem (3.78)
 
mmal 
tim initia dl/dT 
2 2 
dO/dr d~/rd/ q(torque) 
to Condition -
origin$ 
*(seconds) 
Namber m-rad m-nad 
see 
m-tad 
s-'Tz2 
m-red 
Sao 
ft.-lbs. 
02387 a 1.5359 - 8.809. -23.032 - 94.812 -2.2285 
0,4069 a2 -2.8860 3.0242 33.535 - 58.176 4.3337 
0.4720 03 6.1826 -18.692 -19.?47 - 40.753 -2.1577 
0.5154 a4 -4.9752 5.282. 60.998 - 77.043 6.6900 
-- - L -___ - -q - ni -i 
0.5697 e -7.5635 17.914 - 3.0578 157.58 0.0000 
i l--ii . -. -. . .. . . .. . .... . 
0,7324 Q6 9.6656 -17.472 33.46o -123.86 2.2292 
0.809 9 9.3057 -22.382 39.677 -289.45 4.471 
0.9060 98 24.820 -54.896 -1.483 - 34,126 2.2301 
0.9712 21.167 -33.021 5.3078 -285.79 0.0000 
1.0a4 00 -16.4812 18.2978 48.2785 -211.38 6.6900 
1.68 
Table 4.8, Xiubumnvalus of lei 
Initis. 
Minimal 
Time 
mnitm4 
Value of 
Corresponding
Value 
Time 
of 
Condition 
to 
Origit: 
liI jda/drj Ocouirrnoe 
Xumbar Seconds m-rad m-rad/see Seconds 
01 0.238? 0.0035 5.829 0.164 
e 0.4069.. 0.0068 4.973, 9.337 
8 0.~4720 0.,0069 7.090 0.374 
04 o,5.5 o0oo#s ,i.z .. o.16 
5 o.5697 0.0032 9.211 0.497' 
0.7324 0.0064 10.943 0.587 
a 0.8409 0.0687 0.013 o.654 
8 0.9060 0.0100 10.199 0.751 
*9. o9712 0.0182 10.3i5' 0.880 
*10 1,004oz 0.01? n.Ef , 0.92? 
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times to the origin for these 10 initial conditions are given, These 
times are related to the values of Tk in Table 4,4, through the trans­
formation given by equation (4.38).
 
In Section 4.15, it was indicated that a physically motivated 
Termination Criterion for system (3.78) is given by,
 
iet < 0.1 m-ad . (4.63) 
For convenience, this. criterion is denoted by C8. Termination Criter­
ion Ca, does not include any of the derivatives of 0. However the 
sub-optimal controller is to be disengaged, whenever this criterion is 
satisfied. Therefore it is reasonable to require that the rate of 
change o0 the pitch deviation be small, whenever the controller ii dis­
engaged. In order to satisfy this requirement, the following .Tenination 
Criterion was also used for system (3.78). 
101 :S 0.1 -rad jdS/d S10 m-radand -. see
 
This Termination Criterion is denoted by COW 
The sub-optimal controller performance for system (3.78) was ob­
served, with respect to each of the above two Termination Criteria. The 
first set of results is presented in-Table 4.8,. These results were ob­
tained, by allowing the sub-optimal controller to operate over the entire 
range of equation (4.62). This was the procedure used to obtain the 
results in Table 4.5. In Table 4.8, the mini=m value of 181 on each 
control interval is given, along with the value of time at which the 
minimum ocurred. The corresponding value of Ido/drj at this value of 
time, is also presented. Observe that the sub-optimal controller was 
able to drive the pitch deviation to very small values, for al! of the 
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10 representative initial conditions. However for some initial con­
ditions, the corresponding value of the rate of change of 0 was not 
within the specifications of relation (4.64). This indicates that for 
some of the initial conditions, it may not be possible to achieve Ter­
mination Criterion 0Cb en the given control interval. 
The next set of results for system (3.78) are presented in Table 
4.9. This table compares the results under sub-optimal closed-loop 
control,, to those obtained under open-loop minimal time control, This 
comparison is with respect to the time required to satisfy each of the 
two Termination Criteria COa and Cb Also, for Criterion COa Table 
4.9 gives the corresponding value of jdO/& j. observe that the minimal 
time control requires a larger -amount of time to satisfy Criterion CO 
than does the sub-optimal control. However, the corresponding values of 
Id O/ d r I are generally smaller under minimal time control. Also, observe 
6 10that for initial conditions e and B , the Termination Criterion:C b 
was not satisfied-under sab-optimal control. In these two cases, a new 
value of the parameter T would have to be found from equation (4.33). 
The general conclusion that can be drawn from Table 4.9, is that 
in most cases the sub-optimal response (r) is close to the minimal 
time response G*(). This is implied by the fact that Criterion COSa.
 
is achieved at about the same time instant, for both types of control. 
The above general conclusion is illustrated in Figure 4.13, for 
the initial condition 89, In this figure, the minimal time response 
S*(r) and the sub-optimal response F(T) are compared over the time in­
terval TEFO, 0.8863. From Table 4.9, 0,886 seconds is the time required 
by the sub-optimal controller to satisfy Criterion COb for the given 
initial condition 8 Fom Figure 4.13, it is observed that the 
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,Table 4;9. Evaluation of Sub-Optimal Performance for System ('3.78) 
Time (seconds) Re- Corresponding 
quixed to Satisfy the Values of ldB/aerl 
Time ,(seonds) Re­
qared to Satisfy the 
Initial Termination Criterion (m-ad) Termination Criterion 
Condition see Cb 
Sub- Minimal Sub- Minimal Sub- Minimal 
Nuber Optimal 
Control 
Time 
Control 
Optimal 
Control 
Time 
Control 
Optimal 
Control 
Time 
Control 
1 
8 0.148 0.172 6.752 3.494 0,148 0.172 
0 0.319 o.344 6.032 3.568 0,321 0.344 
03 0.360 0.407 7.646 3.696 0.360, 0407 
4 o.404 0.458 8.035 3.110 O.44 0.458 
.85 0.486 0.508 9.894 9,378, -0.486 0.508 
86 0.578 0.641. 11.52 3.825 0.641 
07 0.622 0.775 2.'005 3,690 0.622 0.775 
e8 0.743 0.841 o10.74 3.444 0,754 0.841 
8? -, 0.868 00907' 11.08 3.W46 0.886 0.907 
'101­
o 01917 o.947 12.26 3.495 o-.947 
.2 
17
 
22­
21 
20 
19 
18­
17
 
16 
14 -

Sub -O ptimal Ciosed- Loop 
t - Response 8(r)
 
Minimal Time Open-Loop\
 
a Response O*(r)
9­
6­
4 	 \ 
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responses W(&) and 6*(0) are close over the entire time interval. The 
response O(T) to the present proportional plus derivative controller 
used on the Banger, is also shown in this figure (for 0(0)=0.7 m-rad). 
Observe that the sub-optimal controller can drive a pitch deviation Of 
about 9 = 21 m-rad, to jej <0 .1 X-rad in a time interval of 0.886 
seconds. In this same time interval, the present controller dan gen­
orally only reduce the pitch deviation by about I m-rad [4], 
As a final illustrationt d/dT and dB*/dT are compared in Figure 
4.14. From this figure, it is seen that for r > 0.67 seconds, the 
minimal time response dU*/d is closer to wero than the sub-optimal 
response dO/dT. This characteristic wfas indicated by the results in 
Table 4.9. Also notice that the absolute value of the sub-optimal 
response d0/d, becomes less than 10 =-red at 0.886 seconds. It is at 
see 
this time instant that the Termination Criterion 08b , defined by rela­
tion (4.64), is satisfied. 
The following sotion discusses the computation of the parameter T 
fromiequation (4.33). 
4.17 Comwtation of the Parameter T 
A general technique for computing the value of the parameter T 
from equation (4.33) was described in Section 4.9. This method was 
applied to system (4.40), at each initial condition x, i =! S.Olo0 
of Table 4.4.
 
For system (4.40), the parameter interval, 1.3 < T < 18.5o was 
sampled at steps of I second. This specifies the value of 6-T in equa­
tion (4.36). At each initial condition, the parameter samples we" 
taken according to equation (4.36), until the two sampling instants T 
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and Tb that satisfied relation (4.35), were found.' These two values 
were then' used as the input parameters to Mueller's Iteration Method 
£313. For system (4.40), the value of C in equation (4.38) was taken 
to be, e --10-3 
The results of this method are presented in Table 4.10.. For each 
of the 10 initial conditions, Table 4.10 gives the computed value of 
the piramter T (T= T) I along with the actual value. The actual 
value oftT was obtained from Table 4.4 (T= Tk). The value of 1(T)l 
evaluated at T = T, is also presented in Table 4.10. Observe that these 
values of s(T) satisfy relation (4.38), for the given choice of C. 
The results indicate that the computed value of the parameter is gener­
ally less than I second away from the actual value of .the parameter. 
Since the above operations are normally performed ,on-line the 
total amount of computer time must be small. It was found that for 
each initial condition, it required about 0.15 seconds of computer time
 
(CDC-6500), to-find the value of I. This does not include the time
 
used in obtaining the parameter values Ta and Tb- For this 5-th order
 
system, it takes about 0.02 seconds of computation time to determine 
the value of the frnction 7(T) at ant given value of T, Therefore the 
total time needed to find the parameter values T and TV is dependent 
on the number of parameter samples that are evaluated. 
This completes the investigation of the sub-optimal method of 
solution, In the following chapter, the two recoverability problems 
formulated in Section 2.5 will be investigated. 
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Table 4410, Calculation of the Value of the Parameter T 
Computed Actual 
initial irput
Value 
Ivpt
Value 
Value of 
the parmeter 
Value of 
the parameter 
Value 
of 
condition T Tb T 
NuMber seconds seconds seconds seconds ST 
14,3 5.3 4.M5 4.4 -. 6i 
=2 6.3 7*3 7.182 7.5 5.?5xlX"7 
X3 8,3 9.3 9,034 8*7 1 87I0 
6 
x 9.,3 10.3 IO.066 9.5 1.2%
d 4 
1003 1.3 100571 105 .0671­
12.3 13.3 12.376 13.5 1,84x10 
4 
X? 143 15. 15.220 15o5 1.5%0x­
8 
x 17.3 1863 17.760 16.7 
1 '-4O" 1.9X10 
%9 1703 18.3 17.728 17.9 1,9'Zo "5 
x17.3 1845 17,840 18,5 5.78ZlO4 
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CHAPTER V 
-RE0OVERABILITf 
5.1 Intrduction 
In this hahpter, two theorems which provide a necessary and a 
A 
suffioient condition for complete reooverabflity, !,e., S(t o ) G, Wi 
be detOmintd for system (2,6). These two theorems will be deeloped, 
based on a series of leMas. A technique for detemining the set of 
recoverable initial conditions in the case S(to) 0 G, will also be 
dismuosed in Section 5,7o 
In the foflot, sections it wM be assumed that the vetor .g, 
given in system (2.1) is a sro vector. In this case, by virtue -of 
the transformations defined for system (2.6), the vector c is also a 
zero vector. The corresponding expression for the set of recoverability, 
from equation (2.10)j becom6s 
J9(tK(t) = {xfz 0 0 1s)Ev(s)dsov E A(t4j (.5.1) 
The above moification of sytem (2.1) is made in order to simpli4j the 
analysis in this ehapter, 
It is sbwn in Appendix A that the set of recoverailityo K(t), is 
compact, eonver and eontinmous in t. With the set K(t) defined by 
equation (5.1)s it can be shown that the set 1(t) is also non-decreasing, 
(t l ) a K(t2) whenever t o < t, < t 2 (5.2) 
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In orldr to ostai±-this propsrty supposs that the initiA, tond-tlon 
4t ~E K-t9, ttre j >- t0 , Zean, by equwation (5.1),, there exists 
a contO17 E Atl)t such thmt 
4 
0 -, lot the time t2 be such that t 2 > and define the oontrol V(t) 
on t E £Lt0 .t 2) b7 
;(t) t 0 < t <t1 
Since v C A( ), then by the definition of the class of admissible 
controls, equation (2.8)t v E A(tY.2 The corresponding iitial condi­
tion x(to) = E K(t 2 ) is given by oution (5.i) 40 
X=4 (tos)Bkods jft3#(t 0 S)Irv(s)es + 0 = X(C5):­
to-
-- 0- th0 
Thus the initlil e ndition~ E K(C- Sin e the hoices of =, t and 
t 2 ( 0 t < t)' wvo arbitrary, the above is true for all iitial 
condition~s x(t0 ) x E xcX) Thus 1CtQ) a K(t 2 ), vddah establiobes 
relation (5,Z)o This nwn-decreasing property of X(t) is neoeosary in 
establishing the convexity of the set of recoverable initlal *onditlons. 
Tis is done in the fcflo tn section, 
In this seotion, the conpept of complete recoverability is related 
to the solutions of the adjoint equation, ;(t) = -Y(t)A(t)X Ths is 
accomplithed by a, series of three lonnas, 
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laman 51 
The set of rocove'lr e initial cnditions1 S(to)p is convex, 
Proof 
Suppose that the initial conditions x, x E S(t 0 ). Then by defini­
tion of the set S(t 0 ), equation (213). x E K(t:) and x E K(t 2 ) for 
some~Intatslt~ the time t3 be defined by*~ tm 

som ista # l to*
tie t 
t3 = ft1 , ] (5,6) 
By relation (5.2), the set K(t) is non-decreasing And therefore 
1, x E Knt 3). Since the set XVt) Is convex CAppendix A], all initial. 
conditions x(t o ) x iven Wy 
x = tx + (I - c) x foranl 0< a< 10 (5-73 
also belong to the set K(t 3 ). However, by definition, S(t 3 ) c 5(t) 
and hence x C (t)o Since the initial conditions x and X and the 
initial times ti and t2 were arbitray, the above is true for all 
initial conditions belonging to the set S(to), Thus the sat S(t o ) is 
convex, 
For convenience, in the following diusaszon let the (, % m)­
dimensional initial conditions x E 3(to) and the (n + m)--dimnsiomfl 
adjoint vector v(t) be pavtitioned t7, 
(5,) 
And 
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T(t) =C?'it) 2 (t)5)9 
where 
7 E-1, r7, 'o., in] ', (5.Yna) 
ro2 ve ctor, my2" 'n ie wh (5.11,) 
The next bmma employs the conexity proprt of the set S(to ) 
toexpres the propry of complete recaverability in toem of general 
Firs(t iss that trose o= ( )n,iflpso, lot ther eists-sme nao 
A necessar-y and sufficient condition that S(to) = G is that foti 
any mbe H> 0 and any vector I = [(11 12], with I'1 non-sero, ther'a 
exists tan initial condition X 0 S(to ) sadh that X > H. 
o an some vetor I = [I 1 ih qI1 nzeroo such that I x < H 
fo T nit3iaconditions xte S(to)d. b inall p Thn theodefinition 
eqtions (5.8) throug (5o11), 
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x = xI + x <11 (5.12) 
However S(tc) c G, and therefore, from Section 2.2, jxn+i S 1,
 
i=1,2,..,,rma Thus,
 
m 
where Jj11 = ~Ii I. Since equation (5,13) is true for all x E S(tc) 
and since I) is non-zero, then the first n-components of every initial 
conditon x E 3(t 0 ) are contained in the half-space x < H*, 
n . xlE K However, by the definition of the set 0 in Section 2.2, this 
implies that S(t o ) # G which is a contradiction, This proves the 
necessity portion of the lemma. 
Now, suppose that for every number H > 0 and every vector j, with 
71 non-zero, there exists an initial condition x E S(t ) such that 
71 x > H. Also assume, if possible, that S(to) # G. Then since the set 
S(t o ) is contained in the set G, there exists boundary points of 3(t o ) 
contained in G. From Lema 5.1, the set S(t o ) is convex, Thus there 
exists supporting hyperplanes at each of these boundary points such that 
all of S(to), is contained in the half-space generated by each of the 
hyperplanes. Let the outward normal to each hyperplane be represented 
by the vector 1. Then, TI x < H for some number H > 0 and all initial 
conditions x E S(t.). Also, at least one of the vectors I must have a 
non-zero 7! To see this last statement, suppose all outward normals 
are such that 0. Then for every vector 1, the half-space becomes, 
X=z 2 x <H for allxE S(t ) (5.14)0 
However relation (5.i14) only restricts the last rn-components of'the 
initial onditions, which is equivalent to the definition of the set i. 
Thusw if all Outward nusmls lave zero then 8(t0 ) = G. since it has 
been assmed that SC%) ", then this canot occur and therefore at 
least oat of the vectors 11 must have a non-soro I and be such that 
I x < H, for now nmber H > 0, and all initial conditions x E S(t 0 ). 
This contradicts the original assumption, thereby proving the sufficiency 
portion of the le . 
Lem 5.2 can be re-expressed in ters of Y(t), the adjoint vector, 
In the follomtng manner. If the initial condition x E ( t), then bVy 
the defintion of the sot of recoverable ittim] conditions, equation 
(2.13), * E 1(T). the set of recoverability, for some time T > . 
lair let Y(t0 ) a n-j, where Ij = E#- 9) is azr (nis)-diaensional row 
vector tth iinot;-ze".. since T(S) = Y~t0t.) then from thb 
definition of the set of rseowaraibd2ty, equation (5.1), 
x1 TY(s)B7(s)ds o v E ACT) (5.15) 
Equat on (5.15) may be further specified by noting the form of the 
mtrx B as given iu aystem (2.6). This ioelds the relation, 
1X~ 1 2 (s)v(a)ds, vE A(T) (5.16) 
t 
where the m-di:mznionnl vector Y2 wvas defined in equation (5,11b). 
'Fromthe preceding discussion, it is seen that Lemma 5,2 can be rewritten 
as the folloiug laem, 
Lexrn 5.,3 
S(t) = G if and only if for any number H > 0 and tr choico­
Y(to)= (i(tc) 2 (to)3, with Y(to ) on-zero, of tha initial value of 
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the-adjoint vector$ there exists a time T > t0 and a control v E A(T),
 
such that
 
Ts ?-()v(s)ds> H (5.2)
 
A necessary conition that the adJoint solution =at satislfr for 
complete recovrability is developad in the naxt seetion, The develop­
ment Is baseds in, parts on Lemma 5*3a 
- .NosXr£ 3 odto or C ot ThaCOVerbfi 
System ( ,6) isrin the bounde state variable fontlation sice 
z Ei vsre"e G$ tTha: is,7 the-restraint set £sr not -equal'to-the 
comlet supposs th~t system (2.6) com.(n-m-dienion~1space, is 
plately-reoverablev !soof s(t0 ) n G.. Nov consider th&'same gsytm of 
equations wit~h the state-yariable constraint removed. Then; asia direct 
consequence of the convouity of the st 5(t0 ) s the system mast also be 
oomplte]y recoverable in this cases iOe, (t) Thus a nee­
esaery cODiCtibn for *2O w mlete recOVarabit,] ofat stm (2.6) is 
that the -systemz-mus batomlotoly recoverable than the stat& varable 
constraint is revod, 
If the sUt vvarllo constraint is r ,aovodthen from eqution1 
(t),aoonl.v(t) im.aa iwsble'if it -is pieoise continuous abd 
mBatisfiosy(t) E C)for-Anl t > toi The condition for complete, recovers-
Mlity for this class of adissible controls has been established in 
efetnce7.~-~ Fo the prious discussions this condition is a necessary 
condition for the complote raecveability of system (2.6). 
For the sna of comptleo is, this necessary condition is esta­
h ished in the feflettg thoores. The method of proof Is similar to 
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that used in Reference 7, 
Theorem 5.1 
If Sat 0 ) = G9 then for every choice i(to), with 11(to) on-zero, 
of the initial value of the adjoint vector, the following relation must 
be satisfied. 
f't flY 2(zs)Jfdn=- (s.i.8) 
where thi norm is defined by, 
m 
1=l~ 
Proof 
Suppose that S(to ) = G and, if possible, eqation (5.18) is not 
satisfied. Then# her exists a nmber BE> 0 and an initial value of 
the adjoint vector, say T(to) u -. with 1) non-zero, such that 
('5.20) 
Io
 
From equatio (5,llb), for an tim T > t 
m
T 2 Tvd y js~s m T 
nK.n 
(5.21) 
By definition of the class of saissible controls, equation (2.8), if 
rE A(IT)j then fvjl Ihit h1 > 0, imlZg.,o., m. Let 2Mg vh9I#4saa 
Then from equation (5.21), for all control* v C A(T) 
T ( . )2t o0 %(5.2)to 
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NMI,let Tlt 0 ) = -116- Then frau equation (510) 
jT2 SS 1uau , (531<dss CE Amt 
01 
SRft Oea tion (5.23) is true for an choices of T > to, it isseen 
from~~ ~53. ~thtowev #-m, er, this is a contndiotion of the 
original-as ion and therefor equation (5.18) =t be satisfied if 
a(t 0 ) in k3 
A sUfciency ondittion for oote recovenbility is established 
in the follouwig sectinna
 
5.4A iientCondtion,forComse.ovnit 
A sufficiency condition wil be developed for the frntione 
(t) tY (), v 2(t),..., Y(t) that belong to '&certain aass 
r of vector functions* The definition of thi classof functios is 
erolpedbelw.e
 
Tho scalar function ?~(t), Jtel2S,..,,m0 defined for all t > o 
is said to belong to Class rI if for &Wu.fr H > 8,thee exists a 
tim T> t such thmt, 
jnjt > H, for al t tT (5.24) 
The scalar frnotion Tr ~ ,,.,,deie o f 
is Sa1t beon toClas r2 if it does no belong to Mass r, and. 
~I 
if ,it.satisfffes the 'foflln three wr1&tiona, 
(") ' r> 0, for al t.> (5.25) 
.e., the drivatie of (t) Is bounded for aU t>.
1$-i % 
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(a) ajt - Ct14 - ti) < 8, fi> 0, =n1,2...,-1, (5.26-) 
ore t< t< 2 <t < t < To =N(T), are defin dto e the tim 
iantants at vbich 'Tn.-(t) is -at a local mm~zmm -or miniu value. 
2quaton (5.26) Implies that the tise -bteeei-a twro adjae zit 
ctrmatis bounded.
 
(3) For any numbr H > 0,there d.sts a time T > to and. a 
c0OrrSPOnditgN-iinteisr N=N(T) > 0, sach that 
( >H. 
(5.27) 
whoere a ?I-
Based on the above definition of Class 1., it is seen that any Periodic 
fusnction Vn.(ty,belongs to this class* 
The cuss r of ttor fmntions Y2 (t), to be considered in the 
d"GOvelOpat Of a SIUtfiOinY condition, is defined In terms of ClAsses 
"la2a f03l10=, Mhe functjon y2(t),9. defined, for an t > to is 
said to beong t6-the Claw r of vector fhnctions if at least ons 
component of 72 (t) belongs to either Class r1 or Class r 2 . 
A sufficiency condition for opleto recoverability is stated in 
the fol!oving theorem. 
Theorem %j2 
'If the vector function t2(>Y of the adjoint vector 7(t), deined 
for-an t> t5 , belongs to Glss r for every choice Y(to) with t) 
nonese9rov, then S(t 0 ) G 
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Proof 
hea prmf is canItd 	out with tb aid of the foflowing tub Im s. 
Lams 5.4 
I. for n4 given choie of ititial oondition T(t0 ) of the adjoint 
mwcor ith 71(t 0) noa-zer6i, there exista a oomporent of 72 (t) belong­
ing to.-Win then for -Maz'nMber 3 > 0 thra exsts a UrIns T > to 
and a c'utlV C ACM), such Oat iPatiOn (5.17) is f.tstOd, i .e, 
if!2((-) > U =a 	 (5.;8) 
Ito. 
31,24 im, beongs to ClAss 
Thea, for aW ==mbar R> 0, there exists a tia ~> to such that 
'rY*,(t)I > H, for an1 t ~V.(5109) 
lot the time T? be given by 
T T 1^3(5.30) 
and define the contr-ol (t) on t E-ft 0 ,T by, 
noaV6,. tut Y 	 j~t).or some it 4< r. 
09 #112,Ai t 	 (5t3a 
0 V t<T..if-ts 
hfv1Y[Tn 5 (t)J i -~ : 
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where hj > 0 is the amplitude bound on the (j-th)oomponent of the 
admissible controls* From the definition of the class of admissible 
controls, equation (2.8), it is seen that 'V(t) on t E [toT] :is an. 
admissible control. i.A. V E A(T). For this choice of control, equation 
s.21) becomes 
T 
f'?Y (sv(s)di 
to T 
_hj JII ~sIsv E WT) (; 
Udrever from equations (5 29) and (5.30), equation (5.32) tities that 
TfY (s0(sds>hjH/hj=HRE zA(TY (5.33) 
Since the above procedure is valid for aw choice of the nuaber H > 0, 
then relation (%33) is equivalent to relation (528), 
Lamm 5.4 considered the Class rt. The Class r. is considered in 
tb., folloing leza* 
,Imz 534 is also -Valid ±f oai~r1 is replaoe& b: ciisb r i-the 
Istatementof the 2euMaQ 
Proof
 
The proof wi be carried out in a similarm nzr to the proof of 
Lam 5-;4, Tbat i, for aW.zmmber H > 0, a time T > to and an admissi­
ble ,cotrol (t) on t E [toTj will be foutd, such that equation (5.28) 
is satisfied*
 
Suppose for the given initial condition of 7(to) vh Y1(to) non­
zero, that yn, (t)* for somm J, J1,2,'.,om, belongs to Class r2o Then, 
from equation (5.27), for any number I > 0,there exists a time T > top 
such that 
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N-I > (5,31) 
Since H > 0, then from equation (5.34), N = N(T) > 2; Therefore, by 
equation (5.26), there mast be at least two extrema of Y,+j(t) on the
 
time interval (toT), For oonvenience, suppose that the first etrem
 
is, a local maimi4 :Then by definition of the time instantsti 
, 3, ., ± < N, are the maxdma of t+t)for t E (tr).
 
4~(tit.(t). for anl t E [tt. 11 t.1 J,1inl1 .,±9 S N 
Similarly, for the minim of YnM.j(t) on t E (to9T), 
+It
V()>V t),for afl. t E ftj 4 J,1 WZJh..i,1YC< N
 
(5.36) 
,here, is no loss of generality in taking tj to be the time instant at 
which YnCj(t) is at a local maximm value, since the indexing parameter 
can be redefined in the case that t. corresponds to a local minimum of 
the function Yn+j(t)* 
Let the control t(t) on t E [t.Tl be defined by 
Vi(t) a O, 1. J#,i1,2,...,i (537). 
and
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(-i+1itS if ti <_ t < t, + 6il 
-0 , if ti +8 i Stc< t±i 1 bi.jt)= (-I) if h+l, - 611< t <h+19 (3-38) 
o 0± *9 elsewhere, 
tero ft.lxl2,.,Hi is giien by,9 
,if AVi :5 3r/h3 
At1/hj0 I if AYj > 3r/hj (5,39b) 
8±/3 9 (5.39a) 
a$ the numbers r and $ wore defined in equations (5.25)-and (5.26), 
IUorder to show that v e A(T), consider the definition of the 
class r Prom equations (5.25) and (5*.26) 
AT~ ~r~t 1 (5.40) 
and 
4ti <0 ,910192sa.., N-1. (5.41) 
Now, suppose that ATi < 3r/h3. Then 61 is given by equation (5.39a) 
and therefore ai 1/h,. Also, from equation (5.4), 61 < 6t1 /3. If 
A!,L> Sr/h3 ,.then 61'18 given 1~r equation (5,39b), From equation (5.41), 
ai l 1/h3 Also, fra equation (5.40), in this case At1 >. 3/hj. Since 
Ati . -then 81 < t,/3. Thus In both cases 8. satisfies the following 
U6 constraints, vizo 
61 < /11 (5.42), 
and 
$S*tIj - 1.-1 (03
 
IrM tb. dofiaditiot of the ataNX Of atkiuW contrOls, SWUMo (2.8). 
it, is seen that th. Control ;(t) on t E tt 0 ,T3 givn by equtions (5.37) 
'00.1) "ithw~ 84 given by .quatdat (5*.39), is indeed abtinslhoe i#e. 
e-4(a missibilisty of ta. om*"nTrow(t) to a aireot coosquenc. 
.f the fact Oat the aontratttsquations (5.42) aM (15.13)arn. 
satisfied, 
For Uda bolas at atulusib1L* control, eqpation (5,2L) buss 
T~~ (,2t j+rtfl
 
f t Y0 3 (t)dt} 
lot kbe an odd ummbr 15 k5)1 al ooraider the ten =ahkof 
the aua In equation (50-S4)o Slum. k li s then from equatlowe 
MI535) ad(5,03%) 
and 
+'e VIY,*a~t)dt 4k ttaJtkc k7 (SS,6) 
Icnitt, stun t1b0 dotvattwe of 110p3 () Is bounded, Use 
t n~ljIV ad .: Yr*(tj) - Vk(5Sf?) 
ad 
-wn4tb ;u~t 1 :) a o (5.0) 
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Stfk represent the (k-tb) ten of the sumnmtion in equation (5.4'0. 
Thenoby -combining the results of equations (5,45) through- (5.48)* the 
folflt* inequality for 11 obtained,lis 
'k _> lh.A'k WO(5..9) 
wheare in this oea t;2*a(tk) - Y 1 )) sine k in odd and= ,j(tkj 
thienfono -equation (505) in applicable. 
Consider the two possible nines of 8k from equations (5,39) and 
(5.39b)4k 
(i-) .AY~r S 3r/hJ. In this Case Sk = Ayd'3r. Substituti'ng this 
r Ino into equation (5,49) olds,of k 
M50)ak 25 
(2) 6 7 k> 3rfh3 . TA this Ow 6k = AtA 'Sino 4 7 k > 3r/h3 
a 8k5s 1/he thou £S <.67Jr3r. Substituting for 6kin equation (5,49) 
Yields, 
However, from equation (5.40)t. equation (5.51) bza1ies, that 
tk > (AY) 21/" (5*52) 
The zmmber> 0 is dofisdbyoequation (5-.26) as At±S<PO Therefore 
the inequality 0 > 3Ihj can savay be satisfied for arW given problem, 
with this 5nsqalit~ satisfied, it is seen that equation (%.52) is 
valid for both choices of k 
If kr is an ovwn mmtber, equation (50'52) can be estaW~ished by 
similar reasoning, Substituting equation (.52) Into the sumition, 
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equation (3044), yields,
: , N-'fto 
.#C76,aIMO noY t) belongs to CUaSS 2thnfo equation (53i.)> - (5.54) 
For arj numbr H > o, lot 3$H. Since the abte prodi" is 
=U fri st mabe; it> 0; than equation ($,54) is equivalent to 
ovuation (%28); 
The codmd ro ult of Lrsas 5,4 and 5.5 is that eqation (5.28). 
or equiva2.ently equation (3.17)Xt is satisfited for aiV -nnmbr H> 0, 
whever the vector function ?2 (t) inlongs to mlass r. Time if 72 (t) 
belongs to clans r for mf choices of Y(t 0 ), with VIta) Ththonzroe 
then lixeoe 5,2 follow iri!±diately freM Leaa 5.3. 
Theorems $1 and 52'ire'tho basic results on complet6 recovera­
hflity. In ordar to apply these theorem to a given problem, the adjoint 
solution must be constructed as a function of the initial condition 
Motb) with Tlt 0) noa-zero, Then the conditions of the theoremu can 
be checked 'to so's if 4ho tot of recoverable ini.tial conditions, Skt0), 
A 
equals the restraint set Gi This procedure is fllustrated by two 
examples in the net section, 
5,5 fum.les 
An examplo of a qyatem that is not complete2y recoverable is given 
below, It wil be Amiwn that this system does not satisfytheneessary 
condition given by Theorcn 5.1# 
Consider the following unstable system for t > Op 
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X2 X,1+ 
with the ontl u(t) bounded in both m~litude and rate for all tim 
*yusing the transfoatation discussed In Chapter no, sytem (5.55) 
my be roformnuted as a bounded state variable process and written as, 
0 1 0o 
z= 	1 o 1 [0] v (5.56) 
0 0 0 1l 
* 
toreo x'a r= t tzixzu) and v uii For this OXMmple U = 2v 
a =1 and thearefore y2 (t) = Y (t, The third cmooannt or the a&joint 
solution is given by 
V (t) '3 +11cqt.1 jh 
-.ttereflp() E[11111319 Oonid" ' Aiiaar choice of Y(O)'= [f$29230 
For this choicge, (0) iswn-zoro and 73(t)-= 2 "t. Sbstituting for 
t) o=in equation MIS) Yields­
if y 2 (t)Idtm= 2-Cco 	 (5*58) 
Tbms the necessary cndition of Theorem 5*1 is violated and ther!6fore 
8(to) G in this asa 
As an illustration of the asuficienuv eni~nn lawnK 
consider tbo followIn osil1atory 8ystem with bounded control aplitudes 
"an.,rates,' for t > Oo 
k(5*59) 
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The bounded state variable reforilAtion of system (5.59) is given by 
em= X vt t(360)IOOOI0 0 00 100 
0000 OL
0 
components of the adjoint solution are given by, 
( 
= - I2c - cos t) + 13 (5.6l)
 
()ii3(i - coo t) - ?a sinf t + 145.1 
:ware T(0) =E11112 3%,jq , Fitm, equation (5,6i)9 both T 3(t) and.'4t 
are periodic as long as TIM) = CI]is non-zero, Sijice an periodic 
functions bafng to Class 1, thi? 2 (t) always belonja to class r and 
threfore Theorm 5;2 is sstisfiedo Thu S(t ) = Gand therefore 
every initial condition is recoverable. 
In the followig section, the two theorems developed in this 
chapter will be compared to the necessary and sufficient condition for 
the o6let6 recoverabUi y 6f system (2) in the case when instanta­
noons rate of chaizge of control is 0331 7?70 
5 6 cml son vith aornlete Recoverability
 
te unded Amirt de Case
 
f the constreint on the rate of change of the adissible controls, 
equation (2.3). is ramoved, then the class of admissible control inputs 
it described as fofLow4s A control u(t) is admissible if it is piece­
wise continuous and satisfies equation (2,2) for all t > to. In this 
case, the complete recoverability of system (2.1) implies that every 
init.al condition y(t0 ) e can be driven to y(T) = 0 with admissible 
controls, such that T is finite. A necessary and sufficient condition 
for. the complete recoverability of linear systems whose control Sinats 
are constrained onl in amplitude, has been established in Reference 7, 
This condition can be applied to system (2.1), with g(t) = 0, for the 
class of admissible control inputs described above, Let 0(t) represent 
the n-dtnensional vector solution to the adJoint sqation.(t)=46)E(t). 
Then Reference 7 gives the necessary a4 sufficient condition for com­
rpZete recoverability as 
f10(t)F 'ct~fd (5.62) 
for an choices of 0(t.) t 0. 
The complete reo rability problem considered in this chapter has 
Inaluded the rate constraint on the admissible controls. The reformula­
ted (nfI)-diiennsional problem is describ d, by system. (2,6).. with O(t)-0. 
The results for this problem are Theorems 501 and 5*2 Vxich Vrovide a 
necessary and a sufficient condition for the complete recoverab~ity of 
system, (2,6). 
, A basic relationship tbteen the two problems can be established 
by nptfrs tbe fort of the matrix A(t) in system. (2.6) . Since tha 
(nm)-dfresional adjoint vector 'ict) = CV9it)Y 2 t)] satisfies tUS 
equation ;(t) = - f(t)A(t), then the foflowxg tvo relations Are as­
tablisha;d viz 
Y t) =0(t) (.3 
there r'Itj ) () 0.ad
 
;2(t) = - (t)F(t) = - pit)Fmt) (5.6) 
AjcLcm on of 'the results f±r the two problems can nowe Znae vita 
'thetadof the relationships estblished by equations (5.6) and (5,64), 
Certainly, evey7 tema that is Completely recoverable in the 
ease tin the rate of cha ge of the .admissible controls i consraied 
hoA also 'b recoverable he' the rate bcoh tieret is remved, TIMs 
i'Theorem 5e2 is 'tisfied, then 4quation (5,62) should also be sat­
isfted. To see that this Is indeed the ease, consider equation (5.64). 
This relation implies that equation (5.62) can be written in terms of 
'y()as, 
j 0 11o2 (t)jj.dt (5,65) 
Vw, ppose tbat Theorem 54,18 satiiied, io.e., ,2 (t) belongs to 
Xiass. v for all :choices of Y(to) j with Tto*0. Then by'detinition
0I 
of Class I", there exists it ledst on:6 comi "sy°Tn4.(%)yont of T2(%) 
0 ).belonging--to either aiaser or' class r, for all choices ',orf 7i(to
with Ylit0 ) 0d 0. First, suppose that 7 Ct), for some j;' J1,2,., m 
Selogs -to class r1 . Then br equation (5.24), for arw number > 0 
there exists a tiren-T > tj such that ITjv (t)j1> H fdr afl t>5 T.­
n, 
I71 ­11i 2(t)Idt I~jt~d >'Li n(T) rj()~Sto T(5.66) 
and since Ynj(to) is same constant, then equation (5.66) implies that 
equation (5.65) is satisfied* NoviW suppose that some ,it) 
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Jl,2,...,m, belongs to Class r,*- From equations (5.25)*and (5,26)9 
fY (tflld > f IYM..jt)idt >4 AT, (5.67) 
to to 
Suppose, if posslale, that the sumation in equation (5.67) converges. 
Then Lim ATi = 0,and therefore, there exists an integer M> 0 sch that, 
A i <_ 1/2tforalt).N (5.6 
isqiaaon,(5°68) implies that 
(&Ti)2 < &Ti $ for all i > H (5.69) 
Thus, by the Comparison Test [26], since the sumtion in equation
 
(5.67) converges, then 
S(avi) 2 < (5.70) 
,nweverequation (5.70) contradicts the definition of Class r., 
equation .(5z27).and'therefore.the summtion in equation (5.67) tmst 
diverge. Thus, I* equation (5.67), equation (5.65) is satisfied, 
Since equation (5.65) is satisfied for all choices of t(to), with T1(to) 
non-,zero, -this imPlies, from equation (5.64), that equation (5.62) is 
satnlsn-ea. 
Tf the above paragraph ithas been shown that if Theorem 5.2 is 
satisfied, then-equation (5,62) is indeed atisfied. On theother hand, 
it is not necessarily true that if equation (5.62) is satisfied, then
 
Theorem 5.1 will be satisfied. In other words, a system may be complete-
Iy recoverable with admissible controls that are bounded only in ampli­
tude. However the property of odmplete recoverability may be lost when 
constraints on the rate of change of the admissible controls are added. 
-An exnmpjo of. such a system is presented below. 
bnsider the following scalar system, for t > 0.. 
;(t) = - y(t) + f(t)u(t), for t > 0 (5.7) 
-with 
(5.72)
 
and with the time instants tk, k=0,l,2,.,, given by, 
t0= 09 tk Zk 1 /n,(.3 
n=
 
From equation (5.73), for any integer k > 1,, 
tk -=tk1 + l/, (5.74) 
Firt, -appose that the control, u()' is. bounded only in amplitude. 
SincOa n = It..'-the adjoint solution' 4(t) is scalar and is- given by 
0(t) = (o)e t . Substituting the expression for $(t)f(t) into equation 
C5;62) yieldsi 
The, integrl. in th] summation of equation (5.75) can be evauated with 
the:aid-of4"tion. (5.7,). This yields the equation, 
j0tj tjd 2J0(Oflho 0 (5.76)
0
 
for a, choices of $(0) 0. Thus, by equation (5.76). equation (5.62) 
in ,satisfied and therefore system (5,71) is comletely recoverable.'for 
the, case that the control u ,is only bounded in amplitude, 
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Now, suppose that a rate constraint on the control u(t) is added, 
i*o, J~ut)f :h, h> 0, for all t > 0. System, (5i.71) can be ire±orm­
lated as a bounded state variable problem and written as 
-i =ft)] x(t) + vtj, .77)[ 
twere %'=(xix2) = fy u) anI v=u, From equation (5;63)X T'(tO(t), 
with ,1(9(O)0)0 Since M=1 Y2(t) is scalar and, from equation (3$64), 
is given by, 
72(0) + fofsd- (5.78)0 
Siiiuting for i(t)f(t) in 6quation (5.78) yields the relation, 
2 siotdt, Ifo<t<ti 
fij 

,Iif tNAI < t N'tr N > 1, 
With the aid of equation (5.74), equation (5.79) becomes, 
(i-0ost)Ats if 0c<t < j 
S1* (tA2 O)1i 1 ( N)= (5.80) 
, if tNa t < iNo x > I 
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Now,: i order td ,heek whether Theorem 5.1 is BatisfOd, consider
 
2
equation (5.18). In.thise, a1ar an, equationT(ty isa: o 

(5.73), = 1>,o. 'Thdotfoio
 
jll'?2(t)lfdt= flTtnldt' ftlhyZ1(t)ldt +,fjT2t)fdt.1+2
0i ( 8._) 
tore k =.f =r 2(tf.rstfdt a IFr
Prom equation (580), an since t. 1, then 
'b= I/"f'tm+ %0)(,.oosfdt'<4U.,, > O, (5.82) 
for An choices of '(q)= [71 (o) 2(o)]. with v( o. Also. by 
equation (5,80), 
12= f " 17 Z(0 ) +4, )7?,-, -)-/ 
Leto 
M-i 
J, jN 1Z(0) + 7'J(0)/qy 7 J) /kldt (5.84) 
and 
ft i (-1 )NrJ L( (t.t..JI 
(56.5)
 
Then, from equation (5.83)o 
12j+i (5,86) 
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For a porticular choice ozF7(0). lot '14(0) be arbitraw, 71 (Q) 1 0. 
WAn let, 
1'(0) [ 27'(0) in (2)2kr (5*87) 
SincX (-1) /k= ln(2), tbn from eqution (5,87), eq ti6n. (%+84) 
becomes 
J.1 - f (-I ?I/2t (--86Y;2t. 271(0)/* 

Appyrm g Leibzts Altern ting Series Test 263 to opition (5.88) and 
ntg tbt t-t. 1 /9, yields, 
Thn ti8)1 /T holdt s % 1 O)/N1

where s1.1 mimaber, ;> 0.ome 

In a similar manner, it on2 be shwn that there exists a nuMber
 
'9 0 o
O such that­
0O e H31 (5090) 
Substituting the results Of equations (5*82), (5o89) and (5.90)-into 
equations*(5.86) and (5,81) yields thi. result that 
1 +E 2 ='g? (t)lldt =I1:1 i2 SEH + H3 HI< ca (5091)0 
for these particular choices ofr '7() = ( (),?'(0)3, with rV(0)00. 
Thus, equation (5.18) does not bold and therefore Theorem 5.1 is 
violated. SYStM (571) is then not cmpletelv recoverable in the case 
Am the admissible controls are constrained both in amuiltude and rate, 
Although it is completely recoverable when the rate constraint is removedo 
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-system (5,1) a$d the u ytem, eqution (5oS5),'%f Section 
5.5 are both eXAMPleS of systems in which B(t 0 )# G. Inhtheseod&$s 
it would be adVan&ageous to know the actal l3mits of the set of 
•merwable initial conditions. in the concluding section of this
 
£hapter,.a procedure for<,;finding the limits of -the set S(t 0 ), whei
 
S(t 0 ) 0 Go is establihed0
 
5.? ta±ionof the, Set of Recovak&ibiv.4tial Conditions 
Supjpose that it has boon established0 through Theorem 5.1, hMt 
*stem "(2,6) io'iwt &auaotely recoverable, i~e., B(to) G. Then, the 
ltito of the set S(t o ) can be obtaind throuh the calculation of the 
extremal controps. no eOO tiu considsr Theosvm ,.1. Theorem 3L1 
esteblihes a corraspondemo bston points x n the boundary of the 
set of reoovrnblity, toio.as(T), for are tn T > t o and the 
exra3 controls 7(t) on t E Cft0 TJ. Thus from eqution (5.1) 
0 
Since th~e sot of nnftyis coomv and no-dacsnthen 
from equation (2615)0 tho ranse of the set S(t) may be found by 
obtaining the limits of thw bmmdary points of K(t) as t approaches 
infinitys ,oo Lina oat-Ti 0 xrns9 from equastion 089Z), this requires 
the caculation of tho axtr-al contreals ;F&) on a E Etttj as t 
approaches infinity. 
It Reference L24, this procedure has ben appliod to the unstable 
system, equation (5;55)9 of S6otion 5.5. he reformulated bounded 
-ijite'variable *'-stem is given bzy omaton (5.56). Afll the extrezal 
Controls were found naIvtioalny, as a function of the interval of time 
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DALt. he limits of the set of recoverable initial conditions were 
then fcd, with the aid of equation (5.92)# by letting the time t 
approach infinity. Me resulvs were ioun to agree with those obtainmd 
by on alternate method E33. 
In the folowing obaptor. the thesis is concluded with a dis­
eusion of the reslts and vW suggestions for future research. 
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CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS ANB CR WI 
The thre basic aspects of the poblem are considqred separtely,
 
below.
 
6,1 MRIl Tim Oen-L ,oon Solution 
Tn Chapter I[I, a method for obtaining the miniml te open-loop 
control fm the otremal controls bas been indicated. It has been 
shown bow each conpornot of the etrmal control can be expressed as a 
nitipla of the signwn or the beorrespcondins ompomrnt of a modified 
adjoint solution, With the aid of the Masmum Principle, ineqtAlIties 
have been darived ad a'" presented in the fom of tables. These tables 
determine the unknom parmeters of t6 extreal conols. The results 
have also been incoporated into a digital oompatr program. 
The most significant zezult from Chapter Mf is the set of six 
*tables (Table 3.1 thrgh 3o6). WiTh the aid of these tables, the 
extrmafl controls can ba oomntacted for genoral linear time-varYing 
systmmo with control smpltutde and rate saturations. Therefore, the 
oonstru tion of the ertr=al conrIs has besn reduced to a "table look­
up" operation. The signifiance of this result is that up to this point 
there vas no systetio procedure for obtainng the estrxal controls. 
Previously, a at of newesary cordtions had to be used in order to 
construct each ortreml control. This required a good deal of time­
consung effort. 
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Another Important result is the digital computer program developed 
in Chapter ME. With this progrsa, a great number of etraal controls 
can be determined in a small amount of time. This is usofrl from two 
points of viey. First, for a given initial conditions the program 
facilitates the calculation of the minimal time open-loop control from 
the extromal controls. This is because it will generally require the 
co:putatlon of a nuwber of extr al controls in order to determine the 
one that matches the given initial condition. In addition,. the program 
;also. facilitates tbh off-line cmputational procedure developed in 
Chapter IV. This procedure is bsed on first obtaining the numerical 
values of the st vectors on the various isahbronsa. These state 
vectors correspond to the extremal controls. Therefore for high order 
practical systemso it is important that the extramal controls can be 
obtained eail and qily.107 
There are two nopeots of the minimal tine open-loop. problem that 
should be further investigated, The first aspect is the extension of 
Tables 3o1 through 3.6 to include o9 or Mll of the cases that woe 
eliminated in Section 3,8, The basic ethod for aoccmplishing this is 
stinl the amvIe,e.g by applng nocesezz-y conditions (A) through (D) 
of Section 3,6, 
The second aspsat concerns the proc u r-herehy the open-loop 
minimal time control is obtainmd from tho catrcaal controls. In the 
procedure outlined in ChWptor 11, the values of the initial ad oint 
vector and the termiznl time are gesssd, for the glven initial condition, 
Then thso values are changed, until the reniltng initial condition 
obtained, from the extreml control is equivalent to the giveninitial 
condition, This can be viend as a bz point boundary value problem, 
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Therefore, it would be useful to investigate the possibility of obtaining 
an iterative computatioml scheme for this problen. This would be an 
improrsent over the present "trial and error" procedare. 
&.2 Bab-Otia3 Cl2d-IooD Solution 
In ta~to IV, a method for obtaining a ab-optimal closed-loop 
bolution which is feasible for practical high order systAms, as seen 
deloped. This method Is based on appromating a disaisteset of 
the iaocliones of the systen, ovar a specified maxim3 set of initibl 
conditions, The resulting parmeterized funtions serve as an approx­
imation to the isochronen, for the given imnimal set. The sub-optinal 
closed-loop control is then chosen so as to minimize the time rate of 
chanp of these frnetions, subject to the given control amplitude and 
rite constraints. 
The significance of the oub-opti al -method of Chapter IV is that 
it in direcl applicable to practical high order systems* This is 
because of the following reasons, Firstp-the basic 'procedural steps 
of 'the uethod are independent of the particular system under consider­
ation. 'Thejefoer, the method can be applied to general high'oider: 
-Systets. Ih addition, the resulting sub-optinal controller cant'. 
easily implemented by using an on-line digital computer, Also, because 
of tb nature of the method, both the onAline storage 'requirements and 
computation times are not prohibitive, 
There ar various aspects of the sub-optimml method of solution 
tbat rMain to be investigated, These are enuerated below. 
(1) 'There is a tendanoy for some of the elements of the aprozi­
mation matrics to grow without bound as the parameter T approaches 
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sero, This causes two probilms. First, the succeeding element approxi­
nations are difficult to obtain. The second problem is that these high 
*values tend to make a smal region about the origin unstable. That is, 
the. sub-optimal response trajectories win not remain near the origin, 
unless the controller is disengaged. In order to overcome these 
oproblems,' some refinement of the isochrone approximation procedure 
is needed for mall values of the parameter T. One possibility is to 
compte, a larger miber of state vecUrs on the isoohrone. This will 
improve the resulting isoebron approximation. 
(2) The element approximatlen procedure should be invstigated 
to see it different type of fitting technique could be used. For 
exame, 'it may be found that a least mean squares fit based on mini­
ualisr the percentage deviation, may yieid good sub-optimal eontroller 
performance. Also, it would be worthwhile to investigate the possibility 
of specifying some orthonomal form for the element approximation runo­
tions (e.g., Lanerro poly3rials) 
(3) The sub-optial method should ba applied to more systems, 
especially those of higher order, Also* the complete set of steps 
outlined in Opration I of Section I.9# should be employed, That is, 
on each control interal the vale of the parameter T should be computed 
from both equations (4.31i) and (4~.33)­
6.3 RowVraitZ 
In Chapter V, a neoeassr and a oufficient condition for complete 
necoverability have boen derived. Those conditions have been developd 
by a series of lammus which involve the particular properties of the 
set of recoverable initial conditions. Also, for systems which are 
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-at completely reeoverablo, a tachnique for obtaining the maximum region 
of recoverable initial conditions has been established. 
The two theorems derived in Chapter Vu, provide a systematic method 
for inrestigating the coaplete recoverability of general linear syste 
with bounded control- amlitndes end Yates. For a given system, this 
involves the testing of the augmented components of, the adjoint solution 
to the reforzalated bounded tate variable procoss, 
It appears that the nscessary condition, for ,rplete recoverability 
is too weak. Essentialy, this condition reduces to the necessary and 
sufficient condition for the complete recoYsrbility of systems whose 
controls are constrained only in amplitude III order to improve the 
necessary conjition, infonnaton about the form of the eztroal controls 
should be used in tho derivation, This is beause the extremal controls 
corrspond to points on tho boundary of the set of recornabi ty. 
those controls establish the linits of the set of recoverableTherefors 
initial conditions. The infaoation about the, forn of the extremal 
controls. can be obtained fr-2 necessary cornditons (k) through (D) of 
Section 3,6. 
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APPENIX A
 
PROPERTIES OF THE SET OF REOVERABIIIT!
 
Consider the set of raeovorability given by 
t 
-ore6 0(t 0oj)-'is a hmdamenta'soltin matrixand A( ).As the class of 
admissible controls, Lst the set L(t) be defined as, 
,Since v EA(t9, thezi bj definition' of the class of 4dmssible contr ls, 
U(t) = O.where cdb()/ds = v(s), s E [ott1, Now consider the following 
trannfoiwationz,_ris, 
And 
=~seu(t + to E [toot] (A.4)-S), 
From equations (A-3) atnd (A.4O9 a C(s)/ds = w(s), 9 a E ft0 ,tJ and 
C(to) = -u(t) = 0. Let the set Z(t) be defind as 
Z~t) {Zlz *f,0(t~s)Cakr(s) + e(S)Jds} (A.5) 
to 
where v(a) an s E Ctl is given by equation (A.3). It is shown in 
Refrno 19. that the set Z(t). definad in equation (A.3), is ComPact, 
23
 
Comvex arnd coviowz in t, Since the proof of these properties in 
Refay;nse 19 t-as not &end on the transfomtion given by equatesmt 
(A.3) and (A.4) o thena the sat L(t) is al3so compet, convex and contimmrs 
'-, j oquWI.or (A01) and (A,2)0 the zets r(t) and L(t) amre r laed. 
by%hb transfa-imt:nat 
x 01to0 t) g (A,6)1 
Since the tma sctc aro rea~ted by a linear continnons transforation, 
then the set K~t) 13 ale* compact# Covex and coOnUous in t, 
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APPENDIX B 
APfLICATION OF TEE MAXIMUM PRIN IPLE 
Consider the second order system of differential equations on 
t E (Tt0 J, 
w0 ) (o)=0 (B*I) 
where the function f(t) is contiuous and w(t) is a piecewise oontimous 
funtton on t C [t0 #T], The restraint sets a"e given by 
we (wl wl S, k > 0) (3,2) 
and -­
(B,3)CiG gl 1 31 
w2Defi the fntions g(g) =9 - I and q(w) = - Then the r 
atraint ets defined in eqmations (012)and (3.3) can be written as 
Q a wl q(,,) < 0) (B.M. 
and 
G= C js1() s oJ (B..3) 
let 92 a , to Then 2 = and 2(to) = t0 System (n.l) oan now oe 
rewritten, in terms of the augmented variable g, as the autonomous 
2:s
 
system, 
il WB0.6) 
i2 1 
with the initial conditions 90 (t 0 ) W91 (t0 ) --0, 95t0 ) Wto. The 
optimzation problem for system (B.6) is to find the control i(t), not 
identically zero, eC [t01#3 such that ; 0 (T) ison t CI, i.c Gand Y?
"iminMa-. 
As a first step in the application of the Maximum Priciple to th 
above problem, it must be shown that every response trajectory 
g(t) E 0, the boundary of Z, is a regular trajectory. This is done 
in the folloing section. 
B,1 Roguirity Condition 
The reglarity condition [2 reduces to the following conditions 
for the case of scalar control. 
A point 9 E Zile the boundary, of Z, is said to be4, regular, with 
respect to a pointV E a if 
~- (B.?)
.pCg,w) =0, 
4BAXO/aw # 0 (3,8) 
and 
am1a
 
i C trT, the interior of Q ,(39) 
where the function p(g rw) is given by 
216 
p( d)= (B.10)
(g)/dt. 

From the definition of the Antion g(g), in this problem, 
pr = 2914j.t into equations= a&z1*Sbstituting for p~g $) 
(B.7) and (B.8) yields the regularity condition for this problem, i..., 
and repeating equation(3.9), 
vBE Iht (0) (B,13)n 
Nsaviposeothat (ty Eori i t'E t v, re to TA < ,l rT. 
Thoe from system (3.6), 
aCM i (B.14)= 
SMU 
fr(t)j-=o-0 t E ETA' 'f4). (.5 
Substituting the results of equations (3.14) and MIS15 into smmtAants 
(3.fl));tbrough (3.13), it is seen that the regularity-condition is 
2satisfied for evry point ?(t) E dO, t C ETAS TB Consem2AntlJ from 
Reference 2.v every response trajectory 9(t) E 8aU of system (B,.6) 
and hence system (3.1),s is regular. 
The Mawmam Principle wil now be applied to system. (B,6) to find 
a set of necessary conditions. 
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Bj2 Necessary Conditions 
Assume tbat the response trajectory T(t) on t E 1toT] of system 
(B.6), corresponding to the optimal control ;(t), enters upon and exits 
fro its'hoind, Ilv 1 at most a finite number of times. Dfine the 
tntionE(g ,wX) by 
H(gW'A) = X(t)i(t) ,(3.16) 
whe x(ty, = r;s.,1x(t)', X2 (t)J is a row vector function. The Maximum 
Frineiple £2) sta that if ;(t) is the, optimal control on t le. ET0 ,T 
then on every time interval that f(t) CEntC) 
31?)Xj= sup.S(Lvwox) .=tosHT - 0 
and 
, -ax(g,;,X)/a , (B.18) 
tore ( )' is th-tranpose of( ).
 
On the interior of every time interal that '(tE Z. andaconsequently
 
;(t) M0' 
and 
V -as(_9,o$))/ag + ~~pWT~A)/ag .(B.20) 
defined in eqation (B.10) and'j*(.t)'isshore the function p(C ,w) was 
the solution of the relation 
aK(r,o,x)/aw =i(&t)p(f,0)/w . (B.21) 
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Also, at an points where the derivative of p&(t) exists, 
4/dt < 0 (B.22) 
Substitutingor i(t) fr9m system. (B.6) into equation (B.16) 
yields the expression for the function H(CwA) 'for this .problem., i.e., 
(B.23)H(CvA-) = f(g2 )w +KLw +,AL 2 , 
Nowv, consider a time interval such that Rt) E Int(%X *Sbstitutlng 
equation (B.23) into equation (B.17) and noting tAt C2 = t,-yields 
the expression 
= JtC,wk) ),, ) , kl(t), (t jt 2 (t) = 0 
w E Q (B.24) 
From the above equcation, 
X2(t) = -kjf(t) + Xl(t)j (4.25) 
and the optimal control i(t) is given by 
w(t) =ksgn Ef(t) + ALltYJ, B.96) 
where f(t) + x1(t) # 0 on any finite sub-interval of tim and, 
1, ifa >0 
sgn[{] 0 ifai=0 (3.27) 
-1i if -'( < p 
'Also, from equations (B,18) and (B.23), 
(3.8)?L1(t) = o, 
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7LAs constant on this time- interval, 'Thus, for this problem, 
equations (Bo25) through (B.28) are the necessary conditions for-system 
(B.6) and consequently system.. (Bj), when j, (t),E Int(). 
Now, consider the interior of a time interval such that r(t)E 46. 
It has already been established that for this interval ofAtiia 
Substituting the expression for H(g,wt) from equation (B.23) into 
(B.21) and noting that g(g) CT -1 and that p(Cw) =dg(C)/dt, yields 
Since YXt)E B% then - 1 and- therefore sgn Ct)= Thus, 
from the above equation, since 2 = to 
P(=Lr,(tY*, 41 (0-3 .Sgn Crjtn3/a (B,31) 
to;,# ~ g~iv =p equawo~n %x3,20) reduce$ to equation (B.18) 
and therefore, as before, by equation .(B.23), 
(B. 32)I(t) = 0 
Also, by equations (B.19) and B.23),
 
A2(t) = 0 (B.33) 
Fin y by equation (B,31), it is seen that P(t) is always differentia­
;ble. "Then sh6b't) = O'on this time interval, substituting equation 
(B.31) into equation (B.22) yields the relation 
6/dt= -(t) sgn [(t)] < 0 (B.3) 
Equation (B29) and equations (B.32) through (B.34) are we necessary 
conditions for system (B.6) and consequently system (3.I), on the 
interior of. intervals such that ?l(t) E L 
he foflowring Section establshes the "jump conditions" for this 
problem, i.ei, the conditions that the opimal response trajectory Y(t) 
must satisfy at time instants when Wi(t) exits from or enters upon its 
bound, ff ptfl = 1, 
B.3, .ump Conditions 
a time instant t1 E(toT) is called a junction time if the response 
trajectory enters upon or exits from 6 at t = t. At a junction­
time,. the :follo.ing relation must be -satisfied [2]. 
X(tA(+) = 1 ) &V 0vCt-),,35) 
hera a is a real iatber and-ti= lim t +.E, E> 0. The time ti is 
E40 
sinilarly defined. Also, the,real rmber e ,must satisfythe relation, 
> 00 if v ), T.t) Tt(G) (B'36) 
For this problms, g(g) = -1 an hence 
0 
Vg (B.37) 
0 
Thus from equation (B.35), in this case X2 (t) Is continuous on t. E;(to,T) 
and 
+(B.38) 
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For the special case of J(tj)m Td,+,) 9 Intf by equation (Bs36), 
a> o, Snce Jg1 (tQJl lt then equation (B.38) becomes, 
+tp-~ watt 1 t) 
 (B,*39)
 
ltielYng be&a sites of the - 2bovequation, 'by gn fte oields, 
+~) Sanjf1 1 X o0B,0m?(y] 
Equatina (3.-38), -a;. (A.oj long 1th the cantijaty re4udrjaent on 
Yefor t E(cT) are the Nump conditions for system (B.6) and also 
system (3.1). 
In the closing section of this Appendix, the Transversa3±ty 
Condition win, be stated for this problem. 
3.4 Tranaversality Condition 
The TrAnavrsality Condition £2) states tat for the unbounded 
probem the vector [X1(t), t 2(t)) at the tezdnnl time t on To isa 
orthogonal to every vector [Bit102) which belongs or is parallel to 
the te8i1al manifold. At t = T?, g2(T) = To T?fired, If jg1(T)j <:1is 
then the problem can be considered to be unibounded. The Tzunsversajity 
Condition In this case, becomes 
A1(Tr) = o (B.41) 
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APPENDIX C 
CflDTER PROGRAM LSTING 
This appendit presmes a listing of the subroutines discussed in 
Soetin 349 9 ey are PSICW, TALC, TBLo, TiIM EnT and EXTRP. 
tilROvTItIE PSICLCtZMICU 
0wlf J6LOc1/Ix ~...--------
"o0n IBLOI3# uJ 
O"fOH/bIoKsA/OUOT 
-
340 C 
31 
IFtSSco4) 00 TO 355 
- TEST FOR SAOOI POINT 
SCsTas*-01.O 
CALL.0SO~~&t 
OflMON/DL0E81 14 
OMO'L ZSTtlOl,.AT 
-~ 
rIrPya.1.1s GO TO 1300 
*1 __ _ _ 
00165104"Astlw 
- -- .­ ~.-
355 
C -. 
400 
-
U01.302f 
SO0T 73 
CAtCAULATtW4 
3LP1..Sfl 
S*-,01 
CI..PjTS 
Or.LZIAEIA--------- --­
$-a. 
CALL 005107 IS) 2 tFtASSIALP$A-..I.GT..3ThftTE(5.?0ALp8A 0P0RMAtt2M0HO# OR1 UPUI4 SOL l$A4fAI.. 
75 
C 
90 
too 
IFISI.P11iOO*90t10S,2*t 
Is CASE SLOPE-IS ZEftV 
STESTS.0. ---
CALL DPSIOTtSTESTl 
G0 O100 
CALL PSIICS 
Ytn,.v 
-..--
500 
-
Go TO 20a 
,CCLAtZIOF *Zl.#0MS.. 
52.5 
CALL P31151 
P.----K-# 
3*14* 503 rIzOUT.60.a1oo TO 1000 
225 
1114.6.21 00 T0 150 
PI.7*0) 
tMtflSLSILT.ca;W LIS~U3..,--
60 TO300 
IFIASSIP'I.L.T..000I GO TO 300 
$10 $25 
530 
24I)St
L-L.1 
fll*t10.S )2t0 
.50 TO S00 
.S . 
150 
00 TO 300 
IFIIZOt.01 oe TO 17% 
6*0 PI..#* 
SZ.SZ,.O1 
plymlI 
00 TO 300 -Rr*.2,,51*0 
115 tFTf.II2O68st 
13o IZ.Q 
00 TO 300 
190 -IF I3$CMtN-11I j.tUaOOSX.40 70.150 
ZOO0 21Y~I-l) 
00 To 600 
C $7100 $121IZ-SIGRA 
300 MOft1UT.GT.0) to0TO 1000 
S-l+SlTFAS37SI5.LT.,005 
. 
* 
. 
fltl 
50 AL#1A021(St-l.P1-
IABSALPOA-5ST.%I VRITE46,IRAL#$A 
3 OFORMATTz7$0RR 1"4SUBROUTINE PSJCLC 5,$LH~I.,* 
1IIEAO) 
Z4L)SZ.OIALPM 
GO TO $25 
C SKIT. 
1000IFftt4R1.T.OOjctoio - -
10t 5030as 
310 
If~~t-0t..0$ MY-1 
0#UUT.E0.1S4-T 
CALL. DAP1S3 ---- -
StPZfQTJOT 
IPi 5LP2*ZLPZ)400,35V.310
ZF(AWSMSLZJGE..0001) GO 210 340 
.00 
. 
TO tOO­
1050o CALL 05117 
SiN? .7 
Go 10 1110 
1100. nMt41 , . . 
C 
510 
TEST FOR SADOLEPOINT7 
SIEST.5401 --
CALL Pb#SMitSTI~ 
?POLpI*DU0Tl325.3*O.3,O 
.. .. . 
1200 
WLl 
?PO.E0.0) Go 19 
D0 3200?Skt 
ZSTIlSTtbZ;ISt) 
MSo._.-­
io 100 
M~IlZt,O#.390,$O0 1300 M41*1-I DO01400 1.1'"1~ 
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Subroutine Psic (eont'd)
 
CALL PSI(8())
Y(I)=U
 
IF(ABS(Y(I).LT..5OOO) GO TO 1400
 
CALL PSI(B(!+1))
 
Y{I+1)=U
 
IFfY(I)*YtI+1)11325.1400,1400
 
1325 IFABS(Y(I+I))*LT.,Ooo5) GO TO 1400
 
C CALCULATION OF ZERO CROSSING
 
ALPHA=-Y(I)/I(Y('I+1)-y(}'
I

IF(ABSIALPHA-.5 .GT..5)WR:ITE(6,3)ALPHA
 
SZ=8(1)+ALPHA*(Br+1s arx
 
CALL PSI(Sz)
 
P2=U
 
IFCP2&Y(I+11I1330,a3aO,134O
 
1330 DELTA=.O
 
GO TO 1350
 
1340 PELTA=-.O1
 
350 PI=P2
 
SZ=SZ+DELTA
 
CALL PSI(SZ)
 
-P2=u
 
IF(PI*P2)1360,1380.1350
 
1360 	ALPHA=P2/cP2-PI)
 
IF(ABS(ALPHA-,5).GT..5)WRITE(6,3)ALPHA
 
Z(L)=SZ-ALPHA*DELTA
 
GO TO 1390
 
1380 Z(L)=SZ
 
1390 L=L+1
 
ACO CONTINUE
 
CALL PSIIB(Nr)
 
Y(N)=U
 
GO TO 1110
 
1500 	RETURN
 
END
 
Submoutine TALC . 
SUBROUTINE TALCCYIY2,B2) 

COMMON /BLOKS/ U 

COMMON IBLOK4/ TA 

COMMON IBLOK13/ IERP 

COMMON/BLOK/S$IGMA 

SIGA-SIGMA 

ICOUNT-O 

OELTA=ABS(Y2-Y1) 

SB8 2 +
SIGA 

100 	 CALL PSI(S) 

DELTA2-ABS(Y2-U)

IF(DELTA2-DELTA)20050O, 300 

200 IF(TCOUNT.EQ.1) 60 TO 400 

225 DELTA1tOELTA2 

S-S+SIGA 

IF(S.LE.B216O TO 600 

- ..-GO TO oo0 

300 IF(TCOUNT.EQ.I) GO TO 225 

ICOUNT.1 

TO 22IGB.-.O1
 
GO TO 2Z5 

GA 	 *0 

400 	 ALPHAS(DELTA2-DELTA)/(DELTA2-DELTA1) 

IF(ABS(ALPHA-.5).GT..q) GO TO 440 

GO TO 450 

440 WRITE(6,21 ALPHA 

2 FORMAT(25HOERRbR IN SUBROUTINE TALC 5X.6HALPHA= F10.51 

IERRfl 

450 TA-S-SGAfALPHA 

GO TO 1000 

500 TA-S 

GO TO 1000 

600 	 5-82+.005 

CALL PSI(S) 

DELTA2=A8S(Y2-U) 

TA*B2+(DELTA*.0O5 )/OELTA2 

IFITA-B2.GT..O1I GO TO 640 

GO TO 1000 

640 WRITE(6,1)OELTA

I FORMAT(25HOERROR IN SUBROUTINE TALC 5X,6HDELTA-
 E15.33 

IERRI 

-1000 	RETURN 

END 

Suboutine TMC 
SUBROUTINE TBLC(Y3 Y2,821 
COMMON /BLO3/ U 
COMMON /BLOK5t TB 
COMMON /BLOK13/ IERR
 
COMMON/BLOK1SISIGMA
 
SIG8-SIGMA
 
ICOUNT-O
 
DELTA-ABSIY2-Y3I
 
8B2SIGB
100 CALL PSI(S)
 
1 ELTA2ASY2-U
 
IP;DELTA2-DELTA3200,500,300
 
200 	 IF(ICOUNT.EQ.1) GO TO 400
 
225 DELTA1.DELTA2
 
SSSIGB
 
IF(S.GE.82}GO TO 600
 
GO TO 100 .
 
300 	 IF(ICOUNT.EO.1) GO To 225
 
ICOUNT.I
 
GO TO 	225
 
400 	 ALPHA=(DELTAZ-DELTA)/DELTA2-DELTAI)
 
IF(ABS(ALPHA-.51.GT..S) GO TO 440 
GO TO 450 
440 WRITE(6,2) ALPHA 
2 FORMAT(25HOERROR IN SUBROUTINE TBLC 
IERR1I 
450 TBCS+SIGH#ALPHA 
GO TO 1000. 
500 TBtS 
GO TO 1000 
600 S82-.005 
CALL PSI(S) 
DELTA2-ABS(YZ-Ut 
TB.82-(DELTA*.005)/DELTAZ 
IF(82-TB.GT..O1) GO TO 640 
GO TO-1000 " 
640 WRITE(6.IDELTA
1 	 FORMAT(25HOERROR IN SUBROUTINE TBLC 5X.6HOELTAu 
 E15.3)
 
IERR=1
 
1000 	RETURN
 
END
 
SX.6HALPHA.FIO.5)
 
- -
51 
52 
80 
SUBROUTINtE T1LCIYP.3P.t I 
COMMON /SLOKI( ! 
COMMON ISL0V.3/ U-
COW$CI /LOK6 ,Thl2 
COMMON/5LOK IR A.D. 
COMMONILOt16fBETA 
COO 
lfft-l5O.1.52 
F 
470T-
--
O-
S15I.aETA 
676 
T2.sp-SIG1 
JFILT,210 TO 100 
MT.01 SO1 1- 1130? 
-­
5 
-­ ,-
-600 
;so 
-
,3 so TO 200;O ITn. t. O EARM IN SU.O..TINE.... .2 REATSS.. AI.1.. 
10 
140 
CO T7050 TO 5 
GOTO,20 
00 CL-*0 
IFII.E*.201 40.710.. 
00 TO 200 
71.272.7 
- - .. - -.. 
ItO TO 2.2.0 
GO TO 00 
$2 To 50 
1F1LTZ 400 
T!0 ICALSSIG1/2. 
5 
35C' IiltT2.T.W.1 00 TO100 
54 
4t0. W TO0 
IR17t..Tf AL?$- t. .. -­
t F0OU*AT(ANO 
3100T3 
IEL.1 .1 tRAM Ut 5UOUTIIS 1 7? LESS T#$HAFOP. S 2)| -Z 
F50 -14$t.* .
 
444,a.5--­
TstTZ"OI,2. 
Go To TWO
 
40 TOFIG9 T 
P)0.3 Go TO 6731a2-t 7-0112. 
Go.BTo 100O
 
N
 
1 
.. . .
 
. - .D. ­
LES5 THAN TWO AMTREMA V(3).-XJOA
 
COMMON /LOK1/ T TAU d.T
 
COMNO4 ILOKt U KV.S
 
COM.m$ ,B5OIK( TS xCD".t
 
COVMON /O0C5f TO GO T0 2500
 
COMNONIBLOK6/ TI.T2 C ONE ZERO CROSSING
 
COMMON/BLOCT/ ytlOOtdtlOl).8flOOZ.I. 123 1Fryf2).T.,r1l| GO TO 123
 
COMMON" ,BLoxiZ'N xJ.. 
COMMON ;t1OO/ V(21O1,TAUZIO),KV.CON GO TO 124
 
COMMON/8041I/A.D 123 XJ-I.
 
Common /LOKIZ/ XJ 124 1FfT.GT.Ot GO TO 126
 
00 TO O0* ,15.1SlS269,2V5,?9,OQ301,315.lfl+lEt.$flJ C CONTROL 6 
100 Ft".t0.Si GO TO 250 12 VlII.XJA
 
MO cxTREMA (Mn2) TAUII).Z(t)

?FILE4.eo GO TO 220 Vz2i-xJfA
 
NO ZERO CROSSINGS TAUfR1.7
 
IFIABSY(T)I.GT.ASIVIfIV')GO TO 1O KV. '
 
IF(YM1.GT,.t. GO TO I"4 KCOMu6­
xT.-I. DO TO 2500
 
6O TO 103 ~tl.1..u ~
12$ 

104 XJUl. IFlTGT.O;E1.Z(I)Il GO TO 129
 
101 tPTT.07.Of 0O TO 107 0O TO 12S
 
CONTROL 1 129 FRT.GTn.'ON G0 TO 1t
 
106 Vtl).XJA GO TO I14
 
YAUI eT 11 GO 70415
 
KVsl 13Z rT&41.2.) GO TO 134
 
KCO4eI C CONTROL 7
 
GO TO 2500 133 VII-xJA
 
CONTROL 2 TAUtlIeD
 
107 vtlt*NJ*A 1.0

TAUt -D TAUIZI.Z(I)
 
Vialno. Vll--XJ-A 
TAU2)-t TAUtS.sT 
KVe 
 KV.3
 
CCOle KCON'?
 
GO TO 2300 GO TO 2500
 
105 IFYtyf.LT.GO. GO TO'hO IS4 GO TO 215
 
xJc-1. C ONe EXTREMUM (24*)
 
GO TO 111 250 IFRABSIT(O0Yf1,l.GT.AS(Y(3-Yf)lt GO TO 500
 
110 iJkI. C ABSIMYIf2Y(Jll LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO ABS(Y(31-YtV,1
 
111 TFIT.GT.Oi GO TO 113 IF(t-1i21,2T1,1
 
C CONTROL S 251 3F(ABSMMl LT.ASSYtI)) GO TO 401
 
112 V(gIl-XJ*A C NO ZERO <ROSSJNGS, ABSTYI2)) GREATER THAN OR EOUAL TO ADSIYII))
 
TAUfI).T IF(fIl.GTeO.)'GO TO 256
 
IICollS3 Go to 256 
O TO 2500 255 xjass . 
113 IFITeGr.3.CDI GO TO 115 256 'IF(T.GT.0 GO TO 256 
C CONTROL . I 6O TO 20$ 
114 vt2$SXJ'A 25 CALL TALCOY(IlhY241BIV) 
TAUlI)I(T-OV,,4 C CALCULATION OF TA
 
V21I*XJ4A IFTTA.GT.DO GO TO 261
 
TAUt. Gi'Oe
To 107
 
KV.2 261 FITA.LE.*ODI CO TO 266
 
KCON-4 CALL PS3ID)
 
GO TO 2500 ALPIZU
 
C CONTROL 5 CALL PSI (S.101 
110 VtlSXJA AL#2-U 
TAU(II.D IFCASIY(2)-ALP2).LT.ABtYIZi-ALP)) GO tO 2680 .
 
V121- c CALCULATION OF 11 AND T2, TZW2.eTI.D 
~t
 
*6Vfi.-34*A 
TAUIlY)TI 
t CONTYROL1 
297 VflDe-SJNA 
TAUI2IsTt?-X* 
V151.0. TAUI 22.72 
C CALCULATION OF Ti AND iZ. 
268 CALL tLCCy2.sf).l,
C GCATROLsI 
269 VI1W-*XJtA 
TAUIWO 
T*.Z..a 
-
KCM1411 
V­
__ _60.O ~ 
298 CALL. T1LC$712R.St2Ij 
?FIT-Ztf.61.2.'D) 6O TO 301 
V641V. 
TAUCAl.Y 
TAUMT2*7 
VIS3sX-Jf 
on-mo -- 00~.-~~ 
271 IFIytI),GT.o.I GO TO 274 TAt 5? .7 
274 X4.1. 
275 lWT.GT.OI So to 2?? 
- W 2 
?F#T-O.C7T.2..z(tlt 0 To 280 
GO T0.123 
280 :nrT.cr.3..n, GO TO 282 
20GO TO 13& 
283 CALL TALC(YII).Yt2),StZSiT1)Y-2t, 
ITT.T00 7OTO0 
- .XCONftI..1 
Go Ta 2500 
C CONTROL 13 
_-Z20t VtiI.14JA 
VIZWO, 
- TAflt2).?3-1-
y13).XJ*A 
vAt.T2 
vl51--XJ*A 
- -
M8 
G0 TO 153 
GO To 115 
KCONSI3 
KV.S 
CALL. #$ (01 
AtPIsU 
c TWO ZERO CROSSINGS 
311 ?F1YI).LT.g.) GO0 31l4 
C 
AtflmU 
_2jIrIASSCYI2I.ALPZ.L'rAsslfzs.ALPll,CALL JICLtT2J.B21)4.bi 
t~fG.~it.D)GO TO 297 -
CONTROL10 
Go TS 298 
____ '_ 
0 TO 315 
Ill 1 5JT il 
315 II.t 0T 1 
C CONTROL 14 
316 Vtl).-XJA 
-
TAUTI W~1 
Vt2iexj#A 
V131-0. 
-TAUt12$. 
TAUII.ZtllKVS3 
-v2M.X4*A 
TAU2.2tZt 
Y35 A. 
TAU131-? 
-
TAUZA GO T0O12500 
317 CALL TAI.tYI),Yt?)lkt212 
IFLTA.GOT.O GO TO U37 KV-
C 
IFEZ4ZI-ZIl.LT.(ftO/2.) 60 TO 322 
GO TO fl 
CALCULATIONl 1 400,-T2- TsTl0.t29I/2. 
GO TO 2S(­
335 IfT-Z(2).LI.2.-D) 
•G 0 1 
GO TO 336 
322 CALL TLC 
C CONTROL is 
2I.6S){.2t c CONTRt 1 
336 Vfl.-XJA 
Y#It**X4*A TAUI10T 
YAUW.TI viZi-xs'A 
vYtnJA TAU42 ST2 
TAWL2I.TZ 
V(3-XJ8 A 
VI 3) sO-
TAUt3I.2(22 
TAWSMUT Vt4t-XJA 
rVMS 
IfCONNS 
TAC4,1-T 
nv.A 
GO To 250V 
32, IFIT.GT.5. GOk00 to 5z2 
KCOflSIS 
00 TO 2500 
GO TO it, 33 CALL TILCV21t,6i23.it 
326 00 TO 115 
327 IFrTA.LE.3.nO, 
CALL PSI(DI 
G0 70 329 
IF(T-TZ.GE.2.*bW GO TO 342 
IFi~iJ.4T.Tli GO TO 3M. . 
GO TO 343 
AL-1wU 
CALL PS)f3.*Di 
338 lFt22.t7.iT.tIi) 4,) Go To 33 
60 TO 352 
ALPZ-U [FAB{Y} kZ)[eASttE-A~l1GO TO 137329 CALL tILCl( i.t82 O) 
342 lF(T-Zt2l.LT.2.spI GO TO S4360 TO 101C CGETROL 19 
IFZOI.7.12G1) GO TO 3291 TAUIO .0 
GO TO 336 VY2lsO. 
5291 ?FlZfl.G7T.,0GO TO 330 TAlf2i.T1 
IF IZ2-ZiX).LT.4T-1f20)GO -0 
GO TO,316 
22 V13?*XJ4A 
TAU431.72 
320 CALL PSI(Dl v0-O. 
yl~u 740145.Zt2I 
CALL TAUCtV14ylZ)ltl2jl
lFPTA-D.GT1 (T-D)?2,) GO TO 331 
Vm.-XJ*. 
TAUIS).T 
-. 
GO TO 3Z2 CO. 
C 
3) tf*0.T1T11)2
C0n1ROL 1i 
O7 333 KCOfls19 
60 TO 2$00 
332 Vlla-XJPA. C NO ZERO CPOSSINGS.,ABSVIZIS) LESS THAN ABSMIV)) 
IAUEIS.D 
. "I.- - -- - -n.. -ISL.e..720.......  
V121.0. 
TAU I zIll1 
XJ-t4. 
00 TO 405 
V13)?X4#A 
. -04**. 
--- ----
TAUI3IaZtZ) 
V$At-tJtA 405 JrIT.GT.0l a* TO 112 
O0 TO 407 
TAWt41T .... 
CV-4 
. .. A T CALL TALCIY&I).YZ).2I-lt 
lru.GT.vl GO TO 4S ' 
. 
KCON6• GO TO 2500 .. .. . . . . . . . IF4T-DOGC.2.TA 0 '0.41260 O -- I..  . . .. .. . . . . 
C CALCULATION OF T1 AND T2, TZ 
331 CALL TILCY2).Sblh
C COCTOL 17 ............. 
334 V(1T".*J*A 
TAutIl.D 
T)/2. 
-
412 FI.GT.*.4) GO TO 115 
0 TO 114 
415 IFTA.LE.3.Dj..W..TO, 
CALL PSI(Ol
ALPI-U 
.MIT-.. 
V(2)-. 
TAUIMkT1 
......... . . --. .... . .CALL PSZ43.-O 
ALP2tU 
....... 
VISSWZJ'A , 17(ASSItI 7..AL .LT.ASSIYIZI.ALP GOTO 422 
IAU13).TZ 
Vtlt--XJ-A 
TAU(141T 
- - - - - - - . 417CAU.TL tl 
1FIT-T2.GE.2.4DI 
irtBtzM*.T.0D GO 
S5". 
GO TO 297 
TO 418 
.. 
GO TO,322 V(R2.gJs A 
YI U .. . 2
CO.f
CALL TALCIY YI.V(2),121 

AO TO 322 I607 rF2I1I1.GT*.) GO TO 626
 
422 CALL TILCIY(2I. SfZth 
 |FIT-D.GT.2.*0Zlp) GO TO 10

•~~O.O ~ ~ ~ CE2eDt~0- ~ ~ OT *O*_-2 

GO TO 335 

. 610 CAL T8LC(Y133,Y(2.sa)) 
NJ
ONE EXTROKI ASS$Y12I-Y-IC) GREATER THAN A5SIY(3)-Y(2I 
 IF(TB.GT.OI GO TO 621
 
501 IFIASS(Y(21).LT.ABStyflf)l GO TO 801 
 GO TO 509
NO ZERO CROSSINGS. ABSIYIZ)) GRaATER THAN OR 
OIAL TO ABSIYI,)) " I4 IFsT.LE.,3.o) GO TO 618
 
EJ'-l'-AL#-U
 
GO TO 506 CALL PSIS.*b)
 
506 IEJT.GToOI GO TO 0 IF(ASStYIZ)-ALP2l.LT.A8S(YI2I-ALPII) 
GO TO 260

' 7O"106 
 616 00 TO 26
 
508 CALL TOLC'Yt3I.Y(2)IB12l 
 GO TO 509
IFfTT.GT.D) GO TO 520 
 624 I~fT-TB.GT.2.tD) GO TO 268 
CONTROL 20 

509 VII-XJA 
 626 CALL TBLC(Y(3).Y(2lS(IZ)
741$)I) T040/2 - - -. IF(T-ZtIGT.2.-4D GO TO 630
-. R.23. 

V(2)XJ*A 

- - '* ---- 4 ..... ........
 
629 VII a-XJ*A
 
TAvt21.T TAU(II.D
 
rCO~q~20TAUI2)uZ(1I
 
VT312XJ.A
GO TO 2500 

CALL PSIIJ, 
 KVS'
KVC12-3
ALPI.U 

AL02U 
 630 IF'(t-TB.GT.2.e) 00 TO 268
 
IFIABSSYIR)-ALPZ 
.LT.ABSIYI2.-ALP1)) GO TO 511 
 GO TO 523
516 GOT0266 .............-.. 

. ... -.....----. C, TWO ZERO.CRSING-............ 
..
518 GO TO 260 
520 JFIT.G .3..O) GO TO 522 701 IfCt(I).L.T.O.) GO TO 70,F TO.-I.
 
.GO To 509 . . . . .
 .. - ... -mo.-.. .....522 IFIT-T.GT.2. O) GO TO 268 
 70. xj.1.
CONTROL 21 
 705, TF(T.GT.01 GO TO 707
523 v (1 .X-- JeTAU(.)sD . .. . . ...
 
.........................

-- -..-... ­ 40 TO314 .....................
V72U11. 707 CALL TBLCIY(3).Y(2)f.2)I
- t ,G )FITO.GT.DI GO TO 753
TAUIr2) T-L'.*e. .. .. . .............. 
.........-. 
 JFIT-0.GE.2.uTha) 0 O0.722...............
V(3IwXJW A IFIZ(I).GT.t, 

, I0ZtZI-.Z(fl.LT*tT-D,/z.I GO TO 322
 
Kl-S.-.----------­
. '' GO TO 714TAUt 3)T 

KCft21 
 714 CALL P5!(C)
GO70 2500 7 C1.1$
 
-- ONE !Eft.CRswssxsLG.: ....................
 JAcA4....... 

. - -a.601 IF(Y(1;.LT.0Dj G0 TO 604 !FITA-D.GT.4T-DI/2.I GO TO 713GO TO 322
 
GO O S O$... 
- ­
.-. ".- t........ ncz,-.t.a.zc-.n 
-­n...na­604 2.1.1. GO TO 332605 IFITGT.O1 00 TO 607 722 IF(T.LE.3.*OD 40 TO 726
- COMTPO.Zz. . .......
 
--...CALLPsLLDI
 
606 VII).-XJA 
. . . .
 . .
TAUl).ZI1) CALL PSI (3.DDb 
AL#2U 
 WFIT-T2.GE.2.0D) GO TO 297
IFfA8SIY$2f-ALP2I.LT AS4r42 AL,,)ft-GO TO T44 
 .. ...... 1FI5t22.GT.O GO TO *82.
726 CALL TILC(Yt2t.3f(2,OF 
 GO TO 322
IFIT-T2.GE.2.WO; GO TO 741 
 828 CALL PMIDI
 
lF(ZII.QGT.TIl GO TO 727 ...
 U ... .. .
 
00 TO 336 
 CALL TALCIYVIYI2I.6t2)I
 
727 	IF(Z(I).GT.O, GO TO 733 
 IFITA-O.GT.IT-D)/2.I GO 70 333
IF4Z(2 -ZL1I.L.(T-O/2.tGO TO 32 .
 .	 . .. GO TO 322 - ,GO T0 316 
 835 CALL TILCtYI2IBt2),II

73) 	CALL'DSI(D) 
 7F'T-T26E.2.*03 GO0TO 01

V1.4 . .. 
 GM70 333-

CALL TALClIy.YIB(ZI 
 I 	 540 17(T-TB.GT.Z..D 0GOTO 843
IFYA-D.GT.T.D,2.) GO TO 737 
 GO TO 333
 
GO 	O 322. 
 843 	CALL-TILCyII,15(21.1I

737 	IFIZ2Il.LT.IT+Z(1I3/2 ) GO TO 333
0	 JFIT-T2.GT.%2.DIGO TO 30W -
GO'TO 332 
 GO TO 333.
741 	IF(T-t(ZhGT.2.4D) GO TO 297 
 .... 2500 RETURN .
 
GO TO 336 - I
4	 END
745 	CALL TILCf C2It2)'t1)
 
IFI7.T2.GE.2.*O1 GO TO 750 

...
 
!FIZIZGT.TI) GO TO 745
 
G0 O 343
 
745 IF(Zi2.LTIT-Zl1H'. GO TO 333 

. . 
GO To 332 ­
750 IF(T-Z(2).GIT.2.#D GO TO 501
 
GO TO 343
 
753 JFCT-TB.GT.2.tD)GOT 5
 
I;f(zI.LT.(T*3l]fl/2.) 
GO TO 333 
-
GO TO 312
 
Z58 	CALL TILCtYtZ).8(2.1,I ,
 
TF(T-T2.GT.2..O GO TO 763
 
IF[ZI1).GT.T7) GO TO 759
 
GO TO 343
 
759 1FZ2M.LT.Ii-Z+ f112.1 GO TO 333
GO TO 332 I. .. -
763 1FlT-Z(Z?' .or.z.D)GO TO 301
 
GO TO 353
C NO ZERO CROSSINGS. A8S3Ytl2L ESS THAN ABSLYSIJ 

. 
-...
 
801 	[FIPtl.LT.O.) GO TO 804
 
00 To805
 
804 XJ.
 
605 FIT;GT.0 GO TO 807
GO TO 112. . . . .. . .
 .. . . . .. .
 
507 	CALL TSLCfYI3),Y(Z), ) 

-	 .- . .lFtTO.GT;D 0 T0 840
 
IFITDO.GE.2.7T GO TO 19.... - - -. 

. ... 
 .

IF((2).GThOI GO TO 813
 
GO TO 32Z ­
813 CALL P34---.... .........
 
y~-V
 
-
CALL TALC(YI.YQ2.8(2);
.	 1FLTA-D.GT.T-D,fl,,a.O-T.33------------------------. 

. - - -........... .... .
 
- GO TO 322
 
819 IFIT.LE.3..D) GO TO 823
 
CALL PSICD)---------- .......................--

ALP U 

CALL PS113..DO
 ...
 
ALP2-U
 
IFIASTIYI2)-ALP21.LT.ASSY(2)-ALPIII GO TO 835
 
823 CALL T1LCIY2I,8(2I.1)
 
SUBROUTINE EXTLl1 
TWO OR MORE EXTREHA . ... 
CONIO /BLOK' 7 
CCKMOMIBLOX1 UCOMMON l5LO4.-U. 
. ..... 
1210 
I..... T.F(L-12103.111.O111A
G0O TO 1120O TO 1180 
IFIZ$LI.GT.Ot GO TO 1140 
.......- - .- ...t4,T .. GO TO 1120 ..... 
COMMON /SLOC5/ TB 1125 FIZILIO7G.6311 GO TO 1160 
COMMON BLOK6/ TI.T2 C NO ZERO CROSSINGS 
COMMON /8404T/ Y(lO,.Z(101$l.&l003. 
.. 
COMON /BLOKB/ N ' 
CO#CN /BLOK1O/ Y(21OIYTAU(EIOI.KVKCON 
... . . Z1O CALl ISLCLYI4lYZ3aJI 
IF1T-T8*LT.*0DI GO T0 1125 
1121 CALL T1LC(tY3I.l3 .11 
t. . 
COMMON.t84OI.01 A.0l 
COMMON /BLOK12/ XJ 
COM)CN i/LOK13, IERR 
,. ...- CALL EXTR41 
GO TO 2500 
1125 IF(T.LA.3.*0l 
--
GO TO 1130 
I 
GO TO 
AO* MSAEAT(34NI2SSsOJ . 
I1OO.I5OOj.M 
.)-.- . .. . XJ4--J 
CALL EXTR31 
TWO EXTREMA 4RNS) 
TEST 
1000 CALL PSiO . - - - - - --
GO TO 2500 
21O4F4T4D.tt.TAI 60-TO 
IFfL-1I 1131,11Si1131 flf -
ALPI-U 
CALL PSI(3.*D) . 
ALPZkU 
IF(ASIYI3J-Y(2)t,LE.AQSIy()-Y(211j 
CALL IALCVIIII.YLZ1a21 .. 
-
GO TO 1035 
1131 
12 
13 
XJ.-XJCALL EXTAI2 - .. .... 
CAL0TO 2500 
IF(2. 4 2CL1.LT.T-B) GOT0 1131 
,-*z GO T 
. 
IF(TA.GToO GO TO 1030 
tFtAe8fYt4I-YI33l.Lt.ABSIALPI-YI[3I) 00 TO 1100 
CALL EXTR, )
GO TO 2500 
CALL TALC(ALPlsY13Io3II 
IFITA.LT.3.UD) GO TO 2100 
GO TO )ZOO 
1030 IFITAilE.00) 0 TO 1050 
1135 IFIL-I) 1138.113S.1136 
1136 FbZCLI-1L1,LT.11O1,2 
11)7 XJ.-XJ 
CALL EXTRL11J -
GO TO 1138 
1035 IFIABS(r(21-AL0l).GT.ABSlY2lh-ALP2fl GO TO 1075 GO TO 2500 
1050 CALL T1LCtf{2I;B(2j.O) 1138 XJ.-XJ 
CALL PSIIT21 
YIU 
... CALL EXTRIJ2--
GO T0 2500 
..... 
IFIABS(T414-Y(3I.LE.ABSIY-Yl) GO TO 1300 C ONE ZERO CROSSINGS 
u-----
CALLLTALCIY. 11 : --- - ,------------------1140CALL TBLC(T142.Y(3I,03)

IFfTA-T2.LTE.2..O 
GO TO 2110 IF4T-TS.LT.Z.O) GO TO 1145
 
GO TO iO0 
 GO.TO 1121
1075 CALL T1LCIYI2IBIZ3dl 
 1145 IFITrZILIaGT.2D'GO TO 1147

CALL PS1IT2, 11" JXJ 01
 
YI? CALL EXTRIjI 
*FIASStYL41-Y3.LEASLY-ycaJs GO TO 1090 -0 - -GOto 2500 - . .CALL TALC(yIy(,313)) 
 1147 XJ-XJ
 jFITA-T2.LT,2..DI GO TO 2120 
 CALL EXTRI3I
 
1PFY212.GI.Yr)) 6O TO 1072----
-------. 
 .. GO TO 250G 
C TWO ZERO CROSSINGS 
00 TO 1000 
 1160 CALL TBLC(I4,,1031,BlSl1079 "I.1. -FLT-TS.GT.2.-O) GO TO 1170 
1050 Vi113-XJ*A 
 1161 IF(Z*flIL).LT.TIZ(L-1II GO TO 1165
 
TAUII)D 
 CALL EXTRI141
 
ZENDw2 
 GO 0 2500
GO TO 1801 
 1365 CALL TILCIy3),BI3I.3j
1090 IFtY{Z).GTYi1j GO 0 1094 
 CALL EXTRI131
 
... . . ..------------------------- 0 TO 2500
GO TO 1095 
 1170 CALL T1LCMyf3I1.S31,1j
 
1094 Mx.. 
 IF$T-TZ.GT.2.DO GO TO 1175 
1095 V(lI.-XJ.A ....... IFIZLI.LT.TZI GO TO 1261 
TAUJII.O 
 1171 ZtllqZIZ)

1EfDl2 CALL EXTRI9
GOT0 7 ..... .................. 
.. GO 702500 . 
1200 xj4-I. 1175 IF(1-ZILI.LT.Z*01 GO TO 1271 
IF7(121.LT.YftIt XJ. CALL EX7RIIOI
 
00 TO 2500 C ONE ZERO CROSSING
 
N0 ZERO CROSSINGS ISA0 CALL TO S,53
 
IlTCCALL TOLCIYI'.)ryI3;ers)I IFIT-TB.L.Z.'OI 00 TO 1341
 
IF(T-TB.G1.2.sO GO TO 1190 
 GO TO 1321
 
GO TO 1165 IMS T(t-4L(.M.ZSOI 00 TO 1347
 
1190 CALL TILCIY(3I.B3)ii 2(ItZ (LI
 
IFIT-T2.LE.2..D, GO TO 1165 xj.-Xj
 
CALL EXTRI10i 
 CALL EXTRt(M
 
GO T0 2500 
 GO TO 2500
 
1200 %J-1. 1347 xJt-.XJ
 
IfI5Y2 1LT.Y(31 IfX41. CALL EX(RI8S
 
fi(L11 121O.123O.1250 GO TO 2500
 
1210 IF(ASSIy(,%,.L'.ABSIY(1'I) GO TO 1121 C IWO ZERO CROSSINGS
 
GO TO 1190 1360 CALL TOLCly(khY(33.B(3l3
 
1230 lF(Z1It.GT7.(3, Go TO 1231 
 IF(TT-7s.OTs2.D0 00 TO 10 
GO TO 1121 * 1361 1Fi2.*Z(LI.LTtT9ZIt-III GO TO 136! 
1231 	CALL TIL t131,S(31.1l C CONTROL 25,
 
11T.ZfIt.GT.Z.-O) GO TO 1232 1362 VI(I1XJ-A
 
CALL ElT 9I 
 TAUIII.T
 
GO TO 2500 , V(ZI.XJSA
 
1232 CALL EXTRI 10 
 TAU.2.TZ2
 
GO T0 Z500 V(31t0.
 
1250 IFVZtfL-I1OT.OI GO TO 1170 
 TAU(31mZ([L-I
IFZL Il;c,1.ut' It' !?Tt 	 VIAtSXJ9'" 
TAUV4t*ZIL)

- GO 	TO 1121, 

. GO TO 1230 TAUf1S$T
 
1300 xJ -.. 
 XVs5
9CON-25

,IFI2;.LTeyt tI XJ-1. 

GO To 2500
 
1305 IF(ABO(YIZiI.LI.AOSyl)1 00 10 1320 C 

IF(Ll21 1305.1306.13 !0 

CONIROL 26
 
G0 TO 1360 1365 V$3,-XJfA ­
1306 IFIZLI.GT.T21 O TO 1340 
 IAUfl).Tl,
 
GO T0,1380 V(2-rJA,
 
1310 XF(FL-1).GT.T2I'GO TO 1360 
 TAU12,.T2
 
GO TO 13*0 CALL .TILCIY1,4.S(3).3)
 
C 'o ZFROL CROSSINGS 

ifiZc,.01I2 

V(3 1O0. %
 
i 

1320 CALL IBUCIY(41,YV(3,B(3)
 TAU13I.T1
 
IPI
~TTGt*.2aO1. O TO 1325 VIkl KJ&A. 
C CONT0O 24 ATAU4)sT?
 
1321 V413 XJA V151x-XJO I
 
AUj~ i TU.V(SI*J

ft2) XJ AKV-5 N
rA1J212 
 KCO t26
 
CALL TILC(IV31,B0(3I s GO TO 25 0
 
V131-0. 1370 CALL T1LCCYI)9t3l,1I
 
1A1St2).TL IFIT-72.GT.2.-D) GO TO 137$
 
V(4134*A IF(MLI.GTT2TI GTO .1372
 
TAU{ti.T2A 
 CALL TILCtYI2).821Oi
GO TO 1361
VU 1 . TAU(V-.t 
 C CONTROL 21
cV.5 
 1372 	CALL T31LCiyt21.(2l,0)
KCONS 
 VtII*XJ#A
 
40 TO 2500 TAUI I TI
 
1325 IFtT-T2.LT.Z.t3 GO TO 1330 V(23".W4*A
 
,J.Xj 7U021sT2
 
CALL EXTRISI 
 CALL. T1LC(y(3),5(3Int
 
00 TO 2500 
 Vi3) O,
 
1530 IF(LsEO.OI GO TO 1138 i a
 IAU(312T.
 
1#1212r-Z~t1LT.(T-0I/2t GO TO 1135 
 V(41.X1
 
TAU(4l'12
GO TO 1137 

IFIAT3.LT.T21 GO TO 2160 
YAW I-ZIL) . , COMPUTATION OF THE EXTAENAL CONTROL (EGINNING) 
ytI.-XJ4A 16-'IFtYl2W.GT.YII-I GO TO 1604 
TAUt6lN7 X.J-I.
 
ViStE0. 

V.6 . GO to 1605
 
KCON-27 160k, XJ-1.
 
- 0-O TO 2500 1605 IFtAOStV43)-Yt2fl.LE.AOS(Y(1-YZl3) GO 0TO 1625 
1375 IFIT-2(LI.LT.2.tO3 GO TO 1372 CALL TALCIY(1).Y(213.S23) 
1376 ZiLk-T-2.D] 
 00 TO 1620
 
GO TO 1372 VIIl)lJ*A
 
NtiOZERO CROSSINGS TAUIIWD
 
1180 CALL IDLCfIlVthYV(33.i|31 ISTARTs2 
IFT-TB;GT.2.?Vl GO TO 1390 - GO TO 1650 
GO TO 1365 
tFIA.GT.DO 

1620 IFITA.LE.3.flI GO TO 1630
 
,1390 CALL TILCiYtI3.64(3.lt 1625 CALL'PSIO)
 
'IFlT-T2.GT:2..D GO TO 1S5 ALPI"U
 
CALL.TILC(Y(2).(823.0 
 CALL P6113.eD3
 
GO TO 1365 
 "ALP2.U
 
1395 LVI " ,-IFIABSIytZW|ALPI.GT.ABSIYI2I-ALP13 GO TO 1640
 
" GO-TO 1376 
 1630.CALL YILCZYIZ),(2),OI 
1400 xJ.'-1 Vi1l-XJVA
 
IFTY(2,.LT.Y13ll XJt1. 
 TAUI1$.T1
 
VItlXJ.A
 
1I0 FIASIYfZII|LT.ASY(I))I GO TO 1321 TAU-2IsT2
 IIPL-1 1410I1430.1450 

ac T0,1390 'ISTART.3 
1430 IFfZ(1I.LT.342)1 GO0 1390 Go TO 1650 1435 F 90 TO 1312 1640 CALL TILC(yI2,612(ln)GToZ1lLT.2.f 
VtIt--XJA
 
1450 ,IFIZ(L-11.0T.T2 GO TO 1370 

G.TO 1376 

TAUtI).D
 
IFtZ(LlGT.S43)I 0 TO 1470 VtZl'O.
 
GO0 T0 1321 TAU(21T1
 
Vll:IsJ*A
1470 Zt11-'Z(L) 
 TAUI) T2
 
CID TO 1435 

L-I 

ISTART.4 
GENERAL CASE. MORE THAN TWO EXTREMA flS5 OR MORE) C . -CALCULATION OF THE tXTRERAL CONTROL 9XIDDLE) 
1650 N4.MN-4
 
1500 NZ.N-2 |EXTe3
 
IF(NE051:-GO TO 1525 

TEST 

IZEQ901START
 
CALL TILClYf31.B(3.1) IIMAGISTART+1
 
60 1i20 IT2-2,N2 
 ICO-1
 
A12.72 1675 IFIICOM.EQ.N41 00 TO 1690
 
CALL T1LCfY|1T23.0(IT21.Ii CALL TILCiY(IEXT)STIICXTI.1)
 
IFTI.LT.A12) 00 TO 2130 VITZERO)"1
 
1520 CONTINUE' TAUIIZfROl-T1
 
'1525 CALLTLLCIY*,(B130010) T(AO)fl­AT3.T TAU(IMAG)-TZ
1 

IFABSIY3-Yi2)).LE ABSSY(1I)-Yt2)l GO TO 1535 IZERO-IZERO42
 
CALL-TALCCYfIl;YI2) .6*23 IMAG.IMAG+2
 
?F(TA.GTDi'G0 TO 1530 IEXT.IEXT+
 
JFIAT3.Lt01 GO 10 2140 ICOMtICOM+1
 
GO TO 1600 
 GO TO 1676
 
1530 IF[TA.LE.3.*OI 60 TO 1540 IEND.IZERO
690 

1535 CALL P51DIO C CALCULATION OF THE EXTREMAL CONTROL ISI
 
ALPI'U 
 1700 CALL TILCIYIEXTI.SIIEXT).lJ
 
CALL PS: 3.1O CALL PSI(T21
 
ALPZ-U 
 YIU
 
IF(ABS3Y12-ALPL).GT.AUSIrt2)-ALP2)t 0 TO 1550 IF(ABSIYINI-Y(N-1IS.GT.ABSIY1-YIN-1) 000
TO 1800
 
1540 CALL T1LCIVY0IZI.24.Ol 1704 X.J-I
 
3IVAT3.LT.T2 GO TO 2150. - IFtY(N-2l.L1.YfN-Il) XJu1.
 
GO TO 1600 
 IFIL-1) 1705.1710,1710
 
1550 CALL TILCIYZSB(Z1I. 170$ IFIA0SSYIN-*1).LT.AOS$Y(N-31)) GO TO 1720
 
G0 'T ls 	 1740 CALL.,tcuyt2)at13
1710 £ltZld.0T.Sft-11 G 00O 1160-.tlt.&~,0 40 TO 3721lFtZttt.GT.T2 GO TO 1740 	 1# tL.G..o 0 TO 1726 
I F4XJ-Yftfl).Gt.O.; 00 TO 1120 	 C C0*rnot 32 IQ To 2730 	 17.1 ~~l00
 
C NO ZERO CROSSfliGS 
-TAUfJEnP)S7I 
1720 CALC Tvl.ry4,.yN-latf-If 
MTt-t0.LS.2.*b) W0 TO 115 *TAU7E011.79 
C ; OMTROL 23 vl~flOZ)*O. 
1721 lfMett)D.& tAUt tEflO~Z)jZtL 
1AUll1fl,1,s2 	 VtENO43XJW 
CALL t1Kt.-,I-ll cam.32
 
VIIENDi2)*C. GO To0*500
 
TAUt l9flt3ZrTI 	 TWOZERO CROSSINGS 
VttENO-3fsX.7*A 	 1160 CALL. TBLCfVNbYt*4V4.fl2
 
T7AUf;Eftn.31.T2 IFTtCL,.#l To 1766
 
VI1EN04 -0u. 1761 CALL TILC(YtN-2lOIN-II,1l
 
Tu(IIENa.It 0 GOt7.L.40TO 1745
 
<V-tENVA ltTZL.GT..*1 GO TO 1763
 
CCOM-2S C CONfTOL 3
 
so To-moo itsz CALL TLtl.l6el
 
1725 lrlt% ;,....l GO TO 1730 VII14Ol.O. 
C ,COflTRL- 29 TAvt IENOi.tI 
1726 VltENO'10. Vttl,,4A %A 
fAuI lEl-dTt MAt IENDO1 1.1 
Yt~V11-jACALL TILCMYKq,%t14 
721*6IERO4I .72 VttENb,.0, 
VITENDND.ltO. 
TA~t Eno.~.T-2,,0VtItNO.3I*EJ*A

VIXED,3tlt~A
-TAV IEND4322T2 
TRW*IENO+43.nVllftO*I.
 
CV.IENfl3 TAU(XENQ4I.ZtI
 
GO TO 2500 	 TAU(EI 5* 
17.30 IFC-1J 1735.1715.tfl , vMl+
 
1131 *~t~~..ll2lC) TO 1735 - XONS3I
 
ItZt~L.t,11.t~*40 1TO 73 l GOTO 2500
 
C 	 CONTROL30 C CONTOL.3­
1732 IZENDI-O. - ~--1163 CA"l TILCEYCfl-214tl,2).±1
TAUt lCNt'*stfLI 	 VICNDI-0. 
TAUIT~lO*)a~t4...V(lIERO.1ja.%XJA
 
VttEN0.21.XJA - - TAUIIENiD-ltnt2
 
TAWItlNrD 2.T 	 *CALL T1CIVN-11,OtN-1),1I 
tV-?ENOz 	 ilm,-,.tCotzl*0, 
Kcc"-30 	 ?AU(ItNQ4f.1jt 
60 TO 2500 VltCtO43ISXJtA 
C CONTMOL31 -* . TAU(IEHfl).~TZ 
1733 CAL L~ttltttl3 l~43 
1736 VUEK01vO. 	 14UfltH41k1.t2.*Ol 
TAWUQOPT1 ; 	 - - VtItfiO.5De-XJA 
VtICNIIS-XJ*ATAWtIEND*5;,7 
TA~t TEMO.1.&2 cv"t15
 
vtVITZOUL,%A -, O"al
 
TA~tttNO-23uT 0
COTO z500 
tV-tlI0*+2 1165 tFttIGtI.tai2 to TO 1142 
- tCONvll - 1166 IZ.ZtLsI-1T)00 TO 1160 
O TOa25oo 1740 CALtLCtflz.N-$1 
c on C#OSSIRGZIEROfl 	 Vt eIEROJO
 
ISHXtXENji2 
cJ.17J ..... 
G 70 1?32 
TO CALL 1Go 
.. ... .... 
WRITTI,2l1) 
", 510FORAt42#$IOJ4$AN.-# 
1 IS LISSANT245(21 
To ST66­
EWR#AV-A*-248V240S TI*W.t. BgT.,T%48t3n 
TAUtf. $RIT~tbI),k 
vfIEN,3I~wxj-i 
TAU( NE0 i Lk........ 
IEMQ.1EK6*2 
j.-I;.fy
CALL TL(4~,t-J3 
so TO M64 
no ZERO CROSSINOS 
780 CAlL.YtLCtYtIt).Y(*-i4.8l8-tj 
IFIT-t, LBE4 O ,0 TO T6 
:745 CL71Cyf1.11,l2000 
... 
~ .. 
.. 
". 
. 
.. 
. 
RItEI6.21615 
I IS LESS THAN 72t212)4 I 
COo 2s00 
w ," 
VRI TEIS,22711, 
lirTMt 7fOOHlA.ttElEL.TLL4.I4S 
1 TE LAST Th;EXEMA I 
RETURN 
UT..T111.343) 
4A4( 2ti tOR 
GO TO 1760 
000 CALL ttVt'l)tf-I 
CALCULATION e THlE EATREMAL CONTROL tER, 
IFITS 72.41.1.404*T Go To 1763IrIyINO-2. T Y(N.±JI 4.1.. 
IPEL-dI18e.t ,I 
BCs IFAS6NZILhOII.3f0 
.. 
TO 1721 
...- . . . . 
I F(A--tRsLT.2 . ... 7-2.. 
• ~ Z TO 2O270. 
610 TFTZIO mt705 0 1761 
620 J%-1.T.. GO To 1761 
G1OT01785 
4015 lFtltL.1I.GT.T2t 00 TO 1761 
s0 yo 1610, 
..... .. . .. .. . . . 
. 
: .... . . .... .. O 
WRITE*6fo101 
14Q01FORMATItO$OTAtgtjjT 
IESS THANI fKLI 
40 TO'2540 
IS LESS 3AM0 EQUAT1"9 "U1AT T1A 4/"4. L4, .. 
310 EtO.,IrR 
11 #0RMAtt49NOT~t8tIl tkIfl+IJL BUT AL.),flT
.00 TO Z00 
120 IERRcA. 
.15-LIFS THAN Z/t I.-. 
W ITV 6.2121 f 
121 F0MOt9OVftZT~4!lE0k TAIT2)-T2 IS LESS IM4AMZ/K t 
130 IERR.S 
WRITE 16.1 IIERftI. 
!1310SOR$ATtIZ$ONORE 
.40 .12O... .. N--
IM4AM1 EXTRtEIA, BUT T1(Six) IS LESS T7tAX 1 fti-
WRITI 46.iHER 
WR*TEl6.fltlt.... ...---­
21AIR FORNATC98HORS THAU 2 EZTREMA AND TA(S(111 IS LESS 
I TO I/K, BUT Tlf((31 IS LESS !$A$ lAsitl 
THAN flREOUAI. 
APPENDH D 
NMRCAL LTSJLTS FOR STSP (1) AND STEP (2) 
In this appenix, some of the mmerical results that were obtained 
for the iflustrative example of Chapter IV are preseuted. Table DI 
givos the values of the amgles 04v i = 1,2.3, that were usedto calcu­
late the initial aujalt vectors, Tables D,2 through D,? gives the 
computed n3nea of the elements of the matrices ;c and 7s, =Il2. ,,S,181 
Table D.I. Numerical Values of the Angler,
 
120, 50. 1. 15. 30. 10 4. 0. o. I00 , 50. 30. 90. 90. 60. 
11o. 90, 80. go. 50. Ic 90, 40. 10. 0 120. 0. -70. -30. 
. -40. 60. 90. 90. -60. 90. 90. -40. 90, 70. l0 g. 0. 20.90. 60. 30. 90. 50. 4C. 60, 30. 10. l006 to. 70". L?O, -40. 70.60. -50. -1O. 90. 90. C. 90. 70. 30. 90 ,70. 30 * 90. 6b. 40.10. 4o. 60. 90. "'3C.'" 6C. 70. 10. 0. 20 70. 60. 20. *70. -40.70, 40. 30. 70. 50. -30. 50. 70. -10. 90 .90. 69. 60. 641. 10.70. 40 . 20. 90. - 0. -IC. 9 . -70. - 0 . "90 -0. 0 . 90 . - 'KO. -40.90. 30. 70. g0. 60. TO. ' gO. -60. -70. 90 -20. 70-. 90. -.3p. bO. 90. -30. 70. 90. -50. SO. 70. 60. -10. 70a ?C1. 0 4 70. $0. 10. to. 70. 20. 70. 50. U0. 60. 60. 50. TO 50. 30. 70. b. to.1C0, -70. O. 70. 70. to. 100. -60. -10. 90 -10. to. 90. lb. -20.90. 10. -20. 90. t0. -30. g0. 30. -40. go. 40. O. 90. 50. -30. 90. 60. -50. 90. -60. 3C. 40. 70. -50. 90. :70. 4o. go. s0. 20.90. -20. -10, 90. -')0. -20. go9. 50. -50. 90, .60. TO. 90. 10. -so.(io. 70. -60l 90. 0. -30. go. -50. 30. '90 :'0. 40. 90. -60. 50. 
qo. -70. 50. 90. -70. TO. t00. -70. -10. 100. .60. 30. 70. To. 30.CO. -40. -40, 10. 7C. 7C. 70. 60. 50. so, 4D. soll .00. 'In. -!,o.30. 70. 60. 70. 50. 5C. TO. 60. 40, 90, 90. 70: 90. i0. , 0. 
so, 30. 0. 90. 50. -10. 90. 60. 0. M0 '60. 10. 90. 70. -10.q0. -70 . 0 . 90. -30 : . )0 . - 0 . 10. 0, 0. . 9OD ". :0 . 
q0. -20. O. LOO. 60. -30. 80. 30. 60. 30,."60. 70. 40. 70. 70.CO. 10. -60, 60. -60. 70.C. O0. O. , ".7.80. "0 
I0,-00B. 60. 60, 70. -TO. 10. TO0, 50. O. 70. -70,. 30. 
tto. -20. 40. Rol, "40. 5C. 60. -70. I0. 60, 70. 60. 60. -70. 40. 
Poll -20. 50o. 80. -20. 6C. ion. TO. 10. ICO0 70. 20. 60. -T6. -2D. 
O, 90. -20. 90. 90. -5C. 100. -40. -70. 80. '20. 10. 70. -70r. 1O.0, -20. 20. 80. -10. lO. FO. -40. -1O. M -6D. 10. 70. -70. -30. 
70. -40. -40. 70. -70. -2C. 70. O. -60. 100, -70. 40. eO. -4a. 70. 
Poll -70. AO. 80. -70. 0. PO. -70. -10. 96, -60. 40. so. " toi." 
E0, 10. -10. 80. -20. -10. B0. 30. O. 80, 't0. 30. 70. 30. -70.50. 60. -70. tO0. -70. 4C. 70. 70. -20. 70, 60. 50. 60, TO. -50. 
00. 40, t0. an. '-60, -30. 10(j. 70. 60. Rol 6o. 5o. 80, ' O. -­50. 
PO. 50. -10. 80. 60. C. a(). 50. 10. S0l 60. 10. 80. 50. 30. 
80. 10. -70. 70. -60. -7C. 80. 70. -20. 80. 60. 30. 00. -T6-. -30.
CO. -60. -50. 80. '60. 4C.' 7o. 70. 50. 80. 70. 50. BO0. -70. "'50. 
CO. 50. -70. LOO. 60. -5C. 110. -60. -70, t0o, 4D. 60, Rol, 50. 60. 
8O. -30. 70. 00 70. -20. 83. 10. 70. Rol 50. 70. 80. -60. 40. 
B0O.--50. 60. 80. '-70, -SO." BU. -TO. -40. so, 60. 60. 70." 70. 70 
PO. -40. -70, 80. -20, -70. 80. -60. * O. R6. ;50. 10. 80. -30. -30.
70. -70. -40. Loo. 70. SO. 70. -70. -50. ROl So. 60. SO. -6D. -50. 80, -50. -40. 80. 50. -40. Rol. 10. -60. 80. 40. 50. go.," go. -8.70. 70. -50, 80. 70. -40. 80. *10. -50. so, To. 0. 80. 40. -20. 
Be. 70. 10. 80. -60. 70. too. TO. -70. 100, 60o 70. 60. 70. 60. 
CO. -'70. -70, 80. 70. 2C. 100. -70. -40. 80. To. ;0. 80. 70. -70. 
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Table D,2. Computed Values of the Elments 15 
Tk Element 
Seconds Zi1 1 1 
1.30 
1.35 
1.40 
1.45 
1.50 
1.55 
1.60 
1.65 
1.70 
1.75 
1.80 
1.85 
1.90 
1.95 
2.00 
2.05 
2.10 
2.20 
2.30 
2.40 
2.50 
..60 
2.70 
2.80 
2.90 
"5.00 
3.10 
3.20 
3.30 
3.40 
3.50 
3.60 
3.70 
3.80 
3.90 
4.00 
4.10 
4.20 
4.30 
4.40 
4.50 
4.60 
4.70 
4.80 
4.90 
5.00 
5.10 
5.20 
5.30 
5.40 
5.50 
5.60 
5.70 
5.80 
5.90 
6.,0 
6.30 
6.50 
r-
0.25036E 06 
0.14680E 06 
0.12134E 06 
0.99307E 05 
0.73476E 05 
0.51035 05 
0.38174E n5 
0.30499E 05 
0.21490E 05 
0.16278E 05 
0.1306E 05 
0.12002E 05 
0.10009E n5 
0.84066E 04 
0.71050E 04 
0.57267E 04 
0.45933E 04 
0.30825E 04 
0.22756E 04 
0.16850£ n4 
0.13014E 04 
0.91369E 03 
0.66333E 03 
0.45783E 03 
0.28557E 03 
0.22252E 03 
0.19861E 03 
0.15965E 03 
0.10775E 03 
0.865286 02 
0.77660E 02 
3.63911E 02 
3.51842E 02 
3.417888 02 
2.33962EU02 
3.27251E 02 
).22305E 02 
3.18919 02 
1.15660E 02 
).12268E 02 
3.96849E 01 
).86623E 01 
).78483E 01 
).64484E 01 
).51162E 01 
).41456E 01 
).350378 01 
).30456E 01 
).26685E 01 
).23246E 01 
.20068E 01 
1.16900E 01 
1.13947E 01 
.11-381E 01 
1.93356E 0 
1.64057E 0 
.46356E 00 
1.38271E 00 
.30375E 00 
0.15712E 06 
0.97120E 05 
0.83826E 05 
0.70860E 05 
0.54020E 05 
0.38758E 05 
0.30121E 05 
0.24789E 05 
0.18106E 05 
0.14229E 05 
0.12424E 05 
0.11034E 05 
0.94071E 04 
0.80826E 04 
0.69993E 04 
0.57788E 04 
0.47390E 04 
0.33008E 04 
0.25345E 04 
0.196265 04 
0.15833E 04 
0.11580E 04 
0.88052E 03 
0.62919E 03 
0.40454E 03 
0.32905E 03 
0.30469E 03 
0.24903E 03 
0.17061E 03 
0.14710E 03 
0.13928E 03 
O.11693E 03 
0.96281 02 
0.78603E 02 
0.64690E 02 
0.52521 02 
0.43784E 02 
0.38224E 02 
0.32490E 02 
0.2592E 02 
0.21189E 02 
0.19776E 02 
0.18464k 02 
0.15487E 02 
0.12541E 02 
0.10363E 02 
0.88863E 01 
0.78073E 01 
0.69112E 01 
0.60952E 01 
0.52901E 01 
0.446166 01 
0.36856E 01 
0.299713 01 
0.24544E 01 
0.17062E or1 
0.12752E 01 
0.11146E 01 
0.90881E 00 
0.41343E 0! 
0.26856E 05 
0.24270E 05 
0.21199F 05 
0.16607E 05 
0.12266E 05 
0.99061E-04 
0.83907E 04 
0.63371E 04 
0.51639E 04 
0.46417E 04 
0.42060E 04 
0.36580E 04 
0.32086F 04 
0.28430E 04 
0.24005E 04 
0.20082E 04 
0.14437E 04 
0.11510E 04 
0.93280G 03 
0.78671E 03 
0.598033 03 
0.47576E 03 
0.35026E 03 
0.23022E 03 
0.19540E 03 
0.18810 03 
0.15583E O 
0.107305 G3 
0.10048 03 
0.10100E 03 
0.86575E 02 
0.72224E 02 
0.59579E 02 
0.49571 02 
0.40654E 02 
0.34465E 02 
0.31188E 02 
0.27448 02 
0.22429E 02 
0.18901E 02 
0.18073E 02 
0.17128E 02 
0.14583E 02 
0.11983E 02 
0.10046 02 
0.87218 01 
0.773531E 01 
0.69039E 01 
0.61336E 01 
0.536966 01 
0.45711E 01 
0.381736 01 
0.31515E 01 
0.26165 01 
0.18450r: 01 
0.13860E 01 
0.11682E 01 
0:92692 00" 
0-56945E 04 
0.38705E 04 
0.3704TE 04 
0.33727E 04 
0.27216 04 
0.20743E 04 
0.17640 04 
0.15465E 04 
0.12163E 04 
0.10280E 04 
0.94461E 03 
0.86446E 03 
0.75999E 03 
0.673981 03 
0.60601E 03 
0.52053E 03 
0.44140 03 
0.32247E 03 
0.26798E 03 
0.23522E 03 
0.21317E 03 
0.17250E 03 
0.14343E 03 
0.10667E 03 
0.70481E 02 
0.63122E 02 
0.63115E 02 
0.51694E 02 
0.35369E 02 
0.38321E 02 
0.41791E 02 
0.36127E 02 
0.30192E 02 
0.24834E 02 
0.20770E 02 
0.17142E 02 
0.14942E 02 
0.14106E 02 
0.12694E 02 
0.10344E 02 
0.93570E 01 
0.10036E 02 
0.10283E 02 
0.91362E 01 
0.77646E 01 
0.67161E 01 
0.59655E 01 
0.53715E 01 
0.48653E 01 
0.44086E 01 
0.3896LE 01 
0.33307E 01 
0.27963E 01 
0.23029E 01 
0.19208E 01 
0.14310E 01 
0.11671E 01 
0.1312 01 
0.98710E 00 
0.36726E 03 
0.25495E 03 
0.27165f 03 
0.26632E 03 
0.22258E 03 
0.17491E 03 
0.15965E 03 
0.14621E 03 
0.11870E 03 
0.10276E 03 
0.95610E 02 
0.87612E 02 
0.76966E 02 
0.68371E OZ 
0.62178E 02 
0.543121 02 
0.46631E 02 
0.34360E 02 
0.30157 02 
0.29229E 02 
0.28489E 02 
0.24352E 02 
0.20677E 02 
0.15273E 02 
0.99811E OL 
0.91905E 01 
0.93462E 01 
0.75309E 01 
0.50646E 01 
0.59722E 01 
0.67715E 01 
0.58933E 01 
0.49620E 01 
0.4078483 01 
0.33945E G1 
0.27975E 01 
0.24646E 01 
0.23447E 01 
0.21405E 01 
0.1791E 01 
0.15890 01 
0.17929E 01 
0.19203E 01 
0.1762E 01 
0.15293E O 
0.13460E 01 
0.12061E 01 
0.10815E 01 
0.9760E 00 
0.88475E 00 
0o75166E 00 
0.66604E 00 
0.55752E 00 
0.45882E 00 
0.38025E 00 
0.28550E 00 
0.23212E 00 
0.224183 00 
0.202273 00 
Table D2, (ont'd.) 
Tk Element 
seconar c11C1 0" 1 
6.9 0.22035F'O0 0.65892E 00 0.665i76 00 0.75051E 00 0.15854E 00 
7.1 
 0.15600E n0 0.46026E 00 0.46256E 0O 0.54698E 00 0.11859E OD
 
7.1 0.11917E 00 0U35427E 00 0.33733E 00 0.44097E 00 0.97390E-01 
7.5 0.97880E-01 0.30196C O 0.25454F 00 0.3)173C 00 0.S470E-01
 
7.7 0.82350E-01 0.26541E 00 0.19617E 00 0.34885E 00 0.7-930E-01 
7.) 0.708TOE-01 0.23745E 00 0.15431F 00 0.30996E 00 0.71550E-01 
8.1 0.64460E-01 0.22549E 00 0.I225OF 00 o.2315E 00 0.68290E-0 
a.$ 0.61660E-01 0.22272E 00 O. "B lo1-O 0-2:8651E 00 0.676806-01 
13.5 0.61270E-ol 0.23009E 00 0.81660E-01 0.289206 G0 0.693706-01 
8.1 0.65300E-l1 0.25616E 00 0,67380t-0 0.31413E 00 0.76150E-01 
Rl0.687S0-01 0.27418E 00 0.5335o6-01 0.12411E 00 0.798706-01 
9.1 0.65240E-1 0.26167E 00 0.40350-01 0.29430E 00 0.736501-01 
9.3 
 0.57710E-01 0.233756 00 0.32400-01 0.24748E 00 01621606-01
 
9.5 0.50320E-01 0.20559E 0 O.2zCOOE-Oi 0.20233i 00 0.503tOE-01
 
9. 0.44780E-01 0.184 E O 0.2o1980-0l 0.16457E 00 0.40230E-01 
9.9 0.411706-01 0.17259E 00 0,29450E-01 0.13810E O0 0.328106-01 
10.1 0.3821D0-0l 0.16566E 00 0.352Wu6-o 0.12006E 00 0.275406-01
 
10.3 0.35M70E-01 0.15993E 00 0.43fLo6-o1 0.108238 00 0.24240E-01 
10.5 0.329506-01 0.15677E O0 0.51ZOtE-0t 0.10318E 00 0.23220E-01 
10.7 0.322501-n1 0.15776E 00 0.59201E-01 0.104796 00 0.240606-01 
10.9 0.310i-01 0.15956E 00 0.66390E-u1 0.10994E 00 0.257106-01 
U1.1 0.313306-01 U.16297E 00 O.?35706-01 0.1162a6 00 0.26770E-01 
11.3 0.310206-ni 0.16471E 00 0.8206o6-01 0.12263E 00 0.282106-01
 
11.5 0.30460E-01 0.16560E 00 
 0.544OF-0l 0.12941E 00 0.301606-01 
II.1 0.294006E-1 0.16331E 00 0.472oF-01 0.133833 00 0.31440E-01 
11.9 0.280106-01 0.15aOIE 00 0.d30706-o1 0.13567F 00 0.32060E-01 
IZ.1 0.265206-01 0.15228E 00 0.Ul~boE-01 0.13675E 00 0.32420E-01 
12.3 0.Z51006-A1 0.14787E 00 0.AG0000-0l 0.1389F3 00 0.32840e-01
 
12.5 
 0.241506-f1 0.14563E 00 0.70?noE-o 0.14324E 00 0.336506-01
 
12.7 0.231106-01 
 0.14130f 00 0.766906-01 0.144800 00 0.340606-01
 
12.9 0.22130E-01 0.13606E 00 0.72130E-0l 0.14449E 00 0.34120E-01 
13.1 0.205606-01 0.12879E 00 0.o534UE-01 0.14057E 00 0.335306-01 
13.3, 0.194106-01 0.12236E 00 0.5885OF-ul 0.13716E 00 0.329006-01 
I.5 0.183706-01 0.11670F 00 0.5 5506-01 0.133806 00 0.321906-01 
13.7 0.17A70E-I 0.11149E 00 0.4631UE-01 U.129816 00 0.31270E-01
 
13.9 0.165706-0l 0.10606E 00 0.395606-01 
 0.1 465C 00 0.30150E-01
 
14.1 0.155206-ol 0.10001E 00 0.32!506-01 0.I18 86 00 0.2880E-01
 
14.S 0.14340E-ni 0.94.130E-01 0.248506-01 0.I1|94E 00 0.27550E-01
 
14.5 0.134106-01 0.89b706-01 0.19770E-01 (1.10583E 00 0.26 206-01 
14.7 0.126806-01 0.06390E-01 0.1680 -01 0.9850-01 0.24860E-01 
14.9 0.12070E-ol 0.83370E-01 0.14t52U-Ul 0.94030E-01 0.23570E-01
 
15.1 
 0.114506-01 0.80210E-01 0.11430E-01 0.88290E-01 0.214706-01
 
15.s 0.10860E--1 0.76920E-01 0.1o4buE-uI 0.81710E-Ol 0.20370E-01
 
15.5 0.102806-nl 0.73660E-01 0.9450UE-02 0.75110E-01 0.188406-01
 
iS.? 
 0.975008-02 0.70750E-01 0.A5400C-02 0.c94906-01 0.17530~-01 
S.. 0.924006-0 0.682106-01 0.7q700F-02 0.643806-01 0.16310&-01 
16.1 u.88170-fl2 0.66120E-01 0.772006-02 0.60450E-01 0.1,5360E-01
1G.3 0.850006-0Z U.643906-01 0.80200E-02 0.t130ae-o1 0.144606-01
 
1&.5 0.822006-02 0.630706-01 0 006-OZ 0.54620E-01 0.135706-01
 
14.7 0.793001-2 0.618506-01 0 .1001F-o1 0.5) 0.128b06-011706-0I 

14.4 0.775006-02 0.61070E-01 0.i111706-01 0.51820C-01 0.125906-01 
11.L 0.750006-02 0.601106-01 0.11400F-01 0.508803-01 0.123306-01 
17.3 0.729006-02 0,591806-01 0.14850-01 0.502'10-01 0.122106-01
 
17.1 0.70100F-02 u.57950E-01 0.I05bE-u1 S.4550E-01 0.12120E-0L 
1.? 0.675006-n2 0.567406-01 0.171 ut:-Ol 0.49130-01 0.12090E-01 
1. 0o.66000E-A2 0.556506-01 0.f79qae-ol 0-497703--01 0.121406-01 
19.1 0.646006-02 0.55080E-01 0.19470E-01 0. t 720E-0i 0.J12246-O-
1.S 0.630006-02 0.542806-01 0.1f330F-01 0.517706-01 0.12906-01
 
t8.- 0.606006-02 0.53140E-01 0.191606-01 o.5,2106-0t 0.1250E-01
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Table D3. Computed Values of the Elements ^22 -T33 
TM 
1 1532 
EMement 
22 
1.30 
1.35 
1.40 
1.45 
D.)01134 06 
0.66442E 05 
0.59664E n5 
0.51962E 05 
0.27597E 05 
0.191578 05 
0.17924E 05 
0.16075r 05 
0.39670E 04 
0.29043E 04 
0.28518F 04 
0.2661qE 04 
0.2712LE 03 
0.2066GE 03 
0.222206 03 
0.219966 03 
0.78513E 0, 
0.58164b 64 
0.56353E 04 
0.51335E 04 
1.50 
1,55 
1.60 
1.65 
t.70 
0.40811E 05 
0.30287E 05 
0.244256 n5 
0.20658E 05 
0.15647E 05 
0.12970E 05 
0.99224E 04 
0.029706 04 
0.72006E 04 
0.564052 04 
0.22087E 04 
0.17434F U4 
0.152o8E 04 
0.1365F Of 
0.11104F 04 
0.SRItE 03 
0.15280E 03 
0.142176 03 
0.13187E 03 
0.11019E 03 
0.4298F 04 
0.3371BE 04 
0.29321E 04 
0.26022E 04 
0.21083E 04 
1.75 
L. O 
1.85 
1.9o 
I.i5 
2.00 
2.05 
0.12752 05 
0.11439E 05 
0.10364E 05 
U.90291E 04 
0.79302E 04 
0.10299E 04 
0.59467E P4 
0.47644E 04 
0.43921E 04 
0,40556E 04 
0.36039E 04 
0.32292E 04 
0.29264E 04 
0.25325E 04 
0.97278E 03 
O.)ITA6E 03 
0.85800E 03 
U.1725/F 03 
0.10065E 03 
0.64457E 03 
O.t,643E 03 
0.98931E 02 
0.147802 02 
0.A405hE 02 
0.8049E 02 
0.73222E 02 
0.68174E 02 
0.61223E 02 
0.184532 04 
U.17454E 04 
0.16415E U4 
0,14882L 011 
0.13599f 04 
0.1Z587E 04 
0.I11512 04 
2.10 
2.20 
0.49880E 04 
0.36084E 04 
0.216842 04 
0.16208E 04 
1.49408L 03 
0.7643E 03 
0.5961Z 02 
t.0,1622E 02 
0.91556E 03 
0.75474 F 0 
2.40 
0.83020800E 04 
0.233 36 04 
0.13415E 04 
0.11359E 04 
0.32473E 05 
0.2*?790 03 
0.37852E 02 
0.302Z5e 02 
0.64670E 03 
0.57119E 03 
2.50 0.10634E 04 0.9974M2 03 0.28046C 03 0.3"503E 02 0.52114 03 
2.60 
2.70 
2.80 
2.90 
3.00 
0.149726 n4 
0.1i922E 04 
0.88017E 03 
0.5h791E n3 
0.49860e 03 
0.79050E 03 
0.65826C 03 
0.50326E 03 
0.34429E 03 
0.30405i 03 
0.216612 05 
0.20424E 03 
0.160l1E 03 
0.11131E 03 
0.1033bE 03 
0.44222E 0Z 
0.30476E 02 
0.23608E 02 
0.1634LE 02 
0.15534E 02 
0.42493E 03 
0.373 6E 03 
0.29540E 03 
0.20934E 03 
0.19 04E 03 
3.10 
3.20 
0.47689E 03 
0.3v5862 63 
0.30069E 03 
0.25264E 03 
0.10530E 03 
0.87315E 02 
0.15991E 02 
0.13034E 02 
0.19514E 03 
0.16590E 03 
1.30 
3.40 
3.50 
3.60 
3.70 
3.80 
3.90 
4.C0 
4.10 
0.27623F 03 
0.25573E 03 
0.2542&E 03 
0.21136 03 
0.18 u96 03 
0.153686 03 
0.12569r-03 
0.10s35E 03 
O.81766E 02 
0.17783E 03 
0.1781L 03 
0.18678E 03 
0.16311E 03 
0.13820E 03 
0.11557E 03 
0.97445e 02 
0.80939F 02 
0.69837E 02 
0.6154a6 02 
0.71593F 02 
0.81010E 02 
0.714436 02 
0.607422 0 
0.5070tE 02 
0.42474F 02 
0.35856E 02 
0.31743F 02 
0.9030 01 
0.11474 02 
0.13441E O 
0.i1362 02 
0.10219E Q2 
0.852q98 01 
0.7199nb 01 
0600362 DL 
0.535512 01 
O.1342E 03 
0.12753 03 
0.i3997 03 
0.i1270 03 
0.10720E 03 
0.907o8t 02 
0.77497C 02 
0.6516GE 02 
0.57 096 02 
4.20 
4.30 
0.707196 02 
0.60723E 02 
0.64808E 02 
0.5W378f 02 
0.-0656E 02 
0.28 54C 02 
0.52042F 0! 
0.4t3637? 01 
O.i480k 0 
0.5109LE 02 
4.40 0.55905E 02 0.485536 02 0.235311 02 0.40408d 01 0.436006 02 
4.50 
1.60 
0.47486E 02 
0.46 60 OZ 
0.42332 
0.4Z0 356 
02 
Ot 
0.223346 02 
0.249006 02 
0.39087E 01 
0.45?806 01 
0.39105E 02 
0.39514F 02 
4.10 
4.60 
0.44463L 
0.381126 
02 
02 
0.40891E 02 
0.35484E 02 
0.26081F 02 
0.23622E 02 
0.4984S5E 01 
0.46486E 01 
0,38901 
0.343186 
02 
0? 
.190 0.31559E 02 0,29723E 02 0.20506E oz 0.411 26 0L 0.22919E 02 
5.00 
5.10 
0.26636E 02 
0.23215E 02 
0.253642E 02 
0.22314C 02 
0.18087E 02 
0.16301F oz 
0,36a59 
0.33499E 
01 
01 
0.25;10E 02 
0.22?03E OP 
5.20 
5.30 
5.40 
5.50 
5.60 
5.70 
0.20656C 02 
0.18516E 02 
0.16567E 02 
0.14497E 02 
0.12405C n2 
0.10234E AZ 
0.20000E 02 
U,18041E 02 
0.6224E 02 
0.142188 02 
0.12192E 02 
0.10195E 02 
0.143'E 02 
0.ijSt4E 02 
0.124q9E 02 
0.11066E 02 
0.950246 01 
0.80154E 01 
0.30355C DI 
O.Z7681E 01 
0.2530E 01 
0.2 5642 01 
0,03216 01 
0.63056 D1 
0.aokli 02 
0.18812E 02 
0.17110 02 
0.152t36 02 
0,13248E 02 
0.11306E 02 
4.60 
5.90 
6.10 
6.0 
0.637916 01 
0.69245C 01 
0150114E 01 
0.3948E a1 
0.840586 01 
0.69793F 01 
0.498116 01 
0."667E 01 
0.66296F 01 
0.55756 01 
0.427406 01 
0.367tilh o 
0.1-448E 01 
0.112262 01 
0.876o0O 00 
0.75032C 00 
0.95680E 01 
0.81606E 01 
0.61227a 01 
0.494056 01 
6.50 
6.7 
0.31373E 
0.32147F 
01 
01 
0.34374k 01 
0.28002E 01 
0,375426 
0,381376 
01 
01 
0,77q466 
0.713022 
00 
00 
0.43515E 01 
0.36054E 01 
242
 
Table D.3, cn'0
 
7 t A 1.4 0. 14 161E 01 t I,IF oil 0.4 502 IE 00 0.2'1417b 01i O.Ill 

7.3 C:.154 1ItE A[I .10726C 01 0. 1 ,'T toUL o}.I51,S Ol0 . 17 MZ2E 01 
1.5 0.1421,4C 01 U. at 0 IE 00 ,LStilluli, 01 0. 36640E 00 0. 14240E RI! 
7.q a. I 05VE A I I). &5, 8 l O0 0.I14?1: (11 0. 3ogiz 00 0. 10663E 0! 
C. 12492f At 0.59118E cc 1).14"1i-5 III 0.33745E 00 0.93772E 00 ! 

0.1Ol316E A I 0.5 824E 011 6.1it Il-- ) 0. 1459 E 00 0.84045E 0a 
11.5 41.1~U335u ni .4900712 00 9 .1-9)11111 "1 0.361,926 00 0.76463E O0 
r..'7 0,141tZE 01 o .42881E 00 0. 16114F 01 0, 04PIE 00 U.71034t (00 
8.9 0.1443if. 01 0.36Z5815 01) 0.hIo,5t 01 V. 4060,IE 00 0.67,03ge 0 
.. 0..3407E 01. 0 .31450E 00 0. 1 1)1. 0. 3o271E.00 U.&5020 03 
• , .12839C 01 0.28484E 00 o. IJO7, 01 0. 3432(,E ())0 .O640~gE00 
',,5 0.11894E (1 0 .27 154E 00 ).1214h III D. All2(E Ou o.63-,76E 0 
9.I1 .11197f At 0.274 12E 00 0. lvq4t E 01 O.zob423CO0 0.64242E 03 
lo. I o}.10qq1E (71 0.aO741E 00 A. J5 nje 01. 0 .2271E Do2 0.64515E 00 
Ili.Jj .1U997L 1.A 634366E 00 6.9 5W& E (10 1).ZZ355E 00 0.65121E 05 
10 0,11183f no G. 3T4,24E 00 0.1511,1.Z (10 0. 22o t6e 00 0.65215i: 0u 
1)./ it.It 33I c 01 0.39679E 00 4). -'Ib1E OU O.e319lE .00 0.6504LE 3) 
11,.' 
11.1 
A. 115,09C O)I 
0.11150 g.At 
.421OOV On 
u.4515qC 00 
0 -$gqI 
0.10244f 
00 
01 
U. 37{hde 00 
C.Z4450L 00 
0.65278V"Oa 
.6&2hi: o') 
11.3 O.1191Of ni Q.47 3 t IE 00 1).i 05-13i Ul V..; 511 7F O0 0.61VJESE 03 
SI.i 
11.7 
"'o.12D727f(i 
0.12024t i 01 
0 .q87 3 IE0 
J.47991E 0U 
0. 10-924E -1)1 
0.11(11149 = vi 
A. 26 0 E 00 
0.2677JE o 
A. 67748L '33 
0.67264E O0 
tIi+. 1 .11 113C 0%1 OA4t,23F GO 0t LlI i 0 )01 O.700iE 0O 0.6668IL: 00 
12.1 0 .11,68of A 0.45805E 0 0 11 it W 01 A. 27261IC O0 0.662112F AD 
12.5 0.11649F 01 0.46122E 00 0.1iz 7E Ul 0,21711g 00 0l.66516E TO 
U2.:t I. Iu1E I£ i. 4.6650E 00 1).1.1 7sKr 61 0.2824.1E 11O0 .67096!; ul) 
12.7 0 .1 1"94k 6+ 1O.451,37E (10 o'.! Iizl t)I 0.28191E 0 0.b66070E: 03' 
I Z. ) A+.1.128f n1 0.4?679E 00 0.11575E I Ol 0[7t54E OU 0. 430'4t Dfl 
15.1 v.tO719F 'At 03.39659C OtU 0.11~f2, (IIl .itI ?.-)k00 0,6126t5 D)l 
11. 0121 46I!5E1 00 0-1011bl it, U.26560E lo A.57475i/S 031 
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I. 1 
0/.99136E .00 
.9)555 E-oO 
t).32851E OC 
0.29581C 00 
0.106tsE 0 1 
0. 1(,1E6f -
0.25,)Z6E (0 
0)..? 0shE nO, 
0+.q593E (to 
O1It oj 
13.'V.i O.19no0 .260)49E 00 .,91 3E VO 0.24148& 00 0.47541, O0 
14.1 0.88177E 00 0.220476 OC O .-J!'PAI no] 0.23I>8F 00) 0.4371VE 03 
14. 3 (5.F ,57 e no 11.18 3 a E 00 o.2lil (1.01267 F 00 0.402t1IK ')U 
14.5 0 1 It4 56 no 0.16466C 00 (o.' oIs0 1tt)l 0 .2415%E 00 ().S I)') 
J' . 0.42 1 2E no 0.157946 00 O .'s3*1 0 0. 1,4"e0 0 0. 3 6 9!; ?!; Y 
13. 1 0}.711285E no 0.14822E 00 .R}i51 I t oU. e(21i:I O0 0.35649E U9+ 
Is. 3 
IS.,) 
ji'.r 
15.U1t. 
0.77310t no 
(,152184 An 
C.731,Tbf no 
7?Zo2r no 
1).14b( F o 
0.14221E 00 
U.13743E 010 
1).1 3Z2 E Oq 
0 t. 1 10 4 00 
O.?7-01IF 00 
0.72 ,3 0+0 
0 O ('€?p it() 
o. I')45i'f On 
0.1115701 00 
U. I7904E O0 
ki.7321E I;0 
0. 55(1-o' 01 
0l.3551st 01) 
0.MI751)£ 
u,35583E A U 
16.1 17 13'19 1. 0 0.12002t; rio ").'.{5 - (in I toe k OU 0.35303, DD 
(I..0?t 6Cno 
0.7%,,4L4[6 DO 
0.,41.R 00[O t 
0.12340E 100 
o.1274,3F 00 
i+4+g./ 12700t: t: 
').t4*75t L Oo 
0.hb oJ{" 011 
(g, , .L O 
Ann/$O 
(1.Lt)55 it DO 
.10}l4f,Tf" 00 
0. 15541£ O0 
ula"Iol1 1 
fl.3426?f On) 
11++l.69)4M 1 o ) 
0. WO.."4 1C 00 
0 . 1320}4} 
0. 135 tOr. 
dO, 
0{U 
L't+&.' 
3 .fit)2 
Oil 
i+,) 
o. I,-.+'+oI, 0 
0. 1+67 , 00 
O~0.+5{ 0 ,1 
0.33401,, W) 
t73 
17.l1 
).o',4Ur nO 
A(.6 11-111 no 
0.4509t no 
0. ifw 6F 
t..I "911 r 
q). 15172F 
ot0 
OO 
00 
tt< 
q 
12 1) 
L11it E 
OU 
in, 
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I+O~h t' 
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OO 0. 3 3,3145f 
GO U j2T 71L 
or)4R)G0. V;[O0 . o/f 
(ID 
0 
0." 
17. 11{.6.c0891Ino 
,I!.t0.&GIZ{4E 00 
i+t.I lI,! 173[c 0 
q.*rI, .65311L no 
0 .16151r. OC 
0. 16.l3'<f 6 
A.16040F 00 
A 11114771.+ An 
Ol.t'iJ'rI 'N}';'"9s1 
1 -) ),iGt ilO 
fl,'WIOE OtU 1).lto3021-
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Table D.4- Compmted Values of the Elements I534 A5 
Tk B ernt 
1.30 0.11932E 04 0.87543E 02 0.19812 03 0.16247E 02 O.L7970E 01 
1.35 
1.40 
0.94168E 03 
O.95179E 03 
0.72678E 02 
0.78888E 02 
0,16849F 03 
0.17571E 03 
0.14680E 02 
0.1610"E 02 
0.17560E 01 
0.1939OE 0t 
1.45 0.90287E 03 0.78711E 02 0.17047E 03 0.16196E 02 0.19490E OL 
1.50 0,76773E 03 0.68653E 02 0,14823E 03 0.14337E 02 0.171908 01 
1.55 0.62543E 03 0.57370E 02 0.12446E 03 0.12294E 02 0.14900 OL 
1.60 0.56276e 03 0.54266E 02 0.1154RE 03 0.11931E 02 0.14530E 01 
1.65 0.51193E 03 0.50853E 02 0.106976 03 0.11194E 02 0.13860E 01 
1.70 0.429359 03 0.43587E 02 0.92463E 02 0.98200E 01 0.12260E 01 
1.75 0.389956 03 0.40611E 02 0.97591E 02 0.95970E 01 0.12790E O 
1.80 0.37821E 03 0.40128E 02 0.e7907E 02 0.99061E 01 0.14160E 01 
1.85 0.36116E 03 0.38685E 02 0.86096E 02 0.98930E 01 0,14925C 01 
1.90 0.33278E 03 0.35904E 02 0.$1372E 02 0.95020E 01 0.14982E 01 
1.95 
2,0 
0.308186 03 
O,28966E 03 
0.33440E 02 
0.31824r 02 
0.7686E 02 
0.73676E 02 
0.q0754E 01 
0.88361E 01 
0.14736E 01 
0.14740E 01 
2.05 0.26187E 03 0.29336E 0 0468358E 02 0.83870E 01 0.14473k 01 
2.10 0.233006 03 0.26491E 02 0.o2223E 02 0.77732E 01 0.13012E L 
2.20 0.18644E 03 0.21285E 02 0.50877F 02 0.tA033E 01 0.12126E 01 
2.30 0.16439E 03 0.19947E 02 U.47255E 02 0.632316 01 0.12374E OL 
2.40 0.15702E 03 0.20855E 02 0.481739E 02 0.70616E 01 0.1498G 01 
2.50 0.15281E 03 0.21575E 02 0.50175E 02 0.76281E 01 0.17007E 01 
2.60 0,13360E 03 0.19797E 02 0.46473E 02 0.73519E 01 0.17429E 0' 
2.70 
2.80 
0.12162E 03 
0.98184E 02 
0;18393E 02 
0.14846E 0 
0.44633E 02 
0,37510E 02 
0.72234E 01 
0.61342E 01 
0.18149E 01 
0.1595E 01 
?.40 0.71266E 02 0.10781e 02 0.28641E 02 0.47416E 01 0.12470o 01 
3.00 0;68329E 02 0.10525E'02 0.28471E 02 0.47598E 01 0.12,27V 01 
3.10 
.20 
0.70850E 02 
[.59327E 02 
0.10963E 02 
0.90131E 01 
0.29693E 02 
0.24565E 02 
0.49443E 01 
0.40271E 01 
0.127406 01 
0.102672 01 
1.30 2.42623E 02 0.64175E 01 0.1828)E 02 0.30119E 01 0.8415E 00 
.40 3.52817E 02 0.85818E 01 0.26013E U2 0.45627E 01 O.14523E 01 
3.50 D,61634E 02 0.10345E 02 0.32113E 02 0.57527E 01 0.16397E 01 
3.60 
3.70 
3.55509E 02' 
3.47832C OZ 
69330E 01 
0.80984E 01 
0.Z931o2 0 
0.255436 02 
0.52923E 01 
0.46488E 01 
0,1718ze 01 
0.15Z916 01 
3.80 
.90 
3.40404E 02 
j.34624E-02 
0.68354E 01 
0.58290E 01 
0,21693C 02 
0.18683E 02 
0.39587E 01 
0.3399q6E 01 
0.129086 01 
0.11060E 01 
4.00 1.29226E 02 0.49076E 01 0.1578(E 02 0.28607E 01 0.94203E 03 
4.10 3.262229 02 0.44331E 01 0.14328E 02 0.25913E 01 0.877616 O0 
4.20 ).26013C 02 0.44156E'01 0.14612C 02 0.26358E 01 0.92387E 00 
4.30 .246346E 02 0.42316E 01 0.14197E 02 0.25923E 01 0.91444E 00 
4.40 )120)&7E02 .35923E 01 0.12441E 02 O.2269E6 01 0.63358E 00 
4.50 ),20188E*02 1.35018E 01 0.13258E 02 0.25027E 01 01'J69bE 01 
4.60 0.22624E 02 D.41042E 01 0.16333E oz 0.31970E 01 0.145282 01 
4.70 
4.80 
0.23830E 02 
0.217946 02 
).44896E 01 
3.422256 01 
0.18045F 02 
04171216 02 
0.36205E 01 
0.35086E 01 
0.1646 6 01 
0.18427E 01 
4.90 0.19397E 02 3.37662E 01 0.15560E u2 0.32345E 01 0.20t706 01 
5.00 0.16989E 02 1.33992E 01 0.143Z28 02 0.3014BE 01 0.22041E DI 
5.10 
5.20 
0.15435C 02 
0.14163F 02 
).3L1OE 01 
).284015 01 
0.13331C 02 
0.124206 02 
0.28268E 01 
0.26212E 01 
0.21836E 01 
0.19130E 01 
5.30 0.13060E 02 ).26083E 01 0.11604E 02 0.24423E 01 0.15322E 01 
5.40 
5.50 
0.12046E 02 
0.10797E 02 
).24050E 01 
).21533E 01 
0.10895E 02 
O.96784E 01 
0,22937E 01 
0,20786E 01 
0.12560E 01 
0.19607E 01 
5.60 0.934326 01 ).18553E 01 0.66614E 01 0.18200E 01 0.42379E 00 
5,0 0.79398E 01 ).15716E 01 O.750E 01 0.15807E 01 0.85074E 00 
5.80 
5.90 
0.66371E O1 
0.56130E 01 
).13067E 01 
1.10935E 1 
0.6302 01 
0,55141)E 01 
0.13423E 01 
0.11581e 01 
0.79044E 00 
0.'73643e 03 
6.10 0.42729E @1 1.83207E OC 0.4t031E 01 0.9fl143E 00 0.670D8C 00' 
5.30 0.3601e6 01 .698oE 0c 0.427406 01 0.9005a6 DO 0.58?11t 04 
6.50 0.35345E 01 L.692 8E O0 D.46326F 01 3.9,4204E 00 0.60647E 01 
6.10 0.308118 (1 1.60788E 00 3.4397'.t 01 3.94962E 00 0.60553E D) 
Table DA (cottd,) 
TkEeent 
Seconda %.k4C5 , 
6.9 0.23501E 01 0.47092E 00 0.36484E 01 0.81255E 00 0.59111E 0o 
7.1 0.17390E 01 0.35094E-00 0.29371E 01 0.67229E 00 0.56129E 00 
7.3 0.13958E 01 0.28245E 00 0.26207E 01 0.60721E 00 0.55682E 00 
7.5 0.11922e 01 0.24291E 00 0.25578E 01 0.59773E 00 0.58269E 00 
7.T 0.10413E 01 0.212426 00 0.24843E 01 0.5830 2 00 0.58089E 0 
7.9 0.91395E o0 0.18562E 00 0.23003E 01 0.55999E 00 0.56657E 00 
8.4 0.80705E o0 0,16390E 00 0.23849E 01 0.56433E 00 0.59669E 00 
8.3 0.71131S 00 0.14466E 00 0.24050E 01 0.57474E 00 0.64501E 00 
8.5 0.62280f o0 0.LZ629E 00 0.24496E 01 0.69119E 00 0.71759E 00 
8.7 0.52477E 00 0.10536E 00 0,25639E 01 0.62537E 00 0.83678E 00 
8.9 0.42589E O0 0.83710E-01 0.25330E 01 0.626666 00 0.92242E 60 
9.1 0.35439E 00 0,66670E-01 0.23241E O 0.58074E 00 0.94797E 00 
9.3 0.31044E 00 0,55210E-01 0.20687E 01 0,51758E 00 0.92510E 00 
9.5 0.28833E 00 0.47490E-01 0.18321E 01 0.45474E 00 0.BT792E 00 
9.7 0.28435E o 0.44650E-01 0.16265E 01 0.34778E 00 0.80512E 00 
9.9 0.28790E 00 0.45350E-01 0.14806E 01 0.35949E 00 0.137752 00 
.o'I 0.30834E 00 0.509902-Ol 0.13938E 01 0.33185E 00 0.66525E 00 
10.3 0.34235E 00 0.59560E-01 0.13647E 01 0.33077E 00 0.61,062E 00 
X0.5 0.37025E 00 0.666OOE-01 0.13780E OL 0.33404E 00 0.59207E or 
10.7 0.38757E 00 0.71220E-01 0.140l'E 01 0.33986E 00 0.60976E200 
10.9 0.40321E o 0,75190E-o1 0.14261E 01 0.34585E 00 0.658?6E 09 
U1, 0.42040E 00 0.78800E-OL 0.14560E'01 0.35 64E 00 0.72462E 00 
11.3 0.43446E 00 0.83040E-01 O;14933E 01 0.36353E 00 0.78445E 60 
Lt.5 0.44325E 00 0.861BOE-80 0.15Z32E 01 0,37076E 00 0.82714E 00 
LLI. 0.43540E 00 0,85050E-01 0.15395E O1 0.37527E 00 0.84429E 00 
LI.9* 0.42639E 00 6.832i0e-61 0.15547E 01 0.37932C 00 0.85719E 00­
.2.1 0.42726E 00 0.8371OE-01 0.15697E O 0.38273E 00 O.s4glfE 00 
12.5 0.44341E 00 0,87400E-01 0.15932E 01 0.38720f 00 0.81300E 00 
.2.5 0.46802E 00 0.92960E-01 0.16228E 01 0.39251E 00 0.734TE 00 
.2.7 0.47205E 0 0.94150E-01 0.162912 01 0.39333E 00 0.68125E 00 
,2.9 0.46055E 00 0,91770E-01 0.16150E 01 0.39018E 00 0.65343E 00 
3.1 0.44248E O0 0.87840E-01 0.15806E 01 0.38419E O 0.65578E 0&' 
3.3 0.41992E 00 0.02650E-01 0.15676E 01 0.38074E 00 0.67752E 00 
3.5 0.39622E 00 0.774802-0l 0.15477E 01 0.3769e 00 0o.70555E 00 
3.7 0.36141E-br 0.T1370e-01 0.15158E 01 -0.36816E 06 0.72337E 00" 
3.9 0.33019E 00 0.6346E-O 0.14726E 01 0.35793E 00 0.73186E 00 
4.1 0.28432E 00 0.53390E-01 0.14289E 01 0.34832E 00 0.73714E 00 
4.3 "0.23983E ad0 0,43440E-01 0.14031E 01 0.3434TE 00 0:73932E 0o6 
4.5 0.21087E 00 0.36860E-01 0.13718E 01 0.33655E 00 0.71181E 00 
4.7 0.19337E 00 0.32720E-01 0.13240E 01 0.32474E 00 0.65975E 00 
4.9 b.1797iE 00' 0.29530E-01 0.12762E 01 0.31322E 06 0.622766 00 
5.1 0.16300E 00 0.257502-01 0.12351E 01 0,30372E 00 0.61637E 00 
5.3 0.15217E 00 0.23230E-01 0.11734E 01 0.28902E 00 0.61548E 00 
5.5 0.14357E 00 02t140E-01 0.11083t 01 0.27356E 00 -0.6170E06" 
-5.7 0.136212 00 0.193502-01 0.10573E 01 0.26144E 00 0.61652E 00 
15.9 0.1-310E 00 0.17860E-01 0.10i20E 01 0.25051E 00 0.61916E 00 
16.1 ,12655E 00 0.16830e-01 0.98520E O 0.24412E 00 0.62%21E'o0 
16.3 0.12797E 00 0.1?200E-Ol 0.96529E 00 0.23900e 00 0.60926B 00 
16.5 0.13571E 00 0,19370E-01 0.95571E 00 0,235966 00 0.592912 00 
16.1 0.13861E 00 0.20380E-01 0:95579C 00 0,23548E 00 0;581695 O0 
16.9 0.14527E 00 0.22360E-01 0.95577E 00 0.235182 00 0.59072E 00 
17.1 0.14027E 00 0.23290E-01 0.95408E 00 0.23480E 00 0.61965E 00 
't7.3 0.15124E 00 0.23880E-01 'O.95161E 00 0.234486 00 0.66561E 00 
17.5 0.15285E 00 0.24300E-0 0.94686E 00 0.23251E 00 0.71908E 00 
17.17 0.15442E 00 0.24930E-01 0.9423E 00 0.23128E 00 0.78689B 00 
-7;9 '0.16156E 00' 0.26850E-01 0.45142E 00 0,233522 00 10A895F O0 
18.1 0.16256E no 0.27120E-01 0.96213C 00 0.23631E 00 0.98003E 00 
18.3 
18-5" 
0.15986E 00 
"016D 06-
04266002-01 
0-.2830E-01 
0.97774E 00 
6.97687C 00 ' 
0.23919f 00 
0,240289' 00 
0.10b336 01 
oMi3los"WM 
Table D..$. Compited Values of the Elements 'c 1 
Eletwnt 
Seconas e 3 e 
1.10 0.25729E 06 0.16314E 06 0.43253E 05 0.59044E 04 0.35429E 03 
1.35 0.15287r 06 0.10241E 06 0.575E 05 0,40710E 04 0.24901E 03 
1.40 0.11882E 06 O.8L844E 05 0.23436E 05 0.34399E 04 0.22449E 03 
1.45 0.86145E 05 0.61705E 05 0.161761 05 0,276502 04 0.19295E 03 
1.50 0.62627E 05 0.45758E 05 0.13943E 05 0.21776E 04 0.1604SE 03 
1.55 0.43168F 05 0.32716E 05 0.16245F 05 0.16828E 04 0.13184E 03 
i.o 0.33071E 05 0.2A048t 05 0.R49372 04 0.146A42 04 0.12430E 03 
1.65 0.269591 n5 0.21738E 05 0.72143E o4 0.128326 04 0.11252E 03 
1.70 0.1854SE 05 0.15419 05 0.526252 04 0.95602 03 0.85128E 0 
1.75 0.13340b 05 0.114262 05 0.39961E 04 0.73790E 03 0.65804! 02 
1.80 0.10074E 05 0.886852 04 0.31733E 04 0.534472 03' 0.53179E 02 
1.35 0.797982 04 0.720851 04 0.26397E 04 0.503926 03 0.45846E 02 
1.0 0.67429E 04 0.62530E 04 0.2349oE 04 0.456440 03 0.420089 02 
1.95 0.59376E 04 0.56533E 04 0.2183 E 04 0.43139E 03 0.40101E 02 
2.00 0.52661E 04 0.515082 04 0.204652 04 0.41226E 03 0.38893E 02 
2.05 0.45520E 04 0.45614E"04 0,18572E 04 0.38131E 03 0.36662E 02 
2.10 0.38630E 04 0.39561E 04 0.164502 04 0.343602 03 0.33652[ 02 
2,20 0.27200E n4 0.290141 04 0.12529E 04 0.26959E 03 0.27168F 02 
2.30 0.1942S1 04 0.21747E 04 0.q85892 03 o.2525E 03 0.24215E 02 
2.40 
2.50 
0.141122 n4 
0.98629E 03 
0.16511E 04 
0.11992E 04 
0.792)2F u3 
0,93991 03 
0.189559 03 
0.14935E 03 
0.21715E 02 
0.17864E 02 
2.60 0.62111E 03 0.78443E 03 0.2f062E 03 0,10320E 03 0.12474E 02 
2.70 0.42711E 03 0.56070E 03 0.29403E 03 0.782682 02 0.95466E 01 
2.80 0.30866E 03 0.42212E 03 0.2308"E 0) 0,64190E 02 0.613212 01 
2.90 0.22863E 03 0.32539E 03 0.18478E 03 0.53969E 02 0.710682 01 
3.00 
3.10 
0.18000E (13 
0.15031F n3 
0.266302 03 
0.229802 03 
0.51013 03 
0.139q4e 03 
0.48268E 02 
0.44970E 02 
0.66166E 31 
0.63674E 01 
3.20 0.12102E 03 0.19069E 03 0.11939E 03 0.39667E 02 0.57076E 01 
3.30 0.96348E 02 0.15710E O 0,101t'jE 01 0.35309E 02 0.51937E 0t 
3.40 0.79584C 02 0.13468E 03 0.<04902 02 0.33057S 02 0.50160E 01 
3.50 0.67226E 02 0.11782E 03 0.82201E 02 0.315132 02 0.49301e 01 
3.60 0.54106E 02 0.96753C 02 0.68998*5 0Z 0.263285 02 0.40058E 01 
3,70 0.452872 02 0.830382 02 0.606272 0 0237796 02' 0.37041E DI 
3.00 0.37344E-OZ 0.70057E 02 0.52146E 2 0,20993t 02 0.33390E 01 
3.90 0.30602E 02 0.5804E 02 0.44B50F 02 0.18803E 02 0.30982E 01 
4.00 0.24730E f2 0.48673E 02 0.37656E 02 0.160888 02 0.26bbOE 01 
4.10 0.20514E 02 0.413281 02 0.32614E u2 0.143562 02 0.239916 01 
4.20 0.170232 02 0.351336 02 0.2838o U2 0.12868E 02 0.215972 01 
4.30 0.13446E 02 0.29465E 02 0.24355C 02 0.11334E 02 0.192612 01 
4.40 0.11210E 02 0.242021 02 0.203871 02 0.973102 01 0.166972 OL 
4,50 0.90413E O 0.20054E 02 0.17261E 02 0.86452E 01 0.15107E 01 
4.60 0.75644e 01 0.172652 02 0,15L812 uZ 0.80505E 01 0.14421E 01 
4.70 0.63151E 01 0.14796E 02 0.13 25E 02 0.738 22 01 0.134612 01 
4.80 0.52120E 04 0.1250BE 02 0.11435E D2 0.46177 01 0.12251E 01 
4.90 0.43Z79C at 0.10612E 02 0.98535E 01 0.5898&E 01 0.11069E 01 
5.00 0.3t013E 01 0.92292E 01 0.86844C 01 0.53333E 01 0.10124E 01 
5.10 0.31187E 01 0.79004E 01 0.75376E 01 0.47286E 04 0.90574E 00 
5.20 0.254135 a1 0.66031E 01 0.646192 01 0.41590E 01 0.804582 00 
5.30 O.Z17962 01 0.573642 01 0.56029E 01 0.17385E 01 0.T3224t 00 
5.40 0.18510C 01 0.497371 01 0.49042E 01 0.33957E 01 0.67442E 03 
5.50 0.159012 a1 0.43467E 01 0.43162E.01 0.30849E 01 0.6Z012 00 
5.60 0.13650E 01 0.37931E 01 0.37995E 01 0.279602 01 0.565882 03 
5.70 0.173942 01 0.46339E 01 0.46737E 0I 0.31668C 01 0.87543E 02 
5.80 
5.90 
0.10155E (1 
0.98886 o 
0.292262 01 
0,26036E 01 
0.29613P 01 
0.26498E 01 
0.23695E 01 
o.22110E 01 
0.48628E 02 
0.45420 00 
t.10 O.66103E 00 0.20223E 01 0.20615E 01 0.185252 01 0.38695E C0 
&,30 0.512902 00 0.16037C 01 0,16265C 01 0.I5693C 01 0.33196E 0D 
6.50 0.41598E 00 0.134282 01 0.13302 01 0.14087C 01 0.30117E 00 
Vo-1 0.32677E 00 0.10814k 01 0.10457E 01 0.12031E 01 0.25647E 00 
246 
Table D*5, (conrd,) 
Tk Elernt 
6.9 0.24483E 0 0.82607E 00 0.77806E 00 0.96270E 00 0.20955E o0 
7.1 
7.3, 
7.5 
7.7 
7.9 
8.1 
0.18252E c0 
0.13422E O 
0.11004E 00 
0,91150E-01 
0.790OE-01 
0.69570E-01 
0.62620E 00 
0.48309E 00 
0.39100E 00 
0.32950E 00 
0.29165E 00 
0.26306E 00 
0.5704$E 00 
0.42012E 00 
0.31237E 00 
0.23905E 00 
0.18675E 00 
0.14525E 00 
o.T79OE 00 
0.60426E 00 
0.502486 00 
0.429a3 00 
0.37888E 00 
0.31775E 00 
0.16743E 03 
0.13334kS 03 
0.1130E 03 
0.95290E-01 
0.84180E-01 
0.755406-01 
la. 
8.5 
8.7 
8.9 
9.1 
0,62150E-OL 
0.55940E-01 
0.50670E-01 
0.46430E-01, 
0.42870£-01 
0.24112E 00 
0.22367E 00 
0,20716E 00 
0.19407E 00 
0,18295E 00 
0.11404F 0 
0.885202-01 
0.704002-01 
0.57980F-0 
0.49630E-0l 
0.30329E 00 
0.27320E 00 
0.24336E 00 
0.21784E 00 
0.1950OE 00 
0.67900E-01 
0.61250E-01 
0.54790E-01 
0.49130E-OL 
0.44020E-01 
9.3 
9.5 
0.40040E-01 
0.379906-01 
0,17447E O 
0.16958E 00 
0.44850F-01 
0.433606-0l 
0.11595E 00 
0.16196E 00 
0.39630E-o 
0.362606-Ol 
9.7 0.359506-01 0.16383E 00 0.435oDE-O 0.14803E 00 0.32750E-01 
9.9 0.34220-nl 0.15910E 00 0.444401-01 0.13683E 00 0.29830E-01 
10.1 
10.3 
10.5 
10.? 
10.9 
11.1 
11.3 
11.5 
11.7 
11.9 
t2.L 
12.3 
12.5 
12.7 
12.9 
13.1 
13.3 
13.5 
13.7 
13.9 
14.1 
0.323OE-01 
0.31680E-01 
0.3073E-01 
0.29810E-01 
0.28930E-01 
0,28090E-01 
0.27 206-01 
0,263602-01 
0.25480E-nl 
0.24490E-01 
0234680E-01 
O.ZZ48E-01 
0.21520E-01 
0.20510E-01 
0.'19420E-01 
0.18190E-01 
0.17130E-01 
0.16200E-01 
0.1520E-01 
0.144206-01 
0.13590E-01 
0.15576E 00 
0.15310E 00 
0.15133E 00 
0.14920E 00 
0.14692E 00 
0,14468E 00 
0.14214E 00 
0.13990E 00 
0,13734E 00 
0.13430E 00 
U,13090E 00 
0.12165E 00 
0.124406 00 
0.12054E 00 
0.11585E 00 
O.11000E 00 
0.10518E 00 
0.10119F 00 
0.;68106-01 
0.92900E-01 
0.fan0E-01 
0.46260-0t 
0.49040E-01 
0.524006-01 
0.5587OL-01 
0.59090E-01 
0.61R0OE-Ol 
0.63550E-01 
0.&5420t-0l 
0.666206-01 
0.660106-01 
0.64900E-01 
0.6365OF-01 
0.619O4E-0 
0.5560E-o 
0.56061)E-01 
0.51750E-01 
0.47480E-01 
0.440506-01 
0.39950e-01 
0.159106-01 
0.3171')E-01 
o.12864E 00 
0.122896 00 
0.11970E 00 
0.11740E 00 
0.11611E 00 
0.1158I7 00 
(1.11632 00 
O.LLTISE 00 
0.118L5E 00 
0.11901e 00 
0.11955E, 00 
0.119906 00 
0.12025E 00 
0.11986E 00 
0.11803E 00 
0.11405E 00 
0.11136E 00 
0.19875E 00 
0.10530E 00 
0.101836 00 
0.97600E-01 
0.276206-0 
0.260506-01 
0.25140E-01 
0.244506-01 
0.23370E-01 
0.23750E-31 
0.23910E-Cl 
0.24 10E-01 
0.24690E-01 
0.25l40S-01 
0.2557D-01 
0.25950-01 
0.26310E-01 
0.26 40C-01 
0.26170E-01 
0.25400E-01 
0.24830E-01 
0.242806-01 
0.234006-01 
0.25106E-01 
0.21580E-0 
14.3 
14.5 
14.7 
0.129306-01 
0.1 2180-n 
0.11570E-0I 
0.85090E-ot 
0.82020E-01 
0.790106-01 
0.275if0E-0t 
0.24020E-01 
0.21OOE-01 
0.9340E-01 
0.99440E-01 
0.84750E-01 
0.20820E-01 
0,201006-01 
0.192006-01 
14.9 
15.1 
15.3 
15.5 
I.1 
i.9 
16.1 
16.3 
16.5 
I.1 
|6.9 
17.1 
17.1 
17.5 
17.7 
if. q 
13.1 
16.3 
19.5 
0.11002E-1 
0.10550E-l 
0.101O20E-01 
0.973006-02 
0.937002-02 
0.90q600E-02 
0.87500E-n2 
0.84700E-02 
0.823006-02 
0.799006-02 
O.00Toh-oz 
0.7560Ok-02 
0.736002-02 
0.717006-02 
0.6:d00E-02 
0.6700E-02 
0,659006-02 
0.6400oE-AZ 
0.62000E-02 
0.76630E-01 
0.745306-01 
0.72600E-01 
0.708O0E-0 
0.692306-01 
0.67840E-01 
0.66420E-ot 
0.6517OF-01 
U.64010E-01 
0.630406E-01 
0.61480-01 
O.bloaO-ol 
0.&0060E-01 
0.592306-01 
0.582202-01 
0.57230E-Ot 
0,5611OE-01 
0.55000E-0L 
0.53840E-ol 
0.18fHO-O 
o.11030E-01 
O.158ZOE-oI 
o.150O-01 
0.144q06-01 
0.1;290E-01 
0.14410-01 
0.14540 -01 
0.149206-ol 
0.15490E-01 
0.1870E-01 
0.16740E-u 
0o.17150b-Ot 
0.7t40SE-01 
o.17q20E-01 
U. L7flE-01 
4). /ThOE-0I 
t1474106-0l 
0.IleqQ-0l 
0.812201-01 
0.776106-01 
0.7j920E-DI 
0.0460E-01 
O.btOoE-ol 
0.64340E-01 
0.b16606-01 
0.59410E-01 
0.574,30E-01 
0.56250E-01 
0.54920E-0t 
0.542006-01 
0.533006-01 
0.52870E-01 
0.5237(1-01 
0.5191 -0.1 
0,51430E-01 
o.5s1(OE-Di 
0.50520E-01 
0.18550E-01 
0.11900E0l 
0.17170E-01 
0.16450e-01 
0.15700E-01 
0.15060C-01 
0.14360C-01 
D.13SOE-OL 
0.13340E-01 
0.1240E-01 
0.125209-01 
0.12270E-01 
0.12040E-0L 
0.1190E-01 
0.11040E-01 
0.11730C-01 
0.i1$&0E-01 
0.11550E-01 
0.11520E-01 
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Table D.6. Computed Values of t Eh 033fleients 022,-
k Elewnt 
1.30 0.106006 06 0.28973E 05 0.410546 04 0.25939E 03 3.82340E 04 
1.35 0.70630E n5 0.20437E 05 0.30468i 04 0.19964E 03 0.61882E 04 
Ii.O 0.57984E n5 0.17199E 05 0.26365E 04 0.18276E 03 0.53331E 04 
1.45 
1.50 
0.45071E 05 
0.3443E n5 
0.137612 05 
0.10804E 05 
0.21846E 04 
0.17704E 04' 
0,16097E 03 
0.13684E 03 
0.43949E 04 
0.35%736 04 
1.55 0.25566E 05 0.83097E 04 0.141852 04 0.11570E 03 0.28O782 04 
1.00 0.21108E 05 0.71114E 04 0.127022 04 0.110542 03 0.24979E 04 
1.65 0.179a9E 05 0.61749E 04 0.112552 04 0.10083E 03 0.220302 0.4 
1.70 0,13181E 05 0.46509E 04 O.868216 03 0.7A576 02 0.17108E 04 
1.75 0.10077E 05 0.36513E 04 0.69386E 03 0.632226 02 0.13832E 04 
1.80 0.80422E 04 0.298372 04 0.t7558F 03 0.52654E 02 0.11591f 04 
I.85 0.67041E 04 0.25444E 04 0.500118'03 0.46511E 02 0.10113E 04 
1.O 
1.95 
0.59605E 64 
0.55216C 04 
-0.2317gE 04 
0.22024E 0 4 
0.46431C 03 
0.14953E 03 
0.43818E 02 
0.,30262 02 
0.942956 03 
0.91116 03 
2.00 0.51591F 4 0.21132E 04 0.44062E 03 0.42958E 02 0.90195h 03 
2.05 0.46766E (4 0.1961SE O 0.41761E O3 0.41593E 02 0.85656E 03 
2.10 0.41438E 04 0.17743E 04 0.3848)6 03 0.390996 02 0.79384C 03 
2.20 
2.30 
0.31653 04 
0.24895E 04 
0.14071E 04 
0.11620E 04 
0.3154sE 03 
0.27708F 03 
0.33071E 02 
0,30985E 02 
0.652072 03 
0.56;60E 03 
2.40 0.19752E 04 0.962676 03 0.24347E 03 0.289302 02 0.48779E 03 
2.50 0.14924E n4 0.15478E 03 0.20019E 03 0,24831 02 0.39729E 03 
Z.60 0.10172k 04 0.53372E 03 0.14609t 03 0,18441E 02 0.29335E 03 
2.70 0.75806C 03 0.41355E 03 0.116 03 0.14961 . 02 0.23721E 03 
2.80 0.59502E 03 0.33772E 03 0.99962E 02 0.13298E 02 0.20162E 03 
2.90 0.47730E 03 0.281076 03 0.872626 02 0.12016E 02 0.17398E 03 
3.00 0.40527E n3 0.24707E 03 0.0317E 02 0.11452E 02 0.15179E 03 
3.10 0.36044E 03 0.22604E 03 0.?o4g/ 02 0.11197E 02 " 0.14782k 03 
3.20 
3.30 
0.30786E (3 
0.26247E 03 
0.19806E 03 
0.174126 04 
0.6)145E 02 
0.63423C 02 
U.IOZZE 02 
0.6066E 01 
0.13262E 03 
0.12006E 03 
3.40 0.232902 03 0.159986 03 0.61252P 02 0.95503r 01 0.1.131S 03 
3.50 0.21067E 13 0.14978E 03 0.60194F 02 0.9667Z2 01 0.109812 03 
3.60 0.17641E 03 0.12804E 03 0.51303E 02 0.80061C 01 0.95887F 02 
J.70 0.15515E 03 0.11510E 03 0.473852 02 0.755712 01 0.87996E 0Z 
3.80 
3.10 
4.00 
0.13392E 03 
0.11581E-O3 
0.97682E 02 
0.1011TE 03 
0.89304E 02 
0.76557E 02 
0.427302 0 
0.3)211f 02 
0.34318E 02 
0,41482F OL 
0.66204E 01 
0.58149E 01 
0.78773E 0 
0.70951E 0 
0.61898 02 
4.10 0.848946 02 0.67779E 02 0.312076 02 0.53403' 01 0.55a442 02 
4.20 0.34402 02 0.60324E 02 0.281052 02 0.49440E 01 0.503062 0 
4.30 0.635102 02 0.52930E 02 0.2589 1E? 0.44973E 01 0.45592k 0 
4.40 0.53374E 02 0.45268E 02 0.2 ?772 02 0.393HE 01 0.39780E 0 
4.50 0.455006 02 0.93357E 02 0.20*U41 02 0.37264E 01, 0.353472 02 
4.60 0.40347E 02 0.35546E 02 0.19)532 02 0.36512k 01 0.32563E 02 
4.70 0.35520E 02 0.31856E 02 0.181542 02 0,3490Th 01 0.Z97762 02 
4.80 U.30801E 02 0.28037f 02 0.172242 02 0.3Z5332 01 0.2t&98E OZ 
4.90 
5.00 
0.26739b n2 
0.23681E 02 
0.24648E 02 
0.220636 02 
0.15695 02 
0.14422F U2 
0.300U3) 01 
0,27881E 01 
0.2Sa72t 02 
0.21689E 02 
5.10 b.20639E n2 0.19447E 02 0.3003F 02 0.25364 01 0.194286 02 
5.20 0.17630E 02 0.16964E 02 0.11672F 02 0.22999e 01 0.17Z33E 02 
5.iO 0,15660E nZ 0.15009E 02 0.107156 02 0.21374E 01 0.15474E 02 
5.4o 0.13902E 0 0.13384E 02 0.193 01 0.20090E 01 0.134702 0 
5.50 0.12400E q 0.119792 O? 0.91972 01 0.178Th 01 0.1 6476 OZ 
5.60 0.110416 02 0.10687E 02 0.A47996 01 0.17447E 01 0.11415E 02 
5.70 0.12504E 02 0.12719E 02 0,8600iE 01 0.27984E 01 0.13479E 02 
.00 0.8"021E 01 0.86245E 01 0143672 01 0.15444E 01 0.94709C 01 
5.10 0.80853E 01 U.78422E 01 0.10529E 01 0.141172 01 0.8713D0 01 
6.10 0.657172 01 0.63048E 01 0.61217E 01 0.12982 01 0.716612 01 
6. 0 0.54394E AL 0.51278E 01 0.53504E 01 0.114962 01 0.59517C O 
6.40 0.47479E 01 0.433536 01 0.49564E 01 0,10702E 01 0.5095E 01 
t.70 0.3986 01 0.34414E 01 0.43571 01 0.94158E 00 0.41505e 01 
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Table D.6. (conttd.) 
Tk Element 
pecondas c22 02 c5 3 
6.9 
7.1 
0.31031E 01 
0.25490E 01 
0.266286 01 
0.20052E 01 
0.35949E 01 
0.29211E 01 
0.79303E 00 
0.65416E 00 
0.32311E 01 
0.259112 01 
7.3 0.20683E 01 0.15190E 01 0.2395LE 01 0.53563E 00 0.206986 01 
7.5 0.17721E 01 0.11811E 01 0.206816 01 0.46288L 00 0.16755E 01 
7.7 0.15651E 01 0.947115 00 0.18240E 01 0.40761E 00 0.13908E 01 
7.9 0.144206 01 0.78328E 00 0.16644E 01 0.37105E 00 0.11765C 01 
8.1 0.13523E n1 0.65322E 00 0.15387E 01 0.34421E 00 0.10084E 01 
8.3 
8.5 
0.12858E A1 
0.12364E a1 
0.55654E 00 
0.47570E 00 
0.14371 01 
0.13544E 01 
0.32121E 0 
0.30259E 00 
0,887685 03 
0.79682E 03 
8.1 0.11819E 01 0,41729E 00 0.12614E 01 0.2ul85E 00 0.73956E 00 
8.9 
9.1 
0.113915 n 
0.11019E -01 
0.378086 00 
0.33505 00 
0.1,1830E 01 
0.11112E 01 
0.26458E 00 
0.24856E 00 
0.70131E 00 
0.69293E 00 
9.3 
9.5 
0.10751 f1 
0.10649C 01 
0.34245E 00 
0.342616 00 
0.10528E 01 
0.10157c o 
0.23513E 00 
0.226076 '00 
0.69393E 03 
0.695086 00 
9.7 
9.9 
0,10486F 01 
0.10350E 01 
0,34812E 00 
0.35166C O0 
0,974966 0 
0.943296 00 
0.21507E 00 
0.20592E 0 
0.70269 DO0 
0.706776 00 
10.1 0.102686 01 0.35636E 00 0.92287E 00 0.199615 00 0.70683E 03 
10.3 0.101936 01 0.36274E 00 0.908806 00 0.19519E 00 0.70352E 0 
10.5 
10.7 
0.10149E 01 
0.10074E at 
0.36957E 00 
0.375996 00 
0.90316E 0o 
0.89846E 00 
0.13331E 00 
0.19154E 00 
0.696t66 00 
0.68506E 00 
10.9 
11.1 
0.9Cs 0 
0.98748E 00 
0.38006S 00 
0.38194E 00 
0.993800 on 
0.89085E 00 
o.is9qsE no 
0.18802E 00 
0.67146E 03 
0.65780E 00 
11.3 0.97592E 00 0.38079E 00 0188776 00 0.18752E 00 0.64453 0 
11.5 0.967786 00 0.37986E 00 0.88805E 00 0.18880E 00 0.634776 00 
11.7 0.95852e no 0.38156E 00 0.088916 00 0.19041E 00 0.629032 a0 
31.9 
12.1 
0.94099E 00 
0.93764E 00 
0,.372396 00 
0.36387E 00 
0.88941E 00 
0.88826E 00 
0.191856 00 
0.19335E 00 
0.620676 03 
0.61516T 00 
12.3 0.92862E 00 0.350845 00 0.88802E 00 0,19496C 00 0,61227E 00 
12.5 0.91914E no, 0.352575 00 0.88915E 00 0.19692E 00 0.609436 03 
12.7 0.90534f 00 0.34169E 00 0.88675E 00 0.l'1742E 00 0.60453E co 
12.9 0.885302 00 0.328345 00 0.874S96 OC 0.1954 2 00 0.59341E O0 
13.1 0.8560800 0.30783E 00 0.4925 00 0.19006E n0 0.58246E 03 
13.3 
13.5 
0.83337E 00 
0.81872E 00 
o.29053E 00 
0.27904E 00 
0.83445E 00 
0.82376r 00 
0.18634E 00 
0.18425E 00 
0.56585E 05 
0.54466E 00 
13.7 0.79925--00 0.26214E 00 0.80744f 00 0.17936E 00 0.52776E 00 
13.9 0.78178£ 00 0.24655E 00 0.79132C 00 0.17521E 00 0.50467E 02 
14.1 0.762226 A0 0.22807E 00 0.77056E 00 0.17022E,00 0.47899E 03 
14.3 
14.5 
0.7q358E 0O 
0.72406E 00 
0.20862E 00 
0.191925 00 
0.7500J6 00 
0.733066 00 
0.16604E 00 
0.16'43E 00 
0.45305E 00 
0.43046E 0 
14.7 0.71307E 00 0.177579 00 0.706456 00 0,158386 00 0.41242t 00 
14.9 0.70583E 00 0.17204E 00 0.69844E 00 '0.157912 00 0.40376E 03 
15.1 
15.3 
0,69802E AO 
0.69033F A0 
0,16474E 00 
0.16122E 00 
0.68555E 00 
0.6703&E 00 
0.15645E 00 
0.15406 00 
0.39173E 03 
0.38640L 0 
15.5 0.66297 00 0.154226 00 0.65546E 00 0.15152E 00 0.38420E 03 
15.7 0.61613E 00 0.15850E 00 0.64092E 00 0.14849E 00 0.3B4212 03 
15.9 0.670626 00 0,158946 00 0.6304 6 00 0,14602E 00 0.38431E O0 
16.1 
16.3 
0.664642 00 
0.65948E 0 
0,16109e 00 
0.161575 00 
0.61963E 00 
0.611906 00 
0,14284E 00 
0,A405E 00 
0.s8?985 00 
0.367012 0^ 
16.5 
16.7 
0.65346E 00 
0.650o06 00 
0.16314E 00 
0.16557E 00 
0,60557E 00 
0.40317E 00 
0.13878E 
0.13679 
o 
00 
0.39665E 00 
0.38480E 00 
16.9 
17.1 
'17.3 
0.645276 00 
0.64180E 00 
0.6361&6 30 
0.16554E 00 
0.169716 00 
0.16090E 00 
0,59840E 00 
0.59R36C 00' 
0,19393E 00 
0.13552E 00 
0.13504E 00 
0.13368E 00 
0.37897L 00 
0.37535E Da 
0.363366 03 
17.5 0.63216E 00 0.168216 00 0O.92772 00, 0.13335E 00 0.36219E 00 
17.7 
17.9 
0,626216 no 
0.62903E 00 
0.16619E 00 
0n26185E 00 
0.588971 00 
0.58490F 00 
0.13281E 00 
0.13189E 00 
0.35541E 00 
0.34E976 00 
18.1 
18.3 
isA 
0.61399E 00 
0,607476 nO 
0.599766 00 
0.158276 00 
0,15462E 00 
0.149832 00 
0.57939E 00 
0.574326 00 
0.56786E 00 
0.130976 00 
0.12967E 00 
0.12898E 00 
0.34,580E O 
0.34309E 03 
0.34058E 00 
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Table D.7, Compted Values of the Eleets 04 5 
Tk Element 
1.30 
1.35 
0.12264E 04 
0.97715E 03 
0,82683E 02 
0.69246E 02 
0.19396 03, 
0.1645E 03 
0.14946E 
0.13579E 
02 
2 
0.15240E 01 
0.1430E 01 
1.40 
1.45 
0.86,09E 03 
0.7365RE 03 
0.64261E 02 
0.57844E 02 
0.15324E 03 
0.13467F 03 
0.12757L 02 
0.11721E 02 
0.14190E OL 
0.132601 01 
1.50 0.61229E 03 0.50067C 02 0.11468e 03 0.10274E 02 0.11620E 01 
1.55 
1.60 
0.50692E 03 
0.46469E 03 
0.43397E 02 
0.4199 02 
0.98050C 02 
0.922971e 02 
0.90980E 01 
0.88780E 01 
0.10430E 01 
0.10290E 01 
1.65 0.41650E 03 0.38414C 02 0.83456E 02 0.81410E 01 0.941006 03 
1.70 
1.75 
1.80 
0,33132E.03 
0.27329E 03 
0.23276E 03 
0.30925E 02 
0.25639E 02 
0.21945E 02 
0.68007E 02 
0.57537t 02 
0.50021E 02 
0.66950E 01 
0.57190E 01 
0.50136E 01 
0.7500E 00 
0.67600E 00 
0.60509E 00 
1.85 0.20697E 03 0.19836E 02 0.45497 02 0.46490E 01 0.56130E 0 
1.90 0.19706E 03 0.19235E 02 0.44648E 02 0.46q39E 01 0.62686E 03 
1.95" 0.19574E 03 0.194606 02 0.45756F 02 0.49521E 01 0.70481E 00 
2.00 
2.05 
0.1910B 
0.19148E 
03 
03 
0,20030E 02 
0.19920E 02 
0.47631E 02 
0.4769!5E 02 
0.53179t 01 
0.54783E 01 
0.80354E 00 
0.86466E 03 
2.10 0.18038E 03 0.1915E 02 0.46100E 02 0.54217E 01 0,38494E 00 
2.20 0.15409E 03 0.16919C 02 0.41113C 02 0.50323E 01 0.86385E no 
2.30 0.14205 03 0.16607r: 02 0.40610E O 0.5279BE 0l 0.9591E 60 
2.40 0.12996E A3 6.16075E 02 0.39418E 02 0.53791E 01 0,10512E O1 
2.50 0.111l0E 03 0.143226 02 0.35550E 02 0.5044E 01 0.10382L 01 
2.60 0.85264E 02 O.IL236E 02 0.28881E 02 0.42246E 01 0.9081E 00 
2.10 
2.80 
2.90 
0.71421E 02 
0.63637E 02 
0.57383E1 02 
0.95969E61 
0,88399E 01 
0.820795 01 
0.254931 0 
0.23890E 02 
0.22461E 0 
0.38299E 01 
0.b3947E 01 
0.35524E 01 
0.8&363E 00 
0,86031E 03 
0.845021 O0 
3.00 
3.10 
0,54189E 02 
0.5268E 02 
0,79700e 01 
0.788565 01 
0.21q5E 02 
O.ZI848 02 
0.35445E 01 
0.357881Ok 
-0.86257E 00 
0.89045E 00 
3.20 
3.30 
0.48367E 02 
0,45465E 02 
0.735146 O 
0.70332 01 
0.20663E 02 
0.20163E 02 
0.34132E 01 
0.330 51 E 01 
0.86304E 03 
0.88326E 0 
3.40 0.45066E 02 0.71493E 01 0.209586 02 0.35939E 01 0,99120 00  
3.50 
3.60 
3.70 
3.80 
0.,5429E 02 
0.39515E 02 
0.3r141E OZ 
0.34015E-02 
0,73940E 01 
0.62504E 01 
0.59879E 01 
0.55797t 01 
0.22171E 02 
0.19470E 02 
0.1878 02 
0.17600E 02 
-0.389z9E 01 
0.33346E 01 
0.32702E 01 
0.31108E 01 
0.11517E 01 
0.1005E 01 
0.1015E 01 
0.98524E 00 
3.90 
4.00 
0.31793E 02 
0.28203E 02 
0.53939E 
0.48042E 
01 
01 
0.17015E 02 
0.15451E 02 
0.31191E 01 
0.28344E 0l 
0.10202E O 
0.94358E 03 
4.10 0.26108E 02 0.44733E 01 0.14696E 02 0.27066E 01 0.92(39E 0­
4.20 
4.30 
0,24381E 02 
0.22394E 02 
0.42092E 01 
0.38931E 01 
O.14165F. 02 
0.13433E 02 
0.26306E 01 
0.25169E 01 
0,9331E 00 
0.9296'E O 
4.40 
4.50 
4.60 
0.20005E 02 
0.18590E 02 
0.17998 02 
0.35060E 01 
0.331326 01 
0.3Z749C 01 
0.12433C 02' 
0,1220o 02 
0.124k62 02 
0.23526E 01 
0.23468E 01 
0.24327E 01 
0.9089E 03 
0.9602 O0 
0.10468E 01 
4.70 
4.e0 
0.17114E 02 
0.15872 02 
0.31589E 01 
0.29653E 01 
0.12360E 02 
0.11962E 02 
0.24462E 01 
0.2944E 01 
0.11020E 01 
0.112665 01 
4.90 
5.00 
0.14585f 02 
0.13509E 02 
0,27540E 01 
0.25737E 01 
0.11410E 02 
0.10833E 02 
0.23072E O 
0.22069E l 
0.11258E 01 
0.11003E 01 
5.10 0.12287E 02 0.23568E 01 0.10100E 02 0.20718E 01- 0.10579E 01, 
5.20 0.11106E 02 0.21467E 01 0.94257E 01 0.19505E 01 0.1OZ4E 01 
5.30 0.10240E 02 0.199916 01 0.900R0E 01 0.18821E 01 0.10142E 01 
5.40 
5.50 
0,95139M 
0.-8142E 
01 
01 
0.18785E 01 
0.17574E 01 
0.36834E 01 
0.82945( 1 
0.18321E 01 
0.17639E 01 
0.10134E 01 
0.990366 D0 
5.60 
5.70 
0.81365E 0l 
0.90353E 01 
0.16302E 01 
0.25084E 01 
0.79006E 01 
0.69308E 01 
0.16385E 01 
0.25732E 01 
0.97090E 03 
0.16684E 01 
5.80 
5.90 
6.10 
6.30 
0.71446E 01 
0.6Z7171 (I 
0.59330E 01 
0.50501E 01 
0.14445E 01 
0.13663C 01 
0.119056 01 
0.10389E 01 
0.74538E 01 
0.73071 01 
0.67338E 01 
0.62179E 01 
0.16053E 01 
0.15738[ 01 
0.14680E 01 
0.13669E 01 
0.98632E DO 
0.9860511 00 
0.98114E 05 
0.965266 03 
6,50 
" .0- 
0.45643E 01 
0.39006E 01 
0.94232F.00 
0.80161E 00 
0.60471E 01 
0.551101 01 
0.13329E 01 
0.12307E O1 
0.98154E 00 
0.97071E 00 
250
 
Table D,7, (oet'do) 
6.9 0.31315E 01 0.65054t 00 0.48528E 01 0.1089 o O.956O1t 00 
7.1 
7.3 
7.5 
7.1 
0.24728E 01 
0.196072 01 
0.15895E 01 
0.131185 01 
0.51496E 00 
0.402589 00 
0.322436 00 
0o.262706 00 
0.41444E 01 
0.35731E 01 
0.32234F 01 
0.94436 01 
0.93974C 00 
o.80939E 00 
0.73133E 00 
O.b6844E 00 
0.94211E 00 
0.92523E 03 
0.94635E 03 
0.9522SE 03 
7.9 0.10930E O 0.215882 00 0.27385E 01 0.62214E 00 0.95'4402 00 
8.1 0.90313E 00 0.17578E G0 0.256312 01 0.58546E 00 0.963682 00 
8.3 0.74694 -00 0.14184E 00 0.24042E 01 0.55039E 00 0.96710E 03 
8.5 0.60922E 00 0.11136E 00 0.226086 01 0.51912E 00 0.97624E 05 
8.7 0.50253E 00 0.87720E-01 0.2093BE 01 0,48264E 00 0.97236E 00 
8.9 0.42553E 00 0.708806-Ol 0.9408E 01 0.44920C 00 0.96212E 00 
9.1 0.37270E 00 0.593806-01 0.17947E 01 0.41658E 00 0.9491T 00 
9.3 0.34297E 00 0.529102-01 0.16680E 01 0.3$7586 00 0.9310T1 00 
9.5 0O33290E 00 o.50660E-01 0.t57292 01 0.36512t 00 0.912196 00 
9.7 0.33530E 00 0.508206-01 0.14831E 01 0.34242E 00 0.892385 01 
9.9 0.34145E 00 0.51650E-01 0.141595 01 0.32452E 00 0.87984E 00 
10.1 0.35271E no 0.538206-01 0.13734E 01 0.31257E 00 0.874156 00 
10.3 0.36680E 00 0.569502-01 0.13483E 01 0.304996 00 0.86711E 03 
10.5 0.38032k 00 0.60320E-01 0.13411E 01 0.30243E 00 0.86056E 03 
10.7 0.39069E 00 0.63190£-01 0.134162 01 0.301956 00 0.860082 0 
10.9 0.394898 00 0.64390E-01 0.13439 01 0.301919 00 0.86347E 00 
11.1 
11.3 
'0.39311E 00 
0.38654E 00 
0,639602-01 
0o.625902-01 
0.13466C bl 
0.13487E 01 
0.30206E 00 
0.30Z70E 00 
0.87223E 03 
0.87364E 03 
11.5 0.37827E 0 0.61120E-01 0.13905k O 0.3038ar 00 0.88612F 03 
11.7 
11.9 
0.37343E 00 
0.35946E 0 
0.60580E-01 
0.58050E-01 
0.134586 01 
'O.13406E 01 
0.30455E 00 
0.30451E 00 
0.88761E 00 
0.89436E 0 
12.1 
12.3 
0.348986 00 
0.34459r 00 
0,56640E-01 
0.56590E-01 
0.133212 01 
0.132186 01 
0.303982 00 
0.302846 00 
0.89403E 03 
0.893902 03 
12,S 
12.T 
0.343706 00 
0.343082 00 
0.57270E-01 
0.58230E-01 
0.13152E 01 
0.130716 01 
0.30258E 00 
0.30134E 00 
0.89616E 00 
0.8"04E 03 
12.9 
13.1 
1.3 
13.5 
0.33671E 00 
0.32694E 00 
0.32080E 00 
0.31097E MO 
0,5764OE-01 
b.56370E-01 
0.548002-01 
0.545202-01 
0.12869E ol 
0.12642E 01 
0.12495E 01 
0.12381 01 
0,297296 00 
0.29216E 00 
0,28793E 00 
0.284q4E 00 
0.89137E 00 
0.92352E 00 
0.9405 2 00 
0.955886 00 
13.7 0.30933E-0 0.52240E-01 0.12 29E 01 0,27990E 00 0.96485E 03 
13.9 0.29687E 00 0.49840E-01 0.120395 01 0.274932 00 0.96794E 00 
14.1 
14.3 
0.27859E 00 
0.255705 00 
0.46080E-01 
0.41430E-01 
0.118285 01 
0.116152 ol 
0.2(970E 00 
0.2654"E 00' 
0.97275f 03 
0.97885E 0 
14.5 0.233046 00 0,368906-01 0.11422E 01 0.262636 00 0.90850E 03 
14.7 
14.9 
0.208632 n0 
0.19653E 00 
0.31740E-01 
0.29820E-01 
0.110202 01 
0.108"06 01 
0,2547I 00 
0,253236 00 
0.468376 
0.96349E 
00 
0 
15.1 0.18086E n0 0.26860E-01 0.106426 01 0.24928E 00 0.961426 00 
15.3 0.16983f 00 0.24840E-01 0.10327E 01 0.243132 00 0.95652E 03 
£5.5 0.162266 n0 0.233402-01 0.100022 01 0.236585 00 0.957106 0 
15.7 
15.9 
16.1 
0.15786E 00 
0.15701E 00 
0.16017E 00 
0.226605-01 
0,225705-01 
0.22440E-01 
0.96151E 00 
0.94156E 00 
0.917746 00 
0.22930E 00 
0.22299E 00 
0.21620E 00 
0.95i246 00 
0.93858E 00 
0.94181E 00 
16.3 0.16292E6 00 0.23360E-01 0.9010*2 00 0.211812 00 0.943052 01 
16.5 0.16819E 00 0.243902-01 0.89054E 00 0.20859E 00 0.94997E 00 
16.7 0.17416E 00 0.258605-01 0.8866E On 0.20620E 00 0.94860E 03 
16.9 0.17644 00 0.20730-01 0.8800ae 00 o.20431E 00 0.94191C 00 
17.1 0.18333E 00 0.289102-01 0.86414E 00 0.20498E 00 0.939736 03 
17.3 
17.5 
0.18206E n0 
0.100312 00 
0.28740E-01 
0.2560E-01 
0.88100C 00 
0.882832 00 
0,20396E 00 
0.204535 00 
0.950762 00 
0.96345E D 
Ui.7 
17.9 
0.17600E 00 
0.16750E 00 
0.27760E-01 
0.25660E-01 
0.97993C 00 
0.873626 00 
0,20416E 00 
0.202585 00 
0.969846 05 
0.97012 00 
18.1 0.16046E 00 0.23970E-01 0.365566 00 0.20102E 00 0.97989F 00 
18.3 0.15370E 00 0.22230E-01 0.85677C 00 0.190892 n0 0.99070t 03 
18.0314672E 00 0.20720E-01 0.845366 00 0.19690E 00 0.10051£ 01 
